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FOREWORD

This report presents work which was performed under the Joint Army Navy
Aircraft Instrumentation Research (JANAIR) Program, a research and
exploratory development program directed by the United States Navy,
Office of Naval Research. Special guidance is provided to the program
for the Army Electrnics Command, the Naval Air Systems Command, and
the Office of Naval Research through an organization known as the
JANAIR Working Group. The Working Group is currently composed of
representatives from the following offices:

U. S. Navy, Office of Naval Research, Aeronautics Programs,
Code 461, Washington, D. C.

"o Aircraft Instrumentation and Control
Program Area

U. S. Navy, Naval Air Systems Command, Washington, D. C.

"o Avionics Division; Navigation Instrumentation
and Display Branch (NAVAIR 5337)

"o Crew Systems Division; Cockpit/Cabin Requirements
and Standards Branch (NAVAIR 5313)

U. S. Army, Army Electronics Command, Avionics Laboratory,
Fort Monmouth, New Jersey

o Instrument Technical Area (AMSEL-VL-I)

The Joint Army Navy Aircraft Instrumentation Research Program objective
is to conduct applied research using analytical and experimental investi-
gations for identifying, defining, and validating advanced concepts which
may be applied to future, improved Naval and Army aircraft instrumentation
systems. This includes sensing elements, data processors, disptays,
controls, and man/machine interfaces for fixed and rotary wing aircraft
for all flight regimes.
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ASSP

The Airerew Station Standardization Panel (ASSP) Is a joint service working
group responsible for the generation, coordination, and revision of military
standards, specifications, and other regulatory documents dealing with the
crew compartment of military aircraft and the equipment therein. The ASSP
Is composed of representatives of the U.S. Air Force, U.S. Army, U.S. Navy,
and the Aeronautical Standards Group, with advisory participation by the
U.S. Bureau of Standards and the National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-
tration.

This report, while neither sponsored by the ASSP ncr connected officially
with its activities in any way, is an outgrowth of the efforts of the ASSP
to establish a standard governing the design of electronic and optically
generated displays for military aircraft.
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CHAPTER I - INTRODUCTION

In its conception this study grew out of the participation by one of its
authors in the efforts of an ASSP committee to establish a standard for
electronic and optically generated displays. From the outset, the work of
the committee has been hampered by uncertainty about what is the proper
basis for such a standard, in a sense, electronic displays serve the
same purpose as conventional aircraft instruments (or, more properly,
combinations of them) and often resemble them in outward appearance. In
fact, though, the similarity is largely superficial, and it is by no means
certain that the large body of standards and regulatory documents pertain-
ing to conventional instruments really have anything to do with the display
of information by electronic media. On the other hand, electronic displays
are not entirely new; CRTs have been used to display radar information
for a quarter of a century. Radar display characteristics and symbology
are extensively researched topics, and a wealth of literature on these
matters is available. However, a question arises as to the extent to
which the findings of research in radar displays can or should be applied
to the design and standardization of electronic displays for flight.

This problem is by no means peculiar to the ASSP. It is merely a facet of
the much larger problem facing the military services and the manufacturers
of avionic equipment. That which prompted the ASSP to seek standardiza-
tion has also been the concern of the JANAIR Program and its predecessor,
ANIP, for over ten years. Simply put, it is this. With the advent of
reliable airborne CRTs and other such devices, it has become possible to
provide the pilot of military aircraft with a compact, integrated, multi-
parameter display of the flight situation. The versatility of this de-
vice permits almost any sort of presentation that might be desired. Its
value to military aviation is indisputable. But immediately there arise
questions about what information should be displayed, in what form, in
what combinations and formats, and by what techniques. In short, how can
we make best use of this new and flexible display medium?

Because the answers to these questions have been lacking, designers and
military service users have been forced to proceed on the basis of best
estimates and, at times, trial and error. As display designs have pro-
liferated and new applications and techniques have been developed, the
variety of symbology, information content, and display schemes has grown
bewildering. Within this profusion there is both good and bad design,
sense and nonsense, and a great deal of confusion. It seems reasonable
that some sort of standardization is called for, not just to clear the
air, but to satisfy certain basic needs of the military services and the
industry which supports them. The most critical of these needs are:

1. The need to guarantee that the military services
are getting the best equipment obtainable, not

(1



just in terms of its airworthiness, but also in
terms of its suitability to the missions of mili-
tary aircraft.

2. The need to provide equipment which will enhance,
and not hinder, pilot performance and promote safety
of flight.

3. The need to minimize training requirements and,
as a corollary, retraining requirements as old
displays are supplanted by newer ones.

4. The need for the military services to have a yard-
stick by which to evaluate competing designs.

5. The need to provide guidance to designers in devel-
oping airborne display systems.

The overall purpose of this study, therefore, is to examine the available
research literature to find information pertaining to electronic and opti-
cally generated displays. More specifically, the purpose is to identify
those aspects of electronic flight displays which could now be standard-
ized on the basis of existing information. In those areas where standard-
ization seems desirable but where it is not now possible because of
insufficient or inconclusive evidence, we have endeavored to indicate
what further research is needed. As might be expected, the development
of electronic and optically generated displays has been marked by certain
controversies and differences of opinion, some of which still persist.
Our purpose is not to revive old feuds. However, we have felt it neces-
sary to reexamine some of these issues and to air various points of view
in the interest of clarifying the problems involved and to make the point
that these matters are seldom black and white and do not submit to simple
solutions.

This report centers about three main topics.

1. Information requirements, where our interest is to
define the basic information content of the display,
both for general flight purposes and for certain
special situations;

2. Symbology and format, in which our concern is to work
toward a common display language, mode of presentation,
and frame of reference;

3. Display characteristics, wherein our aim is to
describe and quantify those features which arise
from the electronic and optical techniques of
display generation.

2



Our investigation is limited to those displays used by the pilot for the
purpose of flight control, i.e., displays of the horizontal and vertical
situation of the aircraft. For the most part, we have dealt more exten-
sively with displays for fixed wing aircraft than those for rotary wing
or V/STOL aircraft. This imbalance was imposed upon us by the relative
paucity of information about helicopter and V/STOL displays. In part,
however, it is also a reflection of the current state of electronic dis-
play development, which has placed greatest emphasis on the fixed wing
category.

Of necessity, we have had to restrict the range and depth of our investi-
gation. Because of practical considerations of time and resources, we
have not been able to pursue certain topics to the depth and detail that
we would have liked. In other areas we suspect there is more information
available, but we must confess to our inability to locate it or to obtain
it in time for incorporation in this report. We do not pretend that our
coverage of the topic is complete, not only for the above reasons, but
also because we have worked under certain self-imposed limitations. Radar
displays were purposely excluded by us because they are not central to
our concern and because the topic has been covered by other investigators
(e.g., Honigfeld, 1964). Airborne weapon control systems have hardly been
touched upon because we did not feel we could do justice to such a complex
topic in which the characteristics of the displays are largely determined by
the nature of the individual weapon with which they are associated. Inno-
vations and exotic display techniques, such as holograms, lasers, and
X-rays, have likewise been by-passed since there is so little empirical
research evidence now available on their application to airborne displays
that commentary would be largely speculative.

This report is basically a summation of the results of a literature review.
However, in the conduct of this study we were fortunate to be able to
talk with some thirty or so persons who have long experience in the field
of electronic displays and who are actively engaged in design or research.
These conversations were of immeasurable value in stimulating our think-
ing and in guiding us to important research materials. The advice and
comment of these persons has become so intermi4:d wiLh our thinking
that it has not always been possible to attribute them properly in the
report itself. We would like to express our gratitude and ask them not
to think unkindly of us for making full use of their counsel without always
giving them specific recognition. We also take full responsibility for
the interpretation of their ideas and apologize if we seem to have mis-
construed their meaning.

We wish to emphasize that our intent has not been to write a standard for
electronic and optically generated displays. Rather, we have endeavored
to assemble and interpret the research data and other documentation upon
which a standard could be based. The responsibility for developing the
standard, if one is to be written at all, lies with the military services.
Our aim has been to supply them with information which could be used for

3



this purpose. The advisability of writing a standard, now or eventually,
is a matter upon which we cannot properly pass judgment. Likewise, we do
not believe it is appropriate for us to try to settle the issue of just
how far a standard should go in regulating display design. That is, how
restrictive and how permissive it ought to be.

To repeat, our main endeavor has been to assemble and document information
presently av&ilable in this field. This has been supplemented with what
we have learned from conversations with others who have experience in dis-
play design and research. We have tried to present certain controversial
subjects impartially and to intrude our personal views and the results of
our own experience only insofar as they will contribute to an understanding
of the problems. In those are&s whece more research seems needed we have
singled out specific topics for research and investigation. Above
all, we have tried to tailor this reort to the needs of th, ie who must
deal with the problem of standardization, but we have also kept in mind
the designers who must develop displays for future military aircraft and
those who will carry on research in this field.
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CHAFTER II - DISPLAY CATEGORIES

DEFINITIONS

At the outset, the term oicctronic and opti:aily g'ncýatcd 'iplayj re-
quires some clarification. Generally speaking, electronic and optically
generated displays (E/O displays) are those devices by which an image is
produced electronically and presented to the observer either directly on
the image generating surface or indirectly through an optical projection
system. The most common E/O display device is the cathode ray tube, but
other image producing techniques are feasible, and a few, such as elec-
troluminescence and lasers, have reached advanced stages of development.
However, because of the historical importance of the CRT and because of
the preponderance of present display designs which make use of the CRT,
E/O displays may be thought of as primarily CRT displays.

As used in this report, the term E/O display is restricted to those de-
vices used in aircraft by the pilot for the purposes of flight or mission
control. This includes command and attitude displays, navigation displays,
tactical information presentations, and weapon delivery displays. Displays
used by crew members other than the pilot and co-pilot and those used by
ground operators, even ttiough similar in the method of generat!on or In
the use to which they are put, are not classified as E/O displays. Thus,
displays such as those used by radar observers, navigators, air traffic
controllers, or tactical data system controllers are excluded from con-
sideration. Obviously, this distinction is somewhat artificial. It
would be hard to make a case for any real difference between a navigation
display used by a pilot and a similar device used by another crew member,
who does not happen to be a pilot, seated adjacent to him in the cockpit.
In restricting E/O displays to mean airborne displays used by the pilot
we wish only to narrow our field of interest to manqgeable proportions
and to avoid excursions into fields that have already been amply treated
by others. Clearly, some of the findings of this study will also have
relevance to other types of dirplays, eleztronic and otherwise. If we
neglect to point out these relationships in passing, it is only because
we are sure they are already apparent to the reader.

To some the term E/O displays may be objectionable, and we must admit to
a certain amount of dissatisfaccion with it ourselves. Unfortunately,
there appears to be no entirely suitable substitute as a generic name for
this type of display. CRT display will not do since E/O displays may make
use of some other image producing device. Carel (1965) has used the term
pictorial displays for flight. While the simplicity and descriptiv ness
of this term are to be admired, it appears to include more kinds of dis-
plays than those which are of concern to us here. For example, an elec-
tromechanical Attitude Director Indicator (ADI) or a roller map display



could be properly called a pictorial display for flight. Yet, neither
falls within our definition of E/O display because the images are not
electronically generated. Similarly, an opto-mechanical display, such as
the head-up display recently developed in France, would fall within the
pictorial display classification but must be excluded from the E/O display
category since the image is created entirely by optical means. Terms such
as integrated flight display, electronic command and attitude display, or
flight and navigation display all must be rejected since they suggest a
range of applications other than what we have in mind. For lack of any
clearly superior alternative, we have adopted EiO display, which we shall
take to mean any electronic image producing device provided for the use
of the pilot for flight and mission control.

E/O displays consist essentially of a two-dimensional surface upon which
the multiple dimensions of the conditions of flight are presented, and this
fact offers a convenient method of categorizing E/O displays. Thus, if
the display surface represents a projection of the aircraft situation upon
an imaginary vertical plane ahead of the aircraft, it is called a vertical
situation display. If the display represents a projection of the situation
upon a horizontal plane beneath the aircraft, it is a horizontal situation
display. It should be noted that the designations horizontal and vertical
have nothing to do with the plane in which the display is mounted in the
aircraft; they refer to the reference planes upon which the real world
situation is represented.

In a vertical situation display (VSD) the basic dimensions are azimuth and
elevation. Lateral displacement, or translation, of display elements sig-
nifies change in aircraft heading or horizontal flight path. Vertical
translation of display elements represents change in pitch or vertical
flight path. Rotation of display elements denotes movement of the aircraft
about the roll axis. In a horizontal situation display (HSD) the aircraft
is represented as seen from above looking down on a horizontal earth plane.
The frame of reference of the HSD may be either a cartesian coordinate
system, like that of a map, or a polar coordinate system (rho-theta) in
which the aircraft position is always at the pole. In the case of either
HSDs or VSDs the additional dimensions of the flight situation may be
represented either by means of geometric perspective ar by coding schemes
auch as size, shape, degree of detail, color, and so forth.

Another method of classifying E/O displays is according to the manner in
which they are viewed. For some displays the display surface or image-
producing medium is viewed directly. That is, the observer looks directly
at the surface upon which the symbols are written. These we ahall desig-
nate direct view displays. For other displays the image is generated at
some location out of the observer's direct view and projected, through an
optical system, to some more suitable viewing location. These we shall
call projected displays. Since projected displays are usually collimated
light displays projected on a transparent surface, such as a combining
glass or windshield, they are sometimes called head-up displays or see-
through displays. With such displays the symbols appear to be at infinity,
superimposed upon the real world view through the windshield.
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The term head-up display (HUD) is expressive and has gained currency as
a designation for projected, collimated light, see-through displays. For
this reason we shall use it more or less synonymously with projected ver-
tical situation display. However, there are certain cautions which should
be observed about this and the other terms used above. For instance, a
head-up display is not necessarily a projected display. It could be a
direct view display so mounted that it is in the pilot's line of sight
when looking out of the aircraft. In fact, such a display is currently
under evaluation at the NASA Ames Research Center. Coiversely, a projected
display is not of necessity, a see-through or head-up display. It could be
"a projection of symbols onto an opaque viewing screen, i.e., somewhat like
"a motion picture projection, so situated that the pilot's head is down in
the cockpit when viewing the display. Such a device has also undergone
evaluation at one time. At the risk of creating confusion, we can also
introduce as an example the FiO display now under development at Bell Heli-
copter Company with which the pilot, by means of a head-mounted miniature
CRT and projection system, receives a view of the world as seen by an
externally mcunted television camera. Such a display is both head-up and
head-down. It is projected but not see-through because the pilot has no
view other than that afforded by the TV camera, i.e., the TV image is not
superimposed on the real world but is a substitute for the real world,
much like that seen on a direct view display. Other instances of hybrids
and hard-to-classify displays could be cited, but there is no advantage
in belaboring the point.

Here, again, we are confronted with inadequate terminology, which from a
purist point of view is objectionable. However, since many of these terms
are already in common use, we are obliged - somewhat ruefully - to accept
matters more or less as they are and make the best of them. It is not our
purpose to try to establish absolute and mutually exclusive categories,
but rather to arrive at some working terminology to serve us in the succeed-
ing chapters. We shall, therefore, employ direct oiew and pr'ojected, with
the definitions given above, as basic categories of E/O displays. These
terms, at least, have the advantage of brevity and of calling attention to
an essential difference hetween the two types of displays. We .;hall also
employ the VSD-HSD dichotomy disaussed earlier. Thus, a display may be
described as a direct view VSD or a projected VSD. Ihoad-up Jiiplay, unless
otherwise noted, shall refer to a projected VSD.

At times it is useful to distinguish among displays on the basis of the
technique by which the image is generated, ie., television raster, line
written (sometimes called lissajous or calligraphic symbol generation), or
electroluminescence. These techniques will be defined In the context of
"a later discussion in Chapter V. For certain speciil display applications,
"a distinQtion can also be made on the basis of the type of signal or sensor
input which provides information for the display. Thus, one can speak of
a radar, IR, laser, or X-ray display; and, if the display can present data
from more than one such source, either sequentially or in combination, it
is referred to as a multisensor display.
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To familiarize the reader with several terms as we shall use them and to
give an overview of the types of displays with which this report deals,
Figure 1 contains a sample of the kinds of E/O displays now in use or under
development. Since the samples are irLended to be illustrative of types,
the displays are not identified except by generl.c names. A more detailed
description and analysis of somc of the E/O displays actually designed for
present day aircraft will he presented in Chapter III. For additional
definitions of terms used in this repox* see the glossary in Appendix B.
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DIRECT VIEW VERTICAL SITUATION DISPLAYS

Historically, the evolution of the direct view vertical situation display
has been linked with the contact analog concept. It was not until the
advent of compact, reliable, airborne CRTs that the realization of the
contact analog concept became possible for aircraft displays. The contact
analog display, as its name suggests, is a pictorial representation (or
analog) of the real world view which the pilot would have under conditions
of visual contact (VFR) flight. Two points must be emphasized. The con-
tact analog is not a camera image or a televised view of the real world
scene; it is a wholly artificial recreation of the real world. Second,
every detail of the real world is not rendered in the contact analog pre-
sentation; it is a selective, abstract, and stylized picture of the real
world. Carel (1965) defines the contact analog display as a "point per-
spective projection of a three-dimensional model (of the real world) to a
picture plane. " Note that it is a projection of a model, not a projection
of the real world itself (as would be the case in a televised picture of
the real world). Thus, there are two steps of abstraction: from the
real world to the model and from the model to the pictorial display.
Whereas certain detail and pictorial realism may be sacrificed in this
dual abstraction, there is one respect in which the contact analog display
remains completely faithful to the real world. All the display elements
obey the same laws of motion and perspective as their real world counter-
parts. In this sense, it is a true and full analog of the real world.

The underlying rationale of the contact analog emphasizes that a pilot can
fly an aircraft solely by visual cues from the extra-cockpit environment.
In fact, most of the instruments which have been introduced into aircraft
have been put there to help the pilot manage the situation when he cannot
see the real world because of darkness or weather. The contact analog,
thus, becomes the means of recreating VFR day cues within the cockpit
at all times. Because there is compatibility between the real world visual
cues and those of the contact analog display, the pilot will have no diffi-
culty in adapting from one to the other. Geometric relationships and cues
of size, distance, and motion are the same within the cockpit and without;
and the pilot's interpretive tasks on instruments or VFR are, theoretically
at least, identical.

The contact analog offers many advantages as a pilot information display.
Because of the "naturalness" of the presentation, it reduces ambiguity and
uncertainty about the attitude and path of the aircraft. For the same
reason it is relatively easy for the pilot to maintain his three-dimensional
orientation in all flight situations. Because the contact analog affords
an integrated and coherent presentation of information, it is conceptually
simple to learn and to use. There are some, however, who find fault with the
contact analog concept and with the underlying analysis of the pilot's per-
ceptual and information processing tasks.

The critics of the contact analog have two major objections. First, they
contend that the contact analog tends to overemshasize pictorial realism,
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i.e. there is too great a concern with creating a veridical real world picture-
with its full range of visual cues - within the display framework. They point
out that the real world contains many cues that are irrelevant, some that are
redundant, and a few that are confusing or ambiguous. The pilot's basic
task, they continue, is how to interpret and integrate this mass of informa-
tion. By recreating on the display the world as it might he perceived out-
side the aircraft, one has not simplified the pilot's task but merely dupli-
cated his source of information. The proper purpose of a display, they
conclude, is not to copy the real world in all its blooming buzzing con-
fusion but to select for display that information relevant to the task and
to structure it meaningfully.

The point is well taken, and - surprisingly enough - many advocates of the
contact analog display would heartily agree. They claim that this is exactly
the point of the contact analog and that the fault lies not with the contact
analog concept as originally conccived but with those who subsequently mis-
understood it or misapplied it to display design. The fact remains, however,
that the contact analog is basically pictorial, as opposed to symbolic, and
that pictorial realism has tended to become an end in itself in some cases.

An even more serious objection has to do with the nature of the information
available from real world visual cues. While it is true that most of the
information necessary to control the aircraft is embedded in the visually per-
ceived real world situation, it is not true that the information is readily
available in its most useful form and with sufficient clarity and precision
to meet the demands of controlling a situation as complex as that of an air-
craft in flight. The pilot's task involves more than qualitative judgments;
he must also deal with quantitative information. His task calls for attain-
ing and holding certain absolute, quantitative values and for controlling
dynamic factors such as rate and acceleration. The real world, and hence
any display which reproduces it in pictorial fashion, is relatively poor
as en immediate and precise reference for these kinds of information, especially
rate and higher order derivatives.

As an alternative to the contact analog display, two major choices are
available. With one of these, the vertical situation display retains cer-
tain pictorial features, however in highly stylized and abstract form..
Pictorial realism is sacrificed in the interest of creating symbols which
convey the real world situation in qualitative and quantitative terms.
This may be done by simplifying real world cues, by distorting or exagger-
ating them to obtain greater clarity and precision, and even by adding
display elements which have no direct counterpart in the real world as
visually perceived. Proponents of this type of display contend that,
while pictorial realism has its uses, faithful rendition of the underlying
structure of the real world is of much greater value. With this display,
the real world is stripped down to its bare essentials; hence the name
skeZetal display. Carel (1965) characterizes the skeletal. display as one
which shows "the relationships between a set of inherently related variables
by use of a pictorial code." More important, since flight is essentially
dynamic, it is necessary to create a display whose kinemaAics are like
that of the external visual environment. Carel summarizes the point thus:
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"...the way a symbol moves and its
relationship to other symbols and
their movements is more important
than what the individual symbols
look like statically. ... Symbol
kinematics are just as important
as symbol physiognomy."

In all fairness, it should be pointed out that the display concept outlined
above is not considered by its originators as diametrically opposed to the
contact analog. Rather, they conceive of displays as a continuum, with the
"literal", i.e., photographic, display at one extreme and at the other the
"skeletal" display such as described above. The classic contact analog
display falls somewhere about midway along this continuum of literalness.

A second major alternative to the contact analog is to be found in the type
of display which we shall call the instrument analog. This represents
an approach to display design which is completely different from that of
the contact analog or skeletal displays described above. The display is
thought of, not so much as a pictorial representation of the real world,
but as a multipurpose instrument. The proponents of this kind of display
contend that the several basic instruments now in aircraft cockpits are
well designed and entirely suited to their purpose. They provide the
pilot with the information he needs, in the required form, and with appro-
priate scaling and accuracy. The reasons these instruments present a
problem to the pilot is that they are dispersed throughout a rather large
area in the cockpit and that each is a single purpose instrument. This
creates the need for the pilot to develop a scan pattern to monitor the
separate indicators and places on him the burden of selecting and integra-
ting the information in light of the particular needs of the moment. In
addition, because each instrument is designed for a special purpose, some-
times without reference to other instruments located in proximity, there
may be inconsistencies or incompatibilities among them. The E/O display
offers a solution to these problems in that it is capable of combining,
in one rather small area, the indications of a half dozen or more separate
instruments. Furthermore, because of the versatility of the E/O display
medium, symbols and formats like that of any of these instruments can be
duplicated on the display surface. Finally, through mode switching, it
is possible to achieve different combinations of instruments or to change
scaling as the flight situation may require. Thus, the E/O display be-
comes a multiparameter instrument which is modeled not upon the real world
scene external to the aircraft but upon the instruments in the cockpit
which indicate the actual parameters of aircraft performance. It may be
thought of either as a replacement for tMe conventional instruments now
in the cockpit or as a supplement to them, a microcosm which allows the
pilot to monitor the general situation on one display and make excursions
to conventional, single purpose instruments for vernier or more detailed
readiigs.
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The point to the foregoing discussion is not to argue for or against any
of these design concepts. Rather, it is to indicate that different ap-
proaches are possible, each having merit. This discussion also serves
to identify at the beginning the questions of what are VSDs to be an ana-
log of and what degree of verisimilitude is needed. These are central
issues in vertical situation display design and should be kept in mind
as we proceed through the subsequent chapters where various aspects of
this topic will be treated in greater detail, especially in Chapter IV
under the heading Some Display Solutions.
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PROJECTED VERTICAL SITUATION DISPLAYS

The usual projected vertical situation display, or head-up display, is a
device whereby symbols are generated and passed through an optical system
to project them on a transparent viewing surface in front of the pilot.
The optical system includes a collimating lens so that the symbols are at
optical infinity and angular relationships between the symbols and the
real world scene can be preserved throughout the field of view. The result
is that the symbols appear to be superimposed on their real world counter-
parts as seen through the windshield. For example, the symbol which repre-
sents the horizon would overlay the real horizon and would move with it
as the aircraft attitude changed. The symbols thus serve to enhance loca-
tion and identification of those elements of the visual field which will
aid in control of the aircraft.

The foregoing presupposes a one-to-one relationship in movement, and per-
haps in size as well, between the symbols and the counterpart objects of
the external environment. However, the assumption that such a relationship
is necessary, or even desirable, is subject to challenge. Early work by
Roscoe (1952) and Campbell (1955) with periscope displays indicated that
a magnification factor of about 1.2 led to optimum pilot performance. That
is, a symbol dimension or displacement of 1.2' on the display corresponded
to object size or movement of 1i in the real world, both measured as the
angle subtended at the eye. Quite the opposite view is taken by other
head-up display designers who hold that display ratios on the order of 1:3
or even 1:6 are not only usable but highly desirable in some cases. That
is, 1i of symbol displacement on the display represents 30 or 6' of change
in the position of an object in the external environment. The circumstances
in which such compression factors may be called for are either when the
field of view of the display is restricted or when the range of aircraft
movement is relatively large in comparison with the field of view.

Here, again, our purpose is only to call attention to one of the paramount
issues of display design. The topic deserves much more thorough treatment
and a more careful exposition of the experimental evidence on all sides of
the question. This will be deferred until Chapter IV wn,'-e it will be
taken up in the context of symbol dynamics and display for',tat. In passing,
however, it should be noted that the question of magnification is not con-
fined to head-up displays. It is also pertinent to direct view vertical
situation displays, especially the contact analog. Some experts contend
that, to be a true contact analog, the display must not only be pictorial
and faithful to the laws of motion and perspective, it must also be equal
in angular dimension to the real world scene represented. That is, if the
display represents a 200 x 200 view of the world, it must be of such size
and so located that it subtends a field of 200 x 20* of visual angle. We
raise the problem in connection with head-up displays only because this
is where the issue is most sharply joined. The see-through nature of
head-up displays makes it possible to see both the real world scene and the
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artificial representation of that scene at the same time. If there is
any difficulty which may arise from a disparity between the real world
and the display, it is most likely to manifest itself in a situation
where the two are seen in superposition.
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HORIZONTAL SITUATION DISPLAYS

By contrast with vertical situation displays, the field of horizontal
situation displays is a relatively placid area, free of much of the acri-
mony which seems to characterize debates about basic issues in vertical
situation displays. This is not to suggest the HSD designers are more
reasonable or even-tempered than their VSD colleagues. There are question-
able areas and differences of opinion, but the discussion seems to move at
a slower pace. In part this may be because HSDs are a somewhat neglected
area, a little less glamorous and likely to draw fire than VSDs. In part,
too, it may stem from basic differences in the horizontal and vertical
situations of the aircraft. Because the aircraft is somewhat less maneu-
verable in the horizontal plane, change occurs rather slowly in comparison
with the vertical situation. Also, the geographic area covered by the
HSD is usually so broad and the scaling of the display is such that the
movement of symbols on the display is relatively slow. Hence, the conse-
quences of misinterpretation or misdirection are less immediate, and
perhaps less dangerous, than with the VSD and, therefore, less likely to
create excitement or controversy among display designers. It may also be
that, because the field of HSDs is somewhat older, there has been more
time for empirical evidence on some of the basic issues to accumulate.
The literature does seem, at least, to reflect a general understanding
that one type of HSD is not inherently better than another, only better
for a given purpose. This is not to suggest that there is complacency on
the topic of HSDs. A misdirected pilot cannot very well perform his mis-
sion, and a lost pilot is still a pilot in trouble. There is clear recog-
nition by all that everything possible should be done to provide the pilot
with a display to help him maintain orientation and direction in the
navigational or tactical situation.

Be that as it may, there are still several open questions in connection
with horizontal situation displays. Perhaps the most fundamental of these
concerns the dynamics and frame of reference of the display. Specifically,
what part of the display should move? Should the map move and the aircraft
reference symbol remain stationary, or should the aircraft symbol move
across a stationary map which is changed from time to time as the symbol
nears the edge of the display? Interlocked with this are questions of
which type of coordinate system to use (cartesian or polar) and how should
the map be oriented (toward north or along the ground track). Parentheti-
cally, it should be noted that the term "map" as used here does not neces-
sarily mean a topographical map or airman's chart printed on paper. It
means any representation of the horizontal situation in which symbols are
"mapped", in the mathematical sense, to objects in the external environ-
ment. These objects may be on the ground or airborne. This whole issue
of display movement and a frame of reference is an important one, every
bit as important as the issues of pictorial realism and display compression-
magnification in the VSD field. We will address ourselves to it in later
parts of the report, principally in Chapter IV.
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Some other questions in the HSD area are related to the techniques of
display generation and mechanization. A great variety of methods is
available. Some HSDs are essentially mechanical devices in which a print-
ed map or chart is combined with indicators of position and course.
Others make use of projection techniques to present a film map in conjunc-
tion with symbols which may be mechanical or projected like the map itself.
Neither of these kinds of HSDs is of concern to us here, except tangen-
tially In that they embody the same basic display principles as E/O dis-
plays or in that the legibility of symbols may be affected by an optical
projection system. Our main concern is with those HSDs which are wholly
or partially generated by electronic means. Much of the discussion of
display characteristics in Chapter V applies to HSDs and VSDs equally.
There is no intent to slight HSDs, even though the majority of examples
in that chapter are drawn from VSDs. It is simply because there were
moi:e examples of VSDs available to us.

Some choose tc make a distinction between navigational or tactical HSDs,
either along the lines that a navigation display is an earth map and the
tactical, display is an air map or along the lines that the navigation
display is stored information and the tactical display is based on fresh-
ly generated data. Frankly, either of these distinctions seems artificial.
Whether for navigation or tactical employment of the aircraft, both types
of displays are maps or representations of the horizontal situation. The
displays may contain slightly different kinds of information or be some-
what different in format because of Lne various uses to which they are
put, but this creates no inherent differences in the displays themselves.

As a final commentary on horizontal situation displays, we would like to
draw attention to published works in this area which seem to be of parti-
cular value. Certain parts of them will be discussed later, but we should
like to point them out here because they are excellent summations of areas
which overlap our own. The proceedings of the 1966 JANAIR symposium on
aeronautical charts and map displays (JANAIR 1966) is a recent and highly
infcrmative review of the HSD field. Honigfeld (1964) is a comprehensive
review and authoritative commentary on symbology for radar displays.
Roscoe (1967), while mainly a statement of the author's own views, is in
our estimation a good succinct summary of the basic questions in HSD design.
Finally, of course, there is Carel (1965) which has already been cited and
which covers much the same ground as this report.
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CHAPTER III - INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS

INTRODUCTION

In display design, the establishing of information requirements is a basic
and early step. It provides a systematic method for determining the kinds
of displays needed in the aircraft and for guiding the selection of format,
display modes, and individual symbols. Although the method may be imper-
fectly implemented in practice, as noted by Carel (1965), it does not follow
that the approach itself is bad or that analysis of information requirements
is of no value to the designer. Analysis of information requirements is
not necessarily the first step; there are other valid points from which to
begin. But we must ultimately submit the display to analysis in terms of
the operator's informational needs or the design will be void.

Information requirements can be developed in a number of ways. They can
be stated broadly or in minute detail. They can he treated generically or
restricted to a certain kind of aircraft, or even limited to a particular
aircraft in just one maneuver or flight phase. In the case of E/O displays,
which are usually designed for a particular aircraft, information require-
ments are customarily based on the performance of the vehicle and are often
related to some nominal mission profile or breakdown into flight phases.
In these circumstances, the aircraft development schedule, the availability
of information about the aircraft system, hardware constraints, pilot
acceptance, and so on tend to act as limits on the extent to which informa-
tion requirements are formulated for the display design. Compromises in
the depth and breadth of information requirements lists are understandably
the rule in practice.

On the other hand, it is possible to derive a list of information require-
ments independent of the particular aircraft end of the design of a display
for presenting this information. There have been several studies undertaken
for this pu~rpose, some of which will be discussed later (page 27 ff). The
underlying assumption is that such a list, objectively and independently derivw
can serve as the basis for comparative evaluation of display designs. That
is, one display design can be compared to another in terms of the number of
information requirements that each satisfies. Supplementary considerations,
such as cost effectiveness or effect on operator workload, can be introduced
to give greater subtlety and sophistication to the evaluation. In theory,
one should be able to deterrmine systematically the merits of competing
designs, the most parsimonious approach that does the job being deemed best.
The crux is in deciding what "the job" is; and in practice the solution is
usually found by taking the general requirements list and rendering it more
and more specific to the technique of display mechanization and to the
aircraft in which the display is to be installed.
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The point is that neither the specific nor the general approach is entirely
suitable for the purpose of this study which is, in part, to examine the
question of standardizing E/O display content. Th( information require-
ments developed by the designers of a display for one aircraft cannot be
used to set a standard for a display, even a similar one, in another air-
craft. Likewise, no single general requirements list appears suitable
across the board for all aircraft, all missions, and all kinds of displays.

The method we shall use here is to approach the problem of formulating
information requirements from opposite directions, working from the general
and from the specific, in an attempt to find a suitable middle ground. We
shall start by considering several studies which formulate information
requirements in a general way, i.e. without regard to a particular aircraft
design or display mechanization. Our goal is to identify what informational
needs are agreed upon as common to all aircraft and what are common within
certain classes of aircraft. Next, we shall analyze E/O displays for eight
different aircraft (eleven displays in all) to see what information require-
ments are actually satisfied and to what extent there is dL facto agreement
among display designers about information requirements. (It is assumed,
for the sake of comparison, that the information content of each display
represents what the designers believe to be the pilot's needs and that
designs have originated from more or less independent sources.) The results
of the two analyses will then be compared and synthesized into a composite
list of information requirements for VSDs and HSDs. The analytic paradigm
used in this chapter is shown in the diagram in Figure 2.

Information Requirements Information Displayed

derived from derived from

analytic studies display designs

Resultant Information Requirements

1. Basic to all aircraft
2. Peculiar to a class of aircraft
3. Peculiar to mission

Figure 2. ANALYTIC PARADIGM F'R INFORMATION RFQUIREMEATS
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It is not our intention to offer a single summation of all the studies
and displays which we examine. Our task is to evaluate, to identify
conflicting points of view, to resolve differences when we can, and to
offer our own comments when appropriate. We cannot hope to be compre-
hensive; time and resources have not permitted us to include all the work
that has been done in this area. Of the available general information
requirements analyses we have chosen those which seem most thorough as well
as those which are more briefly treated. In the selection of E/O displays
for analysis we have been restricted to those for which detailed specifi-
cations or design descriptions have been published. However, in both
instances the samples are large and, we believe, representative of the
field. As much as possible, we have tried to present not only our con-
clusions but also the evidence upon which they are based.

In part we are using existing display designs as a model for deriving
information requirements. In this connection two points should be empha-
sized. First, poor design can and does occur. No amount of analysis
and study will guarantee that designers will interpret the results correct-
ly and choose their symbols wisely. Second, displays sometimes elolve
without benefit of analysis uf man-machine system requirements. What exists
in the hardware is not necessarily the result of careful and penetrating
study. Expediency and best-guess approximations often prevail over empir-
ical research. It should also be noted that display design tends to be
imitative. A successful display design often sets a style and influences
the development of later displays, even those for purposes different from
that of the original.

The l.nformation ccntent of contemporary E/O displays has resulted from de-
sign efforts in a variety of projects, each of which has been geared to a
particular application and tc particular constraints. Many displays are
limited in what they can, and desirably could, contain by the availability
of information in the interfdce or by a lack of appropriate sensors. Our
analysis of contemporary display content reflects that which exists. We
are not able to reconstruct the causal relationships, constraints, inter-
face problems, and design goals which have led to display content decisions
for existing E/O displays. It is doubtful that anyone could. Nevertheless,
major display design efforts may be presumed to reflect that which designers
considered to be the most important information requirements, and from this
a certain amount of generalization is possible.

It is our belief that the information requirementb developed in this chap-
ter could serve as the basis for a standard, at least a preliminary one,
which attempts to develop a common display language. However, the reader
is free to examine the evidence for himself and to accept or reject our
conclusions on their merits. If nothing else, we hope that this study will
stimulate others to examine the question and to improv, upon our interpre-
tation. We believe It fruitful to develop the information in this way
even though there may be disagreement about its meaning and the validity
of generalizing from It.
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AIRCRAFT TYPE AND MISSION

In September 1962 the Department of Defense established a new system of
military aircraft designation. Eight basic categories of mission or air-
craft type are specified:

A - Attack

B - Bomber

C - Cargo/Transport

E - Special Electronic Installation

F - Fighter

H - Helicopter

K - Tanker

V - V/STiOL

It should be emphasized that tile above are basic mission types; additional
letter designators, which are used to indicate modified mission and status,
arf! not included in this breakdown.

Of the eight, six pertain to fixed wing aircraft which differ primarily in
terms of mission. Of the remaining two, H (Helicopter) is clearly a class
by itself by virtue of the unique dynamics and control properties associa-
ted with the rotary wing. Alchough the V/STOL class is akin to fixed wing
aircraft in many respects, it dtffers in takeoff and landing (where it is
more like a helicopter) and thus warrants independent listing. For our
purposes then, the above list can bh reduced to three categories:

P FIXED WING

* v/s'rul

* ROTARY WING

Adnittedly, thore are differences among 1he various types of fixed wing
aircraft. However, ii we exclude mission considerations, tile differences
among fixed wing aircraft in information requirements and cootrol/display
relationships tend to be rath*r small when compared to the differences
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INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS STUDIES

It is highly unlikely that there will ever be a single, empirically derived
list of information requirements for vertical and horizontal situation dis-
plays which is both generally accepted and truly comprehensive. This is
true not only because of the variability of aircraft types and missions but
also because of the variety of purposes for which information requirement
studies are conducted and the differences in the level of detail to which
they are carried out. On the other hand, one of the goals ot standardiza-
tion is to develop, insofar as possible, a common display language in terms
of information content and form. Thus, we are obliged to seek out those
areas in which there is substantial agreement about the information needed
to control and direct aircraft and to formalize this information in such a
way that it can guide the design of integrated flight and navigation dis-
plays. The paradigm shown in Figure 2 describes our attempt to make such
an identification. We are fully aware of the methodological shortcomings
of this approach. However, in the absence of any precise and workable
technique for establishing information requirements deductively, we have
chosen to proceed on an empirical basis.

As a further reservation, it is necessary to point out the dissimilarities
among the studies from which we have made a generalization. That is, we
are guilty to some extent of comparing apples and oranges in that not all
of the information requirement studies are alike in their method and their
purpose. Some are purely analytic, some are syntheses of existing display
designs, and one is a pilot opinion survey. Some apply to a certain class
of aircraft, some apply to just one aircraft, and some apply to a particular
display concept which may be used in more than one aircraft. Not all are as
detached from hardware and mechanization constraints as one might like.

We have chosen,for example, to include a 1962 study for the Douglas Aircraft
Company, conducted under ANIP sponsorship. This is representative of the
kind of systematic analysis of pilot information requirements which should
precede display design. We have also included a study by Baxter and Work-
man (1962). This is a composite list of the information content of five
displays (Sperry, ARL, Bendix, Spectocom, and Douglas ANIP) and, therefore,
is not truly an analysis of information requirements. Our view, however,
is that their list is a comparatively early attempt to derive a consensus
- an aim very much like our own - and may properly be considered a kind of
analytic study. We have also used, from Carel (1965), three examples of
information requirements lists which highlight differences in the scope
and degree of specificity to be found among information requirements studies.
We believe this is proper since our purpose is to cover as broad a range
of opinions as possible and to show variety as well as agreement.

There are many pitfalls in making comparisons among the variety of studies
we have selected, and generalization is a risky proposition at best. An
obviously better solution would have been to use only analytic studies which

Preceding page blank
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are independent of a particular aircraft, or even aircraft type, and un-
constrained by consideration of the way in which information is to be
displayed. Unfortunately, there are all too few of these. We have been
obliged instead to make use of what is available and to strive for impar-
tiality through an eclectic approach. By presenting a wide and represen-
tative sample of information requirements ]its drawn from available
research literature we can hope to balance t diverse opinions and to
compensate for individual flaws and biases.

The reports from which information requirements lists were chosen are given
below in the order in which they appear in Table 2. Some cover all three
flight phases: takeoff, en route, and landing. Some apply to landing only.
Still others do not explicitly indicate the parts of flight to which they
are applicab] . The code letters T, E, and L are used in all cases to
indicate our judgment of the flight phases for which the particular list
is appropriate. A precis is included for each report.

1. Douglas Aircraft Co. An Examination of Pilot Information
Requirements. Prepared by Dunlap and Associates for
Douglas Aircraft Co., Contract Nonr 1076(00), November 30,
1962, AD 401 662.

(T, E, L) - A systematic analysis of pilot information re-
quirements, done under ANIP sponsorship; in-
cludes a classification scheme, a weighting
scheme to determine the importance of data to
a specific task, and a control model.

2. Williams, P. R. and Kronholm, M. B. Technical Report on
Simulation Studies of an Integrated Electronic Vertical
Display. Norwalk Conn.: Norden, December 31, 1965,
AD 629 157.

(T, E, L) - JANAIR sponsored systematic analysis of informa-
tion requirements as determined by mission re-
quirements and aircraft performance; covers fixed
wing, rotary wing, and VTOL aircraft.

3. Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corp. Recommended Pilot Displays.
GAEC Report No. 9064. Bethpage, N.Y.: January 16, 1964.

(T, E, L) - Information requirements for an interceptor/
attack aircraft.

4. Soliday, S. M. and Milligan, J. R. Simulation of Low Altitude
High Speed Mission Performance. Vol. II, Effectiveness of a
Head-up Display for Take-off and Landing in a Fighter Aircraft.
Columbus, Ohio: North American Aviation, Inc. Columbus Div.,
Tech. Report No. SEG-TR-66-67, Vol. II, February, 1967,
AD 808 343L.
(T, E, L) - Effectiveness of a HUD for a fighter aircraft,

especially in takeoff and landing.
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5. Sperry Gyroscope Co. Progress Report on Human Factors
Analytical Study for Head-up Display System Development.
Inertial Systems Div., Sperry Gyroscope Co., Great Neck,
N.Y.: Report No. AB-1210-0008, August, 1963. AD 347 524
(Confidential).

(T, E, L) - Human factors analytical study for HUD.

6, 7. Semple, C. A. Jr., and Schwartz, R. W. Time Based Analysis
of Control Activities and Information Requirements for
V/STOL. WPAFB, Dayton, Ohio: Air Force Flight Dynamics Lab.
Tech. Report No. AFFDL-TR-65-193. January, 1966.

6. (T, E, L) - Short field takeoff, en route, and landing re-
quirements for V/STOL aircraft.

7. (T, L) - Vertical takeoff and landing requirements for
V/STOL aircraft.

8. Baxter, J. R. Projected Symbolic Displays for General Air-
craft. Melbourne, Australia: Aeronautical Research Labora-
tories, Australian Defense Scientific Service, ARL/HE 14.
March, 1963, AD 428 683.

(L) - HUD information requirements for general aircraft.

9. Baxter, J. R. amd Workman, J. D. Review of Projected Displays
of Flight Information and Recommendations for Further Develop-
ment. Melbourne, Australia: Aeronautical Research Labora-
tories, Australian Defense Scientific Service, Human Engineer-
ing Report No. 2, August, 1962. AD 608 843.

(L) - Analysis of Sperry, ARL, Bendix, Spectocom, and
Douglas ANIP displays for information content.

10. Behan, R. A., Smith, E. E., and Price, H. E. Pilot Acceptance
Factors Related to Information Requirements and Display Con-
cepts for All-weather Landing. Sherman Oaks, Calif.: Ser-
endipity Associates, March, 1965. NASA CR-189.

(L) - Survey of pilot opinion on information requirements
for all-weather landing.

11. Naish, J. M. Display Research and its Application to Civil
Aircraft. Farnborough, England: Royal Aitcraft Establish-
ment. JournaZ of !oyal Aeronauticai Society, Vol. 69, October
1965, pp. 662-679.

(L) - The head-up display and its application to civil
aviation.
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12. Johnson, R. F. and Momiyama, T. S. Flight Test and Evalua-
tion of the Spectocom Head-up Display. Patuxent River, Md.:
Naval Air Test Center, NATC Report No. FT 2222-65R-64, Decem-
ber 1964.

(L) - Flight test and evaluation of Spectocom HUD in
an A-5A aircraft.

13. Morrall, J. C. The Role of the Pilot in All-weather Opera-
tion. Farnborough, England: Royal Aircraft Establishment
Tech. Memo. BLEU-123. June, 1966. AD 804 648.

(L) - Role of the pilot in all-weather landing with the
Blind Landing Experimental Unit (BLEU) display.

14, 15, 16. Carel, W. L. Pictorial Displays for Flight. Culver City,
Calif.: Hughes Aircraft Co., December, 1965. AD 627 669.

(L) - Three representative lists of information require-
ments from unidentified sources.

Information requirements from the above reports are listed in Table 2 under
the categories: flight information, navigation information, airframe con-
trol surfaces, system status, and power and thrust. Each report is identi-
fied by the number given above. The terminology of the original report has
been retained for the most part although in some cases we have altered it
slightly for the sake of clarity or simplicity. In the final column on the
right for each flight phase, under the symbcl E, is the total number of
reports which identify each item as a requirement for that flight phase.
On the extreme right in the column headed T is the total number of reports
which list the item as a requirement for at least one flight phase. Thus,
if reports 11 and 12 list an item as a requirement for takeoff and reports
12, 13, and 14 list it for landing, the total in the E column for takeoff
would be 2; in the E column for landing it would be 3; and under T the total
would be 4.

Table 2 is, therefore, a tabulation of information requirements which are
grouped under five categories according to three common flight phases. It
shows the frequency with which items of information are specified as re-
quirements in the source documents.
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WA9LE 2 - TANIUATION OF INFORMATION REQUIRiMENT STUDIES
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Analysis of Information Requirements Studies

From Table 2 it would appear that, with a few exceptions, there is little
agreement about the items of information required for flight and naviga-
tion. All the studies agree that attitude information (pitch and roll) is
needed, but thereafter disagreements begin to emerge. Some of these disa-
greements, however, are more apparent than real because they stem from
differences in terminology. For example, some reports speak of heading
comand, and others use the term heading error. With the exception of re-
port 5 which makes a distinction between them, the two terms appear to be
roughly synonymous, and 10 of the 16 reports call for one or the other.
The agreement can be widened further still if we treat steering (in all
its forms), flight path error, and vertical and lateral glideslope devia-
tion as a single class of information. In landing, for example, 13 of 16
reports specify some form of steering or flight path guidance as an infor-
mation requirement.

A second kind of apparent disagreement arises from differing views about
the type of information to be used. That is, 3 reports call for true air-
speed, 6 for indicated airspeed, 3 for mach nwmber, and 5 others do not
specify which type is to be used. If we ignore these distinctions, which
stem largely from differences of opinion about the extent to which raw
airspeed information should be processed before presentation to the pilot,
we find virtual unanimity. All reports call for some form of airspeed
for takeoff, and all but one require it for en route and landing. So, too,
with altitude information. If we disregard the distinction between pressure
and radar altitude, we find that the tally is 6 of 7 for takeoff, 6 of 6
en route, and 15 of 16 for landing.

There is a third reason for caution in reaching conclusions from the data
in Table 2. No distinction for aircraft type has been made in the listings.
Only two of the reports (6 and 7) deal with V/STOL aircraft; helicopter
requirements are treated scantily (and by inference only) in one or perhaps
two reports. For example, we find items such as yaw or lift engine thrust
vector angle listed in only three and two reports respectively. However,
these items should not be dismissed without further examination since they
occur in all the reports which deal specifically with V/STOL aircraft.
Similarly, the mission of the aircraft has not always been given the weight
it deserves. Terrain avoidance and weapon delivery requirements are scarcely
represented at all in the studies we have selected here; and, for this reason,
they will be discussed later in separate sections. Transport, reconnaissance,
and trainer aircraft create special informational needs for the pilot because
of their specialized missions, and these are not taken up at all in the
studies which make up Table 2. Therefore, Table 2 and the subsequent lists
we derive from it 6hould not be taken as a complete statement of the infor-
mation requirements for all aircraft. Rather, we are seeking to establish
that information which is the basic and irreducible minimum for aircraft,
recognizing that specialization by aircraft type or mission will bring with
it additional,peculiar information requirements.
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In order to make the list in Table 2 useful for comparison with the content
of contemporary E/O displays, it has been necessary to refine it somewhat
to eliminate redundancies and items of marginal interest. The items which
have been deleted are as follows:

Yaw. angle has been eliminated because we cannot justify
it as an information requirement for all aircraft. It
"is cited as an important item only for V/STOL aircraft,
although it may be of importance for helicopters as
well. For fixed wing aircraft it seems to be of little
significance except insofar as it may be synonymous with
crab angle.

Pressure or radar altitude is called out specifically in
some reports; others do not distinguish between the two.
For convenience, we also prefer the general requirement,
altitude, with the understanding that one form or the
other may be preferable for certain flight phases or
display uses.

True airspeed, indicated airspeed, and mach number are all
mentioned In Table 2. For our present purpose the general
category, airspeed, will suffice.

Bank has been deleted since it can be considered either
"a synonym for roll angle or, in the case of command bank,
"a subtopic under steering. For those reports which use
the term bank, we shall count the item under roll or
steering, as appropriate.

Heading, pitch, roll and bank commands, and heading error have
been merged into the major category, steering.

Aiming point has been deleted because the term is some-
what ambiguous. The information requirement is believed
to be more adequately specified by terms such as velocity
vector, touchdown point, or target position, as applicable.

In addition to these deletions, we have simplified the requirements lists
by dropping the distinction among command, status, and error for individual
items. It seems sufficient to indicate what information is required with-
out becoming embroiled in the question of what form in which it is to be
presented.

Also in the interest of simplification, we have seen fit to eliminate the
categories of power and thrust, airframe control surfaces, and system
status information. In the case ot system status, we have done so with
reluctance. While few analysts have called out thih category as a require-
ment and few contemporary displays actually present this kind of information,
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E/O displays offer exceptional possibilities in this regard. The E/O
display tends to be an integrated, multiparameter display, and as such it
is the focus of pilot attention. This fAct, coupled with the capacity of
the E/O display to present a variety of alphanumeric characters, suggests
that the display has great potential a4 a medium for presenting caution,
warning, and advisory information and as a readout device for system test
and check out. We bow to the weight of current opinion and practice, but
we also urge that a standardization committee give serious attention to
including system status information as a requirement.

Of the information requirements of Table 2 which remain after these dele-
tions and simplifications, the following seem to be of generally accepted
importance.

- Pitch angle - Glideslope

- Roll angle - Glidepath

- Altitude - Vertical velocity

- Airspeed - Range to go

- Steering - Velocity vector

- Angle of attack - Fuel quantity

- Heading - Fuel flow rate

The requirements are listed in approximate rank crder on the basis of the
number of times specified. Frequency ranges from unanimous or nearly unani-
mous on the first five items to five of a possible 16 listings for fuel
quantity and flow rate.
The information requirements given below were cited less than five times in

Table 2.

- Pitch trim - Ground track

- Turn rate - Course

- Pull-up (topographic - Groundspeed
obstacle)

- Waveoff (go-around) - Aircraft position

- Sideslip - Time -*o go (to objective)

- Runway heading - Dangerous weather

- Runway distance - Carrier position
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As we indicated earlier, a simple summation is hardly an ideal method for
establishing the importance of a given information item. Pull-up, for
example, is listed only twice (as topographic obstruction) in Table 2.
Nevertheless, pull-up information is vital to pilots who are flying low
altitude high speed missions. Also, vertical orientation is not mentioned
in any of the studies in Table 2, yet it is of obvious importance. In
fairness to the authors of these studies, we suppose that vertical orien-
tation was considered implicit in roll and pitch information, but we would
prefer to call it out separately in order to give it the attention it de-
serves. In addition, it should be noted that hover position, hovet ground-
speed, and lateral ground velocity received no mention in Table 2. These
are information items of importance for helicopters and V/STOL aircraft,
and the omission can be attributed to the fixed-wing bias of the studies
sampled.

Despite these shortcomings, the data from Table 2 can serve as a rough
guide for the evaluation of contemporary E/O displayb, which follows in the
next section. These information requirements, with the modifications
described above, are set forth in Table 3. As in Table 2, E denotes the
number of reports listing the item as a requirement for each flight phase,
and T denotes the total number of reports listing the item as a requirement
for any flight phase.
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TABLE 3 INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS DERIVED FROM TABLE 2

INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS TAKEOFF EN ROUTE LANDING TOTAL
FLIGHT INFORMATION E E E T

Pitch Angle 7 6 16 16

Roll Angle 7 6 16 16

Altitude 6 6 15 15

Airspeed 7 5 15 15

Steering 3 3 11 11

Glideslope - - 9 9

Glidepath - - 9 9

Angle of Attack 4 1 7 7

Vertical Velocity 5 4 7 7

Velocity Vector1  2 2 6 6

Pitch Trim2  3 3 4 5

Turn Rate 1 2 2 3

Sideslip 1 2 1 2

Runway Heading - - 2 2

Runway Distance 1 2 2

Waveoff (Go-around) - 2 2

Pull-up - 1 1 2

Vertical Orientation 3  
- - - -

Hover Position3  ...

Hover Groundspeed 3  
- -.

Lateral Ground Velocity 3  
- - - -

NAVIGATION INFORMATION

Heading 5 5 8 9

Range to Go - 2 7 7

Fuel Flow Rate 2 4 3 6

Groundspeed 1 3 4 5

Carrier Position 1 1 2 4

Aircraft Position 1 2 3 3

Ground track 1 1 2 2

Time to Go - 1 2 2

Dangerous Weather - 1 2 2

Course - - 1 1

1 Includes Aiming Point requirement of Table 2.
2 Includes Beet Tr'im Condition requirement of Table 2.
3 Not listed in Table 2; added by authors.



ANALYSIS OF CONTEMPORARY VERTICAL SITUATION DISPLAYS

This section contains an analysis of contemporary vertical nituation dis-
plays. Our basic purpose in presenting this information is to survey what
is being done in the E/O display field and to compare the information
content of these displays with the requirements list derived in the pre-
ceedirg section. The E/O display field has evolved so rapidly and so
diversely that an overview of this sort seems necessary to help display
designers and users take stock of the situation and plot the future course
of development. Our review of the research literature has turned up no
recent survey of this sort. The study by Baxter and Workman (1962) was
an early attempt to do this, but it covered only five displays and by now
is considerably out of date. A study by the U. S. Army Human Engineering
Laboratories (1967) is more recent but is somewhat limited in scope and
does not go to the level of detail which we propose here. There cre scores
of reports which deal with one display system only, but to review them all
and make comparisons is a chore that not all persons interested in this
topic can muster the time and endurance to undertake. By summing up this
information here we hope to perform a service not only for a standardization
committee but for display designers and users in general.

We are using a substantial number of illustrations for two reasons. First,
E/O displays are basically pictorial; and the simplest and most direct way
of presenting an analysis and comparison is in graphic form. Second, we
wish to familiarize the reader with the symbols and format of E/O displays
in preparation for the following chapter, which deals with symbology. In
compiling this material we have drawn from a variety of source documents
which make use of different illustrative techniques. However, in the in-
terests of consistency and ease of comparison, we hay rendered these in
a single pictorial style. We apologize for any distortions or inaccuracies
that may have thus been introduced. We also wish to point out the inade-
quacy of any static, printed drawing in doing justice to the actual appear-
ance of E/O displays, which - by nature - are dynamic and luminescent.

The following tables illustrate eight contemporary vertical situation dis-
plays, three of which consist of both head-up and direct view displays,
for a total of eleven display formats. The displays are exwained for the
same three flight phases used in the preceding section: Takeoff, En route,
and Landing. Each flight phase is introduced by a full illustration of
the display format appropriate for that phase. Following the introductory
illustration is a series of smaller, partial illustrations which show how
the display presents the information requirements listed in the column on
the left margin. Leaders and nomenclature are provided to identify Vie
display elements concerned with each information requirement. The terminol-
ogy used by the designers of each display has been retained in the illustra-
tions. However, in the interest of developing a common display language,
all descriptive commsentary is in a standardiaed terminology of our own do-
vising so that direct cnmparisons across displays can be made readily.
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ahe lmformation requirements listed in these tables are, for the most part,
the same ao those in Table 3 although the crder has been rearranged some-
what In order to achieve a more logical beouenco and grouping. It has been
iocasoary to add a few items since some displays contain information not

listed as a requirement in Table 3. An illustration in the cell under a
given display and opposite a given requirement indicates that the display
presents information which satisfies that requirement. An empty cell indi-
cateo that the display does not contain the information in question.

After the series of illistratione for each flight phase, a tabular summary
of displays va, information content Is given (Tables 5, 7 and 9). These
summaries are then combined into a general summary for all flight phases
(Table 10) for later comparison with the information requirements set forth
In Table 3 of the preceding section.
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TABLE 4 - ANALYSIS OF VSDs FOR TAKEOFF

Ing-4

VSD DISPLAYS F-111B rIxEDWING HUD F- 111 B F1EI WIN DVI A-6A ,,,E0 WING ADI AAAIS X~ WN VSD
INFORMATION Pitch Ittitode- Ptch ateitode. Pthatitude. Pitch Attitude.

SYMBOLOGY - ''?- >A

Al II I

Z DESCRIPTION Horizon line and pitch lie mov v- Hoion line atd pitch lines nove nvt it, ti iie and pitc iinv none verti- o.inine11 move.v -ttl u
ticeaIly as a functi- ~ a ii' aly sa a 'unction of aircraft pitch all an o t.- in of -a'-itc:rt. I it "t I ri a to IPitc angl,ý*,,.,
angle with re....ect t In so at . angle with respect to htorizontal refer- ngo cwith oepcI to iorlt tat r I cp t, 11 -,~ no-n tat rZ rence plane. it ch rad at iar ~ t no plane. Pitch read at aircraft I, I.c n li i C it reod at diaplay cn-
asymbol. sybol. t.r'

RESPONSE insde it nni c-ot

SCALING Approninately ± 300 vertical noon age. Apprnoxinately ± 30o vertical coeage +15 vrtcl- rae ae9' uti.S J - -
Scala factor 1:6 (compression), Scale factor 1:6 (conpressoa.l: . ( mp-so

REMARKYS P Itch ladder ahows 5' I ncremnnts 0 to Pitch iadder astowa Ili* najo- and 5 Auilr pt +'0 1ipla L lv
+ 2i Aoiiliaep p lvich line.s d rvddI , tdL 3o mvintor incretments oI to +I 3U'. Au nl~ ý ad+9 u ,uný I
(snlid lIfn) and - I()' (i,roknn lIfne), pitch line., at 30 , + h0O and + 1bakfrpstvwiefo gttc pi hI
Nladir andl lenith n ot d isplayed. (no t h.lt :own ,se color coded: h a Lkfh

nas...v.. atI !te for negative

INFORMATION Horizon line adjustnment. horizon line adinatnene. cal lirer adjoaaant Hoion lne8js-t

* SYMBO' OGY 11lctvI:t---'13T1/LN ýe W

S DESCRIPTION A manual control pernit, vertical ad- A mnunal control permitse rtin a d Amna cn rol oMte etcl,- Ac~ulcnrlp- t .' cjustnent of the horizon Itt- to -pan-o justnant of the horizon line t opn u me ffiJ 1 areta t cme js en ot he oionliet ul
oat a for differences in pitch arttitu de 111. forud siafree inr pitrn. npthatiue pn t o i frne npth ti
rn IIIinus condition. at level ilight. o r i ve us conditions of loeI figt o aiu dtoso ee i h d aiu odto.o ee

SCALING Range at adjuetment t20'. Ringn of adjuatment 15+ K-eo PIN.~t15.Kne fajsmettb

4IAK h o Ihrmn1 sdfrlvl Telclhrio oue o ee eeti aulenrlue o



-1-

Flgt pat An le Flgtp-a~e.pth tiu - ic a~t

L~sI

it I ti1 dap( Lo I I ,i gtp h akr oIn fitch asiafund tio .fii ,1T,,a a Ctti ,- .

Minu -.at fa - i "I I

alcl ti'lo h"ra pith ungle pii,, ye 1ii resec 1oto fpiat anglc mru (pt, wit 111"o toLp lipth mare toi in- c fi an ap fento of oircui dgc nclie on a ectitot hof 1rI-i~ lr it
L cit cv- n- angie-' atitachk). ievni ligllt hlen gofoim).Level flight win, oer- not e p1 inne. piitchl rood f fromI idvcil enfor pianfe. Pitch -ed at. sitrarol

tr 1!and fidlght ail narhe, e oin, fIe. tno, od, fl gilt po iT ar ciide. MarkVs. symb

ltnliiO-oL .Ittilde-out.lld-a.iod'-uiind-ct

'10 ola r + '1. rica ccvtagc. Scair- factor Scaicý f-otr 1:l. cake ulatm 1:1. Scot,' facto, aheut 1:2,5 0,ovrreniaolll. SQott' 1octi 15 i ((itcqprs-avi

ill ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~N' -, bAldii ycet nttmred ueui u it try ,rule~ eo"ce I icon at + "', + 1 0. 1 fiolnaI n e t tnked diep la Pit cih nca ihao ± 10', 4 11ll + 90i' anti Pitch laddee nho.1 10i'.
.01! odd, prviedta Dsuilovucredl i antirelc at 5' 1nevi to h I Il' f trngi I~c s re I it ight patt, ear- - 70' Marhed witi, 1, 3, , 0111 7 eilc

'lcItt. Piet- agle. 'icit 2node nut diepiupt' . Flight paul ton. f iItch , lines an 10%f' ± 3i1 :t 50' in;ndr,-iOi al 1:t, ro
nack)er in veolcnuty vector C CeinalS. and + 70.Pitell anglea not displaynd. nenit, + 90< a 1lsecus ia re-

Flight pathl marker velocity vector, Senhio flight direcciu n i cflavd nomhl.

1fucieclt lint. adjustment. Horiztmn linte adjusnemnt.

-QKm1T7-

t lo o~d- A -rol Amannal eontrol ermite, venticci ad-

<ll to omp- ntlusnt- of the' tlsfie tn@ is co- a~teent nf the horitin linenL to enpn-
qititu., penete for dttlf...rews In pitch aitti- aat for difference.a in p11vil attitude"-,.I flighe. tude fur Darivus conditions of ievei fon varieus con dit ion.. of ial flight.

f light.

* liege of adjUSeteent Rnf
0  

ange ef adjastmenti + ~it. to -20'

I LanL 1n manuel control uad tee Tta, Iecai horiio is used fur levei
le:vel flight referencei. flig8hot refe rencew.



I TAtIKOFF 1-6

L~ v ~ r7 All Wete 71101.2 11:I
Slot a'WI in theS tiik " phase.

F ikiVSD Norden 7110I"N 1EV D IHAS VDI VSTOLSIH HUD/VSD
Pith cittitodo. Pilch UL.ttiido.

'.- - , '1",0A l~ 1171

lion cove ,ent- Horizon live and pitch lines mri" vor- Horizon lice and pitch lices lo~ve ve
1,,r.-ra Iitchi ticely as a fanctc ciO cioatpth ial ca aoinc aircraft pitchII

''d r- enduncl r -fer anaie, pit rpct to ho nteatl refler- angle with respect to horizontal refer.

.yb. frt id il en p c. PItc read at aircraft eec. plante. I'I tob ,read fron pitch1 and
snaho'. roll raferenv caurh

insid-nat.Inclion-out.

I < (ceprnnicl '"cle factor 1:5 (canipressiocl . ifpltiy rvpravsntt 27, of hitch.

5 a n p i t h l d d~ r s h ,- 1 0 *S c al e fa c to r 1 ,5 ( o mp r o a ci o n ).

and
5
aad Pic ad sccs+1 e 

ich Iol ho+ and+Iilore

0 'Jul od-7a reopen-cr isents coctinuoously through rang,.

-Icmd rotthat e-
'tr Ionmand symbol.

11c Ito r.MOn

nm-c. in Pitch attitude
.1~ o fco lfight.

emi' * to -20'.

- I 'J end for level

________________________ ______________________39



WOO DISPLAYS F 1 11B pg i HUD F-1 B Flilms wise DVI A-GA 1,111 Willa ADI AAAIS Fi~gg wiNQ VSD A..71
INFORMATION Angie of attack, Stitt-

SYMBOLOGY

DECITO ngie ofeattack ehown byvortical rep- 1-1,nni
66 stMT~Naation of velocity v cto symbo 1n 1t to:: 1,

0imaginary line betwaee fiducial markers. [1,i '1,,

.4 RESPONSE naide-out, status, tu.

Z SAIGScal. factor 1:2.5 cupeeeaiov) . C

REMARKS

INPORMMTIION Roil attitude. Roll attitvdeL Ry11 attitudo. Roil attitude. ii i

SYMBOLOGY ,c~' tPitlea 
1  ~ 0  1 SAA- -- ei a iu

-. - N TH A rT.,,.tt it

Z DESCRIPTION Herizon line and yitrb lines rotate to Hnrtron line, yitrch lineA, and ground Herizon Sine, yitcb linen, nky anii Horizon line, flightPtianskad
44 inicateroll.feattirna rotate to indicate evil. Quay- ground fetruvres, and flight yoth roaLu ground featotee rotat or idi

ta 't v i o r a i o n p r ov i d e y v i t o i n d i c a t e to l l , Q U a nr t i t a t i ce . i n c r v 11 C- t o u .

MApe intetr an d refer ante. narc- t ion provided by rell yoTfITt er and ret-

mi erentce marks.

0 RESPONSE Inside-out, altvtue, Insid-ceUt, etatus, Inelde-oct, status. Snioo tSatcus. cl,-

SCALING Scale fectter lil. Scale factor 1,1. Sicalr fact-r 1:1. Scale factor 1:1.,sl

REMARKS pertfykaral ,cie are .ircraft-stabil - peripheral -cle. aeree aeth-etabiliond boll reference marks at 15* incrercLIOit No scale marks for readiing of roll'c
lend (fdn net tel) I n) 1C.ase marks for feoll With horizon), lph I o+N' el..~ r

quantitative meading of tell angle. Roil reference marks at + 
1
0e, + 20, 0 o 0' Tingle. o,t

30oi and +60,tajv

INFORMATION Magnetic bhad(ing and coursee. Magnetic beading and courseo. ccii

SYMBOLOGY Cea '01r- cmurvT-

DESCRIPTION Heading tan: rnov-s to indicate actual [leading tape moe. to indicate actual cidIu
he adle.,. ed a fixed inedan Cersre beadiig. Read at rell pointer. CourseHedii
pe interemove a:.long scale to indtcate pointer eeov. along scale te indicate bcad, ýIi
atal oeurse actual rour ... in

1111101111 tnside-out, status. Inside-eut, status, inside-,

SCALING Ce ersag ebout 16'. Stale factnr 1C3,2 Coverage I;. Scale fctcr ,l SaE I
(compression). icoej :.11. 1)

REMARKS scala marks at 2' innrovernts with yam- Scale marks at I0' maj..r and 5* mimer Heading
oral. :very 10'. Manually aelectabla nubh numrerals aviry 301. Heading scale mcdv,
on or off, to black witb steering commndstd present

sod Tabits without steering whena &tal
a. Pr ry refrarcce. Manual .I/eoff



ROTARY1 WING

ýAAIS FIE WN VSD A-7D/E mEw~ HUD ILAAS FIXED WIND HUD ILAAS FIXED W010 VSD Norden FXDWN ED 1A
Status angle of attack Deviation from command angle of attack.

15 lb 1010 Of AITAIN) .,,~,,,,,,, At ......IAI .f "TA

i*5

AOA symbol is11; f eed Pstion ofAh crer~o lnden moves vertirollybwith
fligt p th marker' in re lation to refer-nee to the right wain o f the
it indicates actual RiCA, fljigi~t Pat h markear to inadictest A A er-

ror. AOA reference marks are f ined
with respect to the flight path ma rker.

Star.., fly-firom, Fly-from. A high symbolinldicates a +
AdA error and is a command to decrease.

Length of bracket -2 units MIA. Not opocificod.

Center of AOk symbol represants non-
mat value of 17.5 units. AIA aymbol
blanked whenever AliA lees than 12
omits.

11 lit ti~l. Rolk attitude. holl attitudo. Roll atLItode, Roll attitude. Roll attit

neonL .I0I -IC LIN 0Rl ~lI

PI* IINN LII

1 11 1111 .nN t - a t

i.i ocIle, 111011$t path, and sky and ilorloone110w and pitch liors -otate to R~orioieoll 110 and pitchl hobo rotate iLlo hrrnln n ILhJitl;e l ilc 0101 to 1lorioc 1w l- lnn n k Lnld itlrho " In

III Ituo. rlltat, to indicate iidlot rl.idcateo roll. indicte rol antittr nfrmatlon ground fotert o rotaet indcae'rol.] ldod

pi pr 'vi d d hy roil pointer aod reftrencoe Quantitative information prov ided hy

mark., roll pointer and reference merk..

Al - I I InsIoaide-oot , satus.a Innido-out, status. Ineide-out. status. locido-ont, status. lllIl~

Scale factor 1:1. Scale factor 1:l. Scale factor 1:1, .scale lactl- 1:1. Scale hi,,t

A, Il-k. I- reading of toll 1Arerpilora -cals orec aircraft stabilize, Thoagih not spocifiedN it ia assuned that ilorilphcric -cae aro " r' i oblllrd ilaripileral soales are aircraft atahil- Policrohll

(d otrll ho aal mak for quan- " ilt al Id p11ch lines rotate ahout tile (rtoIwi otl Ii olen ) r . reItc r oka at ed ud no rol) Reference mark. (rllcli

titative reading of roll angina lnerkd Zleply aete br e ihr glltl . 10in oeclI oh' t1,*
1  

20~ 3
1 0n an 6 0 In A iin

roll angle..

Magoatic leading. Magnetic healing. Magnetic loading. Magneticl 11

Le In 7NONIM

isa1din~g'tape movshnotal to di- Heading tape en hnriasen l~ios to indl Hea~dingstaps moves slong horizonI to In- Reading Is,

cat acnalheain .Red at fth Cladfte actual heediong. Read at fined dIcat aeoa beading. Peed 1.t :en rae500

headirng nd... beading index marker. error pogat (center of otirofft refor- sec 'ntion o
eonse symbol).

Inside-out, etatus, Inside-oat, status. Inside-Out, status. Inside out

Scale factor 1,4l4. eisc 1,fa tar approximately l12.5 (cos- 50n coverage, goale factor 1: (tcons- Scale factl

p r:s .en pressetn).

in&notdislayd i dolOcale I marks in 5' inerenente with namer- Stale marks at I* increasents, with no- olemr

end, nt dsplyedin ecltteed :,*:rY 100. leading tacle slan alp met~als emery.li. Changes in heading easeN

p. n±3 pit ch IInoe also. indgcated by myvemet and change. appears cr
in .....t..i. ano greound textret.



TAKEOFF 24

AAS FIXEDWING VSD Norden .EVD INAS NO VDI VSTOL-,oLHUD/VSD

i ,, tI Lad Roll attitude. Roll attitude.

I ý Ij~ rf,A...-. LL SCALEf 77EASASAL L MARKS..
* I Q

POLL LEL O R

AN~
- 11.IEO LINE IIAI-1

I, t, d pitLh linen rotete to iorion line, pitch linen a and oky ond Horlon line and pitch lines rotate to

II, o outitotive infornation ground features rotate to indicate roll. indicatr roll.
h. , roll pointer and reference Quantitative information provided by

roll pointer and reference marks.

Inside-out, status. !nidr-out, otat-s,

L *: I :1. Scale factor Ilt. Sealc factor 1:1.

ni,• ',, •Ic ar. earth stabilized Peripheral scale. are aircraft stabil- Peripheral scales are eartlh stabIlized
I , 1.,iL h"o). rforence marks at ized (do not roil). Reference marks (roll ith horieo IS Roll ncIlre crked

! 0 hO. t 60 a ± 10A ± 20'. +_ 30I and ± 60 in 5 ninor and 10 major Increnente.
roll anglA.

Ceti IIL.l"Lg. Magnetic heedinag Magnetic Heading.

'LAIN SCL C A'. - 1 AIG1.

I-- NEAN AL

it;%:ýpo on Ihorigon none, to indi- Heading tape movng along horieon to in- Heading tape on hurixon moves to Jndi-
LIE) headlIng. Read at fixed dicate actual heading, Read at aero cat. actual heeding. Read at inter-

tEL N nerker. error point (center of aircraft refer- saction of actual heading stroke.
ance symbol).

- .......... . . nsid.-out, A tateus, Inide-out, status, Preceding page blank
a tli'ttr approximately 112.5 (com- 

5
0* coverage. Scale factor 1;4 (com- Scale factor IES.

presseion).

ar liE 50 Increments with eumer- Seale marks at 1I increeents, with no- Scale marks in Se increments with nat-
-ORrn 11i Reading acalo aleo ap- moralt every 1 0 , Changee In heading orals every 10e. Seeding scale also

3o .tl" pitch line.. also indicated by movement and changse appears on ± 30- pitch linee.

in orientation of ground texture, 41



VSD DISPLAYS F-111B ,xioima,~ HUD F,111B FInEwwIN DVI A-GA FIXEDWING ADI AAAIS FIXEDWING VSD

INFORMATION Commad heading. Command Heading. Command pitch and roil. Deviation from runway heading,

SYMBOLOGY 'i itFLO

DISRIPION Sybol displaced f~rom nulltposition at Symbol diaplaced fonllpitnat Pathway and flight directortsa hol,; dis- Pathway locked at runway heading. ho.

aircrat rti c le tooindicat r equ ired aircraft ret i ca to indicate required piacad froe null poaition at display cation and lateralctraneletion ofy pah-
changes in heanding. changea in heading. catar toindicate requited changes iv way indic ate deviatio n ir.on ruwyw head ing und/or pitrch. cen ter line.

Imm
RESPONSE Fly-to, commanod, compensatory tracking. Fly-to. comnornd, compensatory track .g. Fly-to. cormmand, conpensatory tracking. Fly-to, comnand.

SOALING Scale factor 1:6 (compression). Scale factor i:6 (compression). Scale accor 11 3.3 (compreasion) Tontel coverage approximately ±t If%.
1ic 11,horintontaly and v ertically, Scalo fact. r 1:i.

REMARKS Sintpia diaplacemant commands. Symbol Simple displacement commanda. Symbol Steering commvandsasheod on displacomentv Changes In heading urn ucto indicatcci bv
limita at ± 25. of heading error. uimits at ± 25o of heeding error. Syrn- and rote- roil sun end pitch ..oe...r. latral mo veolovi of ground tecture

Symbol can also indicate pitch con- bol can also indicate pitch commands ing. Flight path epex shows diciv e1net.

monde given such input4. given such inputs. and magnitude of required change. Flight
d irectcur a howa rate and error saumnod.

INFORMATION

SYMBOLOGY

DESCRIPTION

RESPONSE

SCALING

REMARKS quualitative indication of turn rate Qualitative indication of turn rate Qualitative indication of turn -ato qualitative indication ot turn ratc

prov idedl by ra~te o~f movemnen vi meg- providned hy rein of lateral movement provided by cute of lateral movement provided by rota oIf lateral voncont

oatti heeingsal e.Z ci magneic heading scale and grcund of ground texture. ft ground taviure

INFORMATION Vsrtical orientation. vertical orientation. Vertical criotati.n. Vertical orientation.

Z SYMBOLOGY ,~ý * 11 N*

~~7.....aioLt ... ....... o t1n4tcCl. 1

ýo .11Ncost 'stManrIm,

+ 3I0SPIO *y pitch line 1. solid,. 30' pitch 4ky and greund ear differentiaetd hy Sky end ground are differentiated (my hky end pround are dificcentclotd by

line is broken, gray tone shading and bp ground texture grey tone shading, clouds, grouitd ground texture grid and clouds.
slemnteit. Tailo atestseing symbol al- texture elemnsts. and pitch line cod-
w ays point. up; roll pointer points it'd.
doe,,.

R11100111 Inside-nut, status, ma~ids-ext, status, inside-mc, st1t4P. Inside-omit, itrocus,

OIIILING N.A. N.A. N.A. N5..

REMARKS Vertical orientation cues 001 sheen on Major pitch lines are color codedm black Perspective of ground texture elemnian Pesetteo tem etro grid ludI-

display in pitch sttitude. beyond for positivel wults for negative pitch indicates direction of nearest horizon Lee dIreto ci ::rea macloon In
S5.aegle.. Perspective of ground tnxtqrst in nose-daow attitude. ns-onattitude.

aelcasnie indicates direction of *earee
herizon in soes-dean attirude.



AAAIS FIXED WING VSD A-7D/E xtow~inN HUD ILAAS FIXE WIAO HUD 'ILAAS PEWIGVSD Norden FIE WIN EVD IHA~
Diavinnin fronm runway hteading. Command heading aod pitch. C~ommcand heading and pitch. Co-ltn- d headinng and pitch. Command heading, pitch and roil. Cominanc

ht~cl P~lO - I / .11 D11MC1 ItOR

7 .~.. .,lutOII 4A00110,a

1~twrL1W '1'- -0-

- ~ ~ ~ 11. mt Lc rtc , f~'

totiaylohd at runway heading. 00- Flcight diroector symbol dispiaced from Two fiighti director components are driv- Two. flight director coltoporets ore dri- Synhoi diaploced fromnulli position Conovoc
tc1,1ndriatercoi traoslation of path- nuii position at flight path marker to on indioid uaIliy fron nuii position a t van individuali t rot ncu 31Poi till at cot dispiay centsr to IndicaIte requr- ira
oco lda te diaontrm runwoy indicate required changes In heading. flight path marker to indicate required fiqh pah narherito Indat nqo r- od changes in headIng pitch, andu/crybo

cencnrho. changes in hoading and/or pitch. ed _hgagsa It hedI nS ndart pitch.ri. aniorttehottsas cdi

at any point to indicate h anh cednand.
* F-ac.-arod. Pip-ta, conmmand, compensaotory tracking. Ply-to, ccmonoend, conpensatory tracking. Fiy-co. c-annand, con.pansIotoy irrckulog. Fly-to I command, comnpensatery tracking. Fly-ic

ta ocoragog approninutnip :t III, Not spectifiod. Noto apecifiact. Bet specified. Net specified. Not nj
S-1 fator I,

L.ILIugao in t ecodInu, at, also indicated by "Rali" fligth director ceommanda heading toe flighct director Cosnend consists horsa.i~y a eaco-rodor symhol, hot can In vo
l.Leco t~l~tnttiofgrondtenton cnoge rather than roil. Both flight of a pitch figip~t director cyttbol and also he used as a predictor (fture at- oohInctc director components ara conmhined into, a a "roil" flight directter ovoitol. e to)o rat I cs ad synoo tabls h

cIt jgh t1- costocr in min a else or.Cnalo I'
coss (flight directcr symhol) cohen I- letter cma-changes inheadig bn cticed in.I rhape to pro':ilde be ame ita nseo heading and pitch tomssnded. not roil, additional coosand ceeo. or In

A rate Vector" symbol, on 1 inoting
feen center of bnizon, exten de La
le ft or rig h tby an amcount proper-
tIonalI toa rate .If tern. c efrroc.
mearhs datilgnate 1- 2.1. -min tenr,.

tau. Mrhicga move tL the. fight
tonr a ihe turn.

1, do ad 4 minute torn 14Lotn

chooIL~luio indicatiocn ci turn rate Qualiitative indication, at curo rotc Quoalitative iondication cot turn rate Rate of turn markers nova inniepen- Q-A I
p .tcrlrdr by rot ci atocf movement provided by rate of moevsi~ent ao head- provided by rate ci ,. cosnftt ,i reIad- denfly Lf headling scale..p.
atof 6ueid tetlur.. ins scale, int scle

I¼ L 1 lrirttaioc~s . Vertical orie~ntation. Vertical arientatiotn. ierticlc i Lorlicsltion. TO-t

c dd ground ace differentiaterL by Minnu plictdh linu r dashed and narked hbp andr ground textnure are ditferiotisi- Shy so round t 1to1, are dii fmor-ncg
gun tatrgrri.n dioe xlti netn notarli plUs pitch lines *dy hp grye tan, hshdg. i'ilc lines atdiyge t on shdncod rna'

are slid end arkied Jil, numerals. a r "arbd gibh wnansrigs, Zenithr end psymbols and a grid pattern, ,,
ad41- art a closed and upson r... re-
speclinv.ly .

JliOd.-out , stacus. noside-out, sattus, InvIde-out, status. ljcsido-coo, Lotuo.,

N.A. N.A. N.A, gA, c

Perspc-1ly c'i gcaad teatnors grdi - All pitch scsie dnemerite are eart, tsta ,11 onumerals are earth tsibliloed, All nuasnrics are earth etebilteed. Al
L rnC dln a'c Ifns t hoitolns in bulited. Hence, if tiney oppear upsIde laneo, if tbsp appear upside do-n, they it they appear oupside down,. tbs y mdi- t rn
ccccoa tiltods, dowsn, th~ey indicate an Innertd 4Attitude, Mindscte AnL Lvonetd altitudl, cats en onwarteci ttlltaoci. lrInod tag- n

tare perepsotius indicate$ location of L
nearest badgeso in Bass-doss attitade.



TAKEOFF 34

AAS ,,twi,- VSD Norden "I".°w,. IEVD IHAS .. ,w, VDI VSTOL-L HUD/VSD
I Ii..hding and pitch. Command heading, pitch and roll. Command heading and altitude.

tT' .. n -7" 1 --*

ifllhiz director components are dri- Synbol displaced from null position Command steering vector symbol displaced
indiv.idually from null position at at display center to indicate requir- from null position at aircraft reference

.,.n path marker to indicate requir- ed changes in heading, pitch. and/or symbol to indicate required changes in
h.angcs in heading and/or pitch. roll. Car also rotatc about its axis heading and/or altitude.

at any point to indicate bank command.

S1,, command, compensatory tracking. Fly-to, cotunand, compensatory tracking. Fly-to, command, compensatory tracking.

1,.cith'd. hot a'ecified. Not specified.

Sflight director cowand consists Normally a zero-readvr symbol, but can In vertical direction, coovnd steering
t'lch flight director symbol and also he used as a predictor (future eta- vector acta us an altitude command;

1" flight director symbol. 'ie Io) or rate coreand symbol. Can alt' the response to symbol displacement may
smoands changes in heading, be varied in size or shape to provide be a change in aircraft pitt', attitude

additional cnemmand cues, or in lift factor (rotor Mlade pitch).

Rate, of turn,

A "rate vector" symbol, originating
from cente, of horizon, extends to
left or right by an ar,;nt propor-
tional to rate of turn. Reference
marks designate 1-, 2-, & 4-min turns,

Status. Markings move to the right
for a right turn.

1, 2, and 4 s.1nute turn rates.

en iw indication or turn rate Rate of turn narkera nave indepen- Qualitative indication of turn rate
.1 Iy oco of novement of held- dettly of heading scota provIded by cute of laterui movement

ot ground texture grid.

.1 -ioot ieiatoi, . Vertical orientation. Vortical orientation.

-i.

.nt"'ulud toeture are dlfferintla- Sky and ground rexture ore differ.n- Sky and grould texture are differenti-"tnt , un ahding. Pitch Lose ti.tea by gray tose shading. cý-ud 4ted by grey t no aiýndiie end ground
_',rk,,'i ojlh notorige, u enith and symbols and a grid pat'ern. rieeFnte,
,4'e u iiso~d end open cross re-

* nianus. Inneide-out, utatua. inside-out. statue,

"N.. N.. Preceding Pa1 blank
-, , . oe 05crt , stabililzed. All numerics are earth stabiliied. All numerica are earth eteblileand

mif thre appe r upside do-p,, they id they Ci- irownd texture grid perepectiv midi-
Ou 'lv irverted attitude, nate an ineerted attitud., Ground tex- cates location of nearest horizon in

to, peropeltive andicstes location of nose-down attitude, 43
-X nart horleon in sees-down attitude,



VID DISPLAYS F-i1118 inoawiNe HUD F-ill6 FIXED WING DVI A-GA FIXED WING ADI AAAIS FiXER WING VSD A
INFORMATION Radar altitude. Commeand altitude (barometric). Comutead altitude.

SYMBOLOGY a"
o: A1a1- Ititu naalnaft I 5 I i

DISORIPTION Fined scale and moving pointer indicate Error synmbol soves vertically from fixed size and patterr, of ground tentore h
reference mark to indicate Aeito et eyat ttsattd ., ;e"lc~

from command altitude. At null position fummed by pathway opevarino u
gap tosymbol is centered on refernce tmon deviation from commacind altiraic,

!3 mark,

a It intderaivaPiniceae l.oc~i would runway In contaoctf~light

SCAING Seae actr 1 -20oft.Scle actr inh euas 80 f Wilte ground lin es on bilacic 0-ilo ft N1 L,
altitode error. ~~~onver 1000 ftblc nhIt:I0-10,

REAK cl iie no20f.incroecents Manually aelectabi' if orof Altitude funway iii (tuft- in rcfrrnnrc, llid
0a40f.wt ,easat 0 and alan read in eroo 0i ft. on counter tobe-h)(. Tc,-onin Io t. k ft

jig cormand ultitoude cla,'' r.p

INOMTO Gate of asoant/daucant.

SYMBOLOGY C 3

DESCRIPTION Fixnedscale anad movinlg peoiter indicate

REPNE status, potnter nones. above acre for
scent, boe, I a.re for descant.

SCALING :I factor 1*7-200 ftpa.

REMARKS foal,- divided into 200 I pm incremeanta No0 quantitative inficationi ,t o-rL-1
wir1cltla t~f4 oasls at 0o a-nd - 100ffpm. velocityj however.' 'p'atLovoiYl

Ganr +4Sf ipc t .- lil fpi.programmed for bi tii a IIc ole '!-
and commandf rota ol conlga,

INFORMATION tonand airspaed. (:one.iad 01r.,rod.

ZMOOLOGY-n 1 r

U DESCRIPTION Eroromhof novas vartically Iron fixed movnemeat of daahed lin o aigt
t oreco mark to indl ate devia tion nlight patha Indiratea deito rn ;

woe i-~ d airs'peed Atdemull r.tos n 100coraned airspenu,
ii ysabol Is cantere o4n tore r.nce

C.-stOd. Fmly-true (upward symbol dis- conasagnd. Fly-to..I
placmnt r~amsmda d.orsas. in airspeed.

SCALING Scal f r 1 iac fequssG i al. 0 ttio411n of rain uf moemn n ,-g
tuile of error not speiid

Airspee also read t. ua mrestf 10 his diem actual airspeed q.a: coo o-dar
oar a counter above 151. spee d, thbe d,.be r maet ar n c r 1iir 11'oi

wlium ectual greter tfhan cocuoane, J$11% lo-

Roas aewnalad, annaIc v .1e'oro. p.-.'

A



VSD A-7D/E riom HUD ILAAS FIXED WIND HUD ILAAS FIapOWIGsi VSD Norden A'I WIN EVD IHAS VD~
Status and c"=unad attitudo. Staturs altitude. Altitula . Status radar altitude,

-~~~~~~~_T I' 
WILL..5i.UOSL. 

'"I,,...lrtncu

or.el,;- Altitud c alue fixed. Thermometer typo Altituie taIpi mvsovssgainst fixed rofer- Al~tttude tape moves m~aaan ftxaoiref- Movable ver etica tpeedaalcIf
Acge indexer novaes an scale. Thce naihar at ante 15c to peov Iid "nant itac ivo aitl- ors l cifne to provd quanttitatie ed ftidcci Ie-rker I idl ac,. ro dIt

- the scale ba- s'?.g 9. ) indicates fte tade inrtormation. altitude info ricatlton. titude,
,c1,itclo. acute bavnns at 9000 ft.

tic. stattus Stratus. Tape inovas downuard for in- Statue. Tape eovea doweard for In- Statue. Tape roves dounwardi for In-
craeS altitrude, c~rae a. tltitude. croased altitude.

I~~~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ itL M pcfe.Saefco 0)f/n astor line equals I font altitude at
* <'iii.approx. 60 feet per inch.

.Idi lunG f0_t ...al o it-lrutce hcas l1ll ft Icc- Scvale Iou , 20 Ine 1055e tc ih cuoer- Stal :has 100 ft Ivret. carentrlel 'ttcfufateIr w atnc c,
ii I. crvet c r vaict rks every 250 ft. its. uvr ftr Si crc Sr t. he re are cr rdr aLtitude nou I Kclt(Io lettter 5i tt "nrvnts ouerincc,c I '>L1 h-ýtrt- trtarI ar haramtercf altitude Is dIe- 400 ft of s.cl tIc visa at 55 ne tie may ha usedi) g Scle sot stisplay d alcove Ortilti It.

* played rdependingon as ,rl. Mtax rang "BrtIck crs1" appeiro ict 0 ft.' So _e '.rick call" apeure at v1 Sc. 1onII1c
not specified. jeaithc utcakllocd lerolla withi torlecr . rolls with raster (eocar Lririct lIi

Rute of aacent/doacrnt. TRate of accunt/deacnit tat. I sc-et/d-esom

aii A ILL ,1 -

"ar, ýn v 
a Z T Bcc ..

1l1-c voile and ',,iroving Dati r indIcate. Vertical veocitly represented by bar ma- erlalnrL. veloI, ty dIsplayed h, ciri,

retIct clc v tending tree altitude' reference mark. tn e frIr atude ftid,, is Ic mari
L~ength rrf hue procpceticonal to nora i il len ctti of car propocrt ional to "Ic I c I
"oI catity . velo ,t V.

Status " a outIv end, upward far ascents t ' Situ.. but oiitends rrpucitj I.c-i

colt~,rciad It, desceoLnt" toeriward ior di-ac it.

Nor hot spactflad. Scale fator I In - 2rric Ppm,

sle si u seves. us ciartica, Intr:o. marks at 100 rpm

acd v_ I aP o 40f

Statusa i rspeed *SIlatus alrs 1 -d.

,,rsrrr.scl foo. irruemoear type Moving verticalita~ps recad,*&alsat fixtid Mavable vert"Ica tape reed againsit515,
-1c Irdue a ns am ciala tt proolda ra..A rf,.3 Itsss lies taae status: air- ad filaclaI marker indMicate jj.P-ed,

01rrce.Ttssaker at t1re bs speed
t~sease 4)1.1 ct. "Islct s tc

scl ".l.at61 ktu

als,. , Statas. Tap. smovea upward wikh tn~- gtetus, Tac.m.. doocad Isr Ic-
creased airspeed, crea.e is airspeed,

goK - t apvc if(.d. Noat specIfied. cl atr 0lt/n

riri..,- UaicIcT 1 i kirct Is.......ta wi thc dots Note airspeed and altitod* tap.. moamat a:ticdn'I~~~~~~~n I1p0 4tkisa4 sy.0 '
Lieary ,vr I . ,~it n major mares evoery 50 .. i is eppe iC alrei for to ' acre8#aets mstm, ig:arpe

.lns knocts. lsursasa oct specified. Air lso.me Nfisaral. 4t 10 k, iseml i"itte Ncau ,m. cs alrspo
speed snat displayed In rvciut 'erd sud .It frem - SO 0 5ac fItte~, Idroa&td bytpeed). s~ *a

gA~ll#0d



TAKECOaF 4-6

VSD Norden OF1)TIN 1EVDI HAS fiB IG VDIVSTOLSTLU/S
Altitude. Status rad,%r Altitude.

Sn - LM1 D II Iý 1

or Aitttuda tape moves against fixed ret- Mlovable verticaIltape read against fix-
.i li rence I Ine to provide quantitative ad f id uciaI ma rker Indicatsn radar al-
ailt itu de infonrma ti on. titud..

t lcin Status. Tape muones dounward for in- S ta tus .ilas naves downward for in-
creased altitude, creased aitituds.

I astnr line equais I fo0ot altituda ar
toprX. AS fea.t par mob I.

"I I IfLinor- Scaie hasi 100 ft increments. Baroetric 400 ft of scaie in view aý any ovan, e
(cr ae r ods ltitude nec peIfd (either 50 It Increments: numerics everr. H) ft.

onc tise. say be used. Soulsc set dispplay d abo~ve '0( ft.-0. Au 'Brick wail appsre t It." Scale
Icrirov To 1ello with renter earth La;)l~izied).

bate oi anceOcideoceut. K ate ot..1nc t/d escent.

Vertical velocity reprxeted by bat r Vertical -Oniccy dip' -ed by Ia c-

t end Ing I ren Ititd eeec ak asslIng Iron altitude fiduc Ial mocker,

-egt of bar proporctional to vertical Lent of bar peeper tuna t crstirCal
valocity. velocity.

sI Irc ba ut ,11 ends upward f.o --act I tlu I.,(a out-edu a yun I to.-.
d onowa rd f or dan-ceot. d oevuard for 0 eucco

Not upelffl-d. Scale factor I toI - 2001 1pm.

Inde. marku as 100 fpm Ieeraes'u,
Range !1 40(1 fpe,

Statauc 4irspeed, Status. airspeed.

Mactrij vertical t ape rend4 414JIMn timed Movable vertical tape read agalnut fix-
referencea liSn indicates status sir- adafdclal mairker indiae ised
spend,

,Status. Tape munesa upward ewith In- Sates,. Tape man"e deusseard Iur in-
crea@#ed arapeeg. e re&se is airspeed,

Ntie specified. Seala factor lb bis/Is. Preceding Page blank
a91e ai1spe-d and altitude tape. leave ins caLe 'inc.rements 1 air usaeral aev-
in epp.osit.a tree tian far leicreasing 5:lI IS 'tt, 11 ba of st.le in vice

free - $S tan + i b70 a,. indicated by aiusn. .lgn, (See also

*reutd es~sed).45



VSD DISPLAYS F-i111B IXED wima HUD F-l lB FIYED WING DVI A-6A FIXED WING ADI AAAIS ME WN VSD

INFORMATION Actual flight path through the airnase. Actual slight path through the otreaus.

DESCRIPTION The position of tie veloclit fo tor sym- File position 01 the ceeooiity vector sv,
boi with respect to the horizon line -oI with respect to tile hlorleoc :i~
and/or the fl ight pati ape denosc tie end/or tire flight path oroo do-teso thr
actu, f.light path -, It"octv vector actual flight part, vaeIoct:vco
o f the aircraft. of thre aircraft.

RESPONIE Fly-froe foelocity vector flown fron. Fly-froin (velocity oLor flOWccit,,

0 present position to desired p~onitivon). pc...sat position to d-i-co Pooiiooiu.

SCALING Ve rtical souls factor 1:2.5; hoiz onial Scale factor 1:1.
stole lac- tor1. 3 (1.ho hcc;rcl

REMARKS The aymhoi marks tin projected loit of 1he symhoi marks the projoc(, ici'. "Ilo
impsction tho groond"-sy pantr ite Icpact on "the ground-shy %.1 nrIih
direct on anti volo.ity ofpc sitealcrft dietoiand velo.city of ý i rce occo

INYOMN1IONare not changed, are not changed.

g SYMSOLOGY

C ESCRIPTION

SCALING

REMARKS t.o atoing.

SYMSOLOGY

I OAJ
HOME

14ON

ifUR



"TAAIS " IVSD AI7D/i ... ' HUD ILAAS .i..W HUD ILAAS " VSD Norden°w IEVD IH
A.1 I A -I II Atl Al I : lo - .1 1 1 1 1 AII .1 I j & I I" 1' A 1 1t *- At.4I Ill't I It |iO 1 1t i I i AItCuo'-U-- .. ... -- e'

fI. I i h,&S I'm -, 1o r to, t tSI I t, i t 1,, 1 , tIi ,l k , t

I ~ ~ ~ ~ O Ii~ Ii ptr it IItIt

t t

S.. . , ! I ** ,h { t ,• ,I th I~F~l ,tt• ,. it: !li-I, (i,,lihi r rtt r d ,,z Ar tu I lwo I .h Ito-i t ii ' 1 itlig hI Iro Ir ir,,L1  hlw'. , r

S•, i,, • 1i .1 1,11 , i. '.I. ,. , r -, r1 o I,+t, -Ill-a••. t, IIth INI pllt,t~t r',,r,r in I n I'v t ,, .r', r I rl troit I.p •tt,,, h.1 r ld r h o n i u,,

I~~~~~1, lt I,1 mlm 1 IIv IIgo 1

F10 ,11' o rli

I p t llll, t ;,, it '0.l h

to iir~ d~~II Irt-i LI h

LlIdnI I N L LII Iitt It ý i ug"ItIrkir II

N,, f n~erIid.

1otp L t I. L I

Sit run wy1 -t It soco I or 11'i [tkon o

Ntl t L p' |P I f i d.

d.• ..' .t 6 t' 1dteth I

hot 0 -•kyr g Isd

_______n ___ __ b__ _ y_ _ _ d

4.tIa'+t t tClttl~ n i'i, it ~~ l~



TAKKOPF 5

VSD Norden IEVD IHAS NOTARVWING VDI VSTOLBII-tHUD/VSD
Actual fligilt pt.lActklO Bh LIB airmass,

i1-7 1o relation to horizon too andoLid
"I'll I iLitt hea din at1oi'e "ndicor ;t , o ll,

th i rcraft, of irecrdft tilrouogil teal. ttS

No tijicifled.

iiurio, crtk~ilol-Icoto Ict

t~~o tot oii 1n off diepia iiOitic t

otytinboi during hover not pctri

I)- llt 1,n te ro.ittoy 1,-d ittc

N0 t d t I,It.

-1101 
oL niiii.bog 

,detl,.

DIfm rtlOylond L1114 orrno rie i aio

Not opctilio.d

Not spoCif int. Preceding Page blank
Notopcfd

Rgfreroe doctet .. di... the dis.Play

of tonowy d istanc f, or t h t kooff mode

buot .on eybtiogy ina d0p i cte d. - 47



VSD DISPLAYS F-111B ,ix.0.,. HUD F-111B FIX,,WIN. DVI A-6A ... WING ADI AAAIS -,[Dwma VSD A

INFORMATION

SYMBOLOGY

aw
A.
W DESCRIPTIONlaz
o RESPONSE

0 SCALING

REMARKS

II

INFORMATION

1 SYMBOLOGY

a
(A
in
z

DESCRIPTION

o R2ESPONSE

09
W SCALING

0 REMARKS

'INFORMATION

SYMBOLiOY

Z DESCRIPTION

RESPONSE

$ SALING

REMARKS

d _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _



VSD A-7D/E Pitwk HUD ILAAS FIXEDWIMO HUD ILAAS FtWO VSD Norden IED HA
Error from ommand grcutl

ko ri/intal Llonerils of go0V d the displ',y al/t -1ll ,'t, ~
p r po~ln to Nruuanleper . Prid t.V toiho,'

tttl .l ic- r, qial itative, Sti tu t 'd lii aL-,

Not Specified. VoL1t y
rIll kit

Fo ,t,,lng aircat . r. un ,eK Al ,oi rod

to5 rgr u , p Ir dawn. At' r grd Ic I ltoi~r.

Litrl g nui veoity 0tt-nay uyi -lv il~tlil -1 i"

move~atu oreril aaa derei Let I

cIdv..Atgt o.srolty veocty aateidhiIv

.nt$ . // 0 t o yA ..

totu anic tu qraund tiett Ela emei Rda acnts ttu g~i t r, .. l

mave appasite ta matian at aircraft. hAVe oppasite ,, eltit.

Nat Speclifled. Filtern siped Ipr oti,

Preceding



TAKEOFF 6M

VSD Norden g°My WIND 'EVD IHAS " VDI VSTOL-ot0HUD/VSD

Error from aomnin gra adapeed,

1,, rf ou rd upe cd, of 31 C :iP or ocr,,

horfontI I ' h' a of ,rolfld tO , .
4ff no i, do-a ilioI''

rate dlif-ercen hbetween ,-mnund and
actual ground ,epeeS,

Fly-ti, t'erento snove dooo to indic'ate

spmed Cre'la 0-nlI I fl"f lo vrio-ira.

"ort, rol-hlno 1ff '1¢<, itr•' [trr .ror•,

"k-owr toward -t I,,r or tr-.1 t'rorer.

S t-tu groundspeed kheomr), ;t ift l ndapi c (I.

Horizontal elements of ground .Cexure ircr or fund mpyd le- thin VI kts,
grit move down the display a- 'flocity ftrl'offi i•li-on of t rs, lg f textfirf
proportionate t. groundspeed. gri no dor ftle lifp it LelocitV

prtlocato( to n1tuol ,r,.nd p(-ed

Status indicator, qualitative. Sttuor indicator. OIlfllt. •,if

Not specified. Maximum velocity ot hf •rlofftfi vle tmn
2.5 in/oec - 3(0 kt.

FIr rotary wing aircraft, ground tao- At zero jroundnfood, tift ground teXnur'
ture grid moves up or down. At zero grid in stat(ionarv. flni'auoo of per-

(r'fidepm rd, id Is atationary, myrorive, enent opir w offl move fi-
I' nerd l•r Oway lion ofreerver,

Lateral ground vhiacily, Crone leading vlio,'y.

'j.. ,.nseelin "ilnif ,

Radial elements of ground texture grid Radiai elements of ground texture grid

move laterally to denote lateral veto- mWe laterally to denote lateral vel-
city, At zre etaerail velocity, Il*- city. At toro lateral velocityr•e-e
meont. a•e stationary. ment. are stationary.

Status indic4tor, qualitativ., Elements Status indicator, qualitative -lenenta
move opposite to motion of aircraft. movn opposite to motim of nircraft,

Not specifled. Element speed proportionate to lateral
ViloCityl man speed 2. 5 in/ear - 30 Ire,

Preceding page blank



TABLE 5 -SUMIARY OF VSD INFORMATION FUR TAKEOFF

Tki~T
1~ ~ 7- 7--7

-P I- I 
I

II V! VIA VII
VIt

Prcein VIg VI VI

.xl~~lv~: / VI V / / V51



TABLE 6 - ANALYSIS OF VSDs FOR EN ROUTE

= 3

VSD DISPLAYS F-ill1B FIXED wiNG HUD F-ill B FIXED s~m DVI A-A6A FIXED WING AD! AAAIS FI.E WHII VSD
INFORMATION Pic atude. Pitch attitude. Pitch attitude. IPitch attitude.

SYN110LOGY It _ 1'-

-~~~ .3111O I""t non t

Z DESCRIPTION Hlorizon line slid pitch lines move oer- Hlorizon lin.. and pit,,1 ion. .mmcc Vei Horzo lainenI and pitc lite looV-l olu I! mo, ci 'p
ticaily 4. At function ci aircrf , ltoh tlya u~to I arraft it~ a, am fun ction of t,.rI ai ril ... ftcIJ
angie wtth respec to horIzota ref - otl. li rmpc tor l ao a Ir- a le miii r Iem t tto ri aIet to 1iz~t pt1

ernoe lae, Pitch read at aircraft I,�c pian,- Pitcht read at altraft 1" plc 11I rea at p
Shl. Yt~loito tor.

SRESPONSE Inaldo-out. lonlole-ot . III~d-0 Ineout,

IL SCALING Approximately 21V li rdinl,. otvermige. OlpronimatLpy + In' cri ioverage. 0 OttO
1

, lrtootl9-, Ott' 1- 1'-

ScIl faco it, fcoanrcauin f ). S1,111 factot Ith iconr c I . I .11

REMARKS iq
0

lti ladde r h.t.. Inrec in,- L 0 ta PItcI aI~ddr ho.1 10' -a)- and 5' Auxlir apICI aioS Ittit +m 30' 60 Dlarl~ Chod.r
t201'. Aucil~ y iap t'ltc limit at + 311' Itroor lcocrrvootn 10 to + 10. Aumillarv ad +9 ntre -"I-v: poidd I-r quac baltI o
(uold f hotel and - 301' (broken line). pitch linesa t +c 30', + 60', and +v 9U' blII rp.ti1 1tf1 niiL11 alt'h- 1.
Nadir apod Zenitho nott dialplapad. toot -ion r color oi~dd hlack far

poultice, hit. focr ogtegaic

INFORMATION Hoizolen line adjustment, Hlorizon line adjusmetnnt. Viul iarer adjustmntn hrzn Inow aldJoatieno.

SYMIOLOGY ,>a 3 Aa~O~~tO - N1p

-- Il

U aslot ta I'm

098SNIPTION A m nual tontrol pertwmots vertical ad- Ao manual control permits vertical ad- At o~naal control permit. vertical ad- Amna-onr ir i-1
,,,,n-t o ilo. loarteo lin th ocepen- ]w steen of fidaulal markerm to campan-' Sutmn of Ih h ,o lone toot

&ar f.,or dIffoIr. noa I.P"cttdI.Inc n pitch attitude f r dlffnreooces in pitch attitud Or pasent for diffaurencas in p$LItH 0I-
frvariounas conditions of Jnoal flighot. roiOnnscodtonoalee lih, conaition.of a1-1ve fligaht. ada for Various L.onditiolns 'tO lcv1

f lighot,

RESPONSEI

SCALINI Range of adjustmtent ± 20,. X.S f4j~mtHngs of adjusiwnot ±c 15o. lange of adjusteont 1 h.,

REMARKS floe local hoorizon is c- or ec h oa oio oued for level intenrt in manual controli usao 3 0

A 1 1, tf r r o flight referencce .

level flight r elor on ox,



- I -

|,'lll& [hr~,,Infa' )e S vertically a. • fani- H~orrzot and pitch -iu ,<ve vertically Ho1 lzon tdpItch li:-niL v, m vertically Uorlzon. In!, tand pitch 1l.1i Itw er = rlo line and pi tcýO, i • •v r-
,tlI el itcraft pit,11 an.g,1,cwith re- _ith re1Itt ig tptht~lkrt ih r ,•p LofIgt pa hm r t o It , - Ia l as n mctln If , I~l 1it1 ticallv as A fun ton I f -r.rf ic

an,~ rri.

t: 1fr-1,,t 1 to h, iz tal I"el rene pla cI, n lut 1igh 1~ i ag l pI "th in. s 'l dfcat )II ght pat~h ng le' pI tc ai . an- argle "It "1reIllIIpec 1 "nt a to 1,,~zna rfr- •nl ihr.:peerto ofat1rf
[e -an l ¢fatak) l'Iev l flight 0h-1 gl I t toftta,'ý). [.,va l1 gh 1 whe,, 11n Ior en.. plae Pc h 1 ea, tro fitdu a In c ln• 'ith , d t. Ircr~ft

f- an g -ý [f ta )..1 . I redIt

Shoriro and N I ght path nakr in~cid-. izon and flight pah mar.,ks .. fin de, arks, symbul.

:L I + ' I 1.t ,a 11 - eragc, r t-'l' e tor Sc l at-tot I Scal,. !actor 1:1. Scale tarte)r about ] :2.,5 (cýcrs i t•, ale factor 1ý5 (-,)mpres lon).

ii i', I~:;,••,t~ne" 1 iotI ,;.,1.a ýNe , No alc u iir rf~tc lb a t it5• , + 11 Ftch scl e ,~tr nnwarkv,- display P!I t Lh .'alltrue ± 10', f1 "o° * 01a itth l4,dda, htw ho..

jr, i]"d I,• 'utlt.tlve redn to, an here tr at S Iintervals Io t¢(* orsg i t I re a it I'e.h ,a Iar , 7U0 3Bre 1:n1,] 5•x 7 reupatw

1, nith l -gv PItLL I In i Iu dIpa w , ght path k-r, PitOh lines a, j: to*, + 30;, ± 5(oo ti ly +adi.r) - 9'.(* : l o~v-lcos

• marker 1A velocity vector tceli•nus, and ±- 70'°, Pitch angle not displayed enth. , + o0 a I.-sd cros that re-
Flight path ma krte velocity vector. ,embics flight director -ummand symlol.

Iru line adjus~tm.ot. Horizon line 4dJutrtmont.

_TTT

A, 'T, ..... .. troll i~mt. vertical ad- A manutal contro Ipermits vertical ad-
-tsmn .I of I huriton inh4 to coe - Justlent of thet horto line to comp-n-

01 nat lo dIf. rtn 4 in pih fe ti-~ alefrd~fra it pitch attitude
Iu( co itri~ Io~tiolo al tor vriu. conditicn. of l•evel giht,
f l'itht.

K*nt~e .1 •tJj-L,,aot ._ b-, Range of •dju~t...nt + lo, to -WO.

1111,t1 1 i ln mt~l control udeod for The local h.otizon iv u-4d for level
level ilight reference, Mattht referent,.,



EN ROUTE 1.7

' - All Weather VSTOI. displiay is

cc'- '¼not shouwn in the en route Phase.

S FXOiOVSD riorden I IEVD I HAS MANY WIN VUI VSTOL t T
.L HUU/VSU

Pitch attitude. Pitch attitude.

~ ~~r~ccI~r !o, 'M t..

'P 7

htIine -ove vorti- Horizon line and pitch lines eove vc- Horizon litne and Pitch linan move var-
ulecaft itch tinatly .. a function of aicat th ti1c!ilyiC I f tocu of aircraft Pitch
hoiotlrefe- .gia with re.P. Lto hrloniatl rofr- .ei 51 ith' r.!pw*c.t tno horizontal ref, r-

fro fdc Ia ean plane. Ptcth rood at aircraft an Plans Pitch read from Pitch and
symhol. roil ...f. rnt. _orho.

lnnidc-oui. Insido cot.

(, -cproaiooi. '.al, f.ctor 1: I iconpsaioni. Dinpiaprcpcesaeta 1. 7 '1cipih
Scale factor 115 .mopranlon).

*1" 10'. ± 0d and Pitch ladder shoot + ii' Pitch acute has + 5* and +10' intro-

* to an 1noc mints continuously tircuglh range.
;. n ..pen ccaa
c-edr.. that r:-

n~ connand symhol.

""rI ta verttical ad-

:..-r lI, Pitch attitude

-t i08 to -20. Precedfin Page blank
0 n 0uefor level

_ _ _ _ __ _ _53



VSD DISPLAYS F-i111B FIE WN HUD F-i111B FIUO WINO DVI A-6A FIXE ING ADI AAAIS FIXED WING VSD A
WRAINAngle of attack. St

DESCRIPTION Angle of attack *hoan b vertical sep- '
a6ratlon oflvelocity vetora sybol and :
imaginary tine between fiductal markers.

. REPNEInside-out, status. :

Z SCLINGScale factor 1:2.5 (coompression).

REMARKS

INFORMATION Roll attitude. Roll attitude. Roll ittitodo. ktlli tticude.

SYMBOLOGY~~~R O~ --. 010,I[,T,4 -l-WLý~

Z DESCRIPTION lrit-e olt1inn ind pitc tire Ica tat. t. Hod on lint, pitc inII a 0d1 ground II tc lon ]in,,e pi tch li ne, sky and Ittr lon 'InP ~I ol. c 4 ld
indicate roll. fcoturta rotate. to indicate. rol'.. Quan. grotmnd featuren, cod tllglht ptaci rctate gttutdlorurct 'Lar Itt It,

SICLtatLic inloteoti ,,,yr vidod by .oll to intlcatco 1 rttl. 'Itto~tliaocIntorma- -li.

lEI oiter and rvfero. -a kn tlon provldot by roll Voln tor and rct-

RESPONSE 1ivadc-tut, utot-oo.d L sa- ln.ltlc-outc , tpatu.. .1 Oldc-Ott . ocatus.

SCALING Scale tottto 1:1. 0cI -- 1, Scalu . 0ctr 1: ILl tta. -atc 1:1.

RO"MARFLS Peril-cal echos r i-at Prha -91- Nre erhqacoItlled R-11ll 41 ...1m~. ;Itctuk *15 i ot r-cpctl Aý -le tacrk. 1-~ -din, tact -11 1".
lxed (do not roll). I- sal, nark fo I '"ý t -- )I tt ' .ItIY I g1

renletv aodin lo tI II eU I Rol r r nc akeat + 0, + 2:)',

-0 I' .b*

INFORMATION Hagnotic heading otnd auav ýWýtc adin n or

DE90RIPTION Seadlv5r tape ta.o. to lod-ot. astqjl load18 LOPE tape emoc ta indicate actual i
bedn. odatttd ines turin haading. Head at coll joInrter.dCourv,,

p01ocinotor alv. onk ze to indiIcate poainte ovaa along scale to ind -at
actue ItOurao actual ooara..

SAIBANG ~ crg about It'. Scab a-toy 1:3." 1-tov-ce M.l. Sc.la lot.on ItH

icowptot. s ... pttnr-e I,),,)

RfNuuSS Scale mlark. at.2* inur.V,;nt:a.1 miajan cbmab t I or and 11 .1nor A

*rola aVery 10' k.nWaill alttabl d -l anra very (oS, Heading scale
or at:.I. black aiIith elerlog camand. present

on d whtte wlth
ttot Steecing whon sl..IaIa. primary rotlerenve. Manesl on/eoff,



LASS ,,,9DWI"G VSD A-7D/E FIXEC wNa HUD ILPAS FIED W~Ii HUD ILAAS FIXEDWNl VSD Nr ein 1 EVD I HAS
Status angie of attack, Dtvlattonfl ion commend ingic of attack.

Aa)A symbol is f Ined Poasition of AOA -comcc co- cortically with
f~lght path ma hor In relati on to reference to the tight w ing of Ilae

it ndcat~ ctAlAht. fih atl 'icor to in di Late AOA or-
ro- ' A1 refoconca cia tb,, ace fine
with reapect to tb~e flighat lath market.

Status, fly-from,. Fly-iron. A laigi- V"cihal lcdlcatro a '!
hOA errcr and Itl a commnad to decc.nsa..

Length ofbackAehot - 2 aoita Slid. Nott ~aild

f]enter of A00 synho I represents oem-

i a
1 

valu. o of 17." ain Sits . ,A svtnhal

1 larked whanevet' A05 Iea. than 12

Rt - oll at'titad. R"lf~ aItltiitl,' foil attiit'd.11' Roll attitu~de- gall itfttaOd

N,> ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~. lec - ~-*'-- rms

11,I 'gir p~ath, atia shy altO %liaclat in,,anjd ptith I, 1 Na totaiw toi i0orio ttt II Itai pitloi lion- mi-Ito t o licurIiaoa 1t ~tatlt, 1. lorleottli,, plt':ii Ij' ""Io awl ky tn,,,tIi F
ftto tittlirait tod ,,t tr -I I. tol,1. I tool Otto roll.iwt tato iJi!airilt Illo :pcitttLd u I 1daatn to .3 t..ltt till, jciv~t~

aravidad by 1will lairw itd t1,'irct, iitittto tttltcnt'ai,- tto i
wrlt tn~l d1n tar aod raiterno mok.

.ialo ttiic1 dtpe iwita i1-collt -,in lid -itt-al-l', F.1t no> at Ft, "I ,rpha -a aircraf sai

1) -, I ''," t.

Mailttn 0 1c i ng, Malit- ti it h-dlt0"R Magn'tt.'t 1toadlog'.P.1tl Il,

tad oset, 'ad. . at- .1 theo fiat. actu al t ,ad tg e iaat tttcd dicat. acuL hsi Read at50 tit a i,.4t

hoadlttg 100mg ~heasding Ind.. market ecr .aint Iemr ofartsiIoc otiou iýt a

lneids't, tw ... d a a tctn-tneaa I t.

Scl1 fatL,1 1ca4t.t,, Oppccull-naelo IF:2.l icon tlcowraeto Fc lo factý 1 .w (c caaIatý

loaiIMnot Jito p ~d it cltrd Saabv oaf ka itl $' itocotti w iti tnumer- Scala mark. at I' inttastli " i .t'l S.I i I
mod,i ala.oc irle lt ti", dattg .al sp-alt motels.y 0r' IS0' Changes en it,,itg cIra'V

Pa.?. ont 1 ill pitt't. lio., ala id lated j 6 i-s,-oo and tIno a-tKat.-73~ Itit triona itm grouand t tu~a



EN ROUTZ 2-7

ME IGV SD N o rd en 'FXE0''NQ IEVD I IH AS 9TANY WINIG VDI VSTOL,:TiHUD/VSD

Roll. a~ttitde- Roll. attitude-

lt o I t1, ortatv to Irle ine, Pitch line., and sky And II.rl zonline and pitchi lines rotate to

0,1lvt Inlorolot o. iround featurLts rootot Co lndlCalt toll. Indi-tl roll
anr.coo uodn It a Llo. ITIormatlon prooldiod by

roll pointer .0.1 reference mark.

lonlde. out, eL~tdt- ltdcct L~t1T.

Sc." c-slo Ia tot 1

1,1.--i PItallra 1tlloa 4c., are aitraf earth It-b IT

1, o 66, Itt IN 1il 10.eon t 2oll ,cl 'ornd ObVSIýýbd 0 'J

roll anglesn I'cao oc-mrgs

pMag..tlo Ileallog.

--\ h1/,Nu.

1L TO� .ne Ic I rdi Haig a la l.1 ot.1,t n oding tape. oni 1trixon MoNet to fuel-

Nr. :odd pn d,"t, atonal Hod etd at Samr crae actual heading.e~ eer.a aito pol- (centar of alrttaft rator- aerllon of act "I hooding stroke,

l e a t ia- O t , 6ta tos. 
II n jd t-o~ t, s t a t s. ..P 1 l o

so' Qoe noswravo, scole factor 1:4. (com- 6,410 fartot 1,1 reeig5ae ln
pr...aIon).

floaenteo. T,111mer- foajs marks at IN looraract., with LI,- Ste,: ork.t It, S* jfcre.met* v1th oe--
oo~j ~naso p- mar,*I. ov ry In. CToseamio Inhooding Vrale every 10', Hoaoding so.-al also

I ~ ~ ~ l <ltes ln iefi~oad by; maI.mvnero and Chang.. appear.non 4 90 p11thl~es
Isorantt rf aro'wO tvato.r.a5,



VSID DISPLAYS F-i111B ixwm HUD F-111B FIEWN DVI A-GA WIN ADI AAAIS FIXED WING VSD
INFORMATO Comnohaig Comeand beading, Command pitch and roil. Comn needing.

SYMBOLOGY 13~- '" -_T -10

IA/I1( ....- ,,71

DIESRIPTION Symbldplc, from .... ii pl~ osition at Synboi displaced from ruiii poaitioro,!t athrlsyfand flighi dire~ctor yzosds ae.lae,~siatlaion ac. urn
tlr.u " o in icte rqire ircatret,,_iclo tc Indicat re quit ~ .olc, d fom nuil positio atad pl sy tba l aboct yct di

hag iIedn.rh ng hoJg, rontor to indicate. requiired cag i ctedviaLo"iv I Odin C-mmand hr.ýirw

w tooting and/or pitch.

RESPONSE Fytcmmad cosmpnsatory tracking. Fly-to, eomannd, conpensatory tracking. P,-. ic omaa, compensatory ototi, l-tc-mnd.

1OILINa C1 aco G (compressaion). Susi factor i:6 (compressieon) Scale f acto r 1:3.3 (conipresilo 1.1,4pc1ctcu
1 ionth . 11% horizontarliy and vorticaliy. S-1 o-ýr i:1.

REMARKS Simple dispiacenent commands, Symbol Simpic digpiaeanan commands. Symtboi Steering coninands based on dispiacement pnlit atdoIa deru
limit. at + 25 of heoading error. limits at + 2S* of hneadina error. Syrn- and rate-- roil sum ind pitch nun stctO- toidl ati..of 1i hadire et,.og, ;, c,_
Symbol can ,ilse iniat -=cmc and. boi c an eisa indicate pitch --noad, ing. Flight path spon htnu- diritic, ,idmd b, latea -1 -reent cf grnon
ginenaui oua gie such imputs. and tAanitudO "f required change, Fl1ight end sky im:enta

dlr eco r sttawa sote and erecr efor cI

INFORMATION

SYMBOLOGY

DESCRIPTION

z
SRESPONSE

SCALING

REMARKS thslitativ; iniefn of turn rate Quliitative indistLIan at turs rats Qualitatoive indiction at.Lai-n rate QQos Statics indiLet.i-r
prov Ided by atat sav .. it ut nf.ag- pruovided by rate .rf iateals vacincet pronided up rate af Iasral movemnost, prolo yrt ti r ~ e
oath bheading oale, roiofh'rt .rgnti headin --lnadg-onigcudloam.I te~ tr

teniri cCl 4n Osu 1gon .. u. rLntxtur

INFORMATION Vertical olliaetatilon. Vertical arientation. Vertical oriteotetio, Vertiealornfin

Z SYMBOLOGY I %. %css I JTI I I-,,.s, "I/` -_

DESPI~ 30 pIttit I". mis , .. a lo p`tI "hy and groudiras e 5 differntC~iated my sby artd araund are differentiated ry inky arid ground dft--eti~
line~~I toal b-oen drytr inhdfg gird bp garoud texture gray Soon# shading, cioads grouand gracint. toni era ir-Iid codn

s-l.is, 1iX of sfat kmi epel aS- tetueams. *itm,t andi Pitch lism cad

U U inside-oaf, 'Latue, Inuidm-at, states. Irioid.-t~, status, Inside-car I tari,-

NU3RK, Veofictir iattir 4an non sir~ass iKajo pitck lined are crilom ceded; blarI, Persectiergn of groeed mexture 6jlentu ferspoctina of ground tacte-I grid r-
em display in p11ti artifad.. beyond so pattuivvin whits for negative pitchr etoicaste dfractiusr af neateam horS sort "totin dirlatiac oi nearest toititocc

A ti asim Prnp.cnnm of grtumdmatoga i n oca-dorer attitude, nos-doom Attlifad-A sieme InS pdicate. dirrrtio. of wenroet
berisam IS ".-oseif attittude.



AAAIS "ISO A-7D/'E F HUD ILAAS HUD ILAAS FxDIuVSD Norden RSARY"INO IEVD ;HAk

I.', nifg, Colocrad handing and pitc., Commood headiog and pitch. Comand. hoodirg and pitch. Commcand onroding, pitch, roIl. Command

I11 on tPO 1, ci
n t e. i i l f o noll Ip rlltsi ~ a r - o I n re. o 1 P0, dt'I on a at 'TRI

-1,u I .~l .11 . ....r. an 0 d iw. 111 'at, quil rcli cilongr In 11-rdi op liigh part, -1,rkc 1 to Ic tr rrul rrd Pt ~bogh ati 'orr to 'Id' ato cc qu Ic- mdOloegen in ciol opit c aod/ .r o-r

ol _9-gin 10 lalling and/for p1 ol., el ciaoe n heodirn o 0001,1 PLO hi. ro l. CcainorI lat 0100 it op ., .. 11 if"d
at acy point to Indiozot i11-o, --ondt.tl

o - - - o~l. bUS-O. 01. .o~oi, Co lovol , tIa0okioa. - i-ifol, I0....00,I, --iooooocYtaking. Pip-tI, .oolndo, 00-plosa00tor.y troolo. Fip- to, oammaod, compensatory trackitig, v-

-- '101I'! i1010cl- I*'. bolt p,.ifled. N-c uoocifiod. Not sp,-,Ifiod. No~t aloecipied. So p,

I! -i1- 0l~ , Iv g,* . 11;1tuc 'i l~ll ht Pidr0Irn.t,ilr oooad. iheading 1he Pilgiýt d otrc0.0illooo i~tai rorocrvl, ,100Ol I

0 ocas iilgit olrectr cobotiaioe al- latter ooomnndB chansgeso 10 hl-odlc, hr attd In size at shape. to provi I

-m Imiitanecua. locdlog and pitch cnmno. otl ro. I I ddilti-Ie -esend ,ues. 10 Ic I

A "rate'00 0 -1 0
0 

1i0l, l~iloi
Prom ceontor of hoizon:0l etnd 0

leftI or Iflgi,1, -v moh o l 0,00 loi'r-

nooth bisivnatt I-, 2-, &Trilti1010101

0,0100. Markinga . 110 1... . 0oý110 rd,h,

o r . rieght ton-1.

1. 2, aj,. 4 000000 P.01rae.

-t1 Q.1iI I ioroa y io~olci~ol "I" ''rItl ratel~ ( o~di~aL.,aio It l.0 ata gale , turr .. ,k,, rm-oc In~dcpel--.10
IL 1 ar -I ) Id, p lts o0ýlI0l h.a proldd byo -. tote -t0 .1 - h-coiad- dent ty ",1e0 diocolo 1cair

"", .. W a. " ' I :d ..Rj , :d'h-,

I*'' y ie

Iod r arc a.7 otor a. -pi ito-se rSe

I~~I .. 0, 11 --. 01 Atoa taia-o c do.,a ,o ndso t st.uy p:7100

Nth NA CA. v to11.4 .1 "o ho.9-

I--li - 111.1 ,,t~P0 god ila.. h Oln,-, a-eI uc~le rca ar rOt
1
, 5,11Osuwcal ass aitl , lslleMg.Al nInurRose-lift" l sthsloed. .N1I



VI)Nardbei 11IVD IMAS '~"' VDl VSTOLv1HUD/VSD
Il - I,. I W it1

Ow 1.

I i

I *a ala., k A.,' 1. 1-1

preesilug paps bisak

t. to d t 44



VSD DISPLAYS F-111B L~ *N HUD F-il lB Fit WN DVI A-GA ,-oWN ADI AAAIS FIE WN VSD i

-' F

DEICRIVlT!N Ertr .i i X"0. vot a no r pnitrol ,,oan fni n Ir xe 11.1 Natti ioaf incanna.t I I ll In'ni atroand p i-th-v rý

fIsI. .o-,40,nd al(it Ios Al p I ;: m m.nl at,, s I s Il p oih I k (,i -i 4slili d hI Iii g -ma no nIsn asir in i

tar yo~~~~~~~~mrk, lvoi~ o oiali01 on

SCAIN Ots ranar1 piotnatlo 010 i Aal rda iinch ktialaal) it lI't apsi11fiol. Wihit- arod irs,, l.i~.-i

REMARK& ctleoal tao lo , si I,'l A oI ti iiiotliicii i n Ait tdi, lrtor ol i'i' o
A,~~~~~~aho tIo 1 -t MW11-ctlI I'l - ircrooo ..... 0w -.... in~

it.p"! 5,t-4 llar owf lýIli j

INFSORMATION

11V@IMAOLO aI is i o .I n n ea Y.

I j 5FY1*1

ptspganalisk1

SCALIN

-AI f'O 

I F 

Odio1

Ilk-i i,-t'a 
"tottati "I aI d* 0-1 1 t

RIMAfie Alio- 1i 111i t I II I, II,

II



-ýIO VSD A-7D/E riiwtf HUD IILAAS ...WIN HUD ILAAS ,XDWN VSD Norden IEVDIlHAS FT

Mlt-ti and coti-iid altit lud,, Swuan nltitud.. ASitttod IM rdaritti

a, tori iilnr ovt III -ai' ý.tt Ttiiii-nuntr at m I tlo tI proviii itiiciitialfvr n.t- trnc o IrIa to pro:i~de, qaiti at Itto

",at ar with S aill' a I i. b 0 IndiliAteu. i Lode mlii ýa, titon It~ttnd. informilti 'it

t in b.ginS tilll ft.

lnc St itilo. Stotnal. 1APrtl tI tilo ird for In-. S.t~tio. Tape moves d.onard fir In 1

a.-e in ltude rerrnd aLtItude,

la,~~~~~~~~~api I. NP fIa lict I h ,.Ifa or IV /il h l ý0

Ilcdd' ft -Iit, .1 ctora t.- lilt 1111 ft lIn- SI I, lha, I' .i .l I .It I t it Iicionmr - 11le i,1 100) ft iiicevnftn.ý iaron r

til I tit hint. el, ro- ri antnl'li r1d dru t1 ii-ailci cii

-~~~ t- -app-r ola- d.Pa::IK - 1., tax ting' r it

Rd, - t - a a, tliotLi lii Ii'a nioit, .u Ititii k

'it ý' - I -l

I i,0 I TII-"7 111 A 1- 0- . tplMItlit Salt lt.ll taft r-Id AallttLn ittd 4 i I i ll

flitIt. latn NO~tnpal ,ithi In.- tI. l

111.1no

-~-liil ca'tn i Li-I ii~t'otitn.ll, dln Nle nlepatd tal illtt~t lin. ~na ~tsilo lii tI'rI

tfet.1 i, ulnhitied liiill. lit~t~litiiC. eob fi t4 N~ ~t*Inii~ilo~ li

No. 4 141 nt 0 pa I'l



CH ROUTF. 4-7

ILAAS f~IG VSD Norden "Alo"I' IEVDI1HAS RDTlWN VDI VSTOL,,,yciHUD/VSD
I 01"AltWitde . 5ltes. radar altitdo.

110¶104ap~lfatfixed refer- Altitude tape moves against flxedt rf- tvar i -1os taip" rtole aii~iotl

pr ' tc siltitat Iv. atd- -. L.c line t. provid, qufntitotolnv oct 110;,01o I'Ii rvark-1r Ititocatr ra~ir i
L 'l ltit Ide in f ooat Iton. tit,,.

nv, ,!,miard for In- tat~uS,, epap mo ves dowward fort Io- gttv u, ro'd~e ~ For I.-

it, iii itolo. oTeseam I lttde. oo~0,itoI

lv' tilt. I rose~tr line equals I toot aititodi, or
approK. 6lt feet per cInel.

IL,- --mrt. ith nuts. - StAl. lihi00i rtic, teltls tottr' 1 h 1 i cci I,, i t. ;e 1,~,ioie

' . tii ,0i)ii it . iftor. -i oi, ratlor titldr i lr'iii lito iI totio'tli~ho i0.r i; t

i ow at Imo one time, may IIou id) aci nI-t dilet'lo ed iti'' iit1 1

,,i~i'r,,rlot it f Ital i'fr k ,ctI' ierar at I It. 1 1,

fate NMI ,mad Ocr Ii. - itanL (dv--o t

VertliaI velocitiy rorn td r 'io- Verrtical vt,',- itt ipit' 't

tvnin ron, ititi r v o or nc wrl. nro ll rn tios liu t .r
lengh ifcar opt'iotta to orItiri o~i,,itl rI Ioto t Lt It.

ngi li, tar p-ilI.o

Id,, n,,r.i fr -ctenso pwrit ,r m- t Slot-c. Ila rO i x or-

Not VpoLitiid. hatttr Ii ii

titdex Mrfl t. 1W fl) Il-ci, l 01 o

linm 411t0 p1 t.

Stat..ta irspord. Sttaitus Aiempied.

k.'..Wvlo

Maci~ns nrv:iasi apt ma againt head o-bei teeirae tapee,l eIt.f i-
referent..1. Iii delae ftse ir Iiducil'1 ear~rl. Iledlaeaile

Sttu, ae eee upward lIii in- ia e. lap. -- o. ,k-icerd frt I

apeifac. al tut1' 6.110, Preceding page blank
Note atirspovil and Aitif~d ae ae 5f ti nenn.tn oa

In mpoeiie dit-oiftn fa t teii tr t : t, 4 I't fle .f v,.I I,' I
4aus iuannal I at itt Intiferval: etl am, Aine tioet. higauiva

ft,. 50fev50 e.idioiatu Mt' minen. si4o. v,.a ý-

t_ _ _ ___ __C



vsD DIsPLAYS F-i11 1R P11) WING HUD F-li11B fII'D WING DVI A-GA F1111) WING ADI AAAIS ,IED WING VSD7
INFORWAON A..tual fitpM path through thes airrus- ,. - fiii t p-athtr o , - -s

SY MILa BY

-4 or'!Ie ligh -,a" s-it ýe- - -v In -a .:.An '-

wi .:C me 1 .a r

:fthadi zafý FarF- :

NJ SCALINIG -1. a .t -:Aleahi IIa ,, n

REMARKS ra- 5 týe ;F5F5 :I:r. r

INFORMATION 2~~2 .. ~2..-a
11Y011OLOGY.-

DESCRIPTION ~2aa .. 2-

A.RESPONSE
SCAL140.SF

REMARKS 
7, t5- raFrFFX.r

INFORMA7104

IVM8OLOQY

DNISCRIPPIOOS.N ,

0`1PONS1

SCAL14I.. 
..
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VSD A-7D/E FixtoIwima HUD ILAAS D,[IOWiING HUD ILAAS FIXED WING VSD Norden P71APbwiN1NQ HEVDI1HAS O1~~VD

Actual fi11ght path thtrough the. ai1rmassa Ac tualc flight path thr ouh kcaieces Actual fli ghct pathi th-g athie atrm..at Actuoal ftlighct path tihrough th ic,,ccl1cc

~~ ~ c 0cc., t~"Ill. -ol OO -oi l /~~Ii~

lhi O- Te poe it ion of the fit ght pathi corker Pt ight path marker deonton actuol flitght The poe t on t, th!e Ii 'i"htI npat hcnorker 'net tIon of vol o try vecto -m)1I

'""tL oc'o thint uiflgtpo or lno olt e to ie te letcr al diie Iceci 0 from center, ed not dile clnotee the n tuc I flight heading Xtrke nd I ae actua c
-1 tc or of the aiircralcr Pice horloon line position tcelion path or ot-titaity vector of ithe~ atorft, o cieraf hcgcteoro

to it indicaton alrcroft fihtP potic

cli lpc lnd ii ight ct all crrr flown PIP-to (flight cath marker flove to Pip-fron (fI (flit path narkor liown from Pip-frost.

Ititi cI" Iron" 11 icrnolt, poIVt fon to "corl1eo.n line) . nov Iong hnreorc tI IIner) p r , nt co f oltn t o d cntr ied pomI t ion,) .

"htooifiod. Not eprelfied. Not pcp~lid a pnfol

M n tilfeilnaton ie ighct pathc to thict ooch11ccitonc, the fl ight picItic T cncio nack lice ico tot pith ofc hoilg vert nfi accent No t
I~~~ at pe'lo roro 'It cit teruleo of` Is pr-eincctel hY the rolaritonhetwee impltipac , tic 1c gecui I-y clt i icbot w ui heoni r niotlc peIntinin

'tic.cci t he 'IIrorf atIcct - " oteotor ' et rit light poltmarke, and conoc r io -lcini ci veIocity 0ofielcrf nh dtn horntnpcicI

tec ot tccte rooi world. eel'. NevIth cr _olec ponitlan citplayned are not ichanged,
is ilroc.tiv relcitod It) the r oi orlId.

tullI-up octiecind

.<tc v lcd I-tp ic~linatac ii lorae Plan~ine X
ci li

1
tcIO center.

Ii ttnuiid if cec ric fIlcoo nceen foils.

Pro



CH ROJTE &7?

EAAS- FIXEDWIN VSD Norden "F*?Aj0wIwBNG IEVD INAS ~ggtgi~ VDI VSTOLvsotHUD/VSD

d 111n1 i1ý01 0ii"gh tie tirnesa. Ac-tual fligi t Path ti enngh the aiennass.

Ih fi ht .. pah lahr Position of velocityn vector symbolr
Itn t. t. oro lne rnd relation to inorlen lIne :nd actue

nol Ind cnn lo the u 1co f light heaedng troke Indicaten etoe Ipt
,ij-jtv vot-tornf the aircraft, of aircraft through the nireans.

ITI Ciii jin marker [fenc from fly-fro.,
-,nol Lo .1-lird position),

101 Not epsoifted.

prnnI tn p010 ted point of fleeing verticil ascent or descent, sym-i
In " nii-h latea if the ho' wil he of dinpa-.l ivemc of

t n "I i h of tno eirn-rIt nymh.l daring hover not specified,

Preceding page blank
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VSDODISPLAVS r.111B ,,xi WIN HUD F-111B ,, ,ow,.o DVI A-6A FIXED WIND ADI AAAIS IXEOWING VS

INFORMATION

SYMPOLOCY

SDESCRIPTION

SCALING

REMARKS

INFORMATION

SYMBOLOGY

0

DESCRIPTION

.. a_

SRESPONSE

SCALING

REMARKS

INFORMATION

SYMBOLOGY

U)DESCRIPTION

z
g RESPONSE

0 SCALING

AEMANK4_ __ _



AAAIS T,•oWING VSD A-7D/E ,,Eo.,N HUD ILAAS mDeWoNQ HUD ILAAS IEowING VSD Norden FIXED WIN

Lateral velocity. Lateral velocity (see remarks).

Tbhe sidelip indicator moves right and Rate vector. "ie.mginarln from the its-"leftefrom l o reference to Indityat. play center at the botta.k• of the view-
lteralI vel ciy, ting area, extends left or right In

proportion to lateral velocity.

Status. Indicator moves right for side- Vector noves right for lateral velocity
slip to the righ t to the tight,

No• specifled. About I0 knots per inch,

hidoslip displayed only in attack mode. Lareroil velocity fur rotary wing air-
craft; ollp/.ka d for fixed wing a ir
craft.

1 ISr ort

iE,
'go

l! •'or I, .

hr-1

r, -



EN ROUTE 6.7

S FIXEDWING VSD Norden o , ,,,hI IHAS NOTY 1ING VDI VSTOL ITOLHUD/VSD
Lateral velocity (see remarks),

Rate vector, originattng from the dis-
play center at the bottom of the view.
Ino area. extends left or right in
proportion to lateral velocity.

Vector moves right for lateral v-locity
to the right,

About 10 knott par inch.

Lateral velocity far rotary wing air-
craftl lip/ekId for fl-ed wing air-
craft.

Error from commxand groundpeoed.

For forward peveds of 30 itx or ,
heor ontal I"ernente of aRound texture
grid ova up and d'owI " .isplav to rid!-
c ate d ' ferenct - etwee c.-m.nd and
actual eroand eperd.

Flv-tr t, Elements move downo to indicate
,pecd greatsi than comvlh; I,-s vera,

Element movement Is proportionate to ac- Draufn
co', .. .hing max vel. t kL ... t. a , er . Preceding page blank
iocaueaaoi p, Oapattive, teremets appear
to .one toard or aay fro obserer.

__j63



VSDOISPLAVS F-ilis lB IXIDwIMG HUD F-111B WE 114 DVI A-GA Fii wm ADI~ AAAIS FIX~i .1NG

INFORMATION



VSD A-7D/E ;noi HUD ILAAS rIierwimt HUD JILAAS FIXED WING VSD Norden FIE w,'~ IEVD IHAS
Status groundspeed (Iioive r Slt-r g roundepend (lIt,

Ilrzntleemnsv ground texture Frg(Ul -J i

gri 'tove Soon It'he tiepl1y It veloIcity hýrIz ,"
prpor' ti.. it, toorriunriepeeo xr'I ""

itatus indicator, qualitative.,LLlinio-

Not tip-riled. i' t."

tine riPd. ro" up or d'one,"J. t Irr

Irrenril ground velocity. U"' 1. riidin il l

idl~y. Al z-g 11It I Vololi, n" ,-
,-it-ies 'WIt It lv i

S ri L' I I'd I Ir iii -lit "' I- iiI

Or-l T!i 1-i oiil -



EN ROUTE 7-7

VSD Norden 'F'XE"WING IEVD IHAS OARIIG VDI VSTOL IroTDHUD/VSD

Sitatus grouudspevd (Iiuvcr'. Status grourrdtyrvd flavor).

grI.,d oro'Vr d-n the ifipa fnfnofy in20t l v oirts of mr-. u
pi-uportionnott to groundedgnd.gidmvefo thin dinfill I.L ra 0t cct-

-rporiiut to I Iuua g rooor

tar. grid Iuon up ou fot rt er d i t oar. lf iuvoyr-
groundup-rd * goid is statti-aly. 'pen for lotolt appea to -z~n10

nu o nn fom observer.

Iatcoofrr ooil orkITI' oc-itv . ftio- icodiig -o - it fY.

ity. At -to da--lt velocity, ri- cIt-, At ,

Strfnu fol t) , nl ftatio , Ivti in Jt. ti. y, mi
limo ipfisitv to lt io.. icrf. Oi~ ff i

';OL plo i !-4d,Ifor i fri fiiiirf ii. ot ,

--

Preceding Page blank
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TABLE 7 - SUMM^iv OF VSD INFORMATION FOR EN ROUTE
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ecdnpage blank
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TABLE 8 -AN4ALYSIS OF VSDs FOR LAN4DING

VIIDIPAYF-111B HUD F-111B 01WN DVI A-6A M1)WN ADI AAAIS na VSI
INFORMATION pitch attitude. Pitch attitude. Pt~tcL aniut " Pitch attitlie

SYMBOLOGY 3,2'13~OloI

I, attn[5-at,

Z DESCRIPTION Hoierfoo line and pitch lines coe v Hertz-ro line and pitch lines nove verti- ho a "in and u
t itcoff1y a. a funt ic of air Jcraft pie lp a a .fid not i.n of a ircra ft pitch cally sn . fivectio Irc t
angle. with, respect to hoetzavtol4 ref- angle alith respect to horizoantal refer- angle with respect to o zn. pl 'eta
er ono. p Ianre.Pitch read' at aircrof t on- .pIan. P Itch rea at.t aircorat ,ns tone pi p lIec red atdspla
spmbol. tymbol. ter.

RESPONSE I oalde ear lnaidc-oat. n.d .t t.d-u

SOALIH(C Approximately + 30" vertical coverage. Approximately + 30* vertical coverage, +I'vria cvrge.Sacfco 9'Vria ,vag.s ,ttStoale factor 1.6 (compresaion). Scolr factor I L, (ompreasion). T:. c-p . o).711

REMARKS Pitch ladder shvow 
5 s Increments 0 to Pitch ladder shows 1 0a major and 5" Auiar pic Lies It+JL ipla a et s2) 20 Anuxliary pitch~ Itno at + JOG minor increaents 0 to +30". Auxiliarp nd ± f 9'(t .- ,ar11o L)r: povdefr oat(teld ine an 3' (broken fline), pitch iingo, at ±3' ±6'ad+yl

Nadr rnd Zenith not diapi ayocd. (not shown), arc colo.r coded: block for
poaitive, white for negative.

INFORMATION Horito line adjustment. gorizon line adjustment, Fdo al aarber adjas tment loinlne sjUtme

SYMBSOLOGYI

DESCRIPTION A manaul control perMits vertical ad- A manuasl control permits vertical ad-. A mnuaol control permits vetcl d aoul acn io permits ervuctic Ajuermeot of the horizon line to compen- Jusfteat of the horizon line to coapan- justmine of fidocial marest opn j Sotft8 of the horizon line to,-tsa te fo difrne npthattd aor drlrd alfr e in pitch tttitude safr for differencos in iic tttd .no foe differences iv pitchlit1
nt arloa ocodinina ofpleve lI ght fo vrioes conditions of level flfp',t. for various conditions of o h td for varoel cniios can

RESPNSE 
ligt.

HCALING Ran.ge of adjustetnt ±20', Range of adjustmsent ± 15". Range of adjastment ± i5' Reng of adjustment + V~.

REMARK# 1 lb ce Loc l han n i. need for level The focal horizon is used for leeelsi et in manuai control asetl forflight re !,reate, flight reference. lvlflight reference.



VDA7/HU LAHU LAS VSD Nodn'l I1= EVO 1HAS

Pil1010 pIItt s-&I.. 'licili 1~,40 ingio. Pitl aM1 ' lit 1, ott- tot1.11

I c "'l IlghIl"tI ihtpah . l l~ itIctcuu a R1 ip II ý, **,p '-'f s , i ts 4

.-,ti,.,I~kc .,oh h ,;,: rioc.,utc ie igclo oniagf ittla ck)~t r, Leem fV ctrtl- tbwivutn,.d Ito. r... a uspI P

tiorlzon acid fltgfit path, icarhnr aiio I n, ta. Lon and flight Pat), mark, ooiid,I itarks irsophl. rol erfccriuc -i,oi

i.Si41' fac~tor Scale factor lit. Scatte factor tat. Scale [actor al-cat ( 2' rotiprrmisioct, Scale factor It A cuompraticlon) Display rticri,eiuia
qra.1 lector It if I

~,t~ni''l Noaci aautilary ref-erra her ItQ. * l Pitch ecaLe Icinter in ui nmaorked display pitch. ical. ha. 3o ±t' W o' ¶ and Pitchn laddvr show. 1 10', Pitth scale 44,;, tu0 i,"c,' -icd lg ar ndheat ta it , inte rvals In tOSS. hores ight hoct I a read at fiIIghat pathi mar- 70' imarked 'alt,, I, o. 1 -4 ys 7 -rtr.t rntit nu-ist.I r1
ltdII, aiRlo ,'ot di1a8Play.nd. lig tht o rt' her. rItch I, lr at 1 10" ±t 30" + it' rioin;ndir. ') I" on orcro:,I

.arf'rr I, -alocty vector trmienus. oitd t I,* 'itch c anfaot diipiavsut. 1ranth 0t', a( I.chai crop "Ithat ru-
Flight pant. marktr Wrhocittvoctor' prhiea flight director c-r~nad symhol.

ver'ta atical ad- A manua cn rol omtvriat ad-
I- 100ra ofc ttha ahorizon lne to cmpn-

as e attttad11111cs an pitch atit-at 
frd f csi pt"I t" 'eohcoaof level foIaiu odtoo flvlflt

nofit + V, Rfange ofajsmn o o-20'.

.,oirol1 uased tr 'The oal oio ue taeve
1_ ccc.. fi ght ft



pt ,1 1tk% A I P 4 4 1 1 I ,I M 14

.44
**~4hqt~~%~4 -0 t~l

4 44 444~4444. ofI 414. Vl: 1,14 I's, 4 , 114144414"O 4 , ;4I,44 .. f: .I,4 ..... 4 '1 44'4144*,I 444h 44,4

I'll4 4414, 411 44 * 4, 1~ 4 fog- s on,, 4 4444141 44 . 44 If1 44404l Ind p44'! 1.".4.11 4 444 49 4.4.4,to

.01144. 4,44 W9.0.0.o "t~.t, F1110, p4 Attit.114, -I'd for P110, C.o,.

siale fg taon 1 It% r4I1,

NtId~ lhw i1t414 L 4044444044 "444of
1

0 i4n". . Ihils0 44444. 14Y st. h.A 4, 44 4,1

It t 111 1 .1

to 14,0411-

.1-i t~iud.

Preceding page blank
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F-ill8 moolvillf HUD Full1S11e8 DVI ABGA *s.i ADD AAAIS .. VSD
IIIII&SACIIIIII 011%s* 44% 1 I*14 10114 014 54410 .4* at I ok OOV4 6 I-P ..r I_ 41101 AVIII i ** -1 44.-ý Ju .*k Atl4,

~~~4,114 W4 4-*4~. 4

IteMOn *., A A -sh4 .4*s Al~e 0",5* ellil . 1.14, AtII l .44 c."* III. o40. s;1 *4*5 10..s 1c c4*4,* 141

t 11, 1t 4* - t.c ,4, l*4-4,t~'.

.5t ~ *~1..4 444*14** , 4*44 fl444 04*14* *444*0*1 1 j401 -14i V A, xct 1..*9 1',kplwo

011.IIIIIII I no l-k4 4 644 , 4'*Ils. th J.14 " ol*. . 11'w.c *4 . ,o una 44ha4444 l
440 b.*bo 'mil .I..e4444*: .. 4VI -1 11'. visl.4 *.~4..4l 4 04444A trlr,4

*14..,1116 44*1 J-w~ lilhil Ii ~ ~ < *~ *** *** . .4.n.1. **4AP"4*I4

*INFORM ATION 14.11 w *44 I- hall * 4 til4* . Alt ' l

let*
t*MIQLC* -.- "4

.4sse

lilt4v fill4 lrfl,.,' .. d*tk. 44 r ,4 t1I Il il 4 ,4, 1. 111 at ,.,-

44444 ( .44 t44 i,4I*I4). M*, . 14.44 ..444 I , 4 k 4*t , '4 it 444 *, 0r,,I 41 4) t + , 0 In4gle.

INFORMATION 4iA4.4 4.' heading44 4444 col444444. Magneti headin and4 course.

SYMBOLOr4 --- 4444 ''

DSA T ION a 4444414l. Road44 4t [l-xrd *44~,44. Course. 444444444. Read at roll4 pcil.444t Cclurme

Pl44444r move4 *44 along * B 4,4 toindicate pointer moves along4 scale to4 indicate
actual course,. actual course,

RIPNI nal.4-clut, status, 44.18*e-.ut, status

SCALING Colvsra8, about 14, . Scat, fa4ctor 1:.,2 Cl4vurage 75', Scala4 factor 14b( ~~~~(c,.mpresssont..(ossio
RIMARKS Scale mar1ks at 2* lncrementn with. 44m- Scale marks at 106 major and4 5- minor

eralls every 0, Ill.4u
1
y il ,..lecbt with numerals :c:ry,306.,H 44.sdln sca4c44 or ff I. bl1ack wi Ith or.144t c mmwand, pr44444t

444white wi1thout *stering when scale
1t9 p r~mary reference. Man4ual on/off,



~T IN__ADI AAAIS .. VSD A-7D/E Piywi, HUD ILAAS HUD ILAAS ?ImDWING VSD Norden %'WNC IEVI
glotltis attile 'I tiltot Iton Isttt% I from .- aitnd atngle of attack.

I ft~ I tt'*t~t part% - 0 n ra1

itanlivdatti 8I'Li1 VA a"11 maa to Indi aIs A r

lenil r0 ltrtokc t I toie rt! ... ...ct lart.

ArttA erro mid ermt itrsor nrandt dceae

blanked oitflonat utnits VI.ttr NLae1iI

un its.

/4,

-, t-M"

I.Itt-,tv ~ g1tuot 1ti Ott titt t tdtt tttttl~~ I 4ttltr 1I iatdicate roll. Qet n a t. ivi t In lor (ta l~o too eturea r~tate to Intdicate roll.
roi. ptrov Idot]y IW I0 tou intoer an,1 -tct rtttto tlaa iitativ IV in'ttr" i tntt,, a I ttotl 1

tttark . r~til pointer attt rotLore.ro mnttrlt

itnsiit-ttt, Hiatus. larltdo-ou t, at.ttaa. Innatlr-11tt Lttta., (ttttlte-oUL, statlUt. ltatottt, 'tat"t..

ttttIr-vttta No ialae tarkn for readtittg oi roll Periithtral scales arc, tir-tL r LaCtbillZot] I ttttglt "Itt 111ito ldt, 10In . assumed that Periphteral a-tRan ane cartlt srotitlizrd Periphteral scalea 00e airooftti at
eangle. it o not rt Il. ot actl, otjrKL o' q~ant- lorlottn -1l pitth llt't tLitto aibout tlto (ro11"i h hot Itoiz on) . Hoorottce tark at izet ltdo cot roll). Heer onro iiao Itr kr

titatlWO readtittg of roIl ttI bo cnittk.dt t]isplaty erotr 1,ttrngitt) . H0 Ittlerala, 0* Itt 60 an 1)' , +ti1' . + 20', 3tt attt 4-It,

rttll ang91na.

Magnetic headting .Magaet ic trad Ing. MK-itoi: htaolnrg,

Is-

Head in g tapte u,,,a Itonizontally to m~di- ' Heading tape On hznison movn" to itrdi- Heading tape novel along hoizonla to
rateI urtaul0 hoadingiý. Read a tt toz line ra .to actual heading. Read at fixed diot art..c a I heading. head at -er
hteadittg index. hea dingK index mariz,. error point (renter of aItrcraft ref,

Ineaide-out, statua. Ineido-out, status. lwwld.-itac, raten..

rule faztor 1:4.4. Srain faztor Cpproxaetlnei it2.5 (,on- 50* -trovrae. scaie fact,,, 1t4 (R,c
prtasionn. fir..saioni.

Heading not displayed in deoluttered hol each In " increents wih nanor- 1caie nrka at V. ivoret~anta, withr
vtode.~~~t~ al vr0y edn ri alsc ap- ,e2a' every lH.' C2t2'e in ead

pears on :t 31' pitch llnen. e.s dirdlt.1e by neav anet and otnj
- j~in orientation of I round teetuore.



LANDING 249

S FIRER WING VSD Norden FIE INT EVD IHAS RORRIG VDI VSTOLgIT.LHUD/VSD

Roll attitude, Roll attitude . Roll atstitude.

'A1 'a-

Nu1

- nc iou ,pitch ltiven rotate to Horizon line, pitck lines, and sky Horizon line and pitch lines rotate to Horizon line and pitch li ne rotaoi to
t , Q atit i v, iIn or-tion fea tuers rotate to indicate roll. Indiat erol indicate roll, Qlentitat:.ivclfe ru

,[; Ii poinco!r and reference Quantitative infornntlon provided by yrovided ky finid roll v.ed- on voonvir
roll pointer and reference verbs, -caIo.

* tlu.Insidc-ont. status. loside-out, ntatus, vnade-out, etatus.

Scali.Roe factor lil. Scale fector 1:1. Scala factor 1:1.

"rI 'l ceas aeoarth stabilizedt carl pheral ens).. are aircraft stabil Peripheral stales are earth stahl Jlied Scale narked Ic, II) intititenoil co + 0 .
R eorio. ootice Iaks at m ( do not ro1). Revrence marks (roil with horizon),. Roil acale marked

i, to.0 61'. 0. 1 Q. 20 0. 30' end ± h0' in 5' minor end ]10. major inorevtcotn.
roil angles.

di-'lng. Magnetic heading. Magnetic beading.

Il . - 0K "C 7 -NN 1

cizolmat anct ISIS-. $a15 P1

(ye one loindnones-. to mdi- heakdint, tape moves alang harizan to in- Heading tapse en horizon novaes to Indi-
hia. zding. Reed at fixed dinati ,ara I beading. Rosead at cote eactsunal heading. Read at inter-
(ee arker. or rer '.olet (cn it. arcrf t rfer- aection of ectual he hia& straie.

once symbosl).

s1t-rs s-lso taatus, Inside -oal, etatus. preceding page blank
P proe-ion).

t 5'i iseroncete with saner- Snge .*tk p ar t V incromente, weith nu.- ma, at in S' Incremtents ithu m a-
to 10.Raigoaege p irl vr 0 ,Cagei edn rai every 10'. Heading acl glee a

*t'itblinee. rdee lndiecated bp moement and chaonges appear@ e 30' Fitch line..
in orientation af groand texture.



VSD DISPLAYS F-1118 FiX0wimo HUD F'-111B 16 FIDINI* DVI A-6A "U0"" ADI AAAIS ,XED WIND V

INFORMATION Comand heading. Command heading. Command pitch and rol, Deviation from runway headitig.

SYMBOLOGY VI' 
..

suoentie

0 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . A . . -".'n.ah el . c. S

DESCRIPTION Symbol dinplaced from null posiaion at Symbol displaced from null position at Pathway and flight director symbols dins- tterai translation and rotactic,

aircraft reticle to indicate required .1-craft reticle to indicate required placed from null position at display tlight path symbol about apye inwchanges in heading. changes in heading. center to indicate requirod changes In cares deviation fro. cexorn-d ann
heading and/or ritch•

RUPONSIE Fly-to, command, compensatory tracking. Fly-to, command, compensatory tracking. Fly-tn. -meand, conpenaiory trackiug, Fly-in.

SCALING Scale factor 1:6 (compression). Siale factor 1:6 (compression). Scale factor 1:3.3 icovpresulon) Total coverage approximatily + 1
I inch . iI. hiorinontally and verticaly. ".ale factor I 1.1

REMARKS Simple displacement commands. Fyhbol Simple displacement commands. Symbol Steering cnommands bahed on displ acuntnt Status Jndlueln ci headintuG :I,
limite at ± 25A of heading error. limits at + 25" of heading error. Sym- and rate-roll sum and pitch nsum Ater- also provided by lateral inccct
Symbol can also indicate pitch com- hol can also indicate pitch commands ing. Flight path apex shows direction ground and sky etecenla. ho
sands given such iuputs. given such inputs, and magnitude of required change. Flight path terminates at 2t)O it. j',,

director shows rate and error summed. way.

INFORMATION

SuYMBOLOGY

Jw

IDEORIPTION

z
RESPONSE

SCALING

REMARKS Qualitatlve indication of turn rati Qualitative 4ndlcatlon ci turn rate Qusltatinv iodicatlon of turn rate Qualitative indication clt tort
provided by rats of movement of nasg- proided by tats of lateral movement provided by rate of iýteral movement provlded by cate o later,,,
natic heading scale. of magnetic heading scale and ground of ground texture, of ground texture,""te tore.

II

INFORMATION Vortical orientation. Vertical orlentation. Vertical orientation. Vertical orientatil.

-.SYMBOLOGY PI. LI

E DUSS1I11ION + Io° pitch line ta soild, - 30• pitch Sky and ground are di.fferentlated hy Sky end ground ace difforenotited by Sky end ground are di flereottSline it hroken. grey tone ehiding grid by greond testate gr•,y tone sheding, ocuoda, geourd ground tewiure grid cod cl•,u-i
elenenta, Tail of steering aynL, I el- tmature alemnete, and pitch line cci.0 cyl points up; roil pointer pointa lrg,
dean.

gEPONIE[ lcaid.-out , atllue, inside-out. statue, uneide-nar, taaas, nsIde-osut ,

SALINSI NA. N.^, It, sA.

MUI Vartitul orien+tation+ cues tot shown on Major pitch I lflna are colar ,.oded; blank Perslpective c~i ground teeturn oieeanie Perapectins of ground tewtiree
display in pitch attitudes o siond for pphltivca white for negntine pbtch knd goatue direction at neereet bortnon dScktee direocind of nearnot

e 0ngnes. .erepectine of ground texture in nosea-do i, atiltoude s, i noeg-do n attituad.Sue.noenia Indicates directioe of nosrrat
hcorimon Ii l no-doer n * attitudo.

('5 .i pir .Ite on* ig



S AE i~Wimi VSID MIEJ/E HUDi~ IL A 'luGc WING HiUD ILAAS FXIOVIN VSD liordn FiiIO i* I EVNo'
-rttan- haud in. C-aritiod Iad lic aind pitc .i Co-aund hadidnlg and pit~ iiiCosanud ntoad lig cod Pitc kLou na hadinti g, p itO anld Itc llI Ct-n iitI~ it,i .nd

tiii rottat taioi Flight dirctia yI ntdtoltiiplaocrc ltin,ý Twv flight dlirelt tor intialito tirte driv- i-1 1lgc dirtr y.,iao/i Smitidsplaced from null positioni i~~iC'-ait aiiaic

it',bout apen undti- tuil Position at flight ilthPati ruitor itt en Indilnititilv it romn ull position at ven lndintiughllc rottiptti I Positio it it dItp!.v centear to iuidiatc, rtuir- 1 ri1m k,

totandcieadingt tIndicate requiured cttanges In heaiong.i iiphi path sttlrto indtiate uirctti rd P gl at ohrItitd-u eu I- ,t tiasg in Inetig, ,itch ando unabt L, Lic U
titai.. it. It-Wtule and/at p Iou tci :1cin he hn icd nt attiiI.L. p tI., rIi Ia air uot to faa,.t itt Ma l iaiiictd .th

. t ant alint to mndl-i c. bamckomald

Fly-to, commandi, coantpeiiatorV triaching. Fly-tot. cottutaid , catqiciatsator-. tracking. Fly-it,ý -- mcitid, tatyi..i tvt-cicing. IIIW t -it.toitnd, ccttt.4iiuatorly track ing, ILIy-it -ott.and,

toittiti II. lot titocli Ind. N . pI-tchlt.d Not specifiead. NMt P-Ifoield. ii,init I,111"l

-trtttt'.td~iit citttao "iitll
t

'tliglidirecitr. toaling flt liti dirctiict- tttýcttd ctti~tltt alatcl zti ot- roder kyit.i to iai tttutI _

--- c-i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ittt'tnttt ionortcrtana litt[lht o.tith[1bdititi'or tt aoi tIit L;a uad ,,Ia :.L. Irto fua ta rea a-e It 't

I"ultanacas heading and pi tch taiiianded. no~t -Il. adiditioniai comund cues. or it, lift

I \ r- I en" 4btte1 .en.t

A aocit ia ttlo v ealult

lift~~ ~~ crii una eannuitp
ioicat itt rate of turn taftreutoe

niarks., tircignate -o - 4
-mniituan'i.

Status. 'itcrkina nct,e itt tue right
Pr a ri mIt tu [cii,

i,2, antici mitnutte iicrn ratna

iiiccc lo c tait at ~ oi tati ion icdiatianl Itacuit i-ate Raatuiaiciaioiciictaatte coftarntra~rkere n.ne Indepen- haudl tiid ice 1,4111

c-i.in& scale. big uculo. ,i gr tunA ten tar,

Vertical itlttati Ioc. V eaticcl[ orienitat ion, %v~ttial t, atienatit.ii, . Vri Lrit~t~ti

difrnitedbtio ic l- dse n .kdqla groundl tet, aredtfln - Sk l -
t

e
t

--- tact difers - and

cit It tO 
t

ttad-~gou diti . hat - - *

a.rid sod clu. abwith negutive nuncorain ; ciuti pitoch I Inn d by aroin iaig iil on tite d y grat tns shdtg, cload ated ho gran tan.
ar ~dad-4a il .. i.are miarked aiitc, numenris 1ant V and yonb.al and a' ri'Id patte.. sirmeints

neadir at. a rinse.d sod apen ccsI'it ra

i. i~a. loid-out, status, inside-cur, stattics. 1"I nide-act, t~atut. l11ice i-ouc , 1at at

lb.* N.A. [N.A. N.A.

tict~~ccltrtas ri ii. All pitch tair' euserics are eartih sit- Ail aumerals are earth stabilized, Al~tnuacrics are earth stsbtilized. Allical, r

litcita i ~ hiiad. aron, if Iteppa Icdsd iisnt., If [iey appear upside dowan. Iie ithey appear upside dawn , they ladi- Ground teatare gr
.ticud. aw, he ldiat a iurtr atiud, idisan n_ rnre attitude. cat: as Inverted attitude. Groan d Tns catas luatiton

t tare perspective indicate. inCcati n of ease*-dawn Etitud.
searest horizas In nose-down attiotuds.
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VSD Norden "'wl", IEVD IHAS ....... VDI VSTOL-SIOHUD/VSD

11. l'itch. Commtad heading, pitchi and ol OO. iAd mu aid altitude, C, matnd head ing slid pitch.

- !."fell*0 ~t F~aun \..\a v¶o Y.dt igi0 -itthi ,Ii , i n

en d iditt-s, 4i•

.......... I c I', to ( a _1 t ,=
i-i it'l ioflnfltal are drl- Symbol disp~laced fros, null[ yeaIt[loo (•itoinnuo utenrilnK Vocttit nynbot dLlniloonut I lIght conariand dltsotor no~vas In reit-

I, r, .ti oItOltto at at display catitat to tndtcatn roqlulr- frini litll powLtn on at Irct' 'Rtqfntnlicn~ tino to (1usd alrcraft cn/el'rsiic Iii h0

iii , Indicote reP0l'- ii eolinese Iii hidliie. pltch, end/or .uval t'd cd I•n•,t tuoitU rn , t1,go In dlneatu requogred Ilh'nignt Inn iemdnIan
, l nld/or pjt,:l , ceo .aio rottet Ilho t Itt al hihlit Aind'or alcttuih, '.tol/or pItch,

at anv putn to imlli tot hlank cOtisold

iii,. iiu-tnry traickltll. Fly-tii, coinon11d, -opaitwtoty trucklng. Fly-to, com~imanid, romml•.it~ry tracinltr. Fty-t..

Not peified,if Not p.1ifi1 Not epoci•lald.

ri' mri~,i conn~tn Norhally a to~ri-rador avyiiol, but con Iin Ilrtloal :Irectlon, •.•o•mnnl ataorlh
C i oi:tI r oyehol and itt o be ud ua a pedl Itor Iftur i rttr ta- vector "tL as nytlalttude c iiittnd;

,i i i,r nynimol. The aun; or rute ronunand o alvnhi. " al tlao tine reapnnan to ymnt dilocant non" o - In 1 l. i dltt . he varied in "l t. or ilap o to pro vide ti c a hange in alrcrsft p" tnt attttu 'e
additional eolnand c.e.. or In lift factor (rotor bllado pitch).

Rates of turn.

A "rate vector" nymvbol, orlltnattna

iii pa~ f h-' r eat,- 'i to
taIt or rtitght tIy an mnount propor-
tional tLi rate of tt. " eferetnce
ierktin ."dignn ite 1-, 2-, 6 4-1n o.urnn.

stst"U, Nerking. move tohe .rol,t
for a right turn.

1, 2, and 4i minuto turn rateno

til11 of 'i'n cet, e i.ste of tn-n rinrker, move itidtpola- tua)ltttil. ind-latton of tLrn riate
i,, o lrcainn-int it hread- dently of hieading deala. provLdrd by oIt. of late'at itejotnt

ul ground texture grid,

Vertical orlentatlon. Vert ical orientation, Vertical orientation.

Ny-i -I;\i rll Oi3L.-- - 1,+' ', , +-.*.............. .0m... ....n ....

'itl itexiire are dlfferenitlat- Sky and z:oifnd tentore nrc diffaern- Sky and ground texture err ditferenti- fitch lInes lindcteet vertinal nrlnnta-
olinu•'ic1liiilg. PItch itnaa tiared by gray tone shatdIng, oloud ated by grasy tuna aia~dlng end ground Leon, )atshid pitchline ilnn tdloata pee-
Iiith iiii~rriea. Zenlith and nynbots and a grId pattern. elemnents, |itve valuas; moi~d ttnaa negative

- - i.ii-i! .iid open eross Pr- raeties.

ii.t toa'slldo-not. eltets. inaildo-out, Statos • intStd-oot, sttiatu,

ltd.Wt I A.N"A

I.+ it., c, rth utobiltletd, AUt nunerina are rertli atabittesed, All tintaerlna are earth atabtit gad.fiv ociiart pyado doon, they it f they appear upside dowr, they tddf - Ground tenture grid e armooptine trot -

d iIi t eid tttitude, nate ant inverted attstudin Ground tet- nate a tones os nearedt hiort.on In
tin, plrapetti.e indtataa soCttton of nose-don attitude.s 7u
,t'e.atr,'t horvoo ninto noe-do',in ,,ttetuda. ,.

C,



V ,D.ISPLAYS F-I11B HUD F. 118 F DVI A-6A FIXED WIND ADI AAAIS , V

INFORMATION Radar altitude. Curornnd altitude,

SYMBOLOGY mo *I I

ODESCRIPTION Fixrd scale and roving pointer Sidtoate flue and pattern of ground L-t'U
radar altitude. rents vary with status altitud,.

formed by ,oathway lyon voe,,
Lion of deviatio Iron voan .i

SRESPONSE Status, poirter moves up far increased Pilot controls altitude -o thot
altitude. appeara to in, at fixed 4lltluir

SOALIN3 wcale factor I* - 200 ft. Wlhlte ground iioes oi blsk: I I
-uer 1000 ft; h.nck ok whit,.: I:

REMARKS Sa4ae divided it.to 200 ft. increments Flight pathi terminate at .tf) ft
0 to 1400 it, with numerals at 0 and runway: pilot continue' 11111-wn 1
1')O ftn. touchdown under VFR conditlown.

tcntunre altitude cueo uvaillblo
touchdown.

INFORMATION Rate of uscent/dencent.

SYMBOL.OGY

a n a-t e eo rdset

t h no-V . . 10..........

e 4p-- t ,

a INOMTO .Id.-ed

DESCRIPTION Flsed scale and noving pcintee indicate
nartical wloclty,

SRESPONSE Status, ioninter Folyesa abe zero furF ascent, below corn for descent.

SOALING Scale ftctor 1- 200 fpn.

REMARKS Scale dWvhded into 200 ftm lncresrntu o qu"nl1tatinc equtactto .
with n~unetais ut 0 and - 1000} Ipm. uveLocity; loieunc. p.sthway
Range + 400 1pn stc - 1000 fps. I. prcgrasovned for bosh olIt[ -I]

and conoumnd gate rf cthangI.

INFORMATION Cose,n'vd airspned.

SYMBOLOGY /-''* . . .... '

a DESRITIO 
asrent of dashed lInes orl rI

fii 14t path Indira ton do niot

onmnand alraperd.

A ESPONSE Conand. Fly-tn.

SALING eliasion of raitd nf mrvevcnt

' riude uf error not aperiflird.

REMARKSR S Wen actual airepeed equals ,,

i/I spoeal the dashed linos.c us •

Li b•hen actissi greater than ronno

[I sa•ve daneward. and nIce werSa.

/7,



01 AAAIS rina WIN VSD MIU7ft. HUDD I ILAAS ..~l W... HUD~ ILAAS FIXED WING S Nord-en 'FIXED WING IEVD

-I-

1-rirtd.lltilt AIla0, I s -11,i corfid lillt. Status M l daltlta 'Idio, AIlltede.tlmv,,gitf -

1,1, .",l ta.ins atlttude. Agle 0riden-r mve- oo1 nal-. [lt: ruttiem r intnele opoie rn lilr di- ooteIIctpaioqroiali

ai itliwn altem -mmirdsal tine-" t Ie waegbane It t, l mltme h rd efiiait i itd tlrttrl~t

Iikl onti erois altitudeno thct a titua Sla"t"tin S talus, [ape none' tlonvari Cr lit- 4tatia Tae o~o ditia -,d f-It ,
tipe lien to he at lined Iti lad AoIa Iraeinattue -eie . ttie

[liii IC, geround I lee ire0 blI .1-11 t & N .tal If I.i [ca in fit- 1011 ft/[,,cae it-eii n I[ii atil. i

00l0 ftr kb.t tin uliltet 100l-l (l0. ram t~r I AS , fes I Ir rtilt.

litrel litirit ni pti ri, uontsliF1,

...... ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Sil itt,, Raa to nt bal utuc itnt l 1 1sf 1 " " vl " -'tl- - e - )

floo iCC 2.-

tic~~i li--t al ItS ei

I .tti ai hit- h- dhall-oeu -le II

,,~ciiei it daie itt, on rI ir if Iispe Ita il .,d li-n cet

seam,. line.s onlll i

liireu'ld in- t, nlum-i I-t Il -
I0 Irt 1 ti it) in

t
i5 aItto titi ii-

t rad .I e1int aetld

l'ove .aaua 4 anpd v .I . r Seen- liueti n dIsplae Vno I 'l ls` It. ilt. tdoet.C Nltt - tI I tttt ',I ,IIP , f
1ý,ý ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l d-dljV tnr n 'lý,Iln I rii I nI-o

Preceding page blank
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Alttde. qltt. tug rdar *ltlt.iid tu,

I~i I Ti

Alttue tape to 11L anu, n 1, n 11 tif 'o
t

le verh tape Is tAlo f ir L rtt-Ig tap agip

attde trke-titton. ~

. ....r aoaila wdad for in- Statug. aTapeuitooc downtward fir in- otatu. lope mole~t downward fir In- Star"". lope euiv-ndiarlh I�
crealed attitue 1creatd alItude. 0 er__ e. atitude.

!'/In I raster line equal toI foot altitude or 10 r! lflr-enitt numeral Ieco thi.
approx. 60 feet per I rl .I ,Full range if ea le not rpe't ti"

iii rireut Wit nutce- S,.ale haI 100 fi tnerenett. 9--.ritrli 4110 It mi u.Ie In Ovio. It arc -i. .....
It. rtere are at radar .rltlitd -it nIocI li~t.il fillier Wi ft 111e7,lTiele no i
Lo i ac urtie, ny be iind). Scale nit dilplopti l -.oe 5itil1M

late of asceii I ilonea n ItIti- iii tai-l'utd e!i-ci

Vertical oeli,,ilo rolieouiitei bv liar ven-, letla uoivlt Iplav

lnt of bnar f irii tia ver~a lnitio'ir_ ,rioeliia * iort

-I",i It. .iit

lit ip',iflIed. 1 itaIi c.le

Iiitiiu, tn ii Pr

Moviinifl rneritll taeredagalosl tixed Moloatl men~ditallpe read ad alu 1't t 1e A1 sp-ed 'Iide' is ýitiug tin atp"
ttr~te lin -.i:te It atu air- ad fidutst1 "sTIe l.t,oi ttaateae a, sisi 'o idct -to i~p

sp.ed. ditdfed airspeed road Oire,-t'u tri
the ueetii-..l Itee

StteTpe mires upwar d wtut Iii- '-als lp ent od tee iii- stala., 4i-,ni pItittt_-f td sil-.
iend aired _rat d, .aepe

lie apr ified, I01 ii t ,f lii tte C. S-jl I-tcr ii p It-itld.

I nopp,,alt. dire ti.1t orinterafi sý l i. 4 t. 'f ,-l tt 01cc eep I.r-stt1 I fiiietl bt
I nalags NIIaesr.l ar 10 k i~tnermah, at 4alt gloetipffea Nasalv ir 1 esited atSh tftal.utofue and

to *rn 570 Lan1 t.. Imfestod 1,Y miruo a r~g, aalo atrltoIitelssthitt

ii Preceding 11198 blank gom psfegtrd~ i nf



VINhIN 01%4 4% F-ill8 HUD F-111B 111011 DVI A-GA pD,1)WIG ADI AAAIS VSD
1110411111 ttas I j a ccit p t hrl th I ia irstaii , .lci~i flighti pthl th roitg the,

hal- Wu~ rs i-o t t t t o t . n l I,

atta o t1b 7at it e
of ft,,, 4 -ai f t 

.,I tihe airuralt.Al- ~ ~ ,o lw r I lly -tro d, lolt teta -1 11 "1 1'9present iotiitiitttrd 1-flo) praen . oi tn to itiie patt Lii)., - - I

Vd tia cav a to 1!1 t ort riita It i I fca c tori~ Il.

call, factor ri. (hot c r nitoO .
it MAW : tie sun i -.rh di, .loei ,' .It, t "I I I, .- hoItI - -ki tti Il r. I-,I t , I

itytt it , tt o ftii itits O kolle if tti tpa I Ott o in I rui-k Iii Ii j: b
tir Lo *ta,i,, lna cIty fI1,.1r "II drecttt tion llt

n~t thcin 9 -

Itu o0 1 Mr a 1 1,c m

Iti'

01IM P1101 a.1 p- ap- 1 a - atire hprld,

UY_!:uG I I --1--
itW" oii~'t~

(II

andta itut q aitrihd

100M TO 1Ylt I- H -i,41AM 1I- Dvd Lolld ftat cmadmi-lp -,~u fr om umlndtlod.. Deviatio aundfo. madgld,,jv

"sau a te i-t l a-i. of i' oa- re :h hoiotlsvle oftePV sybl N to seified. Ilot nyuflgtptld. di n1,,[r

hIARI lyIl ":I, d p u In Ifti Vei Itatav tit a Lol . Ifrat ioa gnr te byti aisiicto .al fa. Ml l, ifa na a lhtit udn ournan a t o d lntyii
Neille 1.In te,v I l Z t ae a 1iti Automati porintet Landit Ing dyst p laot sap c e wnh te 1igi .ith rrie';c sack to .i ot ith- ou ht

annualI is dutipelt 1on,, le the oal ol le Data Lik PV bfbl in t mnaloosat Ionvrention- Ap. lynhol alrio d eenrtio for oat dc yeto ules at the clt vneatt. Patt d ispl -

rein is it h dsplay . The steeritng symbol in not alton whent avaIlable. Present operational display ates at 200 it. sabve runway,-the PCV5 is en the display. doas not have th~s feature.



AAAIS FIXED WIND VSD A-7D/E rt0ow,.a HUD ILAAS FIXE WIN HUD ILAAS .. ,0.,- VSD Norden 'VIE'V IHA!

"I irht path ti4emah the anrmas f Actail flight path through tioe airmas. Actual flight path through the airmass. Actual flight path through tic al rmass. Actal I

,- - iito __

". , . ity vcctar iyi- fhl. potiti of the flight path marker PI ight path marker denotes actua I flight jhe pa•ittc. of tihe flight path i-kr-er
'e ."i t'ap ec:t to th hir izon I na cit h reapect to tre horizon 11nc den ot e path ar aircraft veloc ,t vecc or. Drift with respect to t he hic t I tor line and

..01 Otto t i tghta path ape t denotes the tile actual flight path or vcioclty ccta Is its lateral dispiacoemnt from center, heading index deeotes the actual flight

light taut ar veo cityvector f te aircraft. fTc horion line positioto relata patth or velocity Vectar at tire aircraft, a
-.[ * •.. aitcrrit to it indtcatca aircraft flight path.

.. r cci I p' y vctor tat 1 1o fran Pi-ta fI.ed fiili, t arkthr ff ai Piopn -Fly-to (flight path marker floit ta Fip-tram (ii ht pattoh k lowt fctt

: i...t' ~ Itt i nm t o d e stre d p o siti oni ) , ( m p r e s e nit p o slttiti o n ti t ato h o riton i ) m o v in g h o r izo n lin e ). p r- s e n t po s i t io n to d 6e ti .d p ot Iu t it" u .

h It' hiNot rpeciiued. Not specified. Not ial-ifi.d. Not pt

tt~ m ll l i ii t h ' ~ e~ t i d tr i ll t o i in t h i s nm a th n i e a t i o n, t ir e f it g h t op a t h in t hi i s ec h a n i z a t i on , It t I f i g h t p a tt LLt n y i b ol i t arA I t hr p rI,0cnl co it t ot

""ii. •[ i h ut d pa i al oi ii tim positlam represent s the taco nl a of is rep re snted bh tie relotion het wein itptct it ticel grauni-uhy c la it tito

, l ii i hl ,v f i ai r craft the airaraft velocIty vectirr wtth the fligtht patti marker and horizon rym- direction and eiocitLy ifftlie aircraft

unged respe. t to the real acrid, boi,. Neitheir symhol position displayed are not changed.
is directly related to the real . erld.

,'ll t comand glideslcpe. Deviation from comacand glideslope. Deviatlon fram command glidealopei

-a--......

touit cahI ' rleia li iLSA glide Vertical devaitin of tile I ill-lit direc- Vertiee l dcrplncemrnt oLfrna -i- asti

Sh atoI n ilgialo. it funations tirt iren tie flight patt I Itarher Indi 
from center d f aircrm t rf re5 a .alV-c

t f. rc ,tl u Itilti d e art t r oi t t o o h ig h ve rtf ic a l d i sp i ac e mni t f r omi t h e - -alncrdbt 

a f

-,7t --- .ae'to to o , pttIla.y wideni g. idelaope. 
bet idicate. desiopt deviation. uIttr

.tti iccl~latu• "flipa" to top of display

a..- d, Fly-t,, vo...and, Fly-to, command.

it qiti0 fiaNt specilled. Scale factor approximiatly 150 ft/in.

rota orice nark Ib ic ater th mil taspt Ine Ial i DIOster of aircraft reference symbol It. at

!lop u vreron, synbo' cinis aeq . - 85 ft devitPon. Full

i.1 trio ilight path. Path tarmIn- drivnn by flight director computer. 
renl af aymba.i ±8•vam •tt is aqclvslmnF

-•tit it dtol tt, ahoce ranVmt, to e 250 ft.
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plath through tie atmass. Actual flight path through the airmass, Actual flight path through tile airmas.

~~.mcln- Kwist I-', s5

f light path marker Position of velocity vector symbol In Veloclty vector symbol indicates the di-
f hrgizon 1ine and relation to horizon line and actual roction of aircraft travel through thi

tohuntes t lle actual flind t heading stroke indicates actual path airmas.

,,v icty %or of the aircraft. of aircraft through the airi ss.

r't-Ih marker flown from Fly-fram, statse.
_ i L b, Jesired position).

Not specified. 'lot specified.

"roJrctod poirt of During vertical ascent or desccnt, sym- Vector may be near zcnith or nadir for
...... -ky' pIno.. if ti, baiwill be off display. iDynamic. of son.c tak-oif or iainga ...... vcr.. so-

1 ty cf the aircraft symbol during hover not specified. hot ould presutvahlc hr off tle display"I0 
in such circumstan-ce.

Deviation from command glideslope. Devietion from command glidesalope. Deviation from command glidealope.

F , . . ,,

Vertical dimpleremeet of ]LS eymbOl Vertical displacemunt of velocity ilildsslope lines move against fixed re-
from center of aircraft reference cym- vector symbol from comend steering presentation of ýircraft oincs,
bol indicate glildealope deviation. vector indicates glideslope deviation,

Pply-to, comamnd. Fly-tc. romand,

Scale factor approximately i50 ft/in. oi spN ciflodt

Diameter of aircraft reference symbol Sao steering. The above information is Inferred. rho
circle equal. + 05 ft deviFtion Pull document describing the display is not
rsn,, of sym~bol ...... is equiv.lent clear on this point.
to + 1501 ft.//r$rylnln 77-1 to 1 ft. 1 Preceding page blank -L
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VsD DISPLAYS F- 111B FIXED WING HUD F- 111B FIXDWING DVI A-6A IoX wIN ADI AAAIS ,.o WIN VSD
INORMATION ecomtaond f.. ...... id..ath, viation om c nd glidepath. Clidpath to toudown. Deiation from comand glidepth.

SYMBOLOGY
snaissiT~--- .IIi {. .iz.s~os~ .. .......

DESORIPTION Horizontal dispiacement of the movable The vertical member of the PCVS symbol Not specified, Flight Iath I. driven h o -11.5 mcc
retic e from the aircraft rettle indi- moves left and right to indicate glide algrala. Lateral dvitltt of nlW c: a aa idopt Ion l .t.. nfo r.at to patdvation. Information g.rted vtor symbol from pat apt: it

gnrtdbAutomatic Currieor Landing byAtmteCrir Leading Syatem err aea roltoi.f;ttot

fWSros. dislay cear: trc eeoc

WI! RESPONSE Fy tocman d. Fy toComad Not specified. Ply-to, commaned.

SCALING Not specified. Not specified.N Not specified.

REMARKS Symbol Is dliplayed only uwben Data, Link PCVS symbol is analogous to cornentlonal A planned modlflcatIon calls I I Iic- Flight pathr ldnalom orod A,
.sessage is recrived. Thi: steering sym- croas pointer. Symbol II d Isplayed only path to he shov., by relatIng tim tll•t u. Phtthway terln: I tt 'f tth
bol Is not shoon when tte movable ro- when Data Link message I v recoied. T paile y - ny
tIle is on tihe dIsplay, steering symbol Is not shoon when do n o

PCVS ie on the display. This festurs tot 00 present display.

INFORMATION Broakaway command. Breakausy ct-nd.

SYMBOLCOY n', -

II.L
Q OESCRIPTION S large A at:oiati'ally aplertt at dits- large A autottatically cpyearoa display

play nrnter when airctaf exceeds land- center she airctaft exoceds landinggin pcrlotmannce ennelope. Symbol performatte envelope. It bIl inks atblinka at 2 to 3 cps, 2 to 3 cnu.

NRESPONSE :ontroand discrete to execute a go-around. Command discreto to execute a go-around.

SCALING N.A. N .A.

REMARKS Originates with receipt of sancoff -nw- orlginates with receipt of waveoff mes-
sage and contitfnue until mesauge t.rni- sage and continues until message termi-
nates. Als• for lnterruptlion of Dats narts. Also for Interruption of Data
Link (mIssed message). 'sod i weapon LInk (missed message). Used in weapon
deolivry to mean break off attack. dilivery to m5ean break oif attack.

INFORMATION

DESC~iRIPTION

U IRESPONSE

SCALING

REMARKS

.. 
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1 AAAIS MIEIWINO VSD A-7D/E intwig HUD ILAAS MID WINGHUD ILAAS VSD Norden N IEYD I
hc at trifl rumcmennnd gil Wits tit, OreLot ln f, rum ni uttirul 4 dpath, lrviation friom 'ismud pittdopsth llovlstfuu tior cruneoed gl~idaptti

-..................... i" i -4.':\•

-t I.... lose

ih tris .n by h I hInt li, I t r I. t r it d Isp Iemn, of th , 1. gbt ditirei: t licadtIng error Ity onbo horinto line In- Iatkeral diii leamsent of IIS symbol '. cm
i, Ltcril Itoiatie1n of velocity tor from thn flight path markter indicate diceton relative. heading to rucovy or center of narcraft reofrence synhtl tli I
t I from ro. t aAy opeos heading latcral displa.ment frontommand gildo- carrier. |ine projecting downward from dicaten glidepath devattion.

ro rr lateral travelet.tinn of patthway path. horieun Itin denotes carrler deck con-
t i, p int.r: track error, terifnit with Rap at carrier location,

F m-" ant' ufld, Fly osnnd Ply-to. com d. Ply-to, cus•'and.

N pt .q,,-; I-cctti -Md, Not ip-MIfted, (Premumibly I :.) Scaie factor approximately I50to I't/tn.

1:- tFliht pith I' "olmlo of real world 'an- Irrspective liies also provide glide- Detck reTierlti ivitibtl eerLth stabillied, Diameter 0> aircraft roferenie nchoI
-1 ii , IiathwticL to mn, tes at 20nn ft bave paati cues, In ISAF version, symbol (;i.p size proport, ical to egi e subtended circle cqtnai + )00 ft clviIttOh iTull

' rinicic driven by flight director conputer. by carrier centerline 1000 ft long when range of symhbot mnoement is equivilent
viewed from a point on 3.5" glide slope. Ici 1500 ft.
((:.p •t some indic a tion of range to go),

I Wyott co-vinit.

11 e

Large flashrin vatuvocco it itptd c'
center cyon receIpt o"f .11 e1a.Irf

:ommand descreLe t-, eneckjte a . ,-
around.

Lateral velocity (Iee remarks).

Rate vector, oriinoating from ttie dIn-
play center at ttie bottome of the vLew-
in, area, extends left or right In
ppop.rtlon to lateral velocity.

Vector movev right for lateral veloc•ty
to tihe right.

About I0 knots per inct.

lateral velocity fte rotary wing air-
tcaf t; slip/skid for fixed wing air-

craft.
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LANDING S64IILAAS ,,.0.,. VS Norden 1°E"D IAS NTARVISS VDI VSTOLHUD/VSD

P E vlation from comantl gildepath, Deviation from conmmand ptidepath, hanrn lilt. fr.. |andgng site,

Lateral dLi:FacerenL of 1s pymhol from Lateral dsplacemesnt of velocity v6a- (;iidepAth displayed as A bearting from
center of aircraft r !f"rooc. symbol in- br symbol from the command steering the landing sit. Posall, nlt Cpefl-
dicatel gldeppath deviatin, vtotor indicotes gilidpath deviation. fled,

Fly-to, conmand. Fly.to.

Scale factor approximately 500 f/ill. Not Psecifiod,

-'.1 Diameter of aircraft reference symbol See steering, lirecctional oritntatnir, of hearing lint
circle equalm + 300 ft deviatio ". Fol mbt•ni•omo ithout nore heAding indic .-
range of vymbal moveaent it eqi. valent Lion. it im assumed that the aircraft
to ± 1500 ft. positLon is ttxod and the heoaring line

gill

U

Lateral velocity (..a remark.)n.

Rate vector, originating from the dis-
pilay canter at the bottom of the view-
Inm area, extends left or right in
proportion to lateral velocity.

Vector ovnes 'ight for lateral velocity

to the right. pag Olak
Aboat 10 knats per inch. rC ifI '

Lateral velocity for rotry wing air-
craft; slip/skid for fixed wing air-
craft. k., 79
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INFORMATION

SYMBOLOGY

z

o
iN DI$OMiPTIUN

B_
U
W RESPONSE

SSCALING

REMARKS

INFORMAYION

SYMBOLOGY

0

SDESGRIPTION

Z RESPONSE

SCALING

REMARKS

INFORMATION

SYMBOLOGY

DESCRIPTION

z
RESPONSE

SCALINGI

REMARKS
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S , VSD A-7D/E FixEow,wo HUD ILAAS FIXO WING HUD ILAAS FIE0WIN, VSD Norden 7°O*'I"WG 1EVD IHAS
Preselected hover position deviation.

Two "ground position identifiers" pre-
sotaed (one reoresenting desired hover

position; the other the actual aircraftposition), Correct aircraft hover
position is with cymbols superimposed.

Fly-to, coronand.

Not specitied,

Ground texture not displayed with
ground position identifiers. Both
ground position symbole are earth
etabitised.

Error from u

For formard -pe
horizontal .1.,
grid move up or
cat. dlfferenc.
actual 8round

Elyinoto*Eo

ror, reaching i

Sgocaus Iof pur,

Io ...e ord



LANDING 748

VSD Norden 'F IEVD IHAS RO iRNDlNG VDI VSTOL .. -HUD/VSD

Preselected hover position deviation, Location of bover or landing point..

Two "ground position identifiers" pre- iwn positiot, is marked at the center of
nented (one representing desired hover range circles. Range and bearinh bars
position; the other the actual aircraft intersect to display hover or landing
powition). Correct aircraft hover point.
position is with symbols superinposed.

Fly-to. command. Not specified. (Fly-to assumed).

Hot specified. Not specified.

Ground texture not displyayd with
afron~rd p~itlnv del.ntifiers. gor'
ground position symbols are earth
stabilised.

liatt range to kanding or hover polit

Range to the landing site i denotad by
concentric circles about the aircraft
synbol. Range har assumed to move;
non position ossumed fixed.

Not apecifled. (Fly-to assumed),

Not apecified, (Probably variable for
Mor. sensit iv control near touchdown,)

,t is assumed that the vehicle ynbo;
is stationar and the ranke bar moves
toward it.

Error from comscond grouadepeed.

For foward speeds of 30 gte or more,
horisont I lments of ground texture
grid none up and down display to indi-

cece diff renre between command and
actual * r"oud speed. Preceding page blank
Fly-to. Elements move dowrn to indicate
speed greater than rcomand; vice verse.

Element povement ti proportional to Or-
for, reathing max @4., at 30 its error,

lie#lUa of perspective, elements appear
0o mama toward or away trom obherver,

81
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INFORMATION

SYMBOLOGV

ww

z
DESCRIPTION

Is RESPONSE09

W SCALING

REMARKS

INFORMATION

SYMBOLOGY

Z DESCRIPTION

0 RESPONSE

SCALING

REMARKS

INFORMATION

SYMBOLOOV

DESCRIPTION
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M AAAIS VSD A-7D/E FiOl~HUD ILAAS IWDiOHUD ILAAS FIkoVSD Norden "A!.IN IEVD I

Status grouandspeed (lioves)..

llori-otLd e lements of ground texture
gr Id no" do'n the display.at velooity
proportionat e t,,greandepsed.

Status indicator, qualitative.

Not speciti.d

un grdmvsup or dos Ater
gumundp..d. grid in stati- or y.

a't rant gn oad 00 lo ily,

Rad ial vileonotL of gruund toutue grid
moe laterally to, denotm lateral vol
city.* At zero sl.tera os -ItUfy, s-ne-
niente a re atationary.

Statva in.Iicatar, quaUltatilo 1%l 1 ut--oor op..ite to 'I oti ",u .1 am~rillt.

Nut penoitied.



LIANDING 9.9

ILAAS PIIPD WINDN VSD No~rden FIXED I11 EVD I HAS VDI VSTOLVSOHU/S
Status. groundspeed (heven. status a ..u.depi d (hove) 'Nlitotiv v.1 L"e groundspeed.

•~I I T'" I

loti- tta.1 elemnent Iat ground texture For igrotaid speeds.ea than 30 vtia, t to posio rsangred hrt a dot o atCntrrid move dove ,Th d ispVlay at velooJ.ty h1rizo~ntal element, of groomnd tenruo ofcneti ng nrtl, lhoAn
proportionate to groundspeed. grid move dnwn the divplao at vil"ift ......ed IfiRed. Forward or remmc

propotieonate to actual ground sporel. groundspeed is sh~ove qualitatively by'
movement of range bar.

Status indicator, ou~litative. Status indicotor. Qjiitatiov. Aloncraft controlled tn redace range bar
mov emot to 0 an c-n aircraft yoxitin.f

SNo specified. Matimas velocity ot iiortieotal I-l-enrts Not specifind.

For rotary wim& aircraft, ground tee- At oerc rondtdpond, tin r d te:Xture iGroundaprn dIpa ia qultatveture grid noons up or doom. At rir nd in ta tionrarv. iccoune "I or- Qun.ti tative dislap Ia formn of snale
groundsesed, grid is stationAry. I'plotiveelementsc appear it av to- or digital readout net speuified.

ord or 00 fromn ohsrrver.

Lateral. gonund velocity. froux h-'adorng volocl. It-lto~n atrlvomet

Radial alurence 01 ground tenxr grId hedial elemeonts of gro-in i On,-Iic rid lIv, position mareod by dot In centerl cImove laterally to denote later., v.o oa aeal o encltrl00In ocnrcrrrdm0. hoai er
uity, A t zero lateral velocity, .e. city. At etro lateral nrLnoitv ole- lug inden I. voad aguinst ine oIiiv l

cent. ar sttoaynenrt 1 ar nt -ton~ar and range circle configuration.

Status i~lcitqualitative. Ilo mnt Ototo idote , vito t on . ~ o AIor rntol.. oke ernoon Opposite to naction oi aiiturait, ove appst ai o~n Ii, u. lncotr. mvfl~ olln~o

Not specifled Lilonr t po rpotott t aoo Lt specitied.
o.inIty; asat pee; 2.3 Inen o bik

linalititatiwr display ol lateral apeod
rot up-ifiled.

Preceding page blank
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TABLE 10 -SU!'14ARY OF VSD INFOFVATION CONTENT FOR ALL, FLIGHT PHASES
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MkyA1,§_F V UNTEMPURARY HORIZONTAL SITUATION DISPLAYS

by Qamparlson with vertical situation displays, horisontal situation dis-
plays present a considerably simpler analytic problem. Not only are there
fewer examples to choose from, but they are remarkably like each other.
Navigation displays consist basically of a map on which are superimposed
symbol& to denote pre•ent position, course, heading, and occasionally sup-
plementary infotrtation ibout objectives, special lanJmarks, fuel range, and
the like, For t*ctical displays the information is much the same except
that a tactical situation plot is substituted for the map. There are dif-
terences among 11SUe, but they tend to be largely matters of display gener-
ation, map orientation, and dynamics. With respect to information content,
contemporary it16)D are nearly uniform,

A second factor which simplifies the analysis of HSDs is that they tend to
be single-mode displays, at least insofar as information content is con-
cerned, The scale of the map may be variable for purposes of miission
planning, en route navigation, terminal navigation, and airfield approach.
The orientation of the map may be variable so that the vertical centerline
of the display lies along either a north-south line, a selected course,
or present ground track. The map may be fixed or moving. But all of
these have little to do with the basic information content of the display,
which remains nearly constant throughout the aircraft mission.

For these reasons wo have chosen a much more simple and compact analytic
format, Table 11 contains illustrations of four contemporary horizontal
situation displays - three navigation and one tactical. These are:

AdvancL~d Army Aircraft Instrumentation System (AAAIS) IISD is an
aT -U-- -- eiopmentla system, not intended to be standardized
for tactical operational use. Developed under U. S. Army auspices,
the display has bean installed in the J-50 Twin-Bonanza, the civilian
counterpart of the U-8 Seminole utility aircraft, for flight test
aud evaluation.

ITT Uilfillan Mark II IISD, officially designated the AN/ASA-61,
has bean developed for low altitude, high speed flight.

, mpu.tin lIvices of Canada Moving Map Display grew out of a
concept originated by the Royal Aircraft Establishment at
Farnborough and has been flight tested in England, France, and
Canada. It is intended primarily as a navigational aid for low
altitude, high speed aircraft using air data inputs.

Hughes Aircraft Company Tactical Information Display is part of
the Phoenix Missile System now under development for the F-111B
aircraft, The display uses inputs from either the Phoenix com-
puter or from Naval or Air Tactical Data Systems via Data Link.

Preceding page blank 89



These four displays have been selected because they are representative
of HSDs now under development and because they illustrate the variety of
generation techniques now in use. It would have been possible to choose
others or to include more examples, but this would have been unnecessarily
redundant in view of the great similarity which exists among HSDs. We have
not included examples of the roller map display or other devices which use
a printed chart and mechanical indicators since these are not, by our
definition, E/O displays.

Accompanying the illustrations in Table 11 is a brief description of the
type, size, method of generation, and special features of each of the dis-
plays. The information content of the displays is set forth in tabular
form below the illustrations. The information items listed here are gen-
erally the same as those listed as requirements in Table 3 with two excep-
tions: Fuel Range has been added, and Aircraft Position has been subdivided
into Geographic Reference and Position Relative to Objective.
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TABLE 11 -ANALYSIS OF HORIZONTAL SITUATION DISPLAYS

ADVANCED ARMY AIRCRAFT ITT GILFILLAN
INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM (AAAIS) MK 11 1450

Hlearinog
Pointer linaC lIng CI'11r,c

1YlntLer !Iarker

loe

Pr Circlq

Mpe ia>
V' xR 1s ilolnaor

Course

C' C511 i'fl
Linei~'iif

lange I hR..i.
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Fuelti'ii 

u iC i ~P ogt~ ~a .
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COMPUTING DEVICES OF CANADA HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY
MOVING MAP DISPLAY TACTICAL INFORMATION DISPLAY

Senilo0r
Scan

RANGE ho a COURSE

Marker 1r~

Rompse leading,

k - I RPo i n t e r

PointerRange

Marker

~z-.j Fuel Map
Range
circle-

Carrfe r
or IuteILjcde

1'reH~nt

Pre~cent Ni'(,tLio
P(5 I t ion0 & Velocity

vector

1P, Nay iga Limi maC( ip . fY)' inCticl Csitu;CLiOI JiSPlIAy

SII. prx C\C~~CiCCtte 8 inches diemLtLr. sizi 9 ui' diameter.

ri~istcr withC GiNiFiAIICN Pi-rCijctCei contiC(CC,; ICCI sLrij) 15 or 7,1 G :N .I ikA\ ICn CCCCipCIIvr gc'norat1d SYCC(CCoiC onI line-writttn direct
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SYNTHESIS OF INFORMATION REQUIRMENTS FROM STUDIES AND DISPLAYS

Table 12 combines the data from Table 3 and Table 10 to provide a direct
comparison between the information requirements derived from analytic
studies and the information content of contemporary vertical situation
displays. Table 13 is a similar comparison of information requirements
and the content of contemporary horizontal situation displays (i.e.,
Table 3 and Table 11 combined). In several instances both sources of
evidence are in close agreement, and it is a fairly easy matter to accept
or reject the information item as a requirement. For several others,
however, the evidence is inconclusive. These findings are as we antici-
pated. In part, the inconclusiveness can be attributed to our admittedly
imprecise method of analysis and to the diversity of the sources from
which we have drawn. Still, it is also true that disagreements between
display designers and information requirements analysts do exist, and
Tables 12 and 13 reflect this.

The establishment of information requirements is a complex exercise, vastly
more so than would appear from what we have shown here. As we demonstrate
in a later section dealing with terrain avoidance, information requirements
cannot be determined in in vacuo. Requirements must be shaped in light of
aircraft type and mission, the crew tasks, available data sensing and pro-
cessing equipment, and equipment constraints. It necessitates examination
of the system in all its parts and as a whole. It is an exercise that
must be undertaken for each system in particular. Our purpose here, how-
ever, is more limited. We are seeking to identify those items which by
common agreement or simple logic may be considered the irreducible minimum
of information content for integrated flight and navigation displays. That
is, we do not purport that the items resulting from our analysis represent
the totality of the pilot's informational needs for all aircraft, but
rather that his needs include at least these.

At the risk of seeming overcautious, we would again add the reminder that
the conclusions to be drawn from this analysis are general and tentative.
Not all of the items emerging from our analysis appear to us to have re-
ceived their proper weight. Pull-up and velocity vector are but two exampleE
where importance varies with the purpose for which the information is being
used. For the en route situation their importance is minor at most. How-
ever, both are extremely important if the display is used for low altitude
high speed flight. Caution is also called for because the information re-
quirement studies we have sampled vary widely in their origins and methods.
We cannot vouch for the pertinence, soundness, and completeness of each
wark. In particular, the subject of HSD information requirements does not
seem to us to be as thoroughly and well handled as VSD requirements in the
studies we have examined. Finally, we have almost certainly blurred some
important distinctions by treating all contemporary displays as if they were
alike when, in fact, they differ in rationale and purpose.

Preceding page blank
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TABLE 12 - COMPARISON OF INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS VS. DISPLAY CONTENT - VSDs

TAKEOFF EN ROUTE LANDING
INFORMATION STUDIES DISPLAYS STUDIES DISPLAYS STUDIES DISPLAYS

Pitch Angle 7/7 9/9 6/6 9/9 16/16 11/11

Pitch Trim 3/7 5/9 3/6 5/9 4/16 5/11

Angle of Attack 4/7 3/9 1/6 3/9 7/16 5/11

Roll Angle 7/7 9/9 6/6 9/9 16/16 11/11

Heading 5/7 6/9 5/6 6/9 8/16 6/11

Steering 3/7 9/9 3/6 9/9 11/16 11/11

Turn Rate 1/7 1/9 2/6 1/9 2/16 1/11

Vertical Orientation - 8/9 - 8/9 - 10/11

Altitude 6/7 7/9 6/6 8/9 15/16 8/11

Vertical Velocity 5/7 4/9 4/6 3/9 7/16 4/11

Airspeed 7/7 5/9 5/6 6/9 15/16 6/11

Velocity Vector 2/7 6/9 2/6 6/9 6/16 8/11

Pull-up - - 1/6 3/9 1/16 1/11

Glideslope NA NA NA NA 9/16 9/11

Glidepath NA NA NA NA 9/16 10/11

Waveoff NA NA NA NA 2/16 3/11

Pathway - - - 1/9 - -

Sideslip 1/7 - 2/6 1/9 1/16 1/11

Runway Heading Error - 2/9 NA NA 2/16 -

Runway Distance 1/7 1/9 NA NA 2/16 -

Hover Position - NA - NA - 3/11

Range to Go - - 2/6 - 7/16 1/11

Groundspeed 1/7 2/9 3/6 1/9 4/16 1/11

Hover Groundspeed - 2/9 - 2/9 - 3/11

Lateral Ground
Velocity 2/9 2/9 3/11

All figures are ratios of the number of times listed to the total number
of studies or displays considered for each flight phase. A dash ( - )
indicates the item is not listed as a requirement or not displayed. NA
indicates not applicable.
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TABLE 13 - COMPARISON OF INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS VS. DISPLAY CONTENT - HSDs

INFORMATION STUDIES DISPLAYS

A/C Position (Geo. Ref.) 3/16 4/4

A/C Position (Rel. to Obj.) 3/16 4/4

Heading 9/16 4/4

Course 1/16 3/4

Ground Track 2/16 3/4

Range to Go 7/16 4/4

Time to Go 2/16 1/4

Fuel Quantity 6/16 -

Fuel Flow Rate 6/16 -

Groundspeed 5/16 3/4

Fuel Range - 2/4

Carrier Position 4/16 1/4

Dangerous Weather 2/16 -

All figures are ratios of the number of times listed to the toal number of
studies or displays considered. A dash ( - ) indicates the item is not
listed as a requirement or not displayed.
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We do not believe these deficiencies will detract seriously from the
presentation of a valid broad-spectrum picture of the current state of E/O
displays. Our concern, which is the reason for repeated caveats, is that
readers who are less familiar with the source materials may inadvertently
generalize beyond our intent. Therefore, our final summary contains not
only an estimate of what the assembled data indicate but also interpretive
commentary, based on our own experience, to correct any imbalances and
omissions that may have resulted from the analytic method we have used.

Summary of VSD Information Requirements

The following is a listing of the items identified through our analysis as
possible information requirements for vertical situation displays. They are
listed approximately in order of importance and rated according to a four
point scale: Mandatory, Desirable, Optional, Not Required. A brief com-
mentary is added for each to explain the requirement and justify the rating
given. A tabular summary of these requirements is provided in Table 14
at the end of this section.

It should be noted that the list identifies only the kind of information
required. No distinction is made on the basis of the form of the informa-
tion (i.e., qualitative os. quantitative), the source (e.g., pressure or
radar altitude), the degree to which it is processed (e.g., indicated vs.
true airspeed or mach number), or the manner of presentation (e.g., status
Vs. command vs. error). In cases where these distinctions mniy be important,
explanation is included in the commentary.

Roll and Pitch Angle (Mandatory for all flight phases) - There
is unanimous agreement among analysts and display designers on
these items, whose importance is obvious. In addition to quali-
tative roll and pitch information, quantitative indication is
needed for some aircraft and certain maneuvers, e.g., pitch
angle control for weapon delivery or specific roll angles for
procedural turns. In general, the need for quantitative infor-
mation will be determined by aircraft type and mission and anti-
cipated operational procedures.

Vertical Orientation (Mandatory for all flight phases) - The
rating is based on the emphasis given to this item in current
displays. It is not specifically called out in the analytic
studies, perhaps because it may be considered implicit in the
presentation of roll and pitch attitude. We prefer to stress
it by calling it out separately. It is especially important
in view of the use of E/O displays in all-weather and night
situgtions.
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Altitude (Mandatory for all flight phases) - While there is
general agreement on the importance of altitude information,
some difference of opinion exists as to whether radar or baro-
metric sources should be used at low altitudes (i.e., at less
than 5000 feet above terrain). There is also disagreement on
whether the presentation of altitude should be as status, com-
mand, or both. A resolution of these issues can usually be
reached by examination of the aircraft mission and the antici-
pated conditions of operational use. Altitude information, in
some form, should be considered an essential ingredient of
integrated flight displays.

Airspeed (Mandatory for all flight phases) - Nearly all the
analytic studies list airspeed as a requirement, but only about
half of the displays examined here actually present this infor-
mation. The importance of this item seems intuitively obvious,
and we have listed it as mandatory for all flight phases. As
with altitude, the choice of command or status presentation
will depend upon the mission and the anticipated operational
conditions. These considerations and the kind of data proces-
sing equipment available will also determine whether the infor-
mation is to be displayed as indicated airspeed, true airspeed,
or mach number.

Steering (Mandatory for all flight phases) - All contemporary
displays present some form of steering information for all flight
phases. The analytic studies show considerably less unanimity
except for landing where 11 of 16 reports list steering as; a
requirement. Our rating has been guided by the emphasis placed
on steering by the display designers and by our own view that
steering is of critical importance in an integrated flight dis-
play. In most cases steering is presented on contemporary dis-
plays as command information relating to the horizontal component
of the aircraft flight path. In a few cases the vertical com-
ponent is presented as well. In specifying steering as a require-
ment here, no preference is implied. The question is, however,
of great importance; and it will be taken up, along with the
related topic of quickening, in the next chapter in a discussion
of display dynamics.

Glideslope and Glidepath (Mandatory for landing) - This is actual-
ly a form of steering information, where glideslope refers to the
vertical conponent of the flight path with respect to the landing
site and glidepath refers to the horizontal component. The form
of the information and the nature of the presentation are partly
dependent on the kind of on-board or external guidance system
available. There is strong but not unanimous agreement among the
studies and display designers on the need for this information for
landing.
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Angle of Attack (Mandatory for landing, desirable or optional
for takeoff) - The rating of this requirement is subject to
qualification. Less than half of the studies and the displays
examined here consider it a requirement for landing. Fewer
still list it as a requirement for takeoff. We specify it as
a mandatory item for landing with the condition that it applies
primarily to jet aircraft for carrier landings and short-field
landings (with or without arrestment). For takeoff and other
uses the rating depends upon the importance of angle of attack
information in controlling the particular aircraft.

Hover Position (Mandatory for landing, optional for takeoff) -
This requirement applies to rotary-wing and V/STOL aircraft only.
Hover position is not cited as a requirement in the studies we
have examined, but - as noted earlier - there is a heavy fixed-
wing bias in the documents sampled. The throe displays which
are designed for helicopters or V/STOL aircraft all present
hover position for landing. This information, which is somewhat
like glideslope and glidepath information for fixed-wing aircraft,
is therefore given mandatory status for rotary wing and V/STOL
aircraft for landing. Hover position seems to have lesser im-
portance for takeoff, but it has sufficient value to merit list-
ing It as an optional item for display.

Hover Groundspee~d (Mandatory for landing, optional for takeoff) -
The requirement applies to rotary-wing and V/STOL aircraft only.
The rationale is like that for hover position.

Lateral Ground Velocity (Mandatory for landing, optional for
takeoff) - The requirement applies to rotary-wing and V/STOL
aircraft only. The rationale is like that for hover position.

Pitch Trim (Desirable for en route and landing, optional for
takeoff) - Roughly half of the studies and displays cite pitch
trim information as a requirement. For displays which are not
flight path centered, it is probably more important than the data
indicate, since it affords a convenient and simple way of using
the display horizon line as a level flight reference durJng cruise
at varying conditions of pitch trim. Support for this contention
can be found in the fact that conventional electro-mechanical
attitude indicators customarily have a pitch trim adjustment fea-
ture. A problem with pitch trim adjustment is that the pilot must
remember to remove the correction factor by resetting the display
to obtain true attitude reference for landing.

Vertical Velocity (Desirable for all flight phases) - The evidence
from the studies and displays does not conclusively support this
as a requirement. The rating reflects our own view that vertical
velocity information is extremely useful during climbout for
monitoring climb schedule and ancicipating level-off at cruise
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altitude. Apart from its use en route whenever altitude changes
must be made, vertical velocity information is valuable for al-
titude holding since it is a more sensitive index of performance
than altitude alone. It is of particular importance for descent
from altitude, approach, and landing, where it may even deserve
mandatory status.

Velocity Vector (Desirable for en route and landing, optional for
takeoff) - This is a controversial item since its importance is
partially dependent upon whether the display is centered verti-
cally about the flight path or the aircraft pitch axis. For
flight-path centered displays, velocity vector information is
mandatory; for pitch displays it is less important although ob-
viously still useful as an indicator of aircraft performance in
the vertical situation plane. Our rating of desirable is tentative.

H (Desirable for all flight phases) - This item should not
be confused with steering. Heading refers to a status indication
of the direction of the longitudinal axis with respect to north
(either true or magnetic); steering implies a command indication.
The importance of heading will vary somewhat with the quality of
steering information available and with the need for north refer-
ence on the VSD during the mission. If there is also a horizon-
tal situation display in the cockpit, the importance of heading
on the VSD may diminish. That is, heading is more appropriate
and valuable on the HSD, where it is integrated with other related
elements of aircraft performance (course, ground track, drift,
etc.). On the VSD it is somewhat isolated and less useful except
in circumstances where the pilot must hold a certain heading or
where steering commands are given in the form of heading, such as
in a ground controlled approach.

Turn Rate (Desirable for landing, optional for en route) - The
need for this information has received scant support in the studies
and displays examined here. The rating is based partly on our own
view of the usefulness of turn rate in approach and landing for
making procedural turns under air traffic control. It should be
noted that some contemporary VSDs do not contain turn and sideslip
information as an integral part of the display but present it,
instead, on the conventional "needle-ball" instrument mounted in
proximity to the display.

Sideslip (Optional for en route and landing) - The need for this
information is not well supported in the studies and displays.
However, see the remark under Turn Rate above.

Waveoff (Optional for landing) - This is an optional item appli-
cable only to carrier-based aircraft operating under the Auto-
matic Carrier Landing system or similar external control via data
link.
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Pull-up (Optional for en route and landing) - This is an optional
item for most aircraft. However, if the mission of the aircraft
entails terrain avoidance or terrain following, it becomes a man-
datory requirement.

Range to Go (Optional for en route and landing) - This is more
properly an HSD information requirement. However, for certain
tactical applications it may be useful to present range information
in combination with a display of the vertical situation. It may
also be useful for landing, providing there is suitably accurate
range sensing equipment.

Runway Heading Error (Not required) - This item is presented on
only two displays for takeoff, and it is mentioned in two reports
as a landing requirement. These are insufficient grounds to
justify making it a VSD requirement. In the case of landing it
appears to be synonymous with glidepath, and as such it is covered
above.

Runway Distance (Not required) - There is virtually no support for
this as a takeoff requirement; it is mentioned in only one report
and presented on only one display. For landing it appears to be
the same information as Range to Go which is discussed above.

Groundspeed (Not required) - For fixed wing aircraft this appears
to be a requirement more appropriate tor HSDs than for VSDs. As
a requirement for rotary-wing and V/STOL aircraft it is discussed
under Hover Groundspeed above.

Pathway (Not required) - This item is contained on only one dis-
play, where it serves an an indication of course and ground track.
It seems more appropriate to display this information on an HSD
in conjunction with other elements of the hori.zontal situation.
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TABLE 14 - COMPOSITE TABLE OF VSD INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS

INFORMATION RATING*
REQUIREMENT T E L COMMENTS

Pitch Angle 1 1 1 jUnanimous agreement

Roll Angle 1 1 1 Unanimous agreement

Vertical Orientation 1 1 1 Rating based on emphasis given in current
displays

Altitude 1 1 1 Nearly unanimous agreement

AJrspeed 1 1 1 Nearly unanimous agreement

Steering 1 1 1 Rating based on emphasis given in current
displays

Glideslope 0 0 1 Nearly unanimous agreement for landing
Glidepath 0 10 1 INearly unanimous agreement for landing

Angle of Attack 2/3 0 1 Especially important for carrier landing;
importance for takeoff depends on aircraft

Hover Position 3 0 1 Required only for rotary wing and V/STOL

"Hover Groundspeed 3 0 1 Required only for rotary wing and V/STOL

Lateral Ground Velocity 3 0 1 Required only for rotary wing and V/STOL

Pitch Trim 3 2 2 Evidence not conclusive; probably more
important than data indicate

Vertical Velocity 2 2 2 Evidence not conclusive; probably more
important than data indicate, especially
for landing

Velocity Vector 3 2 2 Controversial item; ratings tentative

Heading 2 2 2 importance based on quality of steering
and availability of same information on
HSD

Turn Rate 0 3_2 Our opinion; not fully supported by data

Sideslip 0 3 3 Need not well supported

Waveoff 0 0 3 Need not well supported

Pull-up 0 3 3 Mandatory if display used for low altitude
I high speed missions

Range to Go 0 3 j 3 More important as HSD requirement

Runway Heading Error 0 0 0 Not a requirement

Runway Distance 0 0 0 Not a requirement

Groundspeed 0 0 0 Not a VSD requirement; see HSD

Pathway 010 0 Not a VSD requirement; see HSD-Course

* * 1 - Mandatory 2 - Desirable 3 - Optional 0 - Not Required
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Summary of HSD Information Requirements

The following is a listing and brief discussion of the items identified
by our analysis as information requirements for horizontal situation dis-
plays. They are arranged roughly in order of importance and rated on a
four point scale: Mandatory, Desirable, Optional, Not Required. These
requirements are summarized in Table 15 at the end of this section.

Aircraft Position - Geographic Reference (Mandatory) - All four
of the displays analyzed provide this information, which is basic
to any navigational display. The studies, on the other hand,
appear to be considerably less emphatic abeut the need fcr posi-
tional information. In part, this may be attributable to the
fact that the studies are more concerned with VSDs than HSDs.
Our view is that the evidence from contemporary displays, and
simple logic, dictate making this a mandatory item.

Aircraft Position - Relative to Objective (Mandatory) - This item,
too, is emphasized more in current displays than in the studies.
The mandatory rating is based on the obvious importance of this
information and on the weight of current practice in display
design.

Heading (Mandatory) - All the displays and a majority of the
studies indicate that heading is a requirement for horizontal
situation displays. As noted in the previous section, heading
is also a VSD information requirement, although it is less im-
portant on the VSD than on the HSD where it is integrated with
the other essential ,elements of the horizontal situation.

Course (Mandatory) - This item refers to the desired path of the
aircraft over the ground; and, as such, it is command information.
Course is considered mandatory for navigation displays. It is
not necessarily so for tactical displays, especially for inter-
cept, where the air situation is more important than the dispo-
sition of targets in relation to the ground.

Ground Track (Mandatory) - Ground track refers to the actual path
or track which the aircraft makes over the ground. It should not
be confused with course, which is command or intended path. The
interplay of ground track with course and heading provides the
pilot with an index of aircraft performance in the horizontal
situation and with derivative information such as drift. These
thre, elements and aircraft position thus constitute the basic
elements of the horizontal situation display.

Range to Go (Mandatory) - The dieplays and studies agree on the
importance of range information. It is not clear, however,
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whvothr this requirement is satisfied by a presentation of the
tsometric relation between prevent position and the objective
or whether a more discrete and quantitative statement is called
for. We prefer to state the requirement generally and let the
*pecific form in which thie information is presented be decided
on tihe basis of the mission of the particular aircraft and the
Importance of range information in carrying out that mission.

1itea.•ntit~ a.•nd•lowRaate (Desirable) - Several of the infor-
mation requirement studies cite these items as necessary for
navigation, However, none of the four displays present this
infornation, as such, they show fuel range instead. In many
ways, fuel range is the more useful since it is an integration
of fuol quantity, flow rate, and groundspeed into a form which
is more readily understandable in the coordinates of the hori-
zontal situation., However, if the display system does not in-
clude equipment to make this computation, the pilot must do it
for himseLf, and fuel quantity and flow rate should he displayed
in some way. We list these items as requirements only on the
condition that the display system cannot provide an indication
of fuel range,

GroundsMeed (Desirable) - Thete is substantial but not full agree-
ment between the studies and the displays on this requirement.
In part, its value lies in its use for computing fuel range, and
its importance may diminish somewhat if fuel range is presented
on the display as a separate item. However, groundspeed is also
needed to estimate time to the objective or a navigational check
point; and, therefore, it seems to merit listing as a desirable
item for the HSD.

Fuel Ran.me (Desirable) - As indicated above, fuel range is a more
usable, and hence desirable, parameter for display than its com-
ponents, Of the four HStis analyzed here, the three which are
navigational. displays all present fuel range. This has dictated
our r.'Lting and our preference for fuel range over a display of
fuel quantity and flow rate as separate quantities.

Time to Go (Optional) - Only two studies and one display contain
time to go as a requircmnent. However, its importance may be
greater than indicated, especially if the aircraft mission in-
volves time-critical activities. We list it as an optional item
but recognize that it may have greater importance in some appli-
cations.

Carrier Position (Optional) - For carrier-based aircraft this
information would be an aid for navigation and fleet air defense.
Because of carrier mobility and the length of some aircraft missions,
the carrier position fix must be regularly up-dated by an on-board
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computer or by external tactical data systems via data link.

Dangerous Weather (Desirable/Optional) - This item is mentioned
in two studies, but it is not contained on any of the HSDs we
have considered. The value of weather information, especially
for long distance flights and operation in terminal areas, is
obvious. Weather information has not been incorporated in pre-
sent HSDs probably because of the technological difficulty and
expense of combining a weather radar display with cartographic
information. We list this item as desirable because of its
unquestionable importance and optional because of present
technological limitations.
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TABLE 15 - COMPOSITE TABLE OF HSD INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS

INFORMATION
REQUIREMENT RATING* COMMENTS

A/C Position (Geo. Ref.) 1 Rating based on emphasis given in cur-
rent displays; may not be mandatory
for some tactical displays

A/C Position (Rel. to Obj.) I Rating based on emphasis given in cur-
rent displays

Heading 1 Also a VSD requirement, but more im-
portant on HSD

Cour'e 1 Mandatory for navigation displays; not
necessarily so for tactical displays

Ground Track 1 Refers to path made good not to com-
mand path, which is course

Range to Go 1 Nearly unanimous agreement

Fuel Quantity 2 Not necessary if fuel range displayed

Fuel flow rate 2 Not necessary if fuel range displayed

Groundspeed 2 Not full agreement but seems impottant
for navigation

Fuel range 2 Integration of fuel quantity, flow
rate, airspeed, and wind; rating based
on emphasis given in current displays

Time to Go 3 May be more important if aircraft
mission involves time-critical activ-
ities

Carrier position 3 Value depends on availability of up-
dated information of carrier position

Dangerous weather 2/3 Technologically difficult now

* 1 - mandatory 2 = Desirable 3 = Optional 0 a Not required
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TERRAIN AVOIDANCE

Tcrr ao o'ia1npc( is the most exacting of the low altitude flying techni-
ques for fixed wing aircraft. It makes great demands on pilot skill and,
because of the severe penalties for error, places him under great psycho-
logical stress. Terrain avoidance requires that the pilot simultaneously
maintain close control of altitude above terrain, manage g-factor stresses,
and make precise heading changes so that hilltops may be flown over or
around. This latter control function distinguishes terrain avoidance from
$•c)raln Jolio-i.n, in which the aircraft flies a more or less straight
flight path laterally without making heading changes to maneuver around
terrain obstacles. Terrain avoidance and terrain following are similar
in that they entail flying a low altitude profile which parallels the ter-
rain contour. Both are to be distinguished from the less demanding terrain
ul(azncc, which merely calls for the aircraft to establish and maintain

a minimum safe clearance altitude above the highest obstacle along the
flight path.

In this section we will deal primarily with terrain avoidance since it is
the most rigorous of the three low altitude regimes and poses the most
serious problems for the display designer. However, much of what we say
will also apply to terrain following, which may be thought of as just the
vertical component of the terrain avoidance maneuver. Terrain clearance
will be mentioned only in passing.

Figure 3 Figure 4

TERRAIN AVOIDANCE DISPLAY TERRAIN FOLLOWING DISPLAY

C-scan (Azimuth-Elevation). E-scan (Range-Elevation).
Range to terrain is shade- A flight line, two range
coded. Key ranges (e.g. 1/4 lines, and a constant al-

and I mile) are highlighted titude line (curved) are

by vertical bars. also shown.

(Adapted from Kaiser Aerospace and Electronics data)
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Figures 3 and 4 show two display formats which may be used for low alti-
tude flight. Both are head-down raster type displays. However, it is also
possible to use a head-up display for terrain avoidance and terrain follow-
ing. Naish (1961) and Lambert (1964) have reported successful flight tests
at low altitude with a head-up display. More recently, Soliday and Milli-
gan (1967) completed extensive simulation studies of terrain avoidance capa-
bility with the Sperry and North American head-up displays. At present,
however, the only terrain avoidance display in operational use in U.S. air-
craft is that of the A-6A, which i head-down vertical situation display.
For comparison, the "pole track" . )lay developed by the SAAB Aircraft
Company and the Sperry head-up display are illustrated below in Figures 5
and 6 . The SAAB display was designed primarily for low altitude flight
and landing and seems to be highly specialized for such purposes. Full
details on performance and intended usage were not available in English,
although there is ample documentation in Swedish.

Figure 5 SAAB POLE TRACK Figure 6 SPERRY HEAD-UP
DISPLAY DISPLAY

-0- shows actual flight path In addition to conventional
relative to horizon. Verti- horizon and pitch lines, the
cal poles stand on the ground display shows a terrain car-
with upper ends at desired pet (A), airspeed index (B),
altitude. Short outer poles and radar altitude scale (C).
are an 4 rbitrary unit of al-
titude reference. Example (Adapted from Soliday and
shows aircraft below desired Milligan, 1967)
flight path and climbing.
Altitude is 1 1/2 units.

(Adapted from Nordstrom 1965)
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The preceeding illustrations are not meant to suggest that information
requirements for low-level flight are confined to data about the vertical
situation. Information about the vertical situation may be the most com-
pelling, but other information is also of significant interest. For ex-
ample, the importance of continual geographic orientation and navigational
reference has recently been stressed by McGrath et aZ. (1964). They under-
score the seriousness of the difficulties arising from navigational dis-
orientation, particularly when alternate routes and penetration corridors
must be considered. We support their views and suggest that the terrain
avoidance technique, which may involve frequent heading changes, requires
that appropriate navigational and tactical information be readily available.
However, we shall concentrate on the vertical situation aspects of terrain
avoidance flight for two reasons. First, VSD problems are not so well
documented as horizontal display problems and, hence, the need for discus-
sion is greater. Second, depending upon the particular weapon system and
data processors, it is possible to integrate some navigational and tactical
information into the command steering logic of the VSD.

In our development of this section we depart somewhat from the method
followed in the balance of the report. For one thing, we shall draw more
heavily on our own experience and that of knowledgeable test pilots, and
to a lesser degree on the literature. Also, we shall treat the topic as
a whole rather than relegating questions of dynamics, scaling, display
coverage, resolution, and the like to other chapters. Finally, most of
our examples relate to experience with the terrain avoidance display of
the A-6A aircraft. While general principles and information requirements
derived here may be applied to terrain avoidance displays for other fixed
wing aircraft, specific values cited for airspeed, g-factors, clearance
altitude, and so forth are peculiar to the A-6A. Our intent is to illus-
trate the problem through a specific example and not to establish a defin-
itive or universal solution. The reader is therefore cautioned about.
generalization from such specifics.

Display Requirements and Performance Criteria

An assumption implicit in our determination of display requirements for
terrain avoidance is that, in addition to some degree of real world repli-
cation, a presentation of precision command data is required. The basis
for this assumption is partly intuitive, partly empirical, and partly a
carry-over from requirements established for all-weather instrument flight.
It seems intuitively true that a display which has pictorial symbols cor-
responding to real world elements, such as terrain contour lines, will
tend to build pilot confidence in the display. Empirical evidence from
flight testing of the A-6A display and from flight and simulation studies
of other displays (•.u., Soliday and Milligan, 1967) tends to support the

notion that display formats which combine pictorial status information and
symbolic command information are effective in the low-,.ltitude high-speed
flight situation. Finally, we note that for some years the gyro horizon
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and ILS cross pointers have been commonly, and successfully, used together
during instrument landing. Although we are not able to assign comparative
weights to each of the above factors, it does seem that realistic and
easily interpreted status information about the vertical situation com-
bined with superimposed command symbols will produce a display which is
particularly suitable for terrain avoidance flying.

The effectiveness of performance in the vertical dimension for terrain
avoidance (and terrain following) is usually judged in terms of how well
the aircraft can parallel the terrain profile. In hugging the terrain the
aircraft can degrade enemy radar detection and tracking capability by mak-
ing maximum use of line-of-sight masking and ground clutter effects. Enemy
capabilities are hard to assess because they change with the state of radar
technology, with the success of electronic countermeasures and counter-
countermeasures, and with the effectiveness and intensity of ground fire.
For these reasons, it is difficult to obtain a solid and specific defini-
tion of what constitutes an acceptably low altitude at which to follow
the terrain profile. In general, however, the objective is to match the
terrain profile as closely as possible at some prescribed clearance alti-
tude. An acceptable measure of the profile is average clearance 2ititude.
It is also possible to express the profile match as the ratio of average
clearance altitude to prescribed clearance altitude. In this case a
value of 1 would indicate a perfect match, and values greater than 1 would
indicate that the aircraft is overshooting the hilltops or not hugging the
reverse slopes. Values less than 1 would suggest that the aircraft is
coming undesirably close to the terrain.

To attain minimum average clearance altitude, experience with the A-6A
display has shown that three principles should be observed:

1. a level-on-top trajectory should bh programmed
as part of the pitch command dynamics;

2. sufficient lead command should be provided so as
to avoid command pull-up in excess of 1.5 g or
push-over in excess of -1 g (both values incremental);

3. the total system mechanization should provide a
defined but selectable hard minimum clearance altitude
through which the aircraft never penetrates.

These are the special parameters which are useful in establishing terrain
matching performance. As such, they help define terrain avoidance display
information requirements.

One method of deriving a quantitative performance index for terrain avoid-
ance or following systems is to describe the condition of the terrain
roughness in terms of the percentage of altitude deviation from a mean
value and then to correlate average clearance altitude, g envelope, and
minimum clearance altitude with the terrain roughness. The effectiveness
of a display/control mechanization can then be related directly to the
ideal (computer solution) profile for a defined stretch of terrain.
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Information Requirements for Terrain Avoidance

The following is a tabular summary of terrain avoidance data requirements
as derived from our analysis. Supporting logic, explanations, and illus-
trations to justify these requirements are developed later in simplified
form. The term flight path is used here to mean either the actual instan-
taneous velocity vector of the aircraft or a projection of it. Reference
to a command flight path or an imaginary highway in the sky is not intended.

Table 16 TERRAIN AVOIDANCE INFORMATION REOUIREMENTS

PRIMARY

"o Terrain angle/altitude with respect to flight path

"o Terrain ranges

"o Vertical distance/clearance to terrain (radar altitude)

"o Azimuth or horizontal displacement of terrain with
respect to flight path (turn data)

"o Flight path (heading and elevation)

"o Airspeed or throttle command

"o Climb (pitch) command

"o Attack and navigation steering commands

SECONDARY

"o Climb angle

"o Roll angle

"o Heading and turn rate

"o Altitude (sea level)

SUPPORT

"o Failure indication (including self test)

"o Calibration monitoring

"o Degradation (weather, water, or masking) fail safe logic

DATA INPUT (OPERATOR) REQUIREMENTS

"o Minimum alzitude offset

"o Minimum en route altitude

"o Cruise airspeed
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Terrain Elevation Angle and Altitude Control

The vertical dimension of a terrain display should indicate flight path
and terrain elevation angle relationships. A strong case for this view-
point can be made by considering the altitude management problem as it
relates to the use of a longitudinal control system. Altitude control is
normally attained by the combined use of thrust and longitudinal control.
Theoretically, thrust variation provides the ability to change altitude
at a constant airspeed, while longitudinal control enables the exchange of
kinetic and potential energy. However, in practice, longitudinal control
is used to provide short term altitude management, and thrust to provide
long term altitude management. For example, potential-kinetic energy
transfer at normal cruise speed for the A-6A provides an exchange of 25
feet per knot through a range of approximately 100 knots. Thus, fixed
throttle at cruise speeds allows practical altitude variations up to ±-2500
feet and permits exclusive use of the longitudinal control for altitude
management in all but extremely rough terrain environments.

In order to use the longitudinal control system effectively for altitude
management, the pilot's stick motion should relate to his view of altitude
status as provided by the display. That is, the direction and amplitude
of control movement should cause a status change which is proportional to
the force of, and in line with, the control motion. In other words, the
display of terrain elevation with respect to flight path should be verti-
cally oriented in cockpit coordinates, and the rate at which the angle
changes should be proportional to control force.

Because terrain avoidance controL/display relationships are inherently
complex, we will provide a simplified servo model to exemplify our approach
to the problem before continuing with the analysis. Our intentLon is to
be illustrative rather than comprehensive. We do not Mean to imply that
our simplified example, which makes use of only a single range to terrain,
takes into account all the performance requirementa ot the A-6A, much less
other low-altitude high-speed aircraft systems.

A Closed-Looe Servo Mode l for Divin.j ilnformation Reu i rements

A servo-oriented approach to cockpit display/control design treats the
operator as a single-channel proportional element in a closed-loop system.
The use of this concept can lead to a precise definition of pilot infor-
mation requirements, symbol scaling, and display format. In addition, it
can provide a convenient dynamic prediction model.

We have no wish to go deeply into the design philosophy which supports
proportional displacement error and command rate for controlling that
error. Instead, we will defend the validity of our servo model by compar-
ing it with the ILS cockpit display as opposed to GCA. Pilots sometimes
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express a lack of confidence in GCA even though performance statistics
and failure and accident rates are comparable to ILS. There is, however,
a considerable difference between the two systems. The GCA provides
sampled, low speed, digital feedback through a voice link. It does not
provide true proportional data. Consequently, the pilot is hard pressed
to judge glideslope error rate in terms of precise changes of throttle
or longitudinal control. On the other hand, the ILS cockpit display
provides proportional error and error rate information which, by consid-
erably less effort, is translated into thrust/pitch adjustments. The
effect is to unload the pilot by using him as a simple servo follower.
It is also possible to automate the system fully by closing the loop with
an approach power compensator and ILS autopilot coupling. In this case,
the pilot, by means of the display, becomes a system monitor. If the
display presents proportional pitch/thrust data, he has a direct readout
of automated system performance. More important, if the pilot should
have to intervene, he has an immediate understanding of the situation
and of the required control action. Note that the basic proportional
error display is essential to the task regardless of the degree of auto-
mation and command computation.

Whatever approach or model one chooses, the main idea is to simplify a
complex pilot task so that precise and repeatable performance results
can be obtained. The servo model described below uses single channel
proportional control as a means to this end.
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The servo model (Figure 7 a) indicates that the basic data requirement&
for manual terrain following are: 1) climb angle and 2) terrain plus
offset clearance angle. The block diagram illustrates a simplified,
single range schematic of a terrain following system. Altitude (hTR),
with respect to sea level, of the terrain dead ahead at an arbitrary range
(RT) is used to describe a time-varying terrain condition. The addition
of offset altitude (ho) and the subtraction of aircraft altitude (h) from
hTR yields the altitude error between the instantaneous aircraft position
and ths desired clearance altitude (Point A of Figure 7 b). This quantity
divided by both RT and Ke (display scale factor) provides the terrain
dimension above the display horizon. Display input is then completed at
the dieplay junction by use of climb angle (y) divided by the horizon
scaling factor (Ky). The pilot controls the climb angle through the longi-
tudinal control system, which allows him to match the terrain offset angle.
In practice he manipulates the longitudinal control system so as to create
a normal acceleration (az) which he maintains proportionally to the match-
ing error. The first integral of az is vertical velocity (Vz), and the
second integral is altitude (h). Vertical velocity is used to derive
climb angle by use of aircraft velocity (V), whereas h is used to close
the servo model loop.

In summary, the servo model illustrates that the essential information
for a pure terrain following (i.e., altitude management) display is terrain
clearance angle referenced to flight path.

Continuing with the servo model example, it can be shown that properly
scaled climb angle and clearance point information will provide a compat-
ible display both for pilot manual control and for monitoring of an auto-
matic system. Referring to Figure 7 c, the climb angle scaled with re-
spect to the horizon is y/K.7 inches, where y is in degrees and K7 is in
degrees per inch. The clearance point angle with respect to the horizon
is (OT + 00)/Kc) inches, where OT and 00 are in degrees and K) is in degrees
per inch. The pilot matches the two symbols through use of the longitudinal
control system causing y/K.f to equal (OT + Go)/KO. Climb angle is there-
fore controlled as a direct function of terrain angle such that
y - Ky(OT + 00 )/K®. Note that the value of KI is changed from K0 for nose
down to approximately 2K0 for nose up so as to achieve proper trajectory
(level on top).

The servo model provides a terrain following climb command which is dis-
played in terms of proportional longitudinal control displacement. The
climb command input to the pilot generates a control response which is
proportional to an available cockpit control, in this case the longitudi-
nal stick position. The simplified first order approximation of pilot
response is represented by the pilot/controt Zink in Figure 7 a. The
command input to this link is a time-varying error function which requires
control of flight path angle in order to achieve proper altitude control,
Pilot stick displacement at constant speed is designed to provide propor-
tional normal acceleration or rate of change of flight path angle. Thus,
the displayed difference between terrain and flight path angle is a direct
stick force or normal acceleration command. The controlled variable isPreceding page blank 115



directly related to an available cockpit control. This provides the de-
sired linear-proportional relationship between display and control and
makes use of the pilot as a first order linear control elenent. These
control methods should promote a degree of confidence in the display by
correlating the normal pilot control response with command and status dis-
play cues.

The reason for developing the above model in some detail is to familiarize
the reader with terrain following problems in precise terms. However,
before continuing with the technical aspects of the discussion, a point
of a more general nature should be made.

Pilot Confidence in Low Altitude Systems

Pilot confidence in the display is of overriding importance in low altitude
flying. Any low altitude display or navigation system must provide con-
sistent and accurate performanwe to gain acceptance by the pilot. The
potential danger of collision with the ground creates a strong psychologi-
cal block which must be dealt with in display/control system design. Neither
a pure command display nor a pure status display is wholly adequate for
low altitude operation. For the pilot to recognize and accept the validity
of a pure command display requires etensive experience with it. Even so,
basic pilot confidence never reaches 100 per cent. On the other hand, the
validity of a pure status display is much more easily recognized, but pre-
cision performance is hard to attain because of the training and long ex-
perience necessary to interpret the display with the required accuracy and
speed. The proficiency required to obtain consiste-t and repeatable flight
results is not only hard to attain, it also require= constant practice to
keep it up. Thus, a pure status display might be acceptable in a situation
where there is a wide margin for error, but it is of limited utility in a
close approach to the terrain which calls for great precision.

A serious fault of many automatic terrain following systems is the lack of
effective monitcring LapabiliLy for the pilot. As we have aid, confidence
is the key to a successful display for low altitude flight, and one of the
prime factors in building confidence is the ability to show correlation
between the normal pilot control response and a command or autopilot re-
sponse. Without this correlatiou, the pilot is forced to accept the auto-
pilot res;onse on the basis of his interpretation of a status display which,
itself, may bear little direct relation to his own flying techniques. A
display/control system such as this is as awkward to fly as it is to explain.

Three questions emerge as general guides for evaluating the confidence
factor of status and command displays for low altitude flight. First, is
the status information easily associated with the real world? Second, is
command Information related to status information in a simple, meaningful
way which is compatible with normal pilot control responses? Third, does
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the dieploy promote consistent and kccurate performance? A display sys-
tem Natisfying theNe criteria will be one which pilots will come to accept
at flyable and trustworthy,

9.jpl~!jedo View. Scaling, and Dynmis

Space does not permit us to give a full development of each of the topics
listed below. Therefore, we shall confine the discussion to essential
points and hope that it will adequately highlight the main problem areas.
Here again, all reference values and system parameters are drawn from
flight test experience with the A-6A terrain avoidance display.

1, Vertical Field of View

The down-look angle limit and the maximum range of a terrain avoidance
display system should provide coverage which is sufficient to avoid loss
of contact with the terrain during pitch up maneuvers. Thus, the vertical
fVeld of view required on the display is partially defined by the maximum
€ometand climb angle and by the terrain upslope angle. Experience has
shown that the instantaneous command climb angle and sustained terrain
upolope seldom exceed +250. Therefore, a maximum down-look angle of -25*
is required to maintain line of sight contact with the terrain during
pull-up.

The maximum range of the sensor system must also be considered in deriving
the field of view requirement because push over should not be initiated
without a display of the terrain, Generally, the greater the range capa-
bility of the system, the more probable the detection of low angle terrain.

•~Flight Path

• •" ~~25 Down-look Angle oio

"igure 8 DOWN-LOOK ANGLE AND LINE OF SIGHT TO LONG RANGE TERRAIN
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The up-look angle of a terrain following or avoidance system should pro-
vide coverage which identifies dangerous obstacles in relation to aircraft
climb performance and g-envelope. For the A-6A this angle is estimated to
be approximately +10'.

Up-look Angle

0 w .... Horizon and
Flight Path

Figure 9 REQUIRED UP-LOOK ANGLE (ESTIMATED) FOR T"TRAIN DISPLAY

Note that a scale factor of 10' per inch on a display whose vertical dimen-
sion is 6 inches provides a coverage of ±30* vertically about the aircraft
flight path and amply satisfies the +10' to -25' field of view requirement
derived above.
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2. Range

Maximum range (Rmax) sensing or display range limit must take into account
aircraft climb performance and maximum altitude cruise conditions. The
determination of maximum range in relation to climb performance is a matter
of selecting a worst case terrain obstacle height and using it as shown in
Figure 10.

Rmax = hmax Where e, is maximum sustainable climb angle
tan 6s

hmax

Rmax

Figure 10 MAXIMUM SUSTAINABLE CLIMB ANCILE RELATED TO RANCE
SENSING AND DISPLAY

Extreme terrain roughness might call for a sustained climb to clear an ob-
stacle 10,000 feet above the flight path. Applying the formula in Figure
10, we see that the system must have a 10 nautical mile detection range,
assuming a climb angle limit of 100.

A bomber and a fighter will usually differ in the 0a values and will
therefore require a display of different maximum range for terrain follow-
ing or avoidance. For example, a 5' climb angle is a conservative estimate
for a jet bomber; and if hmax is set at 10,000 feet, a value of 20 nautical
miles is appropriate for Rmax.

A second consideration in establishing Rmax relates to display test and
check-out at high cruising altitudes. If display adjustments are to be
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made prior to descent and if the system is to be tested in flight before
its actual use, terrain return video should be available from a range
which is proportional to the maximum downward viewing angle at cruise
altitude. For example, if cruise at 30,000 feet above the terrain is
combined with a downward view limit of -15%, the Rmax should be at least
20, and preferably 25 to 30, nautical miles.

Minimum range for a terrain avoidance or following display is determined
by the required minimum zlearance altitude, minimum ground speed, and
the zero g trajectory to impact. See Figure 11. For example, at a

I -- Vin

hmin Impact

Point

I• Rmin

Figure 11 PARAMETERS OF MINIMUM DISPLAY RANGE FOR TERRAIN AVOIDANCE

velocity (Vmin) of 200 knots and at an altitude (hmin) of 200 feet, the
minimum range capability (Rmin) of the display system works out to be
approximately 1200 feet.

3. Close-in Range Resolution and Obstacle Avoidance

Normal pull-up commands to avoid an obstacle at close range should be
such that the vertical g-factor does not exceed 2 g (i.e., 1 & over normal).
Since it was postulated earlier that sufficient lead command should be
provided to avoid pull-ups in excess of 1.5 incremental g, limiting the
normal command to 1 g will provide a 'nargin of safety for the emergency
pull-up situation. The pull-up command limit, coupled with the minimum
terrain clearance altitude selected for the system, will serve to determine
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an altitude control point which must be accurately measured for any
given ground speed. For example, if we assume a minimum clearance alti-
tude of 200 feet and a ground speed of 500 knots, the control point is
approximately 2100 feet ahead of the aircraft and about 5.50 below the
horizon. At 200 feet clearance altitude in level flight over a flat
terrain, the sensor/display system should provide altitude control about
this point to within ±20 feet (i.e., a tolerance of ±10%).

4. Climb Angle Scaling and Kinetic Energy Management

The critical problem in low altitude flight is to climb out over sharply
rising terrain. Long range terrain sensing is a partial solution to the
problem in that the system will provide early warning of steep gradients
and allow the pilot time for anticipatory action. There remains, however,
the problem of encountering a high terrain rise at close range, such as
might happen if the aircraft turned into a blind valley or a box canyon.
The problem is especially severe for heavily loaded or low performance
aircraft, and particular attention must be given to creating a display
whose pull-up commands do not force the aircraft into an impossible climb-
out situation. This entails scaling of climb angle and emergency pull-up
commands in terms of the climb performance limits of the aircraft.

The essential element of the climb-out problem is kinetic energy manage-
ment, which is to say that the pilot must maintain sufficient airspeed
for maximum angle climb if needed. Terrain avoidance or terrain following
is usually carried out at a speed which will provide maximum cruising
range. Fortunately, maximum angle climb for an aircraft is obtained at
an airspeed somewhat below that appropriate for maximum range cruise.
Thus, the normally available excess of airspeed will work in the pilot's
favor so long as pull-up commands are based upon the climb angle perform-
ance attainable at maximum range ctuise speed and military power setting.
In this way a practical safety factor is achieved in that maximum angle
climb can be held in reserve for an emergency. An additional safety
factor can be created through an automatic throttle control which pro-
vides a programmed application of more power if airspeed falls below a
safe level. If this is not available or feasible for the particular
aircraft, the display system should at least provide a warning to the
pilot to add power manually. This requirement can be satisfied by the
display of either airspeed or throttle command information.

In the avent an emergency pull-up becomes necessary, the display system
should generate commands which will result in:

a) transition to the attitude required for maximum angle
climb or for attaining the selected minimum en route
altitude in the shortest time;

b) automatic or manual application of military power.

1
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The same commands should be provided in case of system failure, which
should be treated as a situation requiring emergency pull-up to the pre-
selected minimum en route altitude.

5. Level-on-top Trajectory Built into Elevation Scaling

One of the ground rules needed to obtain the desired performance charac-
teristics in a low altitude display is that the aircraft flight path
should be horizontal at the top of an obstacle. One means of attaining
this level-on-top performance is to exaggerate on the display the eleva-
tion angle of terrain above the aircraft flight path. From experience it
appears that a factor of about 2 will yield the desired results. The
pilot is thus directed by the display to adjust his flight path to a climb
angle double that which he would use in proceeding directly to the obstacle.
As he climbs to follow the exaggerated terrain, he will eventually arrive
at the altitude of the obstacle (plus the clearance altitude) before he
passes over it. Since the obstacle will then lie on or below the flight
path, its elevation will be presented on the display without exaggeration,
i.e., at display center or slightly below it in true proportion to the
line of sight to the obstacle. As the obstacle moves progressively down
the display and the pilot tracks it, he will decrease the climb angle and
eventually reach level flight as he clears the obstacle. Figure 12 illus-
trates the trajectory achieved by causing an obstacle (A) to appear on the
display at an exaggerated height (A'). The other notation is the same as
that given earlier in the servo model (Figure 7 ).

A'

2a yRT
Ins tan taneous
Flight Path

Offset Altitude--*'

Figure 12 LEVEL-ON-TOP TRAJECTORY ACHIEVED BY I'ERRAIN EXACCFRATION
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6. Hard Minimum Radar Altitude

An important part of the performance desired of a terrain avoidance or
terrain following system is that a selectable but hard minimum clearance
altitude is achieved. The selection of this minimum altitude will depend
upon the misvion, the enemy radar defenses, and the type of terrain over
which the aircraft must fly; but whatever it might be, the system should
prevent penetration below this altitude. One way of achieving this is to
use radar (absolute) altitude as an integral part of the display. This
should be done in such a manner that:

a) effective minimum altitude protection is achieved;

b) the descent trajectory over water is safely and
accurately controlled;

c) positive indication of crest clearance is provided;

d) impossible altitude and dive angle combinations are
avoided.

This means that the display should be mechanized so as to provide a com-
mand dive angle which is proportional to radar altitude plus a selected
clearance offset. See Figure 13.

5000 ft 200veRadar - - - - - - - - 15

Hard
Minimum

Figure 13 DESCENT TRAJECTORY ACHIEVED BY USE OF RADAR ALTITUDE
FLIGHT PATH DATA
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In no case should the radar altimeter by itself be used to supplement a
terrain display. Radar altitude information must be integrated into the
display, not just to achieve the command dynamic described above, but
also to avoid the degradation in performance and survival factors which
result from making the pilot cross scan to obtain baqic information about
the low level flight situation.

7. Terrain Azimuth Reference and Horizontal Field of View

There is considerable controversy about the best method for presenting
information about the terrain which lies to the right and left of the
aircraft flight path. While this information is not critical for terrain
following, it is absolutely essential for terrai avoidance, where the
pilot must have a display which permits him to maneuver laterally around
obstacles and to follow valleys. The E-scan format does not seem to be a
satisfactory way to present terrain azimuth information, which rules out
this type of display for terrain avoidance. The use of E-scan time-shared
with a PPI display does not seem to be a suitable compromise since it re-
quires the pilot to divide his attention between two displays and places
upon him the burden of integrating the two views of the situation into a
three-dimensional picture. The C-scan display, which we have described
here, offers the most promise as a presentation of stitus and command
information for terrain avoidance.

There are, however, unresolved questions in connection with the C-scan
(azimuth-elevation) format. One of the most vexing is that of the proper
reference for the azimuth scan. One choice is to ce.ter the display,
laterally, about the instantaneous flight path of the aircraft. If, as
we have suggested earlier, the display is also centered vertically about
the flight path, this method has the advantage of giving the pilot a
single point of reference for pitch and bank maneuvers. However, such a
display makes flying parallel to a steep wall perilous. Drift or turn
into steeply rising terrain can quickly overtax the capability for effective
pull-up and can result in impact. As an alternative, the display can be
referenced in azimuth to the predicted trajectory or flight path. While
this lessens the danger of paralleling a wall, it creates the equally
grave danger of a blind spot along the instantaneous trajectory during
turns. A possible solution may be found in a display which makes use of
an azimuth offset angle, analogous to the vertical offset or hard minimum
clearance altitude discussed earlier. The question is far from settled,
however, and more research on this topic is badly needed.

A related topic is that of horizontal field of view. It seems obvious
that for maneuvering around obstacles the pilot needs as wide a horizontal
field of view as possible. But just how wide is this? If we consider
just the display itself, we find conflicting requirements. A veridical
or contact analog display such as suggested by the discussion up to this
point entails, according to some, a one-to-on. correspondence between the
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angular dimensions of the display and the real world scene represented.
A display 8 inches wide viewed from a distance of 15 inches subtends a
visual angle of about 300. A horizontal field of view of ±150 seems a
bit restricted for terrain avoidance purposes considering the agility
and speed of attack aircraft. Thus, it would appear that the terrain
avoidance contact analog display calls for a tube considerably wider
than the 8-inch CRT now in common use, which in turn will create problems
in fitting the display into limited instrument panel space. We have
suggested earlier that a scale factor of 10' per inch is appropriate
for the vertical dimension of the display. Assuming again an 8-inch
display, this would yield a t40' field of view if the same scale factor
were to be applied horizontally. While this accords much better with
aircraft maneuver capability, it poses a formidable problem for the ter-
rain sensing portion of the system. To scan an area 60' x 800 at the
speed necessary to maintain a frequently up-dated terrain picture re-
quires a broad beam sensor, a box scan, or both. To attain th-s large
scan volume may also entail an unacceptable sacrifice in range resolution
and accuracy. It would seem that display requirements outstrip the state
of development of sensor systems.

The situation becomes even more difficult if aircraft maneuver require-
ments are considered. One of the most extreme maneuvers called for is
SAM avoidance. This may require simultaneous acceleration in three axes
coupled with a rapid descent. In visual contact flight this can be ac-
complished by a sharp roll with a high-g pull-through, i.e., a modified
split-S maneuver. In order to accomplish this same maneuver on instru-
ments over unknown terrain, the vertical scan of the display/sensor
system must be unrestricted by roll angle and extend to an extreme dive
angle (e.g., 70'). Further, azimuth coverage must be sufficient to allow
rapid turning. To obtain a display which is not maneuver restricted re-
quires that, together with unlimited roll, a scan of '60* in azimuth be
provided.

It seems clear that additional research and testing are needed before
recommendations can be made in this area. TLade-offs are most certainly
called for, but this will require a more solid basis than now exists for
assigning weights to the various display, aircraft, and equipment factors.
In all probability no one general solution will be found, but rather
particular compromises suited to a given aircraft with certain mission
requirements, performance characteristics, and sensor/display capabilities.

Summary

A number of basic design questions in regard to terrain avoidance have
been raised in this section, and some practical solutions have been
offered, but we have only peeled back the first layer or two of the prob-
lem. The information requirements list given at the beginning stems large-
ly from our own analysis of the problem. Our comments relating to display
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dynamics, scaling, and field of view are based on design concepts which
we believe to be workable but which have not been fully tested. We neither
expect nor desire that the reader accept our views on face value as defini-
tive or conclusive.

It may seem presumptuous to offer our personal views on the subject of
terrain avoidance without citing experimental evidence to support them
and without an exposition of other points of view. In defense we point
out that there is relatively little research information available. The
evaluative study by Soliday and Milligan (1967) is a careful and compre-
hensive work, but there are too few like it. Many reports that we have
seen on the subject of low altitude flight displays and terrain avoidance
or following systems are flawed by prejudice for a particular format or
mechanization or by lack of depth and balance in the analysis of system
requirements. While this is regrettable, it should not be taken as a
reflection on the ability or integrity of those involved. Rather, it is
an indication of the complexity and difficulty of the low altitude flight
problem and of the insufficiency of accumulated research evidence and
flight test experience from which to work.

It seems clear that standardization in this area is not yet attainable
and that extensive research is required before it will be. Our goal
here has been simply to introduce the significant problems and to present
enough of the terminology and analytic approach to provide preliminary
orientation. However, one conclusion is inescapable. The low altitude
flight problem highlights the need for a systems approach in seeking solu-
tions. It is not a question of the display alone, nor even of the display
in conjunctionwith the sensors and data processors. A successful design
must take into account the system as a whole and achieve its results by
harmonizing the capabilities of the display and its associated sensing
and processing equipment with the performance of the aircraft, the demands
of its mission, and the needs of the human operator.
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WEAPON DELIVERY

Information requirements for weapon delivery may be divided into two broad
classes: information necessary for control or uiming of the aircraft and
information relating to the specific parameters of the weapon aiod its tactical
employment. tith respect to the first, weapon delivery is much like any other
mission phase. Generally speaking, the pilot needs to know his attitude,
speed, and altitude; and he must have some indication of the proper flight
path or aiming point. To some extent, control of the aircraft for weapon
delivery may differ from other mission phases in that hi2her performance
and more emtreme maneuvcrs are usually demanded. Larger and more unusual
pitch and roll angles may be called for, and they may vary across a wider
range and more rapidly than in other mission phases. Velocities and accel-
erations are also usually higher. In addition, weapon delivery is a more
demanding exercise because accuracies are much higher and tolerances much
closer. In terms of precise flight coittro., weapon delivery is like landing
except that the speed and range of performal~ce are much greater. All these,
however, are differences of degree not kind; and weapon delivery imposes no
new information requirements insofar as flight control is concerned.

In terms of weapon parameters and methods of delivery, £/0 display content
is highly specialized. The information requirements of the display will be
determined by combinatious of several variables, eacti more or less peculiar
to the individual weapon and aircraft system. Some of thase variables are:

o Weapon class - Air-to-air, air-to-ground, air-to-subsurface

o Weapon type - Missile, gravity bomb, glide bomb, racket,
cannon, machine gun, depth charges, etc.

o Warhead type - Nuclear or conventional

o Weapon performance - Range, self-guidance, remote guidance, maneu-
and peculiarities ver capability, arming and fuzing, delivery

accuracy, burst radius, etc.

o Sensor system - Visual, radar, IR, video, laser, anti-radiation,
etc.

o Fire control Degre.? of automation, type of steering or aim-
system Ing, multiple or single target capability,

alternate solution, etc.

o Delivery maneuver - Dive, toss, loft, lay down, over the shoulder,
standoff, etc.

o Type of display - Direct view V9D, HUD, HSD, MS!)
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"o Crew member - Pilot, bombardier, ECM operator, etc.

"o Aircraft type - Mission, performance characteristics, fixed
or rotary wing

Because of the number of variables and the possible number of interactions,
it is hard to arrive at any meaning~ul generalizations about the information
content of weapon delivery displays. Each weapon system is virtually unique,
and the variety is bewildering. Our review of the literature and survey of
current display designs have turned up very little information which is not
peculiar either to a given weapon or to a given aircraft and its weapon in-
ventory. In the latter case, the displays tend to have several modes, one
for each weapon or tactical use, and so they are not truly general purpose
displays. An additional complication has been introduced by the security
classification of many weapons and weapon systems. This has prevented us
from having full access to research documents and equipment specifications,
and it precludes us from presenting illustrations and weapon system details
in an unclassified report such as this. For these reasons, our coverage of
information requirements for weapon delivery will be only sunmary.

In the broadest terms, weapon delivery displays should contain at least

these kinds of information:

1. Target location and identification

2. Range or time until release

3. Aiming point and error tolerance

4. Delivery guidance (maneuver, release command, and in-flight
guidance of the weapon, if appropriate)

5. Weapon state or readiness

To these, of course, must be added information necessary to maintain con-
trol of the aircraft and whatever other special items that may be imposed
by the fire control system, nuclear weapon requirements, weapon peculiar-
ities, and aircraft performance and safety considerations. We wish to em-
phasize that the foregoing is entirely our own view; and while it is con-
sistent with the scant findings of our literature search and display survey,
we do not purport that it is generally held.

We do not believe that weapon delivery displays can be standardized at this
time, except in the very broad terms outlined abovu. For the time being,
designers should be allowed freedom to create weapon delivery displays
tailored to each weapon or aircraft system so long as the content of these
displays remains generally consistent with the needs of flight control and
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crew safety. In the long run, however, some general standard or set of
guides will be needed. Initially, effort should be directed to develop-
ing uniform information requirements lists for each class or family of
weapons. To do this it will probably also be necessary to make certain
assumptions about the aircraft type and mission and abou, the sensors and
fire control system. Almost certainly, such requirements lists will not
be comprehensive. They will indicate only the minimum of information
required, and it will still be necessary, and desirable, to allow designers
the option of adding infonration items peculiar to the weapon and its
tactical use.

To the above and, feedback from combat pilots and maintenance personnel
should be systematically collected and evaluated. Often the information
believed appropriate by engineers and display designers does not prove to
be the most meaningful or useful in an operational environment. This
results from a number of factors including a lack of early development
phase planning and analysis. The complexities of target location, weapon
selection, firing logicterrain avoidance, task loading, and safe exit
either cannot be or are not efficiently resolved after prototype hardware
configurations have been frozen. Although combat zone feedback is import-
ant, it is supplemental to the main task of a thorough, early system design.

Similarly, controlled simulation studies are a valuable source of infor-
mation. Efforts such as those under way at NADC/Johnsville and USNMC/Point
Mugu for the Phoenix Missile System yield useful data on weapon delivery
display requirements. Such studies are especially helpful in resolving
the problems of display scaling, symbol dynamics, and operational task
sequencing which have been noted in the early design stage.
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CHAPTER IV - SYMBOLOGY

INTRODUCTION

If there is any one distinguishing feature of E/O displays, it is the
degree of freedom they offer the display designer in the selection of
symbols, formats, and modes of presentation. The E/O display permits the
designer not only to put the information in its best form but also, through
mode switching, to achieve optimum combinations of symbols (and hence informs
tion) for any given purpose. This flexibility and versatility stands out
clearly in the survey of E/O displays in the preceeding chapter. Yet,
it is also evident from the survey thaL freedom of choice is not an un-
qualified boon. One's first impression is that there are almost as many
sets of symbols as there are displays and designers and that there is a
divergence of opinion on almost every aspect of symbology.

Honigfeld (1964), discussing the need for a standard radar symbology,
summarizes the problem in the following way.

"The need for a standard symbology is highlighted
by the fact that each contractor who develops a
radar system has, in the past, been allowed to
arbitrarily select a symbol code and its meaning
for display use. Since symbols have not been
specified formally, the result is a unique code

for each system. Symbol .?'anings differ from
system to system; identical meaniijes might be
represented on one display by numbers on another
by letters, and on a third by geometric forms.

"As the variety of s',tems incroases and obsolete
systems are phased c, personnel are taken from

one system, retrained, and reassigned to new
systems. The vast literature on human learning
shows the interference and inefficiency which
results from conflicting habits. Habit inter-
ference is particularly disrupting when familiar
stimuli reauire a new set of responses in a new
task. This inefficiency is enhanced under stress
conditions, where preople revert to earlier exper-i-
ence and respond ao they did in previous situations.
In the often stressful atmosphere of radar opera-
tien, an operator may revert to his old mode of
response and designate an enemy as a friend or
oice vesa. This possibility necessitates the
otandurdization of radar-display codes."

Precedlnt pap blanI
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Though directed specifically to the problem of radar displays, Honisfeld's
observations are equally valid for the whole field of E/O displays.

Hor@ recently, Welehli (1967) recognitss the same problem in an area
a little closer to home, In his Head-Up Display Review he poses the ques-
tion, "'haDt o,)oi ..*houlJd be un:aad to encode the information?" From his
surv*y of the Ilturaturo relating to the design of current head-up displays
he concludes that,

"No -iol',bl.e ipctFoation of the oritei•a uaed to
ael.--'t tii.vo njimholo is apayvpit nom the' mce,'-
apoed )VI ort.s." The symbols used to Code the
ph1,efl')'.1 f'raitt1o0 (of the ral wol-ld) pobalt
4-0) attlect-ed to )'etain the dominant ph~faical

,. , t, j' the item TheSe2nted. the
olmbol'< ohooo)' to codle the va)iOUa f.'l Aiit ",a=
m erop '" l, ',eL) I to he t"cb''.-iL: ct 0!

t it,' h. c09,: ,;),,,. I: 0: Lo % ~/ .Z , 2! z~ i t. "'•, t ~:, : v~v'ouc
theo tUP:.2."'u

Thum, it oppoarm thit at the present time we are confronted with a situa-
tLion whero we have a medium offering exceptional possibilities for display-
tog Information hut which we are not making hest use of because of
disagremont and uncertainty about the principles for encoding the informa-
tion. The penalties for this indecision are significant in terms of cost,
s'vittm efficiency, training and retraining requirements, and - ultimately -
'rew safeuty and misston success.

I'hat the armed services recognize the need for a solution to this problem
Is evide'lced by the existence of the Aircrew Station Standardization Panel and
by the work of the .ANAIR program. Those who design and experiment
wi.th V/() ditplavs also recognize that their tasks could be simplified by
a 4tandard svmholog'k or display language. Yet, user ind designer alike
aro trlut'ctant to give up any of their latitude of choice in matters of
svmbologyv except in the face of the most conclusive evidence. Some are
opposed to standardization, in any restrictive sense, since they fear it
wood li mit un nos'..•sart lv the range of possible design suluLions or would
hinder the evontual development of an optimum display language. Others
see gruot value in standardization but caution against the premature setting
,t otdndards, Still others doubt that standardization is possible at all
Rine, the Selectilon of a display language, a symbology, depends upon the
naturv of the pilot's several tasks, his information needs, mission require-
ments, aircraft type, and related system factors - all of which arc so
highly variable in themselves that generalizations, of the sort necessary
to support a common display language, are not possible. It is in tie area
of svmbology, then, that the need for standardization is the greatest and,
paradoxically, that standardization will be the most difficult to achieve.
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The point of departure for this chapter is the same as that of Honigfeld
and Walchli in their previously cited studies, except that the scope of the
present inquiry includes a greater variety of E/O displays. The central
questions of this chapter are:

What bases exist for a standard symbology?

What particular form should it take?

The broader question of the wisdom of standardization, though germane to
this examination, is largely philosophical and beyond the scope of the
inquiry and our power to resolve.

At the outset it is necessary to clarify the meaning of the term, symbology,
as it is used in this study. First, symbology is concerned with the formal
properties of symbols. This includes not only absolute properties such as
shape, size, color, and brightness, but also the relationships between form
and meaning, the correspondences between the symbol and the thing symbolized.
Second, symbology is concerned with the grouping of symbols within a dis-
play. This involves consideration of the overall framework or pattern of
presentation - what Roscoe (1967) calls the "common reference system which
allows relationships among the items to be perceived directly". However,
grouping also entails attaining an orderly arrangement of symbols to
prevent interference between symbols, to avoid overlap and obscuration,
and to conform with certain conventions, habits of use, and operator expecta-
tions. Finally, symbology deals with the dynamic properties of symbols.
This means not only the degrees of freedom of individual display elements
but also the movement patterns of groups of symbols and the relationship
of this movement to system dynamics and the perceived movement of the real
world.

In theory, the principles of symbology might be expected to hold true
irrespective of the particular display application, but in practice certain
other factors come into play. In formulating rules for symbology, considera-
tion must be given to other characteristics of the display and to the
system in which the display is employed. For example, the type of display -
VSD or HSD - must be considered. The same symbol which represents heading
on a map display may prove inappropriate or inadequate for representing
heading on a vertical situation flight director display. Likewise,
symbology may differ depending upon whether the particular display is of
the direct view or projected type. The line width appropriate for symbols
on a direct view display, where background and contrast can be controlled,
may not be suitable for a head-up display, where background brightness
and terrain texture are not under the designer's control. In a similar
fashion, symbology will be influenced by such factors as the technique
of generation (line written vs. raster displays), the size of the display,
the viewing distance, and the location of the display within the operator's
field of view. As a final example, it is evident that the aircraft and
its mission have an influence on symbology. An armed helicopter, a fixed
wing light reconnaissance aircraft, and a supersonic interceptor each pose
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special problems in the area of symbology for which aircraft- and
mission-peculiar solutions must be found. No general set of rules can
be expected to govern fully all such cases.

This chapter on symbology begins with a review of the available research
literature to identify the significant findings of other investigators
and to isolate the important human variables relating to symbology. These
will be generalized, insofar as possible, to form a set of principles which
will then he applied to the design of specific symbols for representing the
information identified in Chapter III as requirements.
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CODING THEORY AND PRINCIPLES

The basic purpose of a display is to provide the user with the informa-
tion he needs for assessment of the situation, decision making, and
control action. However, most displays are two-dimensional while the real
world with which the man must interact usually varies along three, four,
or even more dimensions. Hence, the display designer must find methods
of presenting (encoding) these additional dimensions within the display
framework. The usefulness of any coding method lies in the extent to
which it enables one to facilitate the user's information processing tasks.
The coding of information entails consideration of the different visual
tasks required of the operator. It also requires that human perceptual
and discriminative capacities and limitations be taken into account.

Gebhard (1949) analyzed the psychological problems related to interpret-
ability of visual coding in displays and summarized his findings as
follows:

"1. The conventional two-dimensional display is
only satisfactory for presenting two-variable
information.

2. It is desirable to get more variables into the
disp lay.

3. Coding provides a way of doing this.

4. Coding may be done by varying the display
elements in color, brightness, size, inter-
mittence, and shape. These may be used in
combination.

5. To assess the utility of these codes will
require much fundamentat research in dis-

criminability, scaling, and learning.

6. A display of many elements, each complexly
coded, may make a simple display completely
incomprehensible.

7. Therefore, the problem of interpretability
must be studied in the final phase of the
work on coding."
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In the succeedingtwenty years considerable thought and research have
been directed to these ends. Generally, investigation has proceeded
along two lines - efforts to establish a theory of coding and attempts
to arrive at practical rules or guides for the selection of codes. That
these two lines of activity have not always been coordinated is noted by
Sampson and Wade (1961) who remark that progress in developing display
principles and techniques has proceeded largely on an empirical basis.
The explanations of why various techniques work are usually ad hoc and,
for the most part, unrelated to basic theory of human behavior. They
observe that, in other applied areas, attempts to relate to basic psy-
chological theory have resulted in the discovery of new principles in the
applied area. They conclude that the possibility of discovering new
principles and the fruits of past developments of integrated displays
would seem to justify continued research in this direction.

There seems to be little doubt that a general theory of coding is desirable,
and perhaps eventually achievable. There is considerably less unanimity
about how to arrive at such a theory. Honigfeld (1964) suggests that a
basis for coding theory might be found in Gestalt psychology, specifically
in the Law of Praegnanz. This law, Hongifeld explains, refers to the way
an entire visual field is differentiated and organized perceptually into
figure and ground. It gives figural floodkess as the goal of perception.
Good shapes and patterns are generally described as having few parts and
being homogeneous, regular, symmetrical or, in short simple. What the
object's shape lacks in goodness may be added by the observer in per-
ceiving its form. Honigfeld offers a list of the Gestalt theories relating
to the perception of characteristic patterns, among which are Predominance
of Figure over Ground, Significance of Contours, Simplicity, Symmetry, and
Similarity of Behavior (Common Fate). After examining the findings of a
number of investigators in this area, Honigfeld concludes:

"Gestalt principles of perception would appear
to have limited usefulness in developing radar
symbology. Such concepts an simplicity of formh
and symmetry have receivwd only mixed support
in symbology research. While there are a num-
ber of prarneters for con3tructing distinctive
shapes, there are no geneoal rules, since a
shape's recognition value is only partly
dependent on its geometric construction. The
recognition value of a fo:'n is also dependent
on its similarity to other forns being used,
the number of other formns,, and the observer's
faniliarity with it. "

An alternative is to be found in Information Theory,which is not so much
a theory as a relatively new interdisciplinary field cf study concerned
with developing mathematical concepts about the communication of information.
It is akin to, but broader in scope than, the communication theory from
which it developed. Information theory seeks to quanLify the transmission
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of information in terms of the efficiency and channel capacity of a
communication system, which in the present context may be taken to mean
the observer-display loop. Information gotten out without being put in,
i.e., added in transmission, is called noise. The freedom from equivo-
cation and noise is the measure of the efficiency of the system. The
asymptotic point beyond which increased input fails to result in an in-
crease of transmitted information marks the channel capacity of the
observer. This is the upper limit of the observer's ability to match
responses to stimuli.

Advocates maintain that the theory permits coding techniques to be compa, :d
quantitatively as to capacity and efficiency and that the effects of noi.
can be systematically controlled. Thus far, the emphasis in information
theory has been more on the side of communication engineering than on
human psychological processes; and it is not clear how fully the techniques
can be applied to man's capabilities and limitations. The purpose here,
however, is not to discuss information theory but to suggest applicstions
it may have to the matter of coding and symbology.

Shannon ani Weaver (1949), two early information theorists, propose that
there are three levels to be considered in the coding of information:

"* Technical - How accurately can the symbols be
transmitted?

"* Semantic - How accurately do the symbols convey
the intended meaning?

"* Effective - How effectively does the received
meaning affect performance in the
desired way?

They advance the idea that a code can be evaluated on the basis of the
success with which it operates on these three levels.

A slightly different approach is that of Foster (1964). Citing Miller (1956),
Crumley, et al., (1961) and Garner (1962),, she points out that information
is measured from the point of view of the interpreter, in terms of his un-
certainty and the degree to which his uncertainty is reduced. Foster says
that there are two principal effects of information coding which should be
considered - the human sensitivity to various coding dimensions and the
loss and gain of information which results from filtering and categorizing
through coding. Since the purpose of coding is to convey to the display
user some information about the real world, Foster indicates that there are
three basic interactions to be considered.

1. Coding and the Real World - This includes the
relation between coding and information content,
the human sensitivity to various coding dimensions,
the type of transformation from the real world to
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the display, and the directness of the
relationship between the display and the
real world.

2. Coding and Information Processing Tasks - This
involves, bingly or in combination, search,
identification, memory storage and retrieval,
and integration of information.

3. Sublect Variables - Among these are such individual
characteristics as the interpreter's experience,
his set, and his strategy or way of structuring
the information.

Foster's analysis, while not offered as a theory, does seem to provide a
comprehensive and useful paradigm of display coding. It summarizes the
relevant variables of coding and provides a guide line for the evaluation
of particular coding techniques. The relationship between coding and
the operator's tasks is discussed below. The relationship between coding
and the real world will be taken up in a later part of this chapter 6ealing
with the display framework or reference system.

Partial confirmation of Foster's analysis is to be found in the earlier
work of Sampson and Wade (1961), who describe a trichotomy of observer
tasks: location, recognition, and interpretation. The latter category
apparently subsumes Foster's merory storage and retrieval and information
integration tasks.

Baker and Grether (1954) approach the classification of operator tasks in
a different way. They categorize the indicator (display) in terms of the
use which the operator makes of it:

"TIn designing any type of visual indicator it is of

utmovt i lortance to consider the ways in which the
operator wilt use the injormation being presented.
This will normally require an araLysis of the types
of action the operator will be expected to take during
or after his viewing of the indicator. Generally,
the use of any indicator can be classij'ed on the
basis of one or more of the following categories.

Quantitative reading: Reading to an exact numer-
ical value.

Qualitative reading: Judging in a qualitative way
the approximate value, the approximate deviation
from a normal or desired value, and thr? direction
from a normal or desired value.
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Check reading: Verifying that a normal or de-
sired value is being indicated.

Setting: Adjusting an indicator to a desired
value, usually to an exact numerical value, or
to match another indicator.

Tracking: Intermittent or continuous adjustment
of an instrument to maintain a normal or desired
value (compensatory tracking) or to follow a
moving reference marker (pursuit tracking).

The first three of these ca÷egories, quantitative,
qualitative, and check reading, refer to the reading
of the instruments without consideration of the type of
control over the readings. The remaining two categories
refer to the way in which the operator will control the
instrument settings. Any single instrument will usually
be used in more than one of the categorized ways."

Still another way of looking at the problem of information coding is from
the viewpoint of human cognitive processes, i.e., human information handling
capacity. In this connection information theory offers some useful in-
sights. Miller (1956) suggests that in terms of absolute judgments man
can identify seven, plus or minus two, steps within a single dimension or
attribute. To increase human channel capacity it is necessary to require
relative rather than absolute judgments, to increase the number of dimen-
sions along which a stimulus can vary, or to sequence the task so that a
series of absolute judgments can be made. Alluisi et al. (1957) indicate
that information is transmitted faster when code alphabets are restricted
to a few symbols; their suggested number was six. In conversation with the
authors in August, 1967, Dr. J. Michael Naish of the Douglas Aircraft Compan)
suggested that four or five symbols, comprising about seven dimensions of
information, would be the maximum usable number for a head-up display. His
emphasis for head-up displays is on an efficient and simplified presentation
that does not unduly obscure the real world.

The information handling capacity of the human observer was summarized by
Muller and his colleagues (1955) as follows:

"1. Man's average channel capacity varies from about
3 to 6 bits per second when the number of symbols
in the alphabet is no more than 10 or 12, when the
symbols occur in random sequences, and when each symbol
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must be read or responded to in sequence....
Channel capacity also varies as a function
of the type of response required in trans-
mitting information, and as a function of
the type of coding system used.

"2. Information transmission rate increases as
the size of the alphabet is increased (at least
over the range from 2 to 32 symbols). How-
ever, as alphabet size is increased (i.e., as
each symbol carries more information) the
number of symbols handled per second decreases.

"3. Man's information transmission curve shows
a nearly one-to-one relation with input rate
up to a point near channel capacity. This is
followed by a rapid drop in output rate with
further increase in input rate. Extreme
losses in transmitted information result when
the input rate exceeds an individual's opti-
mum point... In a self-paced task each individ-
ual tends to work very close to his own opti-
mum rate.

"4. Man's information handling capacity varies by
a factor of' two or three as a function of the
specific coding alphabet and readout system
employed, i.e., as a function of symbol-read-
out compatibility. "

To be :ully adequate, a theory of information coding should indicate not
only whet is to be measured but also what units of measure are to be used
and how these measurements are to be made. It must consider the entire
heirarchy of pilot tasks, not merely E/O display content. It is obvious
that perceptx'al goodness, Zevel of abstraction, directness of real world
relationship, and channel capacity are not easy things against which to
set a yardstic•i. The literature has very little to offer on this aspect
of coding. Neither Gestalt theory nor information theory seem to be suffi-
ciently developed in respect to this problem to be of immediate practical
help. Therefore, a usable theory of information coding must be left as an
open question until further research and theoretical work have been done.

Even supposing standards and methods of measurement are found, a final
question remains. How good is good? For example, the usual method of
judging human sensitivity to a particular coding technique is to measure
the speed and accuracy of observer performance. Findings relating to the
speed of performance are fairly easy to evaluate by comparing them with
the speed of operator performance required by the system in which the
display is used. System criteria, while not a simple or an easy standard
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to apply, at least do afford an objective and usually available means for
judging the adequacy of the speed of operator response using a given code
technique. But what about accuracy? Reading errors not exceeding 1 to 5
per 100 trials are usually considered acceptable. Honigfeld, for example,
cites a report (Office of Naval Research 166-1-105, November, 1949) which
offers the criterion of 95% accuracy in responding to a code as agreed
upon by a number experts in the field. In some circumstances, this figure
is probably usable; but, if an error of response leads to misdirection or
loss of control of an aircraft, 95% is clearly not good enough. In fact,
an accident rate of 1 per 1,000 landings, if attributable to errors of
display reading, would be cause for the most serious investigation by the
military service concerned and would probably result in severe censure of
the designers of such a display. Here, then, is one area in which further
research seems called for. The determination of realistic accuracy require-
ments, in relation to the conditions of use, and the comparative evaluation
of coding techniques in light of these requirements are topics that should
be given high investigative priority.

To summarize, the theories of information coding have not yet reached a
point of definition and precision where one can predict from them the
usefulness or suitability of a particular coding technique. They do,
however, identify the qlasses of relevant human variables and indicate the
interactions among these variables. Several investigators have developed
schemes for classifying and describing the variables of information coding,
of which Foster's seems to be the most comprehensive. In general, the
selection of a code involves:

1) consideration of human sensitivity to the various
coding stimuli;

2) consideration of the user's task either in terms
of his perceptual processes or in terms of the ure
he makes of the display;

3) consideration of the real world situation which is
to be encoded and the way in which the coding scheme
symbolizes the real world and permits the observer
to perceive real world relationships.

Information theory also offers some useful guide lines both with respect
to the number of coding dimensions that can be used simultaneously and
with respect to tf- rumber of absolutely identifiable steps within a given
dimension.

At a more practical level, there is a large body of empirical evidence
to guide the designer in the s,.±ection of coding techniques. Thus, we are
in a position to know what works even though, for the present, we are not
completely sure why it works. A summation of the more important research
findings in this area is presented in the next section.
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CODING DIMENSIONS

The impetus for most of the research in coding techniques has come from
the need to develop symbols suitable for radar scopes such as PPIs or tactical
situation displays. The basic problem in radar symbology is to find methods
of encoding targets along several dimensions simultaneously in a compact
and readily identifiable way. The literature is replete with reports of
investigations on this topic, and there are several excellent surveys of
the findings, notably Muller et aZ. (1955), Sampson and Wade (1961), and
Honigfeld (1964).

Unfortunately, most of this literature has only limited application to the
problem of E/O display symbology, especially vertical situation displays.
There are several reasons for this, all stemming from the differences
between display types. In radar displays a major problem is detection of
targets against cluttered backgrounds and noise; in E/O displays the
symbols are usually generated synthetically, which permits better contrast
and the filtering out of noise. In general, E/O displays have fewer,
bigger, and more widely spaced symbols than radar displays. The pilot of
an aircraft, unlike a radar operator, is not so concerned with target
position and vector as with correlating various indices of system dynamics.
The pilot, through the aircraft control system, has much more influence
on the position and movement of the symbols on his display than does the
radar operator who is a more or less passive observer of independently
maneuvering targets. The list of differences could be continued, but
these few will serve to indicate the degree of dissimilarity between the
two types of displays and the need for caution in applying radar research
findings to E/O display symbology.

Perhaps an additional, more concrete example will underscore the point.
A glance at studies such as Baker and Grether (1954) or Honigfeld (1964)
shows that considerable attention is given to blip diameter, wheel, and
inclination codes. None of the E/O displays analyzed in the previous
chapter and no other direct view or head-up display which we know of makes
use of any such type of symbology. Furthermore, it is rare to find an
E/O display with anything near the variety and complexity of symbology
as one customarily finds on radar displays. Therefore, the following
treatment of coding dimensions will by-pass much of the literature on
radar symbology and concentrate on those coding techniques which seem to
have the greatest value for E/O displays, especially vertical situation
displays.
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Size

There are two basic questions in relation to symbol size. How large must
a symbol be, either minimally or optimally? And, how useful is size as a
coding dimension?

The answer to the first question is fairly straightforward, and this is
one area where radar symbology research is helpful. Most sources agree
that under good vi Ting conditions and at distances between 15 and 30
inches, the minimwu visible symbol size is about 5 minutes of arc. This
size, however, is adequate only for detection and perhaps gross recogni-
tion tasks. Allowances must be made for more demanding visual tasks and
for viewing conditions which are less than good. Poole (1966) suggests
that the minimum size be increased by a factor of 3 to obtain minimum
usable symbol size and that the resultant value be multiplied again by 2
if image quality is poor or if fatigue is a factor. He concludes that a
symbol size between 15 and 30 minutes of arc be considered the minimum for
all viewing tasks throughout a broad range of conditions. At a distance
of 28 inches this means that symbol size should be between 0.12 and 0.24
i-.. 1, which accords reasonably well with the findings of Dardano and
z.epnens (1958) who recommend 3/16 to 5/16 (0.19 to 0.31) inch as a mini-
mum size. At about the same viewing distance, Bowen et al. (1959) give
0.06 to 0.30 inch as the minimum satisfactory size. The former value
applies under average viewing conditions, and the latter under poor condi-
tions, which are defined as brightness less than 5 millilamberts or con-
trast less than 50 per cent. Honigfeld (1964) specifies that symbols
should be 0.4 irch or larger for a viewing distance up to 7 feet. Steed-
man and Baker .ýJ60) found i value of 12 minutes of arc to be appropriate
for a visual recognition task. Their experiment took into account poor
image quality but not variations in lighting conditions. If we use the
correction factor of 3 suggested by Poole, the results of Steedman and
Baker fall fairly well in line with the others.

It would appear, then, that a symbol size of at least 15 minutes and more
likely 30 minutes of arc is acceptable for standardization. At a viewing
distance of 28 inches, 30 minutes is equivalent to 0.24 inch; at 18 inches
it is equivalent to 0.16 inch. It should be noted that the dimension of
the symbol to which this value is to be applied is the diameter for a
circle, the length of a side for i square, the length of the longer side
for a rectangle, and the heigh, or base of a triangle (whichever is less).
For symbols of more complex shape the appropriate dimension of the simple
figure (circle, square, rectangle, or triangle) which most closely approx-
imates the shape of the symbol should be used. Note also that the above
values do not apply to alphanumeric symbols, which are discussed later
under a separate heading.

As a coding dimension, size is relatively poor. Several sources estimate
that the number of absolutely identifiable steps is on the order of four
of five. For eteample, Reese et at. (1953) indicate that the number of
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errors begins to increase significantly if more than five steps are em-
ployed, and four steps are the maximum usable if errors are to be kept
below 5 percent. Baker and Grether (1954) state that five is the maximum
usable number of steps. Poole (1966) indicates that, while it may be pos-
sible to recognize more than four size levels, four should be considered
the maximum number because of the limitations of symbol generation and
display size and because size levels beyond four are likely to result in
large, unwieldy, and cluttersome symbols. As a personal observation,
the authors feel that E/O displays should not rely on size coding for any
significant variable, especially one which is continuous or which extends
over a large range of values. This does not apply to displays where size
is used relatively, as in some contact analog displays where ground ele-
ments grow in size as altitude decreases. Here size is not being used as
a discrete or quantitative indication of altitude but rather as a supple-
mentary cue in the general representation of contact flight.

If size is used to encode four or so discrete changes of state for a var-
iable, it is recommended that the scheme proposed by Baker and Grether
(1954) be followed. In order to create a scale on which all steps are
equally identifiable, they suggest that individual values be selected so
that they are equally spaced on a logarithmic scale. Taking their example,
if five steps are to be used and the area of the largest symbol is 100
times greater than the area of the smallest, the progression of areas
would be 1, 3.2, 10, 32, and 100. Using line length as a code, a four step
scale in which the largest and smallest were in the ratio of 10 to 1 would
have intermediate steps of 2.2 and 4.6.

Shape

Of all the coding dimensions shape is probably the most widely used for
E/O displays because of the many advantages it offers. Human sensitivity
to shape differences is quite high, which permits a relatively large num-
ber of steps or information states to be encoded. Shape is a major aid
to recognition either when used pictorially to create representations of
objects in the physical world or when used symbolically to stand for ab-
stractions or qualities which are not three-dimensional. Shape is also
one of the coding dimensions which is most readily adaptable to presenta-
tion of quantitative information. Consider, for example, the advantages
of a circle and a rotating radial line to indicate time in comparison
with 'oding methods such as size, color, brightness, or pulse frequency.
Providing display resolution is good, shape coding has the further advan-
tage of requiring very little space, thus permitting high iuformation den-
sity without symbol interference or overlap.

Most research or. this topic has centered around determining the most dis-
criminable shapes and the most compatible combin;itions of shapes. Casper-
son (1950) studied the relative discriminability of six shapes and attempt-
ed to relate discriminability to three quantifiable geometric properties:
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maximum dimension, area, and perimeter. He found that, regardless of the
measure u3ed, the triangle, cross, and rectangle were consistently suiper-
ior to the star, diamond, and ellipse except when the ellipse became a
circle, in which case it ranked third. Casperson also found that increas-
ing any of the three measures increased that probability of a shape being
seen and recognized.

These results are somewhat at variance with the findings of Sleight (1952),
who asked subjects to sort 126 items, 6 examples of each of 21 different
geometric forms. Provided the maximum dimension was 10 minutes of arc or
more and contrast and definition were near optimal values, the forms which
were most quickly and accurately identifiable were, in order: swastika,
circle, crescent, airplane, cross, and star. Rectangles and triangles
ranked eighth and tenth respectively. Gerathewohl (1953) compared the
relative discriminability of four shapes under noisy conditions and found
that the triangle was the easiest to recognize followed by the square,
circle, and cross, in that order. Honigfeld (1964) describes a study by
Harris et al. (1956) which used more complex shapes on a special CRT. They
reached the conclusion that variations of a single geometric form, such as
sets of round, pointed, and triangular characters should be avoided.

Bowen et al. (1959) conducted a similar study to determine the optimum
symbols for radar displays. Of the 20 shapes examined, they determined
that the best combinations of five symbols were either 1) rectangle, circle,
zigzag (Z), cross, and semicircle or 2) cross, semicircle, ellipse, triangle,
and square. They also concluded that relatively few shapes should be used,
especially under adverse display conditions, where the number should not
exceed six.

The foregoing studies and other related research are discussed in Honigfeld
(1964), who offers the following guidelines for shape coding.

"1. The circle, rectangle, croso, and triangle are
#, moot distinctiv.Ž3 geometric fonne.

2. Squ(are, puldgons, cnd el~ipseol are discriminated
poorliy; they, chould be a'oided.

o!. z ,.tInyli 0. geometric form... ahould

4. Uniquo )ymbo•o (•..g., awo.tika, anchor, flag,
rockel,, airieane) are good in specific situations.

",.Jgybol, Io ehoud be lew in number aenl undir adoerse
{Jte;le aoylitione should not exceed six.

;. SymboL:. 0.4 inch or larger are best for viewing
uFi to 8e00n feet.
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1ographl, Iwvmhola 1 .;., jirtiteot pu It ion, course, or g~robund tIOukl sihotuld

hie oulded byv thv leural pr inc iples hut forthu earl ier,

fort vrt' tal m itaIttitIon dislaM I.ys the selecotAion of symbol shape alIso depends
on facori utheir thani dincimoritnab ility, F or thtose symbols which reprvuuont
run! worlId objectsN, pic ~tori al real ia min of g rant Impnhortance. Tha VinI
the symbol wihiceh reprwodnts Lthe nartht on a VS) mtust be, pLanar or retca~ngua-
lar stoce thin Is how the oarth appears whun viewed through the windshield.
SimltIarly, the runway or landin I s i te symbol must correspond In shapeo to
the outline of Itu real world cunterpart, !_, the symbol must he I
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triangle or a trapezoid. Thus, the designer's repertory is constrained
not only by the shape of the things hI must represent but also by the laws
of perspective which govern how these things will appear in projection
upon a vertical situation plane.

A second kind of limitation on the selection of symbol shapes arises from
the fact that the E/O display is located within a larger display complex,
the instrument panel, and is often used in conjunction with these other
instruments. The shape of a symbol may thus be influenced by the way in
which similar information is displayed on conventional instruments. If,
for example, a VSD is to contain altitude information and this same infor-
mation is presented on a tape gauge elsewhere in the cockpit, the designer
may choose for the VSD a symbol whose shape suggests a scale and a pointer
in order to facilitate cross-checking of the two altitude indicators and
to conform with user experience with more conventional. forms of altitude
presentation. Likewise, the nature of the information to be presented
may influence the choice of symbol shape. In the example of the altitude
display just used, it would also be possible to justify the selection of
a scale and pointer symbol on tile grounds that what is being shown is a
continuum and the symbol shape must permit the operator to identify his
pnqitlun within that continuum in relation to certain discrete points.
While these remark& are somewhat far afield from the basic question of the
usefulness of shape as a coding dimension for displays, they have been in-
troduced to illustrate how coding !s inextricably bound up with other as-
pects of display design and how care must be exercised in applying the
findings of basic research studies.

To summarize, extensive research has been done on the relative discrimin-
ability of shapes and the use of shape coding. This work is of value, but
it must bh tempered by considerations such as the need for pictorial realism,
tie use to which the symbol or the information is to he put, and conformity
with other display conventions. nie exact number of shapes which can be
accurately discriminated is not known, but it is certainly large enough for
normal di:iplay requirements, and shape coding should be regarded as one of
the major r.fsources oit the display designer. It should be noted that tile
discriminability of a shape tonds to increase with the size of the symbol
(C 'asperson, 1950; and Gerathewohl and Rubinstein, 1953). Therefore, the
more ImpUrtalt. it ts to recognize a given shape, the larger the symbol
ought to be. For tactical inforn'ation displays the basis for a standard
shape code alroady exists. Standardization of symbol shapes for map and
vettic al situation displays is somewhat farther off. The application of
research f intlings to the designl of certain VSD and IIS[} symbols is taker
up at lhe end of this chapter.
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Alphanumerics

Of all the coding techniques, alphanumerics has attracted the greatest
attention because letters and numerals offer almost limitless possibilities
for encoding information. The optimum characteristics of alphanumeric
codes for various applications have been the subject of intense investi-
gation over the years, and nearly half of the research reports ever pub-
lished on symbology deal with some aspect of alphanumerics. We will not
recapitulate the findings here since several excellent summaries of the
research literature are readily available. The best of these is a ref-
erence handbook recently published by Cornog and Rose (1967) which includes
resumds of over 200 studies on alphanumeric symbols. We recommend it
highly to the reader who wishes to pursue this subject in detail.

In the 1950s research on the design of alphanumeric characters for aircrew
station displays led to the font called NAMEL which has been standardized
by the armed services in MIL-M-18012 and MS 33558. See Figures 14 and 15.
MIL-M-18012 applies to transilluminated and non-transilluminated letters
and numerals for aiLcrew station displays and control panels; MS 33558 covers
numerals and letters for aircraft instrument dials. The major provisions of
MIL-M-18012 for transilluminated alphanumerics are listed in Table 17. The
MIL-M-18012 dimensions are based on a 28-inch viewing distance. To assist
in the conversion to other viewing distances, the equivalent in angular
measure is given in parenthesis below each linear dimension.

I MINN
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The MIL-M-18012 alphanumeric design has been proven acceptable for use
on instrument dials read in reflected light and on transilluminated panels,
but E/O displays are neither of these. E/O display symbols are somewhat
like transilluminated characters in that both are light-emitting, but E/O
displays are luminescent not incandescent. Further, transilluminated
characters are made up of solid translucent areas whereas E/O display
characters are not. In the case of raster video, they are made up of
closely spaced lines, usually horizontal; on line-written displays they
consist most often of short straight line segments. Thus, the technique
of generation will influence not only the shape, but the size and stroke
width of E/O display characters. The purpose of the following discussion,
then, is to examine the applicability of the provisions of MIL-M-18012 to
alphanumerics generated by electronic techniques.

Rowland and Cornog (1958) and Moore and Nida (1958) were two of the earl-
iest studies to investigate the legibility of various printing fonts on
televised displays. This led to the design of a new font known as Court-
ney, which was deemed to be more suitable for closed-circuit TV displays.
The chief features of this design, which was to be read at distances up
to four feet, were a symbol height of 0.375 inch (27 minutes of arc at 48
inches), a width-to-height ratio of 3:4, a vertical-stroke-width-to-height
ratio of 1:5.33, and a horizontal-stroke-width-to-height ratio of 1:4.
Serifs, nulls, offset, and cutoff were used as appropriate to eliminate
orientation confusion. In a follow-on study Moore and Nida (1958) found
that with an 875 instead of a 625 raster line system character height could
be reduced to 0.25 inch and retain legibility at four feet. They also
found that while a five raster line character height was a theoretical
minimum, a height of nine to ten lines was a more practical standard. In
later studies Seibert et at. (1959) and Seibert (1964) found that the mini-
mum acceptable symbol height was 12 - 15 minutes of arc and that vertical
resolution should be between 8 and 12 lines. A 1966 study by Shurtleff and
Owen cast doubt on the superiority of the Courtney font over the standard
Leroy font (which is similar to the MIL-M-18012 font) and a revised Leroy
font of their own design. However, Shurtleff and Owen did confirm that
vertical resolution on the order of 8 to 10 lines was minimal if symbol
size was to be kept at about 15 minutes of arc.

In 1967 Shurtleff published a review of the literature on the legibility
of TV symbols. In it he surveyed the extensive work done by him and his
colleagues at the Mitre Corporation and evaluated some 100 other research
reports dating back to 1941. Since the findings of our own literature view
and our own personal views agree largely with Shurtleff's, we shall - in the
interest of brevity - simply summarize the major points of his article.

1. For 98 - 99 per cent accuracy of identification, vertical
symbol size must be between 8 and 12 lines per symbol
height (Seibert et al. 1959), a minimal resolution of 10
lines being recommended for systems applications (Shurtleff
and Owen, 1966).
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2. Visual sizes required for 99 per cent accuracy vary from
about 13 minutes of ar6 for a resolution of 10 lines to
36 minutes of arc for 6 lines. (Shurtleff et at., 1966b)

3. Accuracy and speed of identification with TV raster symbols
are as good as with solid-stroke symbols if the active
element of the raster is twice the width of the inactive
element. (Botha and Shurtleff, 1963b)

4. The quality of interlace is not a major factor in accuracy
of identification. (Elias et at., 1964; Elias, 1965;
Shurtleff and Owen, 1966)

5. There is little difference between zandwidths of 2 and 4 mc.
for symbol resolutions from 6 to 18 lines per symbol height
and for visual sizes ranging from 3 to 15 minutes of arc.
Bandwidths less than 2 me. are undesirable. (Siebert, 1964)
The utility of bandwidths greater than 4 mc. was not studied.

6. The visual size required 99 per cent accuracy is about 11
per cent greater for symbols at the edge of the raster than
for symbols at the center. (Shurtleff et al., 1966b)

7. The critical viewing angle at which significant inaccuracy
of identification begins to occur is between 19 and 38 de-
grees from a normal line of sight. (Seibert et al. 1959)

8. For intermediate values of symbol and background brightness
the direction of contrast (light on dark or dark on light)
is not a major factor 1n legibility. (Seibert et al., 1959;
Kelly, 1960)

9. Angular scan orientation has no significant effect on accur-
acy or speed of identification. There are only slight dif-
ferences when scan lines are oriented 45 degrees to the base
of the symbol as compared to when they are parallel to the
base of the symbol. (Shurtleff et al., 1966a)

10. Specially designed symbols seem to be no better than those
of conventional design. Therefore, standard Leroy symbols
are recommended for television displays because of their
familiarity, ease of construction, and greater availability.
(Shurtleff and Owen, 1966)

To Shurtleff's last point we would add that, in view of the similarity
between Leroy and MIL-M-18012 characters, MIL-M-18012 also seems to be
suitable as a standard font for televised displays, or at least as a
goal toward which display designers should work.
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The values for symbol height in visual angle cited by Shurtleff are reason-
ably close to those specified in MIL-M-18012 for transilluminated alpha-
numerics-- 13 - 15 minutes in Shurtleff vs. 15 - 17 minutes for white on
black and 19 - 21 minutes for white on grey. For raster and line-written
direct view displays we recommend, therefore, that the minimum height for
alphanumerics be 15 minutes of arc if good contrast can be preserved. If
not, 21 to 25 minutes of arc should be specified as a minimum. For raster
displays, size should also be specified in terms of the number of lines
per symbol height. That is, under good contrast conditions, vertical
symbol height should be 15 minutes of arc or 10 raster lines, whichever
is greater. Under poorer conditions of contrast vertical symbol height
should be 21 to 25 minutes of arc or 16 raster lines, whichever is greater.
Since these values are not fully supported by empirical evidence, we fur-
ther recommend that research be undertaken to verify their appropriateness.

As to character font, stroke width, and width-to-height ratio, we also
conclude that MIL-M-18012 is suitable as a goal for E/O displays so long as
allowances are made for departures from this norm due to the techniques
of generation and the vertical and horizontal resolution of the display
system. We have found very little evidence to indicate how much degrada-
tion in form and proportion is tolerable. We suspect that legibility
will vary not only with symbol font, but also with such conditions of use
as the amount of alphanumerically coded information, the operator's famil-
iarity with the numeral and letter combinations, and the degree to which
he can anticipate the occurrence of given statements. Here, too, we be-
lieve it is preferable to test these hypotheses through empirical studies.

For head-up displays the situation is much less clear. We have found al-
most no research that pertains to the legibility of head-up display alpha-
numeric symbols. Our own experience indicates that symbol sizes on head-
up displays should be somewhat larger than on direct view displays in order
to ensure that the symbols will be visible against variegated and high
brightness backgrounds. Symbol sizes of 25 to 35 minutes of arc are com-
monly found on contemporary head-up displays. With the increased symbol
height comes a consequent reduction in stroke-width-to-height ratio, often
to 1:10 or 1:15. The result is a rather thin, spidery font which lacks the
bulk, and perhaps some of the qualities of good visibility, found in alpha-
numerics on direct view displays and on conventional aircraft panels and
instruments. However, we know of no reports which actually demonstrate
that such is the case.

The shape of head-up display alphanumerics is likewise a subject of concern
among display designers and users. Head-up displays tend to be line-
written displays, on which alphanumeric characters are generated by
matrices of short straight line segments or strokes. With present stroke
generators curved lines are hard to achieve. The most common technique
is to generate characters from a box figure-8 matrix, if only numerals
are required. If letters are also required, a more complex matrix must
be used. One such is that proposed by Cohen and Webb (1953), which makes
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use of the matrix shown in Figure 16. Cohen and Webb found that if MIL-
M-18012 alphanumerics were not attainable, this font gave satisfactory
results after a short period of training and practice. Another font is
that developed for the numerals on the F-11B head-up display, which
makes use of a digital-matrix symbol generation tachnique. These numerals
are made up of relatively small line segments (about 1.5 minutes). When
combined into symbols, these segments give reasonably good approximations
of curved lines and can be used to create a font similar to that of MTL-M-
18012. The numeral 3 written with each of these matrizes and the MIL-N-18012
numeral 3 for comparison are shown in Figure 16.

E 3
MATRIX THREE MATRIX THREE MATRIX THREE MIL-M-18012

BOX 8 FONT COHEN & WEBB FONT F-111B FONT

Figure 16. TYPICAL STROKE-WRITING ALPHANUMERIC SYMBOL MATRICES

We do not believe that the techniques of alphanumeric generation for
head-up displays have yet reached a point of development where standardi-
zation is feasible. We recommend that the design and testing of letter
and numeral fonts suitable for head-up displays be given high priority.
As a tentative, interim arrangement we suggest that a minimum symbol height
of 30 minutes would be satisfactory and that MIL-M-18012 be used as a guide
for symbol font design, even though deviations are to be expected and
should be tolerated.

Color

Color is generally recognized as an excellent coding dimension. It com-
mands attention and greatly facilitates search and recognition tasks. In
some circumstances it has been demonstrated that color enhances performance
in interpretation, reading, and higher cognitive tasks. Color lends itself
readily to combination with other types of codes, especially geometric and
alphanumeric. All in all, color seems to offer great promise for use in
E/O displays.

In a series of studies (1962, 1963, 1965) Smith and his colleagues inves-
tigated the effects of color on a variety of visual tasks. They found
that, while the use of color significantly reduced search time, neither
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the particular colors of the target and the display background nor the
direction of color contrast had any appreciable effect. An almost identi-
cal conclusion was reached by Brooks (1965), whose study showed that there
was a significant difference in search times only between a colored and a
monochromatic display. For multicolored displays, Smith (1962) found that
when the subject knew the color of the target in advance, search time was
shorter than when he did not. When the color of the target was unknown,
search time was about the same as for a monochromatic display. For a
slightly more complex task, counting all the displayed items of a particu-
lar class, Smith (1963) again found that color coding measurably improved
performance. In a subsequent study (Smith et al. 1965a and 1965b), sub-
jects were required to perform row-comparison and item-counting tasks on
a display consisting of two-digit entries arranged in a tabular matrix.
Color coding resulted in an average reduction in counting time of 72 per
cent and a decrease in error frequency of 86 percent, where the display
format was not related to the task. For row-comparison color coding pro-
duced reductions of 47 per cent in counting time and 43 per cent in error
frequency. While the tasks in this last study were perhaps not typical
of those for a flight or navigation display, the results do suggest that
color coding is a significant aid for a broader range of tasks than just
target detection and recognition.

Partial confirmation of this assertion can be found in the work of McLean
(1965), who investigated the effects of color and brightness contrast,
direction of contrast, and contrast values upon the legibility of a cir-
cular dial. He found that the addition of color contrast to a dial of
given achromatic brightness contrast, with a light on dark direction of
contrast, could improve the legibility of the dial. Legibility was also
found to increase as color contrast increased. McLean concluded that
color might have a wider application as a coding technique in complex
system displays than previously supposed.

Honigfeld (1964) reports a study by Hitt (1961), who examined the effec-
tiveness of color in comparison with other coding dimensions: numeral,
letter, geometric shape, and configuration. Hitt found that searching
and recognition are two independent task factors and that color and numeral
codes were superior to the others. Further, if correct recognition of
symbols is more important than reducing search time, numeral coding is
superior to color coding. Honigfeld also cites a study by Newman and
Davis (1961), who examined color coding as a means of reducing the number
of symbols on a display. Results indicated that symbol-plus-color coding
was superior for the tasks of locating and decoding compound symbols. From
this and similar evidence Honigfeld concluded that

"Color is a superior coding dimension when the operator
must simply locate targets. When he must also identify
targets, however, color is most useful when combined
with other symbols, such as numerics or geometries."
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A great deal of research effort has also been devoted to establishing the
number of different colors which can be used together effectively. In
general, the number of colors (spectral hues) which can be identified de-
pends upon the brightness and size of the light source, the nature of the
observer's task, and the particular colors used. If only relative judg-
ments are required, i.c., if the observer is asked only to tell whether
two simultaneously presented color stimuli are the same or different, the
number of discriminable spectral hues is quite large. Rizy (1965) cites
an unpublished report by Halsey (1962), who estimates that under ideal
conditions the total number may be as high as ten million. However, Halsey
continues, under poor observing conditions and considering stringent speed
and accuracy demands made on the operator as well as the realistic limita-
tions imposed by operational color generating equipment, the number of
discriminable colors may be as low as three.

Most experimenters prefer to use absolute judgment as the criterion of
discriminability. That is, the observer is presented with a single stimu-
lus which he must identify by name without reference to a standard. Baker and
Grether (1954) advise that, if the source has a brightness of at least 1
millilambert and subtends at least 45 minutes of arc, the ten hues shown
in Figure 17 can be correctly identified nearly 100 per cent of the time.

Wavelengths in

Angstroms () (I

VIOLET BLUE GREEN YELLOW RED

Figure 17. TEN ABSOLUTELY IDENTIFIABLE SPECTRAL HUES
(Adapted from Baker and Grether, 1954)

If white is included, the number of absolutely identifiable hues is eleven.
Several other sources, Halsey and Chapanis (1953), Muller ?t zZ. (1955),
Morgan et al. (1963), and Poole (19b6), concur with this estimate.

However, some investigators caution that while ten (or with white, eleven)
may be a maximum number, the number usable for a color code is probably
somewhat fewer. Conver and Kraft (1958) found that five to eight were the
most that could be used for coding purposes. Earlier, Muller Ct al. (1955)
had recommended that care should be exercised when using color for more
than four or five coding categories. Their reasons for advising caution
were as follows:

"The apparent color of an ovbect is a function of
ra~merous factors, includfng the distribution of the
energy that is transmitted from the object to the
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eye, the nature of the background against which the
object is viewed, and the state of adaptation of the
eye. For example, the apparent color of a surface
varies with changes in the color temperature of' the
illumination and with the introduction of other
colored objects into the field of view."

These findings and recommendations are only partially applicable to CRT
displays, which produce color not by absorption or reflection but by an
additive light-emitting process. That is, on CRTs small dots of three
primary colors are produced either singly or in combinations to yield
various colors. Even though rapid advancements have been made in the de-
velopment of colored phosphors, the present state of color tube technology
limits the number of spectral hues which can be produced on E/O displays.
Poole (1966) estimates that the practical limit, given present three-color
generation techniques, is about seven. Satisfactory results in achieving
up to this number have been obtained under laboratory conditions, but
they have not yet been realized for airborne displays under operational
conditions. Under field conditions it is still difficult to produce more
than four absolutely discriminable hues - red, yellow, green, and blue.

Rizy (1965) points out additional reasons for using care in the application
of color research data to color-additive displays.

"The application of color addition to actual coding
requirements has its unique constraints. First,
by definition, the additive symbol colors must vary
not only in hue but in saturation and brightness.
Second, any recommendation concerning applying
color additive codes to info)mation presentation
khould take into consideration the nature of the
display observer's task, which contains elements
of both relative and absolute judgment. Finally,
there is no necessity in display-observer interface
for equally discriminable symbol colors, but only
for seven colors which produce the highest cnount
of discrimination obtainable."

Our review of the literature has turned up very little data on the relative
effectiveness of various colors for coding, and even less that is of speci-
fic applicability to CRTs. Using a film projection technique and a three-
color (red, green, blue) additive process similar to that of CRTs, Snadowsky
et al. (1964) found that the relative order of discriminability was red,
yellow (red + green), blue, magenta (red + blue), white (red + blue + green),
green, and cyan (blue + green). They also found that registration (super-
position) of the color images was of critical importance in the recognition
of two- and three-color compounds. Whan misregistration exceeded 65 per
cent, i.e., when the constituent color images overlapped by one-third or
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less, color recognition was severely degraded. Since the experimental
conditions were close to ideal for observation, they further concluded
that a misregistration parameter of somewhat less than 65 per cent would
be the maximum tolerable in an operational environment.

A later color additive study by Rizy (1965), who was one of Snadowsky's
associates in the study just cited, produced somewhat different results.
Rizy found that red was superior, followed by yellow, magenta, and white
which were statistically equivalent, and finally cyan, blue, and green.
The superiority of red is not surprising; the attention-getting value of
this color is well known. This may also account for the high rank of
magenta, wh:ich was made up of red and olue. The high discriminability of
yellow can probably be explained, as Rizy suggests, by the nature of the
response of the human visual mechanism. The low rank of green is hard to
explain since it and yellow are the brightest appearing colors, and green
has long been regarded as an excellent color in terms of visibility and
discriminability. Rizy suggests that the poor showing of green may be
accounted for by the peculiarities of the color generation process and
by the tendency of subjects to confuse green and cyan (blue-green).

Apart from these studies, there seems to be very little research which
would support the selection of a specific color code or color scheme for
E/O displays. One scheme which has been suggested, specifically for direct
view VSDs, is the so-called natural scheme of blue for the sky and browr
and green for the earth. Command Information, such as steering, and
status infotmation not directly related to display coordinates (e.g.,
airspeed or vertical velocity) could be presented in white or yellcw.
Another scheme which has been advanced is tha- of the conventional color
coding now used for cockpit indicator lights - red for warning, emergency,
or danger; yellow for caution; blue for advisory; and green for satisfac-
tory, correct, or go. Just how this could be related to classes of in-
formation such as command and status or attitude, airspeed, and altitude
is not clear. The opto-mechanical head-up display developed in France
makes extensive use of color coding for various categories of information.
Attitude, airspeed, altitude, and heading are each presented in a differ-
ent color to assist the pilot in identifying the various indices which
make up the display. We do not know the rationale by which the various
colors were selected and assigned to display quantities. All of these
schemes are based on convention or nonce arrangements and do not necessar-
ily take into account either human performance variables or the unique
properties of color on CRT displays. Further, none of these seem compat-
ible with the use of red light in the cockpit at night.

Because of the relative paucity of experimental evidence in this area and
because of the somewhat contradictory results of the few studies that have
been done, we conclude that a color standard for E/O displays cannot be
specified at this time. Specifically, research is needed to relate color
on CRTs to human performance variables and to realistic visual tasks which
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the observer t perform. Such research should also take into account
the problems of ambient illumination, both day and night, and the effects
that other light-emitting sources in the cockpit may have on the E/O dis-
play. For head-up displays the critical problem is not just the discrimi-
nability of colors but the discriminability of colors against the external
world backgrounds which may be encountered in operational use. Since it
is reasonable to assume that airborne color displays will become a reality
within the next three years or so, we urge that such investigations be
given a high priority. A further discussion of color as it applies to CRT
displays is contained in Chapter V (pages 267 ff).

Motion

The human ability to estimate velocity is extremely poor, especially with-
out an available standard for comparison or without considerable past ex-
perience. Even with a basis of comparison, judgments are usually only rela-
tive, i.e., faster or slower. In general, estimates of acceleration, the
rate at which velocity is changing, are even more inaccurate. For these
reasons very little attention has been paid to motion as a coding dimension
for displays.

The circumstances in which motion does seem to be of some value are when
an object moves against a stationary background or when it movc. different-
ly from other elements In the visual field. Since this calls for a quali-
tative judgment only, the absolute or relative motion of the object may aid
in detection or recognition. Such a case is a radar display where the
greater speed of airborne targets causes them to stand out from surface
targets

3ome contemporary E/O displays do make use of motion as a coding dimension.
The F-111B displays are one such case. Here all display elements are sta-
tionary if all commands have been satisfied and if attitude is stable.
The movement of a symbol is, thus, a cue that the status of the aircraft
or the command values have changed. The same is true of the attitude and
steering elements of most of the other displays analyzed in Chapter III.
Some may not consider this a legitimate case of motion being used as a
coding dimension since it only serves as an attention-getting device and
since other factors such as position and pattern recognition also come into
play.

Better examples of motion as a coding technique are the AAAIS and V/STOL
displays discussed in Chapter III. On the AAAIS dashed lines which run
along the edge of the pathway symbol are used to indicate deviations from
command airspeed. (See Table 6.) If the actual speed of the aircraft is
less than command speed, the dashed lines move up the display or, because
of perspective, away from the observer. The dashed lines move in the op-
posite sense if actual airspeed is greater than command airspeed. In
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both cases the apparent velocity of the symbols is proportional to the
difference between command and actual values. The pilot's task is to ad-
just airspeed so that the dashed lines remain motionless on the dteploy.
A similar technique is used on the V/STOL display for landing. (Sea
Table 8.) In this case display elements move up or down the display (away
from or toward the observer) to indicatet groundspsed and laterally to Indicate
lateral ground velocity. We have conflicting reports of pilot acceptance
of this kind of symbology, and we cannot speculate as to its effective-
ness. In general, the success of such a technique will depend upon the
scaling and sensitivity of symbol movement and the compatibility of this
type of presentation with overall display dynamics.

As a personal observation, we would caution against the use of motion cod-
ing on head-up displays. Collimation causes head-up display symbols to
appear at optical infinity. This is, of course, not true infinity, and
the optical system is in fact focused at some finite distance ahead of
the aircraft. The observer's estimate of this distance can be influenced
by such factors as the distance to the real world objects seen through the
combining glass, collfiaation errors in the optical system, and the size oi
display elements in relation to other visible objects. Since estimates of
velocity are directly proportional to how far from the observer the object
appears to be, any error in range estimation will lead to corresponding
errors in velocity judgments. Thus it would appear unadvisable on a head-
up display to use a form of presentation which calls for the observer to
determine the velocity or acceleration of a symbol as a means of control-
ling the aircraft.

Flash or Flicker

The possibility of using flicker or flash rate coding has been examined
by several investigators over the last twenty years, and all have conclud-
ed that flicker is an inefficient coding dimension. Gebhard (1948) recom-
mended that its use be limited to a single on-off pattern for the purpose
of attracting attention. Baker and Grether (1954) considered it unsatis-
factory because of the high brightnesses required in order to avoid fusion
at the higher flash rates. Morgan et al. (1963) and Poole (1966) advise
against flashing coding because it can be extremely distracting and annoy-
ing, especially if there is more than one symbol blinking at any given
time. Honigfeld (1964) cites several studies in connection with radar
displays. All of these indicate that the number of discriminable steps
under ideal conditions is on the order of five and that probably no more
than three (4 cps, lcps, and 1/3 cps) can be used effectively. Honigfeld
also notes a series of studies by Gerathewohl which suggest that, within
limits, the higher flash rates are more conspicuous than the lower and
that subjects tend to respond more quickly with higher flash rates.
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condition symbolized should have a natural relation in that their assoc-
iation shout• conicrm to well-established habits or population stereotypes.
(Muller at 1., 1955) Code compatibility will not only promote speed and
aeeuracy ,f interpretation, it will also facilitate learning and simplify
the training process.

An early, and definitive, statement of what is meant by code compatibility
is that of Baker and Grether (1954).

"l.foimation may be considered to be quantitative, quali-
tative, or both. Q•alitative information concerns kinds
of objects or relationships such as friend or foe, bomb-
er or fighter, etc. Qiantitative information concerns
the extent of magnitude of an object or relationship such
as the speed of a missle, the attitude of a bomber, etc.
Methods of coding information can also be considered as
quantitative, qualitative, or both. Codes relying on
geometric shapes or colors are considered to be qualita-
tive codes because the various colors and various shapes
are qualitatively different. Codes relying on size,
brightness, length, etc. are quantitative codes be-
cause these differences are solely quantitative. Nun-
ber codes can be considered to be qualitative or
quantitative. Codes are more easily interpreted when
qualitative codes are used to code qualitative infor-
mation and when quantitative codes are used to code
quanti tativc injornmation."

FýL. EjO displays, which tend to be pictorial displays, code compatibility
is doubly important. Not only should there be compatibility between the
code and the information encoded, the display should also represent a
familiar approximation to the real world situation. That is, the code
should comply with conventional and stereotypic meanings normally associa-
ted with such symbols. With an E/O display most observer tasks entail
recognition and interpretation of relationships between elements or parts
of the total information available. It is important, therefore, that any
existing relationships between the symbol and the thing symbolized be used
to advantage. This suggests the need for stimulus-response compatibility
and the maintenance of relationships between the real and displayed worlds,
but it also implies a directness of association between what is represented
and its representation. As Foster (1964) points out, this directness of
relationship is not always easy to achieve. It may be that there is no
coding dimension available, or technically feasible, which has a natural
relationship to the information to be encoded. For example, what shape,
color, or shade of gray naturally suggests angle of attack? It may also
be that the information to be encoded is abstract while the code, by its
very nature, is concrete. In such a situation the display designer's task
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becomes one of finding a suitable way of presenting the abstract in a con-
crete form, i.e., as a perceptual (in distinction to a conceptual) dimen-
sion. The degree to which a particular situation can be made more con-
crete through coding will determine the facility and accuracy with which
the operator can manipulate the information presented on the display,

Unfortunately, there are very few stereotypic associations between coding
dimensions and specific itemn of information, and any practical satiaes-
tions on this topic will be sketchy at besr. Apart from purely pictorial
representations, the following are the symbol meanings most frequently
cited in the limited research literature available.

1. Crossed lines generally indicate a fixed or reference
point.

2. Location is at the geometric center of a symbol or at

a dot.

3. An arrow points in the direction of travel,

4. Size or number indicates magnitude.

5. A flickering symbol indicates emergency.

6. Red stands for danger, warning, or emergency;
yellow for caution; and green for satisfactory,
operable or "go".

Table 18 on the following page is a summary of the significant character-
istics of the coding dimensions appropriate for E/O displays.
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REFERENCE SYSTEM AND DISPLAY DYNAMICS

The famework

Flying is essentially an activity in which the pilot's task is to deter-
mine what situation exists and to take action to make the flight profile
conformn to some future, desired situation. Carol (1965) sums up the pilot's
task in four questions.

Where am I with respect to my destination and desired route?

Where Is and what should be my velocity vector?

What is and should be my attitude, thrust, and configuration?

What should I do with the controls?

These questions define, according to Carel, a hierarchy of goals and tasks
for the pilot. The answer to the first question implies certain more spe-
cific questions to be asked and answered at the next lower level. These,
in turn, lead to still more specific questions until finally the pilot
reaches the lowest level, at which he takes some particular control action.
This will produce a change in attitude, thrust, or configuration, which will
affect the velocity vector and -- ultimately -- the flight path with respect
to the destination. The pilot's role, therefore, consists of an iterative
descent and ascent of this hierarchy, meeting goals at one level by deter-
mining sub-goals and tasks at subordinate levels until he closes the loop with
a specific control action and reascends the ladder of goals and tasks.

The purpose of the display is to support this activity by providing the
pilot with information about the present and future of the aircraft. The
information content of the display is important; so, too, the coding tech-
niques used to translate the information into a readily perceptible and
recognizable form. Of equal importance, however, is the way in which the
information is structured. Structure not only serves to define and describe
the relationships among the parts of the situation; it also serves to define
the whole and determine what is relevant, i.e., what is and is not part of
the situation. However, for structure to have some influence on information
processing it is not enough that it simply be present; it must be recog-
nized as such by the human information processor.

The spatial ordering or structuring of a display is perhaps the most basic
of design questions since it is within this framework that the entire dis-
play must be organized. In structuring the display the two basic parts
of the pilot's task must be kept in mind. First, the pilot must determine
his position, attitude, and velocity vector with respect to the real world.
This suggests that the display must in some way reproduce the familiar
structure of the external world. However, the pilot must also take action
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based on his assessment of the situation to make the flight path conform
to his wishes. This implies that the structure of the display must be
related to his control tasks. That is, the display provides the pilot
with an index of actual performance and an index of desired performance.
At least one of these indices will move as a result of manipulating the
controls. Ideally, the reference system of the display should be related
to cockpit coordinates and the movement of display elements should be con-
sonant with specific control actions.

The basic aircraft situation is three-dimensional (X-Y-Z); but the display
being planar, permits only two coordinate axes to be used as a reference
system. The customary solution is to present two separate views of the
flight domain which are related by having one common dimension. The ver-
tical situation display is a projection of the flight situation in azimuth
and elevation (Y-Z) on a vertical plane ahead of the aircraft. This pro-
vides a reference system for pitch, roil, heading, angle of attack, and
steering, all of which may be expressed either as translations or rota-
tions with respect to display coordinates. The horizontal situation dis-
play is a projection of the flight situation downward upon a horizontal
plane beneath the aircraft. This is a reference system in X-Y in which
geographic position, heading, course, and track can be presented by appro-
priate translations and rotations. It is also possible to show the air-
craft situation in an X-Z coordinate system, sometimes called an E-scan
or a range-elevation display. E-scan displays have found some application
in terrain followiog presentations, but their use is limited because such
displays suffer from the disadvantage of inconsistency with aircraft con-
trol system coordinates. The VSD and HSD, by contrast, are compatible
both with the real world and control system coordinates, and for this
reason they are the most widely used.

Integration

The central problem of display design is to find ways of integrating the
parameters of flight into the horizontal and vertical coordinate systems.
As a first step it is necessary to find a rationale for assigning certain
classes of information to each coordinate system or view of the flight
domain. Carel (1965) and Roscoe (1967) suggest a solution to the prob-
lem of allocation can be found by referring to the hierarchical nature of
pilot tasks. That is, information about position, route, and destination
is hierarchically related and should be presented in a common reference
system. The HSD is the appropriate site for such information since it is
in X-Y that the position and route of the aircraft are described. Infor-
mation relating to velocity vector and attitude fall within another level
of the hierarchy and are best portrayed in the coordinates of a VSD. This
scheme has the additional advantage of allocating short-term aircraft re-
sponse characteristics to one display, the VSD, and more slowly changing
aspects of the situation to another, the HSD. The &rguments of Carol and
Roscoe on this matter are convincing, and this position seems to be one
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that is generally held by display designers. At least, the practice in
contemporary display design seems to reflect an allocation scheme of this
sort.

Further questions of what can be integrated into the VSD and HSD frame-
work and how it is to be done do not yield so readily to solution. In
part, the difficulty stems from a disagreement about just what constitutes
integration. Sampson and Wade (1961) say that the concept of integration
implies a variety of procedures by means of which the operator is relieved
of the need to integrate information because the equipment does it for him.
Displays may be said to be integrated when the information presented to
the operator has been corrected, transformed, filtered, referenced, made
more natural or direct, or has in some other way been processed so that
the opera,.or does not have to perform these operations for himnelf. Samp-
son and Wade further distinguish between on-the-panel integration and
behind-the-panel integration. The former refers to structuring, referen-
cing, or organizing data while the latter is primarily concerned with
automatic data processing and transformation. Only on-the-panel integra-
tion is of concCIL, for the moment.

One definition of on-the-panel integration is that it consists of combin-
ing several indications in a single instrument or display. Considerable
research has been devoted over the years to developing such combined air-
craft instruments. One such is the horizontal situation indicator (HSI)
now in common use. It combines compass heading, course, omni or Tacan
selection, ADF, and approach path indications. Another so-called inte-
grated instrument is the attitude director indicator (ADI) which combines
a gyro-stabilized attitude sphere, compass heading, flight director
and ILS cross pointers. Integration, in this sense, implies physical
combination of two or more indicators in some common or compatible refer-
ence system. The best example of this type of integration is the standard
Air Force T arrangement of flight instruments, which consists of a cen-
trally located attitude and flight director instrument flanked by airspeed
and altitude tapes. Directly below the ADI-Flight Director is a Horizontal
Situation Indicator (HSI). Attitude, airspeed, and altitude are read with
reference to a single horizontal line extending across the displays. A
single vertical line extending through the ADI-Flight Director and HSI
completes the T and provides a reference for information such as heading,
steering, and course.

A more stringent definition of integration is that all information about
the flight situation must be presented within a common reference system
which is compatible with earth coordinates, aircraft coordinates, or --
preferably -- both. This definition leads to a predominantly pictorial
display on which the visual cues important to aircraft control are synthe-
tically reproduced. Purely symbotlic indications are kept to a minimum and
are used only when "natural" cues are inadequate or impossible to present
pictorially. The proponents of this type of integration maintain thft it
yields a display which is more easilv learned and interpreted because it
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corresponds directly to the pilot's visual experience with the external
world. Further, it allows more than one element of aircraft performance
to be seen at one time and makes relationships between these elements
easier to perceive. Also, because all elements are contained within a
common reference, it is possible to comprehend the situation as a whole
and to see how the parts relate to the whole.

Of the two definitions of integration we tend to favor the latter. The
crux of the pilot's information processing task is in determining the
relationships which exist between the elements of the flight situation.
It seems reasonable to conclude that the best way to help the pilot reach
solutions about real world relationships is to create a display which
preserves these relationships. Such a display has the twin virtues of
naturalness and of directness of association between what is represented
and its representation. A display structured and integrated in terms of
real world and aircraft coordinates will entail the minimum number of
transformations for the pilot Ln converting information into action.

It is apparent, however, that not all the parameters of flight can be
integrated into a common reference system. Airspeed, altitude, and verti-
cal velocity, for example, cannot conveniently be expressed in VSD or HSD
dimensions even though they are related to the X, Y, and Z axes of the real
world situation. Further, there are non-spatial quantities such as time
to go, friendly or hostile, and fuel quantity which cannot be fitted into
any basic reference system which also contains pitch, roll, heading, and
the like. Thus, it is evident that total integration of information, how-
ever desirable, is not truly possible and that some items of information
will have to be displayed separately or encoded symbolically. That is,
they may be presented in proximity to the display or even on the display,
but they cannot be an integrated part of the display. Whether and how
to include this information is a long standing problem in display design.
We will not further interupt the discussion of the display reference
system by going deeper into these questions here. Some of the techniques
zommonly employed for displaying this kind of information will be taken
up at the end of this chapter,

Related to the concept of integration as we view it is the notion of
realism. It has been stated that one of the advantages of integration is
that it provides for presentation of information in a natural way which is
consistent with the real world. This is to say that the display must cor-
respond to reality aw the pilot perceives it. A display whose content is
encoded graphically and structured in real world coordinates will be most
readily interpreted because it is veridical. Wulfeck et aZ. (1958) guggest
that it would probably be more economical and efficient to present data in
the language and number symbols which the pilot customarily uses in his
thought processes rather than in a picture. On the other hand, they con-
tinue, symbols are not the real thing and learning is required to use them
properly. The possibility of incorrect interpretation of symbols always
exists since they call for a number of cognitive steps or transformations.
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Pictorial displays appear to require less learning, to be more readily
interpretable, and to give rise to fewer errors.

The element of realism is predominant in the contact analog display, which
presents a stylized pictorial recreation of the real world scene as it
would be in VFR flight. The basic notion of the contact analog is that
the display should serve as a surrogate or pictorial analog of the
external visual world. Carel (1965) holds a slightly different view. He
maintains that pictorial realism is not nearly so important as kinematic
realism. That is, the display need present only a skeletal representation
of the real world, just sufficient to suggest its predominant physical
features. It is of prime importance, however, that the display be fully
realistic in its motion relationships and that it faithfully represent
the dynamic aspects of flight. A third, and somewhat novel, view is that
of Fogel (1963). He points out that vestibular and kinesthetic cues play
an equally important role to that of vision in maintaining orientation in
flight. He contends that an attitude and flight control display should be
realistic both to the visual sense-and to the pilot's internal sense of
orientation. To this end, he proposes a display design which is a kines-
thetic analog (kinaZog) of the human operator. With this display a movable
element representing t'e aircraft rotates in relation to a fixed horizon
as the aircraft banked. The symbol remains rotated as long as the kines-
thetic and vestibular cues of being tilted predominate. However, as the
body adapts to this new orientation, the aircraft symbol slowly rights
itself. The horizon line, meanwhile, begins to rotate in the opposite
direction in order to preserve a correct visual indication of the bolk
angle of the aircraft. Thus, the display is initially an outside-in dis-
play but, as time passes, gradually proceeds toward an inside-out display
in an exponential manner. The position along this inside-out, out dde-in
cuntinuum depends both on the passage of time and the magnitude ol the g
force sensed by the pilut.

Despite differing views as to what parts of experience to draw upon, these
investigators are unanimous in their emphasis on realism. Fidelity to the
real world, however one chooses to define it, is an essential feature of
integrated flight displays. These investigators are also correct in their
emphasis on the dynamic aspects of the flight situation. The structure of
a display involves more than just consideration of how elements are spa-
tially ordered. It is equally important to consider how the elements of
the display move in response to changes in the aircraft situation.

Display Dynamics

As viewed from the cockpit, the elements of the visual world move with
bix degrees of freedom. They may translate along one or more of the X, Y,
and Z coordinates; and they may rotate about any of these three axes. The
question is how to represent these motions within the display coordinate
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moving map and fixed map are certainly not objectionable, we prefer not
to use them since they are merely synonyms for insidi-out and outside-in
in the special case of navigational displays.

In this connection, it may also be worthwhile to touch on the distinction
between ocnpePisa to ry tr'acking and pursuit tracking. These terms also
refer to methods of presenting command information. A command display is
one on which the operator is presented with an index of desired performance
and an index of actual performance. His task is to manipulate a control
to eliminate any discrepancy which may exist between the two indices. This
task is called trckln. In comnpenocatory tracking only one of the indices
of performance moves; the other is fixed. If the index of desired per-
formance moves, the command presentation is fly-to. If the index of actual
porformance moves, it is fly-from. With either, the operator is presented
only with a statement of the combined error batween the performance of his
own vehicle and the tracked variable. In some circumstances, however,
4C.¶0 the vehici¢le and ttua tratknaa variatle t.re capable of independent var-
i&cion. Such is the case when an aircraft is pursuing a moving target.
That is, the positions of the aircraft and the target are variable not
only with respect to each other, but also with respect to the earth. Here
it may be desirable to provide the operator with a display which shows the
performance of eacb element independently. Such a display is called a
pu'au-it tracking display. In this case bouh the index of actual perform-
ance and the index of desired performance move independently against a
fixed reference. The operator has not only a statement of the error be-
tween his performance and the command variable, but also an indication
of how each varies with respect to a common reference. Thus, he is in a
position to know how much of the total error is contributed by each element.

Dynamics is one of the most intensively investigated areas in display design.
The literature on this topic is too voluminous to present in any detail,
so we shall cite only examples to show the general lines of investigation
and the trend of the findings. There is no single reference document to
whi'ih we can refer the reader interested in going into the subject In
depth. Standard human engineering references such as Morgan et at. (1963)
and McCormick (1964) contain informative discussions and provide good
general bibliographies. Baker and Grether (1954), Williams ot a•. (1956),
Wulfeck c" al. (1958), Fogel (1963), and Carel (1965) all deal extensively
with the questions of dynamics as it applies to airborne displays, and
together they contain citations of most of the specialized studies con-
ducted during the period 1945-1965. There are two other investigaLors,
R, D. Loucks and Ii. 1'. 111•ingham, who have conducted numerous studies
on the subject. Unfortunately, the findings of neither have been compiled
in a single document, but a literature search under these names will turn
up several purtinent references.

The question of inside-out vs. outside-in is one of the most thoroughly
investigated topics in diaplay design. Nonetheless it stilt remains a
hotly controversial issue. Loucks. (1945) compared four different types
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of attitude indicators with the standard Air Force inside-out instrument.
He found that the best performance was obtained with an outside-in indi-
cator on which the reference horizon line remained fixed and the aircraft
symbol moved in such a manner that it rotated clockwise when the aircraft
rolled right and counterclockwise when the aircraft rolled left. Not only
was such a display more easily interpreted, it was the one consistently
preferred by the subjects participating in the experiment. Browne (1945)
obtained almost identical results !.n simulator studies with naive subjects.
Browne felt that it was more appropriate to use inexperienced subjects
rather than pilots to test the interpretability of attitude displays since
the previous experience of pilots with conventional inside-out instruments
might tend to distort the results. However, Fitts and Jones (1947) found
in flight trials that experienced pilots also performed better, i.e.,
responded more quickly and experienced fewer control reversals,
with an outside-in form of presentation. A similar conclusion was
reached by Gardner and Lacey (1954) in simulator studies with experienced
pilots. Duerfeldt (1956) conducted flight trials of an outside-in "moving
airplane" attitude display using 14 Navy pilots. He concluded that the
display was suitable for all-weather flight and compatible with a variety
of aircraft maneuvers. He did not feel that extensive retraining would be
neceshary for the experienced pilot to transition from the conventional
to an outside-in attitude display. A study by Bauerschmidt and Roscoe
(1960) showed significantly greater accuracy of performance with an out-
side-ir. steering and attitude display in comparison to a conventional
inside-out display. Errors were five titaes greater with the inside-out
display, and there were 18 times as many control reversals. The results
were all the more significant in view of the fact that the subjects were
pilots whose entire previous experience had been with the conventional
moving-horizon type of presentation.

Experimental evidence as to the superiority of the outside-in concept is
not confined to attitude displays. Payne (1952) investigated two pictorial
navigation displays, one representing the aircraft movement principle and
the other the map movement principle. The aircraft movement (outside-in)
display was found to be superior. Specifically, the subjects were able
to initiate a solution more rapidly, made fewer first turns in the wrong
direction, had fewer control reversals, manipulated the control stick less,
and attended to a secondary task more efficiently with the moving aircraft
display. It was suggested that the fixed map should present a portion of
the path to be flown and that the entire configuration should be manually
rotatable to a "heading-up" orientation. Wulfeck et at. (1958) cite an
undated report by Williams which supports the conclusion that an outside-in
forin of presentation is superior to an inside-out for navigation displays.

As might be expected, the preponderance of experimental evidence on the
related topic of fly-to vs. fly-from favors the fly-from concept. Loucks
(1949b) demonstrated in a simulator experiment that inexperienced pilots
were better able to control a localizer-glide-slope approach when the
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crossed pointers of the instrument represented the position of the air.-
craft than when they represented the command glideaslope and glidepath.
Confirmation of this can be found in Gardner (1950) and Baker and Grether
(1954). Fitts et aZ. (1949) in a study of pilot eye movements discovered
that pilots tended to refer more often and to dwell longer on displays
where the moving element represented the outside world. They concluded
that displays with a moving index and fixed scale (fly-from) were easier
to read because unique positions on the displays had unique meanings. A
study by Christiensen (1955), cited in Roscoe (1967), similarly concluded
that fly-from presentations (in this case moving pointer, fixed scale in-
dicators) were to be preferred. A study by Loucks (1949a) showed that the
fly-from principle was also superior for circular displays of azimuth and
heading. Other later experimental evidence indicates that Louck's conclu-
sion can be applied to map displays in general.

As one-sided as the experimental evidence is, one must be cautious about
concluding that the matter is settled. The simple fact is that all present
conventional attitude and steering instruments and all contemporary vertical
situation displays are inside-out, fly-to indicators. It would appear that
there has either been a complete breakdown in the dialogue between research-
ers and display designers and/or military service users or that factors
other than ease of interpretation and accuracy of control must be taken into
account. To attribute the disparity between theory and practice to lack of
persuasiveness on one side or to obstinacy on the other is to take too
simple a view of the matter. The difference of opinion is legitimate, and
there is a strong case to be made on both sides. The inside-out/outside-in
problem is one of the paramount issues facing a standards committee.

To sum up the case for having the aircraft symbol move we shall paraphrase
Roscoe (1967). When the pilot moves a control, he expects the correspond-
ing display element to move in the same direction so that up means up,
down means down, right means right, or clockwise, and left means left or
counterclockwise. Movement relationships of this sort are "natural" In
that there is consonance between the coordinates of the display and the
aircraft control system. Even more basically, the pilot knows that he is
"a vehicle moving with respect to a stationary world. Thus, when he moves
"a control, he knows he is controlling his vehicle, not the outside world
relative to his vehicle, and therefore he expects the symbols representing
his vehicle to move. Note that the argument is cast not in terms of sensa-
tion and perception but in terms of cognition, i.e., what the pilot knows
to be true. However, the justification for an outside-in reference system
can also be based on perceptual grounds. In an earlier report (Roscoe,
1954), the following argument is advanced.

"A pilot when flying contact perceives his airplane
as moving against a fixed, stable outside world.
IC the world moves, he has vertigo. Apparently
this 8atne natural relationship should be preserved
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One of the counterarSquments to this view is based on the assertion that
pilots prefer, perhaps because of their prior instrument experience, an
inside-out indicator. Our own discussions with pilots tend to bear this
out. A recant study (Dehan et it., 1965) undertook to sample pilot opinion
on this and other topirt of display design. While there war a alfiht pre-
ference found for inside-out displays and fly-to commands, the difference
was not judged to be statistically significant. On the other hand. a
clear-cut and significant preference was shown for moving scale, fixed
pointer presentations of airspeed atid altitude, which is to say fly-to
indicators. The sample sizes were, however, small (25 and 33), and it is
doubtful that the reaults can be generalized to the pilot population ao a
whole.

Wulfeck ot al. (1938) point out that the outside-in principle has not been
firmly established as superior for all flight instruments despite experi-
mental evidence that this type of display is easier to learn, use, and
interpret. They suggest that one reason for the preference of the exper-
ienced pilot for inside-out, earth-reference displays iu that he is able
to associate, from visual, vestibular, and gravitational cues, the fixed
position of the indicator with his aircraft. With the aircraft-reference
display he cannot perform this natural association. They conclude.

"This may be the )yeal rea•on j-'Zoto 1-,i'afike th:
aizJpane-re•*,renoc type and not thc f',.zct that
they wecr not trained with it. The pnea,,nce oJ"
what has been regarded aa cxpeai'menta, evi'icnce
that the (2ik'tane-eJ'ejvncc type ir, bettO? may
be due to the fact that these vestibular and
gravitational cn.ea ar negligible or abeent in
experimontation ucing cimnul.ator•.

In fairness, we should add that not all evidence of the superiority of
outside-in displays comes from simulator studies. Of those previously
cited, Fitts and Jones (1947) and Duerfeldt (1956) were conducted by flight
trials. Roscoe (1967) mentions flight experiments performed at the Univer-
sity of Illinois, the Hughes Aircraft Company, and Miramar Naval Air Sta-
tion. He also states that airline experience with outside-in displays
supports the superiority of this type of attitude indicator but does not
elaborate.

Nevertheless, it is true that the experience of the vast majority of pilots
has been with inside-out displays. The services have sh,,wn a natural and
prudent reluctance to Incorporate experimental findings In the design of
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new outside-it displays because of the retraining required and the fear
that older, experienced pilate would have difficulty in adapting. Several
studies, e.g., Pitt. and Jones (1907), Gardner and Lacey (1954), Roscoe
(1930 P and Dauerachmidt and Roscoe (1950), have demonstrated that the
process of tranreition Is not as difficult for experienced pilots as one
might suppose. These studies, however, did not involve hazardous or high
stress situations, and there remains a legitimate fear that in a pinch the
pilot with a predominance of experience with inside-out and fly-to instru-
ments might revwrt to his earlier habits. One must admit that it is a bit
extremi to risk " whole generation of experienced pilots to prove a prin-
ciple,

Even if such a risk were acceptable, there remains an even greater source
of danger. Conventional aircraft instruments have been standardised by
HIL-I-27193 on the inide-out principle. For reasons of reliability it
is customary to include in the cockpit conventional electro-mechanical
devices as supplements or back-ups to 9/O displays. If /0i displays were
outside-in and standard instruments were inside-out, the situation would
be impossible. A pilot whose primary 9/0 display had failed would have
to fall bhck on conventional instruments as a standby. Thus, a pilot in
trouble would be led into even deeper trouble because he would be forced
to adjust to a now reference system as well as to an unfamiliar source of
command and attitude information. The hazard of such a situation is clearly
intolerable. All commend and attitude displays in the cockpit which are
used either concurrently or alternatively for the same purpose will have
to be either inside-out or outside-in, but absolutely not a mixture of the
two,

The most critical, although perhaps not a necessary, test of the outside-in
concept is one that has not yet been undertaken experimentally. All of
the studies of outside-in displays have made use of direct view displays
where the pilot's command and attitude reference was within the cockpit.
We know of no case where an outside-in head-up display has been tested.
With a head-up display the pilot would be confronted with two diametrically
opposed views of the world. The real world horizon would rotate counter-
clockwise in a right roll, but the display horizon would remain fixed while
the moving symbol representing the aircraft would rotate clockwise. Simi-
larly, the real world horizon would move in the opposite direction from
the movable aircraft symbol of the display in a pitch maneuver. If it is
undesirable to have a mixture of reference systems on two separate indicators
within the cockpit, how much worse would it be to have two conflicting
frames of reference on one display?

There is some experimental evidence that a certain amount of misregistra-
tion or even conflict between the symbols and the real world can be toler-
ated on a head-up display. Naish (1961, 1962, 1964, 1965) indicates that
the scaling between head-up display symbols and the real world need not
be one-to-one. Compression factors of up to 1:10 are acceptable according
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to Naish. In the other direction, Roscoe at al.(1952) and Campbell at a.
(1955) found chat magnification factors of 1.21l or 1.3:1 actually led to
better performance, It has also been found by Naish that display elements
such ýis the horlion line or runway symbol need not be congruent or coinci-
dent with their real world counterparts. Lambert (1964) even reports an
incident where a purposely erroneous flight path command on a terrain fol-
lowing head-up display was promptly recognised as such and disregarded.
The spurious command called for a pitch down maneuver, but the real world
obstacle lay above the flight path, which meant that a pull-up was required.
The incident is particularly impressive because the pilot, although quali-
fied on instruments, was a novice in flying a head-up display. In ell
these cases, however, there was no coaflict between the pilot's basic
visual frame of reference and that of the display, in that movement was in
the same direction if not of the same magnitude.

We cannot predict the consequences of superimposi.ng an outside-in display
on an inside-out woild, but we do believe it would be worthwhile to inves-
tigate a display of this sort. Some display designs today call for both
a direct view and a head-up display. More will probably do so as time
goes on. If it turns out that the head-up display must be inside-out to
be compatible with the real world, then it is likely that the direct view
display should be inside-out also. If on the other hand it turns out that
an outside-in head-up display is preferable, or even Just acceptable, this
will be a very strong argument for re-examination of the issue of inside-
out vs. outside-in for all cockpit indicators, E/O displays and conventional
instruments alike.

The issue of inside-out or outside-in is not so sharply drawn in the case
of horizontal situation displays. The purpose of these displays is to
maintain orientation is 3pace with respect to geographic and navigation
references or with respect to the tactical situation. The HSD tends to
be used less frequently by the pilot, who scans it intermittently rather
than flying it continuously as he does a VSD. In part this is attributable
to the rather slowly changing nature of HSD information and to the fact
that pilot actions are usually more in the nature of decisions than immed-
iate control movements. Baker and Grether (1954) point out that in actual
practice it is often difficult to judge whether the HSD is primarily a
flight or orientation instrument. Thus, the distinction between earth-
or aircraft-reference does not seem as important, and either principle may
be satisfactory for the HSD.

The thinking of designers and experimenters on HSDs seems to have changed
over the years. In earlier reference documents there is a preference for
the outside-in principle, but more recent articles and navigation display
designs seem to have swung over to the inside-out principle. All of the
HSDs examined in Chapter III and most of the displays described in the pro-
ceedings of the 1966 JANAIR symposium on aeronautical charts and map
displays (JANAIR, 1966) are inside-out, moving map displays. Typical of
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this reversal of opinion is the view expressed by Roscoe at the JANAlR
symposium. (See JANAlR, 1966, or a later version published in the Septem-
ber/October 1967 issue of Information DispZay.)

"Maother classic question is: what should move, the
airoraft symbol or the map? Obviously them are
advantages and dioadvantages to both schemes. Ten
years ago I was positive the airoraft should move
against a fixed map as it does on practically all
early map displays built during the l9SOa. Now I
aF almost equaZly convinced that, on balance, hav-
ing the chart move provides more really important
advantages. The biggeot sinZe advantage is that
it reduces the frequenoy with which charts must be
ohanged by the crew. Even if charts were changed
automatically, frequent chart changing it objection-
able, and operating near the edge of a fixed chart
restricts the field of view about the aircraft."

Inside-out navigation displays, on which the map moves, suffer from the
disadvantage of having alphanumeric symbols and map legends disoriented
with respect to the display framework. That is, if the path of the air-
craft is anything but northerly, the letters and numerals will appear
upside down or tilted with respect to the track. Fixed map displays do
not have this disadvantage so long as the map is kept in a north-up orien-
tation. However, on fixed map displays the motion of the aircraft symbol
often does not coincide in cockpit coordinates with the path of the air-
craft, which may lead to control reversals. For this reason, fixed map
displays usually have a control which allows the moving symbol to be
oriented to a vertical position, thus introducing the same disorientation
of alphanumerics as moving map displays. The solution is to make the
map display, either of the inaide-out or thp outside-in variety, rotatable
to a heading-up or north-up orientation. Since the horizontal situation
evolves rather slowly and usually does not call for quick action, the
need to reorient the display from time to time is not felt to be a nuisance
or a burden.

Some Display Solutions

The embodiment of the principles of naturalness and fidelity to the visual
world is the contact analog display. The essentials of the contact analog
concept are that the display should c9ntain a re.alistic representation of
the elements of the real world to which the operator would respond if he
could see them directly and that these display elements should respond to
the same laws which govern their real world counterparts. The JANAIR
contact analog display and simulator now at USNMC/Point Mugu is the purest
example of this display concept. This display consists of a ground plane,
sky plane, flight path, ground patch (runway, checkpoint, or target) and
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stylized ground objects or obstacles. All display elements respond with
six degrees of freedom, except the sky plane which responds only in ro-
tation (three degrees of freedom). Sky and ground texture elements are
also variable in shape, size, density, and color. This display is an ex-
perimental device only and is not intended for airborne use, The best
example of an airborne contact analog display is the AAAIS, which was
analysed in Chapter Ill. While not as rich in textural cues as the JANAIR
simulator nor as pictorially realistic, the AAAIS display is, nonetheless,
a pure contact analog. These displays contain no scales or numerical
indications and symbolic (as opposed to pictorial) elements are rarely used.
The purpose of both these displays is to investigate how fully and accur-
ately flight can be controlled by purely pictorial means.

The evaluation programs for both these displays are still in progress, so
it would be premature to speak of results. However, there has been suf-
ficient experience with the contact analog as a display concept for certain
inadequacies and problems to have emerged. The early contact analog dis-
plays suffered from an inadequate presentation of airspeed, which was
judged from the speed of movement of textural elements. Estimates tended
to be inaccurate and high. To overcome this the tarstrip or dashed line
symbology was devised. Speed, in relation to a command value, is shown
by the motion of a series of elements along the flight path symbol. If
the elements move up the display (or, because of perspective, away from
the observer), actual airspeed is less than command airspeed. Movement
of the elements downward or toward the observer indicates that actual air-
speed ib greater than command airspeed. The objective is to control speed
so that the elements remain stationary. If the sensitivity is properly
selected, this technique of display should permit reasonably accuract con-
trol of airspeed. Similar techniques were devised for altitude control
One involves changing the size and pattern of ground texture elements to
show altitude either absolutely or in relation to a command value. Another,
used on the AAAIS display, employs variation of the angle at the apex of
the flight path symbol. This was described more fully in Chapter III in
the analysis of the AAAIS display.

A second shortcoming of the contact analog display is that it presents
only visual cues about the real world. The contention is that by extract-
ing the meaningful visual cues from the external environment and recreating
them on the display, adequate control of flight can be maintained. The
flaw in this argument is that, while the relevant cues may be embedded in
the real world scene, the human cannot extract them with sufficient clarity
and precision to meet the demands of flight. The human capacity to deter-
mine velocity and acceleration is notoriously weak, and yet these are
highly important to flight. Further, expert pilots have difficulty in
estimating altitude to within 1.0% in contact flight. The same inaccuracy
might be expected to obtain on a display which presents visual cues like
those of the real world. Finally, of course, there is some information
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which does not occur in the visual scene at all but must be derived from
other items. Examples of these are pressure altitude, time to go, or fuel
range. The most resounding refutation of the contact analog argument is
that pilots habitually use instruments even in perfect VFR weather over
familiar terrain.

All of this is not to say that the contact analog concept is of no value.
It is simply that the pictorial analog is not sufficient, in and of itself,
to meet all the requirements of flight control. The pilot's task involves
number and quantity. He must have a display which tells him more than he
can extract for himself from the visual world and which unburdens him of
some of the task of information derivation and integration. In this re-
gard, the findings of an experiment by Emery and Koch (1965) are signifi-
cant. They measured the ability of a group of helicopter pilots to per-
form rotary wing maneuvers with three different versions of the JANAIR
contact analog display augmented with numeric information. Moving tape
scales, moving pointer scales, and digital readouts were each presented
with the basic grid plane and compared with each other and with the grid
plane alone. The numeric information displayed included indices of alti-
tude, airspeed, and heading. The display was tested for a relatively
stable cruise task and a variable terrain following task. Measurements
were made of altitude control, airspeed control, heading control; and
appropriate collective control inputs were recorded. The results indicated
that numeric information significantly enhanced performance when presented
in conjunction with the contact analog and that moving tape and moving poin-
ter indicators each produced significantly better scores than digital read-
outs. These results were consistent in both of the flight tasks tested.

From the survey of displays in Chapter III it is apparent that pictorialism
is firmly established as a design feature. Most of these displays are not
contact analogs in the strict sense of the term, but all are pictorial to
some extent, and all do recreate with varying degrees of literalness a real
world scene. However, it is also clear that most designers have concluded
that pictorial displays require some supplementary symbolic indications of
quantitative information since the cues from visual flight alone are de-
ficient in this respect. Thus, we have a variety of designs which present
a stylized and skeletal view of the world augmented with scales and other
such means of presenting quantitative data. Some of these displays, notably
the Norden IEVD, the IHAS display, and the A-7 D/E head-up display, have
made extensive use of scales. These displays seem to have departed the
farthest from the contact analog concept and give the impression that thu
designers chose as their model not the external visual world bvt the pilot's
conventional instrument array. This is most certainly the case with the
Mark II avionics displays of the F-l11A aircraft, where the basic design
concept was to create on the E/O display an aggregate of the standard panel
instruments. Thus, we have in current display design a continub: with the
purely pictorial display, represented by the contact analog, at one end.
At the other is a purely symbolic display, of which the Mark II display is
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the best example, although it still retains many pictorial qualities.
Most displays fall somewhere nearer the middle of the continuum, and it
appears that the goal being sought is a judicious balance between symbolic
indications to attain the required precision of flight control and pictorial
realism to preserve an overview of the situation and retain spatial orien-
tation.

The principle of inside-out presentation is solidly established in contem-
porary designs both for VSDs and HSDs. In part this can be attributed to
the prevalence of the contact analog concept which seems to have served as
the point of departure for most of the direct view VSDs. The contact ana-
log requires, of necessity, an inside-out presentation. For skeletal dis-
plays, such as head-up displays, inside-out is also standard -- probably
for the very good reason that head-up display symbols are often intended
to overlay their real world counterparts and therefore must move with them.
However, even for those head-up displays which are not scaled one-to-one
with the real world, the directional sense of symbol movement in relation
to the real world has been preserved without exception. Another, and we
suspect the dominant, reason for the universal acceptance of the inside-out
principle in contemporary display design is that the displays are intended
for use in cockpits which also contain conventional electro-mechanical
indicators. This, plus the weight of traditional practice, seems to have
precluded any other solution of E/O displays.

Current display designs also reflect a third area of agreement. Steering
is always presented as a fly-to command; and, with the possible exception of
the A-7D/E display, it is always a compensatory tracking task. This agreement
does not extend, however, to other forms of command presentation, particularly
those indicated on scales. There are both moving scale (fly-to) and fixed
scale (fly-from) presentations of airspeed, altitude, vertical velocity, and
angle of attack. In some cases there is even a mixture of the two types of
presentation on the same display. We can offer no explanation for this lack
of consistency except that the determination of how the scale and pointer
should move was probably based on other considerations such as the range of
values to be displayed, the amount of space available, and the ease of
mechanization.

There are two novel display design concepts which offer a compromise on
the inside-out vs. outside-in issue. One of these is the kinalog display
proposed by Fogel (1963). This display concept was discussed earlier in
the context of integration and display realism. The basic feature of the
kinalog is that it responds as both a visual and a kinesthetic analog.
Over time it progresses from an outside-in to an inside-ou.: display but
always preserves a true indication of roll and pitch in the relative posi-
tions of the aircraft and horizon symbols. The second design concept,
called frequenoy eeparation, is really only a more general version of the
kinalog. It has been proposed by several people, most recently Roscoe
(1967). In frequency separation the central idea is that the elements of
a display which respond immediately to control inputs should move ia the
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expected direction, i.e., in the same direction as the control. For
more slowly responding elements the direction of movement is far less
critical. This leads to the notion that high frequency variations be
displayed in a cockpit frame of reference (outside-in) while lower fre-
quency variations be presented in earth reference (inside-out). Neither
of these design concepts has been translated into hardware and evaluated
experimentally. They do offer interesting possibilities and merit inves-
tigation as a resolution of the inside-out/outside-.in dilemma.

Summary

The principles of display structure and dynamics are basic to any philo-
sophy of information display, and must be incorporated in any future
standard governing the design of E/O displays. The purpose of this sec-
tion has been to examine the more important aspects of the problem and to
review the experimental evidence which can be brought to bear in reaching
a solution. All in all, there seems to be wide understanding of what the
problems are and general agreement on the elements, if not the details, of
the solution. There are still controversial subjects, the most notable
being the issue of an earth or aircraft reference system for display motion,
but even here it seems possible to reach some sort of agreement or working
arrangement.

It is generally agreed that flight displays must be spatially structured
and that the coordinates of the display system must relate to both air-
craft and earth coordinates. The most appropriate display for control of
short-term, high-frequency aircraft response characteristics is the verti-
cal situation display. The horizontal axis of the VSD relates to changes
in azimuth in earth coordinates and to lateral stick motion and left-right
rudder pedal action in fixed-wing aircraft control coordinates. The ver-
tical axis of the display relates elevation angle or pitch in terms of
the earth and to fore-aft stick motion in the aircraft. Tor helicopters
the coordinates of the VSD similarly correspond to the action of the cyclic
and collective controls and the foot pedals, although the relationships
are a bit more complex. The horizontal situation display is appropriate
for the presentation of more slowly changing aspects of the aircraft situa-
tion. The horizontal and vertical axes of the display relate to latitude
and longitude coordinates in earth terms and to atrcraft controls which
affect the direction and speed (velocity vector) of the aircraft In a
horizontal plane. For HSDs it is desirable that they be designed to permit
the operator to select a heading-up or north-up orientation.

It is apparent that not all the parameters of flight can be integrated
into the VSD and HSD reference systems. In the case of the VSD airspeed,
altitude, and vertical velocity are difficult to express in the display
coordinate system. It is similarly difficult to express altitude and ver-
tical velocity on the HSD, although the latter is probably not an appro-
priate item for inclusion in the horizontal situation. There are other
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non-spatial parameters, such as time functions and qualitative distinctions,
which cannot be stated in dimensions compatible with the VSD or HSD coor-
dinate systems. For all these items it is necessary to use symbolic cod-
ing techniques and non-spatial analogs. While it is possible to present
such parameters within these boundaries of the display, care must be taken
in their placement and arrangement so as not to interfere with the inter-
pretation of the basic spatial analog. It is also important that the move-
ment of these symbols, especially scales and pointers, be compatible with
the general movement relationships of the display in so far as possible.

The most persistent controversy in display design is that which concerns
how display elements should move in response to changes in the aircraft
situation. Experimental evidence heavily favors the outside-in and fly-
from principles. Conventional aircraft instruments, by tradition and by
standard, are inside-out and fly-to devices. Contemporary E/O display de-
sign has likewise followed the inside-out, fly-to pattern. The research
evidence as to the superiority of outside-in and fly-from is so pronounced
that it cannot be brushed aside. In terms of interpretability, speed of
response, and ease of learning the aircraft-reference display is to be
preferred. On the other hand, it would be disastrous to mix aircraft-
reference E/O displays with earth-reference conventional instruments in
the same cockpit. It would be only slightly less horrendous to have air-
craft-reference displays in some aircraft, and earth-reference displays
in hers. At the risk of seeming to make the impractical suggestion
tha the tail wag the dog, we recommend that any E/O display standards
comm. ttee re-examine the merits of the two systems. E/O displays offer
enormous promise in the presentation of flight and navigation information.
It seems a pity to d1%sipate some of this advantage at the outset by selec-
ting a less desirable form of display dynamics. This potential gain must
be weighed against the attendant disadvantages of redesigning existing
electromechanical instruments and retraining a generation of pilots. The
problem of adaption for experienced pilots is not as severe as some have
supposed, but it is still a formidable barrier.

We believe that the best ground on which to try the issue is the head-up
display. If there is any basic incompatibility between an outside-in
display and an Inside-out visual world, it would certainly manifest itself
on a head-up display In which the two reference systems were superimposed.
If it is possible for the pilot to reconcile the two on a head-up display,
there will be a very strong argument for re-opening the inside-out vs.
outside-in issue for the whole cockpit. If not, then the matter should be
put to rest and the inside-out principle should be standardized for E/O
displays as it is presently for other instruments. While it may be a bit
too simple to propose that the principle of outside-in stand or fall on
this one test case, we do believe this is the most direct and efficient
way of reaching a solution. The development of E/O displays is advancing
too rapidly to wait for the result of any protracted program of experimen-
tation and reevaluation. In this connection we also suggest that the
suitability of the frequency separation principle (as proposed by Fogel,
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Roscoe, and others) be tested experimentally to see if it oifers a feasible
compromise solucion.

The issue of contact analog v8. symbolic displays has also received con-
siderable attention. The scheme of spatial ordering of flight control
displays implies the need for some degree of pictorial realism. Except
for televised displays of the real world scene, the contact analog repre-
sents the purest form of pictorial display. At the other end of what
Carel (1965) has called the continuum of literaZness is the purely symbolic
display. Experience has shown that neither extreme is satisfactory for
the display of flight and navigation information. The contact analog is
deficient in the quantitative information needed for accurate flight con-
trol and in the lack of a scheme for handling the non-spatial parameters
of flight. Symbolic displays, on the other hand, suffer from the lack
of a natural integrating framework which corresponds to the coordinates
of the aircraft and earth environment. They also require, because of
their abstract and symbolic nature, too many transformation steps in the
processing of information. Contemporary display designs reflect a de
facto agreement that a compromise solution is called for. The E/O dis-
play should be basically pictorial, but it must be augmented with symbolic
and quantitative indications to provide a more complete view of the situa-
tion than can be obtained from purely visual cues in the external world.
It is equally, and perhaps even more, important that the display have
dynamic fidelity. The movement of display elements and their dynamic re-
lationships must follow the laws of motion and perspective which govern
their counterparts in the external environment.

While this exposition has been necessarily sketchy, we believe it contains
the rudiments of a workable design philosophy for E/O displays. Certain
basic decisions still must be made by a standards committee, and further
experimentation will be required to clarify certain points and develop
additional details. We do not claim that the view expounded here is
unique, nor do we claim that it represents the consensus of those active
in the fields of research and design. We have tried, however, to summar-
ize the best thinking on the subject and to find a balance between theore-
tical and practical considerations. From our survey of present E/O dis-
plays we also believe that the principles set forth here are indeed those
embodied in the most successful of these designs and, therefore, represent
the best of current practice.
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tropoeei state, We will net go into it here sine. it to iwt
really germane to foreat, It will "e dtacutsid in tile nesit
astion which deals with the detign of individual symbol$,

W1 The oeation of the full sealt and poirtev ts a moot
, and no symbol has been more migratory, Over the

years It he* %*een locate4 at the top, at the bottom, and at
the aide or the diwplay, Clurrant USAF prtatise is to plae.
the v•vll suals at tile bottom on eonventional attitude indt-
ater, emAn the newly iessud UIAF standard, NIL-MTOHA,
tit1e for this loeation ron /1 display# as tatl, Current
Navy preatee faevors placing tits fell &irle at the top,
TM is oalso the poasttop it the roll sealua ia all the VMe
antlysed in Chapter III$ weeept for the thai display which
has AL at the bottom. The plaoemept of the seals ts not
ust it matter of optiion it has, esuriously eniough% a role-
tio" to the *'.teepte at fly-to idioeator, For esiPle, it
the A'rccafi to ceIied titht the hortoon line will rotate
a'iieroluzehwiee eond tile fall pottter will be displaced to
the l"fl, The ptoter onrrective action to roll the atroraft
ooontotevlehwiee 1ieo, haok to the left% which is to say
that oile m•st fly-to the roll point position. If the rall
pointer to placed at thie bottom of tite display In the same
oltuatiol!, it beeomoo i fly-fIV" indicator, That ts, in a
right voll the roll polator will he displaeod to the right,
The corrective action is not to roll the aircraft t' tie
right towa'd the soybol hut to the lett, The foll pointer
most he flown from Its displaced position b5as to the center
roi• refetenco. Thosewho favor tile bottom location point umt
that the 4oplatposonk of the pointer groes. with the direction
of ruti or rurai dlsplaoemmit to tite right indicates rul, or
turn to the right. Thits Is tive, b•t It causes the roll
pointer t, ooRtMlut With V10e Patton 0l tll other attitude
and somead iyniOesan so tnai1te-uut display, W believe
uounatatency ot display dy"amAce to the overrdidtng conierna
and we con•c•dei, therefore, that the voll acile and pointer
mmst be ptacotl 4t the top an ao inside-out display, This
location beta two 860ondary advantage, Oin direct view
4iplsays plaoemen, at the top rvatoves the polnter and scale
fro* the groIund tovture or other ground elements which might
tendt to clutter or obscure the symbols On head-up diaplays
used (0t loadins. the tu'Awoy symbol and tlhe real world lend-
in& Nite teod to appear in tlhe lower haif of the display,
Loz-ttng kho roll pointer and scale in thi•s same area might
teno to uroate tintorference between the symbols and rander
readtig diffIuUlt, Placing the rali pointer anti scale at
che top of ths dipplay avoids this prohlem
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gL ertli or c~l velocity is an altitude-relatod
I nt ureore it should be oriented vertically to adhere
to the general rule which states that up means up and Jown
means down. The scale should be arranged so that position
values of vertital velocity (climb) are arranged in ascending
order up from the center of the scale, and negative values
(dive) In dosoending order from the centet of the acale
downward. M. an altitude related item, it should be placed
on the right old* of the display,

P 1dj.41 - Fot obvious reasons heading acales should be oriented
Ori sontally. Three locations are poasible. Bome current

F/O displays place the heading scale along the horison line,
which permits It to be read in relation to the aircraft symbol
and the steering symbol, This location has some disadvantages.
It tends to clutter the center of the dieplay with scale marks
and alphanumerics, The displacement of the harison line in
pitch and roll during maneuvers makes the scale difficult to
read. Further, since the horison line may be out of view in
extreme climb or dive maneuvers, it becomes necessary to
repeat the heading scale at Intervals of 30 or 45 degrees
throughout the pitch range. Finally, with the heading scale
on the harison and/or supplementary pitch lines it is neces-
sary for the operator to soarch for the scale to read it.
To overcome these disadvantages, some designers locate the
heading scale in a fixed position relative to the display
framework, either at the top or bottom of the display. Tht
upper location has the advantage of being an area relatively
free of textural elements which might interfere with reading
of the scale. It is also possible on displays where the scale
rolls with the horison to use the roll pointer, which is in
the same location, as a heading pointer. Thia approach is
used on the DVI on the F-1llB. This solution has the major
disadvantages of placing two somewhat unrelated scales in
proximity and of tending to fill up the top portion of the
display with symbols. Location at the bottom of the display
ia another solution. We tend to favor this location because
it creates a good balance of peripheral Indicatorst airspeed
on the left, altitude on the right, roll at the top and
heading at the bottom. Possible interference by ground
texture elements can be overcome by creating a free zone
around the scale into which other symbology cannot penetrate.
None of chase locations, however, is clearly superior to
the others; and the optimum situation for the heading scale
will depend upon the particular display, the importance and
frsquency of use, and the presence of other symbols. If it
in deemed necessary to select a standard location, we be-
lieve the bottom of the display is to be preferred.
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Al o- Angle of attack is a pitch-related variable
and should, therefore, be vertically oriented to be compatible
with real world coordinates and with control motion, The
usual solution is to place it on the left half of the display
often near the left win& of the aircraft symbol.. This choice
seems sound for several reasons. For landing, @epoctally
carrier landing, angle of attack is used to control speed.
Location on the left is, therefore, consistent with the gen-
eral scheme of airspeed on the left, altitude on the right.
Location on the left half of the display is also consonant
with the standard arrangement of separate cockpit instruments
in Navy aircraft, where the apexer is situated on the left
aide of the instrument panel. Placing it near the aircraft
symbol, which is the pitch reference for inside-out displays,
facilitates relating these two variables.

Discretes - It does not seem possible to arrive at any stand-
ard saceme for the location and arrangement of discrete indi-
cators, The number, variety and possible combinations are
quite large. Since they are often supplementary in nature
and unrelated to the reference system of the display, the
usual practice is to put them in somc aufficiently pruminisnt
location compatible with other symbols. There are several
criteria which may be helpful in selecting a site. Generally,
the more important the information conveyed by the discrete,
the closer it should be to display center. If the discrete
is related to some other display symbol or variable, the
discrete should be located in proximity to it. If the dis-
crete conveys any information about position or direction or
if it entails control action in some direction, the location
should be consistent with the general directional sense of
the display reference system. The discrete should be located
so that it neither obscures nor is obscured by other important
symbols.

For horizontal situation displays relatively few peripheral indicators are
used. The entire display surface is kept relatively free of extraneous
information so as not to interfere with the reading of cartographic or
tactical symbols. The most conmon peripheral scale is a compass rose,
which is either generated electronically or inscribed around the rim of
the display. The compass rose is, of course, directly related to the
HSD reference system coordinates, and its peripheral location does not
derive from the fact that it is out of context on the display. The peri-
meter is used because it permits a scale of the greatest length and, hence,
the widest spacing between scale divisions and the greatest vernier read-
ing accuracy. Symbols denoting heading, course, track, and bearing to
target or navigational aids should be so situated that they can be read
in relation to the compass rose. If a heading or track line passing
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through the aircraft symbol is used, it should be extended to the peri-
meter of the display so that it can also be read against the cmpasso room,
Supplementary indicators, such as to-from or digital readouts of course,
Tacan radial, or navigation and frequency, should be placed so that they
do not interfere with the reading of map information. The bost solution
is to locate theme items just outside the boundary of the display on the
equipment case.

Apart from the specific recommendations given above, there are a few gen-
eral guides which will assist in matters of format and placnment. Symbols
should be located and grouped in conformance with the expected patterns
of use. Indicators which relate to each other or which are used at the
same time, even though otherwise unrelated, should be placed tigether.
Thus, in landing, the pilot must not only know his altitude but also how
fast it is changing. This argues for putting the altitude and vertical
velocity indicators in adjacent locations. Similarly, airspeed, angle of
attack, and pitch cues should be grouped for landing since they are inter-
related items. In a weapon delivery situation, the steering commands to
the target and time or range are items which the pilot must read simultan-
eously. While both relate to the general situation, they are not directly
related to each other. Nevertheless, since the pilot must use these two
indicationo at the same time, they should be placed in proximity to each
other.

The importance of a given item of information may also serve as a criter-
ion for its location. The center of the display is the center of the oper-
ator's attention. This suggests that the more important the item is to the
pilot's task, the nearer it should be to the center of the display. This
criterion, however, should be applied with caution. The center of the
display is intimately related to the display reference system; it is the
point about which the pilot interprets his situation and orientation with
respect to real world axes. The intrusion of other information, however
important, which is unrelated in its nature or motion to the basic reference
system may interfere with orientation and control. Care should be taken,
therefore, in introducing into this area items which are unrelated to the
spatial axes of the display, especially if they are moving indicators. It is
also worth noting that, even with displays which subtend ra.her small visual
angles, pilots tend to fixate on the center of the display to the exclusion
of items located in the periphery only a few inches or degrees away. This
habit is encouraged by displays which concentrate too much of the important
information in the middle. The SAAB pole track display was designed with
this very point in mind. The symbology of the pole track encourages a wide
scan by having the indicators of attitude, flight path and altitude radiate
away from the display center. To interpret the display it is necessary to
scan laterally and vertically in order to perceive the situation as a whole.
Thus, it would appear that some aispersal of indices within the display
field is both necessary and desirable and that location of individual items
should be dictated by a balance between importance and the need to avoid
fixation at display center.
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As pointed out above in connection with scale and pointer indicators on
VSDs, the placement and orientation of symbols should be compatible with
real world coordinates and with system dynamics. This is particularly
important for symbols which move. We will not repeat the rules of motion
since they have been made sufficiently clear. However, we do wish to am-
phasise the influence of the dynamic aspects of the display on format.
All of the details of format and placement cannot be worked out from a
static picture of the display. It is necessary to see the behavior of
the symbols dynamically. As Carol (1965) points out, the static appear-
ance of competing displays is often quite similar, It is only when they
move that the striking difference between an organized display and a bag
of worms becomes evident. As a practical matter, however, it is often
difficult to evaluate display dynamics in a timely fashion since design
preceeds the building of hardware. In this connection, the method used
by Austin at aZ. (1967) offers exceptional promise. They describe a tech-
nique which uses time-lapse photography of a computer driven mock-up of
the display and its movable elements to derive a synthesized motion pic-
ture of the display in action. The technique is simple and relatively
inexpensive, and it has the great virtue of permitting the designer to
see the display in a dynamic mode prior to prototype development.

Related to the topics of placement and format is the problem of oZutter.
Clutter is like sin; everyone agrees that it is bad and should be elimi-
nated, but there are several views of what constitutes clutter and how
it is to be avoided. Clutter in the common sense refers to a confused
collection, a crowded or disordered array. This idea lies at the bottom
of the definition of display clutter which says that clutter is a function
of density, redundancy, overlap, and interference. A display, by this
definition, is cluttered when the grouping and arrangement of symbols is
such that separate items are hard to sort out or that the parts interfere
with comprehension of the whole. This is largely a subjective judgment,
and what may be a tangle for one person may seem perfectly comprehensible
to another. Estimates of clutter seem to be largely a function of famil-
iarity. Some of the displays shown in Chapter III seem, at first glance,
to be overcrowded and confusing. Experience with the display, or even
just a more detailed examination, will cause some of this feeling to dis-
appear. As one perceives the rationale behind the symbols and their
placement and as one relates the format of the display to specific tasks
or flight situations, a sense of pattern and order begins to emerge.
However, these are still subjective and perhaps even aesthetic judgments.

Some investigators have attempted to place the determination of clutter
on a more objective footing, though still retaining the basic definition
of clutter as density, overlap and interference. In information theory
density can be defined as the number of bits per area, including redundant
items. Clutter occurs whenever density exceeds human channel capacit-,
which is to say whenever information must be processed along more thin seven
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or so channels aimultaneously. Noise, irrelevant information, is also a
factor; and whenever certain noise-to-aignal ratios are exceeded or when-
ever noise exceeds a certain absolute amount, clutter will occur. A
clutter-free display is one on which the desired information can be sorted
from the noise and on which the amount of information to be handled at any
one time does not exceed channel capacity.

The emphasis on relevancy should not be overlooked. The presence of irre-
levant information is a source of distraction and makes the perception and
processing of that which is relevant all the more difficult. In terms of
display dynamics irrelevant information makes for a busy, or busier than
need be display. This criticism is often raised in connection with the
dense and active ground texture elements of contact analog displays. One
of the methods often suggested to relieve the problem of noise and irrele-
vancy is color coding. Color, if wisely used, would permit the operator
to sort information by class or use and, thus, to select from a rather
rich array just that which is relevant to his immediate purpose. Other
coding techniques, such as shape, shade (brightness), and position might
also be expected to be of help.

Poole (1966) describes two efforts to derive a mathematical description of
clutter, defined as symbol overlap and interference. He points out that
a certain amount of clutter is inherent in all displays. The problem is
to determine at what point it becomes objectionable or it interferes with
performance. This is difficult to do because clutter depends on a number
of factors: the randomness of the data, the task of the operator, the
number of observers, and the time available for observation. With randomly
placed symbols, clutter can be stated objectively as the amount of symbol
overlap occuring on the average. Poole cites an analysis by Whitham (1965)
using a square matrix of M possible symbol positions and N randomly placed
symbols. Whitham's analysis did not take into account the fact that sym-
bols are not usually entirely random on most displays and the fact that
symbols are usually put on in clusters rather than independently, Poole
continues by referencing a theoretical study by Poole and Koppel (1965)
which considered the random positioning of a number of items appearing
only at discrete positions. If N2 is the number of total possible symbol
locations and K the number of items which can be displayed with a probabil-
ity of overlap P, and if D2 is the ratio of the area of the item to the
area covered by each resolution cell (symbol location points), they proved
that:

K N~- rln(-ý

This relationship holds within 5 per cent for the normal regions of interest
on a display.
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Other designers and experimenters with whom we have talked contend that
density and overlap have very little to do with clutter. They define
clutter as anything that is not in the display frame of reference or any-
thing that does not lend itself to incorporation in a common frame of ref-
erence. This definition seems to turn around the notions of contextual
and dynamic consistency and relates to the Ctstalt psychology principle
of common fate. A display will be clutter-free when its elements are con-
sistent in their behavior with their real world counterparts and when they
obey the pertinent laws of perspective and motion. This entials both pic-
torial and dynamic realism. A display without a common frame of reference
cannot exhibit such realism because it obeys no natural set of principles.
If an element which is not compatible with the display context is intro-
duced, it becomes an alien and distracting feature because it conflicts
with, and disrupts, the basic pattern.

Finally, there are some who define clutter in functional terms. Clutter
in this sense is any information which is not usable or any feature of a
symbol which detracts from its being used for the purpose intended. Thus
excessive motion or jitter would be a cluttersome factor. So, too, would
be an excessive symbol size or an inappropriate use of color. These per-
sons also maintain that factors such as the number and placement of symbols
will determine clutter. This definition can be summed up as "too many
symbols with too great a prominance moving too sensitively or too close
together". At bottom this definition appears to be a combination of the
ideas of relevancy and density, and so it is probably not unique except
in its emphasis on utility and functional suitability.

We began the discussion of clutter with a simile; we shall conclude with
another. All of these definitions are like the blind men and the elephant.
Each is correct, but each describes only a part of the beast. Density,
overlap, and interference are certainly factors which contribute to clut-
ter. Too much information and too crowded a presentation cannot be used
efficiently. Noise and irrelevancy also play a role. An operator cannot
use a display on which he cannot find the information appropriate to his
purpose. Consistency, both internally and with the external world, is
likewise important. The interpretation of a display requires that there
be a pattern and that the elements behave according to operator expectan-
cies. Finally, of course, use .-ust be considered. The appearance of a
display is not so important as how well the operator can perform with it.
These definitions are like the blindmen's elephant in another respect.
All turn around subjective judgments of an observable phenomenon. This
does not necessarily deny their validity, but the lack of an objective
basis does make the evaluation of displays and the formulation of criteria
difficult. Analytical and empirical studies of clutter and measures to
overcome it are badly needed. A research program directed to these ends
would do much to improve the quality of future E/O displays.
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TOWARD A COMMON LANGUAGE

To this point we have touched upon the formal and structural aspects of
displays and upon their dynamic properties. We have also reviewed the
theory of information coding and the application of specific coding tech-
niques to display design. These are elements of a more specific problem
to which we must now address ourselves since, ultimately, a standards
committee must also come to some decisions in this area. To be truly
effective devices for broad service use, E/O displays must develop a com-
mon language. This implies more than standardization of structure, format,
and dynamics and the delineation of criteria for the application of certain
techniques. It also entails creation of a common symbol alphabet and de-
velopment of the rules of use - the grammar and syntax of symbols so to
speak. That is, certain conventions about symbology must be established
so that there is consistency from display to display in the mode of expres-
sing information. Our purpose here is not to design an ideal display;
there is no such thing. Neither is it our intention to force symbology
into a common mold which precludes variation and individual expression.
Our aim is to see how far we can go in synthesizing research and design,
theory and practice, to form a set cf cenventions which will still be
flexible enough to permit variation to meet particuiar needs and sufficiently
permissive to encourage improvement and future growth.

Our approach to this matter involves two steps. First, we shall take up
considerations which apply to the design of certain classes of symbols.
Second, we shall deal wich the design of individual symbols to convey thle
information identified in Chapter III as requirements for display. We must
confess that we enter on these tasks with some trepidation since both re-
quire the exercise of judgment which may not be properly uurs to make. We
are, in effect, expressing our own opinions, but in doing so we shall try
not to slight other points of view and to retain as much generality as
such an exercise allows. We also do not mean to imply that the selection
of an E/O display symbology is a simple task. Many factors come into play.
We can do no more than suggest them in a brief treatment such as this. Our
attempt shall be Lo isolate those items about which there is sufficient
research or common agreement to warrant establishing a convention or stand-
ard. For those where there is still some doubt or controversy we shall
indicate what still needs to be done. We shall also point out those areas
where it does not seem wise to impose a standard.

General Types of Presentation

Four types of presentation will be examined here: null symbols, scales and
tapes, digital callouts, and discretes. These categories are not all-embra-
cing; there are some presentations which may not belong to any of the four.
This is probably true of textural elements of a contac analog display.
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There are also some symbols which will not fit neatly into one category
or another and so are hybrids. This is the case with some moving tape
scales which have both status and commad pointers and, thus, are a cross
between a scale and a null symbol. These four categories do, however,
cover most of the symbols found on E/O displays and constitute the most
important types of information presentations.

Null Symbols

A null symbol is one which presents a statement of performance error as a
difference in the position or orientation of the indices of desired and
actual performance. The difference may be either with respect to each
other or with respect to an independent reference system. Since the ob-
ject is to reduce or null the error by aligning the indices, a null symbol
is one which presents the operator with a compensatory or pursuit tracking
task. As it is stated, this definition could be applied to scale or tape
presentations also, in that the alignment of a lubber line or moving poin-
ter with a particular scale value is a tracking task. Because we mean to
reserve discussion of scale presentations until later, we shall arbitrarily
exclude them as null symbols by stipulating that null symbols are those
which move through an interval that is not differentiated or subdivided
and are not themselves subdivided.

The choice of the appropriate null symbol is intimately related to machine
dynamics, human response characteristics, and human transfer functions.
These are vastly complex subjects which we cannot treat adequately here.
The best short treatments of man-machine dynamics can be found in standard
human factors references such as McCormick (1964) and Morgan et al. (1963).
Our summary of the topic follows the outline of the latter source.

The operator, the vehicle, the control, and the display constitute a closed-
loop system in which operator input is the information presented on the
display and operator output is the control action he takes. Feedback about
vehicle response, through the display, provides the operator with an indi-
cation of how to close the loop. That is, the operator tracks the null
or error symbol. In designing a display one must make a basic decision
whether to employ pursuit or compensatory tracking. This choice will be
dictated by factors such as the complexity of the desired operator output
and the dynamics of the vehicle. It will also be influenced by display
characteristics such as the size of the display and the clarity (i.e., the
definition and structure) of the background. Generally, a pursuit track-
ing display must be of greater size and have a more clearly defined back-
ground reference system. The point to be emphasized is that neither a
compensatory nor a pursuit tracking display is inherently better in terms
of task ease or in terms of the accuracy and consistency of the human
output it fosters. Each is preferable in certain circumstances and for
certain applications. Standardization in this area seems neither possible
nor desirable.
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Another major consideration which will influence the design of the null
presentation is the characteristics of the data input. The nature of the
input, the data repetition rate, and the presence or absence of anticipa-
tory information all must be taken into account. One of the major factors
is the kind and degree of information processing which takes place prior
to presentation to the operator on the display. Command data may be pre-
sented as simple error, or it may be smoothed, filtered, quickened, or
treated in a variety of other ways. One of the most often debated issues
in connection with command presentations is that of simple error presen-
tations as opposed to more highly processed forms such as quickened or
smoothed indications. Quickened displays have the major advantages of
simplifying the tracking task, limiting the detrimental effects of contol
reversal errors, promoting an asymptotic approach to the command value
without overshoot or undershoot, and making the system much less dependent
on human performance. Some quickened displays have the disadvantages of
not providing the operator with information about the actual state of the
system and of making it difficult or impossible for the operator to exe-
cute the maneuver in any other manner except that programmed into the dis-
play. A simple error system has neither of these disadvantages, but
tracking performance is more difficult and more dependent upon operator
skill. Smoothing (i.e., averaging over time) the command input will help
reduce some of the variability of simple error displays, but it has the
major drawback of introducing a lag or delay in information about the
present state of the system. An E/O display standard should permit the
designer a latitude of choice on data input characteristics.

A related concern is that of selecting an optimum scale factor for the null
symbols of the display. As a general rule, precision of control increases
with an increase in scale factor, i.e., as the null symbol becomes more
sensitive. Past a certain point, however, the sensitivity will exceed the
operator's capacity to track the symbol, and he will overconcrol the system
or "chase" the symbol Ineffectually. A reduction in scale factor below
optimum sensitivity will promote stability of control but at the price of
a decrease in precision. The selection of the appropriate scale factor
will be determined primarily by the accuracy requirements of the mission,
the error of the data sensing and processing equipment which drives the
symbol, and the impact of symbol sensitivity on operator work load and
tracking ability. Scale factor is, therefore, more or less peculiar to
each aircraft and not standardizable. However, once a scale factor has
been arrived at, it should be applied consistently on the display. That
is, the scale factor along each of the coordinate axes of the display ref-
erence system should be identical or nearly so. Further, the scaling of
any symbols which present information expressible in the basic reference
system coordinates should be the same as the scaling of the dihplay as a
whole. Thus, horizontal steering commands on a VSD should have the same
scale factor as heading information and the horizontal field of view. So
too, the scaling of pitch information and vertical steering commands.
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While it is not possible to fix a scale factor and rate of symbol movement
which will be optimum for all displays, the characteristics of electronic
generation do impose an upper limit on the rate at which a symbol can move
on CRT displays. If symbol motion exceeds a certain limit, strobing will
occur. Strobing is an optical illusion whereby moving objects appear to
change speed, stop, or reverse direction. It arises from the fact that
multiple images are formed. The following analysis and example of strob-
ing effects are adapted from Williams and Kronholm (1965).

Experimental evidence indicates that strobing begins to take place in an
iterative image generation system when the object of interest moves a
distance equal to its maximum dimension in one frame interval, i.e., when
in successive images an object changes position by an amount equal to or
greater than its linear dimension measured along the line of movement. At
standard TV rates, for example, the frame rate is 30 cycles per second,
and the frame interval is 0.033 second. The maximum rate of movement be-
fore strobing will occur is given by:

R = Z/T - Z/0.033 = 30Z units/sec

where,

R - maximum rate of movement before strobing occurs

I - number of scale units corresponding to the symbol dimension

T - frame interval

This expression can be used to determine either the maximum input rate of
change for a given scale factor (value of 1) or, conversely, the minimum
value of Z for a given rate.

For example, assume an altitude error symbol moving vertically on a VSD
whose frame rate is 30 cycles/second. Assume also that the symbol has a
vertical dimension, height, h. The most sinsitive scale factor (the mini-
mum value of 1 ) for such a symbol can be determined if one knows the
maximum vertical velocity likely to be encountered. Using the extreme
case of 18000 feet per minute (300 feet per second) for vertical velocity:

i * RT

= 300 ft/sec x 0.033

10 ft/unit of symbol height (h)

This is to say that if the altitude error symbol is 0.1 inch in height,
the most sensitive scale factor for the symbol is 100 feet per inch if
strobing is to be avoided.
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The Pilot 'l t ask 01ten reqU1170w qUAlint tat ly Andi 11UP1erIicnformatiton. 011e
if Lthe great valueN of K/0l dilplaya Is their capacity to prewent multiple
diiital indications whenevor called for anid wherever desired on the display
tiurt tce , Irhil; eapatit.'ty ohould be exercised with ý:aution, however, And
the Use of diditAl Calbouts on1 It~/t display* 3ihould be guided by the *am*e
rule* which iapply to othe- types Of display$.

in goettra), digitta Indlc~itors arc excellent for quantitative readingett'
thiey pcirilit it uleiutm readinit time with a minimum i oading error. They alae,

fatcilitato ±tettin& tasks, where a specific. quantitative value must be
chotten or a specifilc tnput sade, although the relation between Lthe reatd-
out and Lho Mett~'Sg con~rol ib sometimcis subject to canfusion. Digital
prestnotations, on the other hond, are extremely poor for trackirng tasks
siince, thuy tire hard to interpret for rate 4'id trend. Thit. suggatsts that
the most suitable applications for EN0 displays are for 4rdtcations which
are stable or whizh change slowly. Some svuch indications are manually or
automatically Inuierted command values, Ta!:an o'r VOR-omui~ teleltic'n, dis-
tance to destination or check point, and radio or navigation and frequency.
They are also usc~ful as supplements to other indicators. An example inen-
tioned earlier was that of a gross readout of altitude to supplement a
scalo. on which vernier readings are madt. Another posaibility is a digi-
tal readout of course on a navigation disp.lay t~o duplicate the Indication
supplied by a poi.ater and compass rose.* In this coe the dOtgital readout
would facilitate check-reading while the pointer served for tracking.
Digital readouts most clearly shou~ld not be used for rapidly changing or
variabl.e imuformation such as time or heading.
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A dto•irte indict, iur presentsa & tstotent of (Act about tih condition of
tho oystom or about 4 condition in the axternal environment. While it may
call for upecifle avtion, tho discreot is not a quantitative indicator,
nor toos it call for any proportional or tracking response by the operator.
it indicates mnl) that n cot t state of ,ff ;Irm exist*, Tihe message is
convoyed by th1 simplo premenco or absence in Indicator, Tito name do-
rtves from the f(ac that the infortation v, * only in two or so discrete
states, I0/0 displays are particularly multablo for presentation of dis-
crates becauset t thiolr capacity to generate a wide variety of pictorial
And symbolic Indices, Also, the 11/0 display tend* to be the* center of thle
pilot's attentionl and, thereforu, it is a good locus for information which
is not ordinarily part of his task but may on occasion require his atten-
tiun or dmst, ipecific action.

Shape, especially if it is pictorial, is useful for encoding discrete in-
formation since it offers tWe advantage of indicating directly the parti-
culer siftdLlon referred Lo. If not pictorial, the shtape used should at
least be readily recognizable. All shape-coded discretes, pictorial or
symbol, should be sufficiently prominent in size and location to attract
immediate attention, The following examples illustrate the kinds of use
to which shape coding can be put for discretes. A wheel or doughnut shaped
symbol can be used as a landing gear discrete since the shape is pictorial,
and it is also used ro shapc-code the landing gear control. Thus the pilot
has a picture which he can associate directly with the aircraft subsystem
and its specific control. The arrow is stereotypically associated with the
direction of traxvel. This shape can therefore be used as a to-from indica-
tor in association with a navigation reference point on a horizontal situ-
ation display. The shape here is a mixture of pictorial and symbolic. In
range or out of range for weapon delivery is an item for which there is no
generally accepted pictorial or stereotyped shape, This information may
be encoded by any sufficiently recognizable shape which does not conflict
with other symbology.

Color, shade, and flash are most suitable for generic rather than specific
indicators. They may also be used to supplement some other code or to
create combination codes. Thus, the conventional use of red and yellow as
colors to denote warning and caution could be applied to discretes on E/O
displays. Here, color serves as a discrete to indicate the nature of the
situation rather than the specific item to be attended to. Color or shade
might also be used in another way. There is always a question on aoplays
whether the erratic behavior of a symbol is due to display or data input
system error. It would be possible for the pilot to distinguish between the
two causes if a symbol, such as the steering symbol on a VSD, were coded
by color or shade to indicate that the data input is inoperative or out of
tolerance. This is analogous to the practice of flagging conventional in-
struments. Flash codina is an excellent attention-getting device. It also
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has the stereotypic association oa urgency. Its use with discrotes should
be reserved for those items which require Immediate attention or prompt
action,

Alphanumeric. have virtually limitless possibility as a coding dimension
for discretes. Any message can be stated in compact and easily readable
form, The following rules should be observed. Tite message must be brief.
If abbreviations are used, follow MIL-STD-783 and the ANA-261 bulletin.
Alphanumerics should not be used for any situation which calls for immed-
iate actioni reading takes time, and there is always the possibility of
error. Alphanumerics should be used for giving more detailed and specific
information than can be encoded pictorially or by other symbolic means.
If some other coding technique is suitable and available, it should be uied
in preference to alphanumerics. It is unwise to combine alphanumeric with
flash coding; a flickering legend is hard to read.

There is a final and general point to be made in connection with discretes,
Williams et ol. (1956) point out that there is a long-standing confusion
about the term warniW. It is used to refer to genuine emergencies such
as fire, pull-up to avoid impact, or wave-off in a carrier landing, Warn-
ing is also applied to indications of potentially dangerous states, a.g.
low fuel supply, landing Sear position, and RCM information. These ara
really two different classes of information, While this observation Applies

to all types of displays, it is most pertinent to E/O displays, For the
first time we have a device whose information handling capability is suffi-
ciently complex and varied to make it a general purpose source of informa-
tion about the total aircraft system. Designers and experimenters should
give more attention to this application of the E/O display. Of Immediate
interest is the question of creating four classes of discrete indicators:
emergency (Williams and his associates use the term at••m), warning, caution,
and advisory. As a consequence, it would also be necessary to devise a
scheme for allocating this information, by class and item, to the L/O dis-
play or elsewhere. Our tentative recommendation is that all emergency
items be placed on the VSD along with a master warning and a master caution
indicator. To present more than this on the VSD would be to invite clutter.

A more fundamental and pressing need, however, is an investigation of the
E/O display as the information center for total system management. Most
E/O displays today are deficient in their capacity for self-detection of
display system error and out of tolerance situations. Further, E/O displays
do very little in the way of presenting information about the health and
readiness of other parts of the aircraft system. The flexibibity of symbol
generation and the multi-mode capability of E/O displays make it possible to
use these devices as a central reference source for callout of data either
automatically or in response to operator interrogation. This notion, of
course, goes far beyond the matter of discretes. It is raised here because
the present practice in aircraft is to use discrete indicators to display
the small amount of system-state data that is available.
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I ~di%idual Symbols

In advocating a common display language some tend to think primarily in
terms of a standard alphabet of symbol shapes. Standardimation of this
sort has much in its favor. In the present state of affairs a given shape
may signify one thing on one display and something else, perhaps quite un-
related, on another. This leeds to confusion, not only in the evaluation
of competing designs, but also in operational use when the pilot transi-
tions to another aircraft with a different display. There is also reason
to conclude that a otandard alphabet is needed to insure that the most
discriminable and appropriate shapes are used for liven purposes. Finally,
since a display is an aggregate of symbols, there is a need to regulate
symbol usage so that the overall effect of the display is harmonious and
suited to the intended use.

As desirable as these ends are and as admirable as it is to seek them, we
believe the matter must be approached with great caution. Despite the
experimental evidence which has been Amassed over the years, symbol design
sLill has more the aspects of an art than a science. Personal opinions
still come into play, and questions of aesthetics enter too easily into
the selection and evaluation of symbol design. There are also less sub-
jective considerations. The characteristics of a given symbol may be opti-
mum if the symbol is looked at in isolation, but in combination with others
it may not be so suitable. The number of possible symbol combinations is
so large and their interrelationships are so complex that any given symbol
alphabet is hound to be inappropriate in some cases. Even if it were possi-
ble to arrive at some set of symbols suited to all applications, one might
well discover that the symbols were truly optimum for none. A little more
freedom in the selection of symbol characteristics might lead to better
individual displays.

Nevertheless, we feel we would be begging the question if we did not try
to reach some conclusions in this area. The recommendations which follow
are only a modest beginning, but we fully anticipate the criticism that
we have gone too far. We have made use of research evidence, current
practice, and the best advice of designers with whom we have talked. The
synthesis is entirely our own, however.

We have by no means exhausted the inventory of symbol shapes, nor have we
been able to assign a peculiar symbol to each item of information required
on VSDs and HSDs. We have simply drawn up a list of those symbols which
ought to be reserved for certain purposes. This usage is not mandatory and
the recommendations do not necessarily preclude the use of another symbol
for a given purpose provided, of course, that symbol is not also on the
reserve list.

Most of the symbols listed are for vertical situation displays. These
displays tend to have a much richer variety of symbols, and their need for
symbol conventions seems to be greatest, The recommendations for attitude
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and steering symbols apply only to inside-out displays. We have not con-
cernod ourselves with outside-in displays or hybrid forms since the suit-
ability of such designs for E/O displays is an unsettled issue.

With the exception of the aircraft reference symbol, we have not included
horizontal situation display symbology. HSDs used for navigation consist
mainly of cartographic symbols, which tend to follow the conventions used
on printed maps. Although discussed earlier in connection with coding,
we wish to repeat here for emphasis that the adaptation of traditional map
symbology to presentation on E/O displays is a topic which deserves exten-
sive research and prompt attention. As also noted earlier, tactical HSDs
already have a rather full standard symbology, but some effort will still
be required to extend it to all applications.

As a final point, we recommend that this or any list of symbols draw:n up
by a standards committee be circulated among designers and display manu-
facturers for comment prior to adoption. Provision should also be made
for a periodic review and update to keep a standard symbol list consistent
with the futi.re needs and evolution of E/O displays. The most likely de-
velopment, it b. ems to us, could be the development of two sets of symbols,
one for fixed wing aircraft and another for helicopters. Rotary wing air-
craft have been plagued by a lack of instrumentation appropriate to their
performance capabilities. Research is underway in this area, and as new
display designs evolve for helicopters it will probaby be necessary to
devise new and more appropriate symbols.

Horizon

The basic reference for attitude in the real world is the horizon. Obvious-
ly, a line is the appropriate symbol for this purpose. It may be solid or
gapped and may or may not extend all the way across the display. It should
be longer than minor pitch lines, and distinct in some way from major pitch
lines.

Aircraft Symbol

Preferred Alternatives

A number of symbcl shapes are considered appropriate for displaying one's
own aircraft reference. The desired elements of this symbol are: 1. its
pointer function which provides a reference for attitude and perhaps other
items such as angle of attack; 2. its gapped center which provides a
clutter-free zone to minimize obscuration of other symbols mcving in this
area; 3. its center dot which establishes a fixed display center reference
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point, null reference point, and index mark.

The preferred shape is considered superior to alternates because it is
especially good for use with the recommended, steering symbol shape, it
provides the least obscuration, and it has pictorial qualities. In regard
to the latter the "wings" and '"heels" also afford meaningful vertical
orientation cues against a dynamic background.

For HSDs a small pictorial aircraft symbol has the virtues of common usage
and universal meaning. It serves as a pointer but does not seriously ob-
scure cartographic or other symbols in the same area.

Pitch Lines

Although the horizon is considered to be the basic pitch reference, incre-
mental marks are needed for more accurate reading. Scale type symbols are
appropriate for such use. The selected configuration should be readily
distinguished from the horizon. Positive and negative values should be
clearly indicated. The lines should not be so pronounced in luminance,
size, or rendition as to obscure other symbols or to distract from overall
display interpretation. When the horizon is outside the field of view
major pitch lines should be readily identified as to value and direction.

Roll Scale

The use of a scale to depict roll is generally accepted. A center refer-
ence mark with 100 increments to 30* is ordinarily used. Additional marks
at 600 and 900 points may or may not be required.

The real issue is placement of the scale rather than its shape. This was
discussed earlier under display format.
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Steering

The recommended symbol for steering is both pictorial and compatible with
preferred aircraft reference symbol designs. At the null position a com-
plete aircraft symbol results from the combination of respective symbol
shapes, i.e., wings, tail, and wheels (or fuselage) are represented when
the steering and aircraft symbols are joined.

The preferred steering symbol is a variation of the cross, which is one
of the most easily descriminable symbol shapes. Yet, unlike the cross,
it is riot readily confused with the common stereotype of location or tar-
get so often associated with cross symbols. (See also Pathway below).

PahwaL

The pathway symbol is an index of desired performance and encompasses steer-
ing, course/track, and sometimes altitude information. It provides ani
alternative to the steering symbol shown above. As a shape it is more
closely allied with the contact analog concept.

The advantages of the recommended shapes are that they afford an easily
discriminable pointer in pictorial form. Deformations can be used to in-
dicate parameters such as altitude and course. Obscuration is minimal at
symbol apex.

This symbol should be used exclusively as a command symbol, and not as a
velocity vector.

Runway/Landing Site

A trapezoidal shape is recommended for representing the runway and landing
site, particularly for fixed wing aircraft. Common usage and pictorial
qualities are the primary reasons for this selection. The centerline is
optional.
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G Zides Zopf/-G ii4e aLth

Glideslope and glidepath information can be suitably displayed by the illus-
trated symbol. It is analagous to the ILS cross pointers commonly found on
conventional instruments. The horizontal and vertical elements should be
capable of independent motion to show separate as well as combined glide-
slope/glidepath deviation.

AItitude

Either a scale or null symbol can be used. if a scale, the general scale
principles previously described should be employed. If a null symbol is
desired no common shape has or probably can be meaningfully associated
with altitude. Therefore, no recommended shape will be given.

Ai~rpeed

The same options are avsilable here as for altitude. No standard symbol
shape is recommended.

Angle of Attack

A scale or null symbol may be used. See altitude. No standard symbol
shape is recommended.

Veiocity VectorlImpact Point

@ 0 0

The velocity vector or impact point symbol indicates the actual path of the
aircraft. It should not be confused with an indication of desired performance,
such as a pathway or steering symbol, and is most suitably displayed as a
small outlined circle or a disc. To be clearly visible against varied dis-
play backgrounds and to be prominent in relation to other symbols, the impact
point symbol should subtend at least 15 minutes of arc.
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CHAPTER V - DISPLAY CHARACTERISTICS

INTRODUCTION

In the two preceding chapters an attempt was made to develop a common
display language (insofar as one can be developed) by examining informa-
tion requirements and display informational content. Such topics as symbol
coding, size, shape, and related properties were discussed to determine
what general guide lines for standardization might be suitable across dis-
plays.

This chapter is, then, the third of three successive major sections. We
are now ready to discuss those characteristics of displays that relate to,
or result from, the fact that they are either electronically or optically
generated devices. The emphasis, however, is not merely on display charac-
teristics per se but, even more importantly, on the fact that pilots must
use displays under a variety of field conditions. Therefore, we will at-
tempt to air some of the psychophysical issues that affect the pilot's
visual task and the design standardization problem.

Of the psychophysical considerations for display design, the most complex
and dominant are those of visual perception. A knowledge of visual percep-
tion and related interaction effects of physical stimuli is generally de-
sirable and sometimes vital to design decisions. For example, one might
ask if an electroluminescent display of low luminance is completely unsuit-
able for use in a cockpit in a high ambient light environment. Or, is high
contrast an effective substitute for low luminance in certain situations?
The answers to such questions might well open or close the door to research
and development in a given field. Other examples are not difficult to
find.

In order to foster a better understanding of the visual perception issues
that are so inextricably bound to display characteristics, it is helpful
to keep two points in mind.

I. Pilots are quite adaptive and are therefore able
to perform more or less successfully, if not
efficiently, across a range of poor to good equip-
ment designs. This human adaptability may come to
the defense of a marginal design and offset its de-
ficiencies. The consequences of poor designs are,
however, not always apparent in the early design
stage. Furthermore, deficiencies may not be ac-
knowledged until the situation becomes such that
the pilot cannot perform adequately in flight
tests or in operational conditions. The degree
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to which human factors studies can minimize
such deficiencies depends on a number of
variables that cannot be treated here.

2. Overdesign is as prevalent a problem as the
reverse, although it is probably less serious
and more difficult to detect. A pilot is
less likely to complain about having ten times
the neceýssary display luminance, for example,
than he is about having only half as much as
needed. Overdesign tends to waste money and
resources. Underdesign, on the other hand,
detracts from pilot performance, causing
needless effort at best and serious consequen-
ces at worst.
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VISUAL FACTORS

The importance of visual factors in avionics display design is stressed
in this report, partly because we believe them to be important and partly
because they characteristically receive less attention than they deserve.
Few agencies or contractors seem willing to invest the time and effort
needed to resolve visual factor problems of long term or even of more im-
mediate standing. Some of the inertia probably results from the wealth
of available data in the visual research field. However, this is illusory.
Abundant marginal information may well obscure the need for studies which
are aimed at related, although quite different problems. The unaccounted
for effects of but one variable can alter the applicability of even the
most thoroughly resolved data. For instance, the effects of inadequate
display contrast on reaction time or the adding of one more task to the
workload of a pilot performing at the limit of his ability are obvious
examples of operational variables that can change or render useless other-
wise valid predictive data. Less obvious, but equally pertinent examples,
are the uncontrolled and non-uniform dispersion of light-emitting sources
in the night lighted cockpit or Lhe effects of vibration on visual tasks.
Such factors can readily conlound design guide minimums. Ideally they should
be resolved prior to final oquipment design approval.

In a more general view we can note that the risks of extrapolation and
generalization from one set of laboratory or field conditions to another
are elementary pitfalls which should be well known to the human factors
experimentalist. In the same sense that the cowling design for ore air-
craft may not be appropriate for a similar aircraft, altkough t on -jmpu
aerodynamic principles apply, a display filter or CRT for one disJP.i may
not he wholly suitable for a similar application in another aircrýo, al-
though the same psychophysical principles apply. In these matter• ae ounce
of human factors evaluative studies are indeed worth a pound of r1trofit.

Night Vision

A controversy still exists over the use of red or white lighting in a cock-
pit at night. Those who favor red light contend that red light, because
of its longer wavelength, helps to preserve rod vision for the dark adapted
eye. White lighting proponents maintain that the intensity of light is
iar more important than wavelength. They also point out that reading color
coded displays, maps, or controls is confounded by red lighting. The con-
troversy persists because both views are correct, at le'ýst in part. A
resolution of the issue is to be found only within the larger context of
operational requirements and overall system considerations.

The primary question is in deciding how important it is to maintain a
dark adapted Etate. Air Force interceptor pilots, for example, may not be
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Idohtlng lbr1igtntivil
Conditio ol 11* uTI'ehot qud of mark~iiga adjum ment

1iivattor reatdin~g. Ktd flood, IIdl- 0O.W-O.1 Con t Inuou a
ild~pult ioI nec- VeeL , or both~, t~hrougho~ut
0416ary with operator range

choice

Indiat~tor reading, Ited or ouw-color- 0.,02-i .0 Continuous
dark adaptation temperatutre white throughout
not necessary but flood, indirect, rai~ge
doatrvable or both, with

operator choice

Indicator reading,
dark adaptation Fixed or
not necessary White flood .1-20 continuous

Panel monitoring, Red edge light- 0.02-1.0 Continuous
dark adaptation Ing, red or throughout
necessary whiLe flood, or r~oge

both, with opera-
tor choice

Pinel monitoring, White flood 10-20 Fixed or
dark adaptation continuous
not necessary

Either with possi- Whiite flood 10-20 Fixed
ble exposure to
bright flashes

Either at very White flood 10-20 Fixed
high altitude
and restricted
daylight

Chart reading, Red or white 0.1-1.0 Continuous
dark adapta- flood with (on white througnout
tion necess- operator portions rang--
ary choice of chart)

Chart readiog, White flood 5-20 Fixed or
dark adaptation _________________{continuous

not necessary ______

(Adapted from Morgan at at., 1963)
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Two special low intensity visual problems arise with the use of E/O
display.:

1, The direcL view raster display sometimes has

symbols, such as all aircraft reference symbol,
a roll scale, or fiducial markers, which are
painted on the display surface rather than
generated olecrronically. To render thes,
display!, red for night use, an aviation red fil-

ter is placed over tile display, usually on top

of tile day filter. With tile display intensity
thus lowered, !t can become difficult or impossi-

ble to distinguish the painted symbol from the
electronically generated background. This is
especially true if the ground plane is shaded
so as to form a dark zone just below the

hori zon.

2. Chalmers (1950) found that dim silhouettes are

much more difficult to detect when the eye is
exposed to dazzle and afterin,ages resulting

from extreme contrast. Kelley et a!. (1965) cite
the above repo•rt and warn that fluorescent line

written symbols, such as those on projected head-

up displays, appear against Ln alwost totally
dark background. The use of a red night filter
and an adequately scaled intensity control should
help to mininizc this problem.

Still another problem arises in the general area of display visibility
which differs somewhat from tile nighttime problems cited above. A con-

siderable amount of data have been gathered and guidelines established con-
cerning dial reading Juminance levels, tndex mark spacing and the like.
But, these data relate to painted surfaces,'iron gauges', needles, and
pointers which have clean, sharp lines and other characteristics making
them diflerent from luminance emitting devices. We cannot be sure, %7ith-

out experimenting, about how much the existing data generalize to E/O
displays. For exomple, E/O displays sometimes 'ttc.' and may appear to
H0.i3osm but do not have parallax characteri.stics and do not require a
,wide ranging scan pattern, as do Lhe discrete instruments. K~elso (1965)

indicated a need for more research in this general area although her report
concerns three specific scale factors. We concur with this need.

We also find a need for more research related to establishing the effects

of varied CRT luminance intensity on contrast. Mere will be said about
contrast later, but one point should be made clear concerning CRT low

luminance levels. The contrast ratio of symbol to background does not
of necessity remain constant throughout the range of intensities on raster

type displays; ncr is the relationship of contrast to intensity level

linear. Therefore, it is not aufficient to establish a contrast ratio
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at, say, 80 per cent of maximum brightness aod expect that this will hold
at the I per cent brightress level. Designers can minimize some of the
contrast variability by using techniques such as gamma correction if they
recognize a need for so doing. Selecting an appropriate night filter thac
acts as a neutral density medium can also help.

Th2 preceding examples of recommended research are merely indicative of
the types of studies that are needed prior to attempting a definitive
statement of E/O display values which will be effective across a variety
of operacional conditions. We do not, for instance, have convincing data
relating task loading, vibration, and fatigue to reaction time, symbol
dynamics, display lutrinance, contrast, and color. Wa cannot specify the
ways that such factors differ under dark adaptation rules as distinguished
from less severe requirements. Similarly, we have insufficient data to
clearly state how much resolution is required tc detect a target on low
light level television or on an infrared display. We have too little
evidence to determine how a red night filter and a polarized or micromesh
day filter plus some of the other variables mentioned above would affect
the same resolution requirement.

It seems apparent tnat a meaningful specification must be written on the
assumption that a systems approach will be taken and that certain system
requirements will be known. Such system requirements can then be matched
to appropriate display minimums. For example, a more rigid specification
could apply to the case where dark adaptation is of fundamental concern;
and a relaxed specification whereý it is not. However, uniform cockpit
lighting might well apply to either case.

We are not suggesting that a different standard should be written for
every conceivable variable. A standard might take the position that if
such and such is a system requirement, then a display minimum character-
istic of so and so is necessary. Perhaps the main point is that empirical
research is needed to convincingly establish E/O display design minimums
before they can be applied with autbority to any condition. At this
point some guides and approximate ranges of values can be stated. But,
assumptions must be made about the applicability of these values to a
given display problem. We recommend, ther-fore, that systematic studies
be funded to relate appropriate E/O display characteristics to pilot
visual needs in particular types of mission situations.
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Until such data are available, the display designers will he forced to
use subjective judgments of what such terms as coierLp Visible, plot.ot
dark adaptation, adequate contrast, good human fact!ors pIactioea, and so
on, actually mean. The following introductory paragraph of the Smith and
Goddard (1967) report illustrates the point quite well.

"The purpose of this report is to clarify an ambiguous
situation resulting from paragraph 2.10.4 ofl the I
October 1984 APSCM 80-1, which ctates: 'Instaoll
integrally lighted instrumente, with a white lighting
system designed according to MIL.-L-271?0. Use a red
lighting system (MIL-L-2h46') only if unique opera.-
tor reauirements dictate the use of red lighting and
install only with the apprc.val of the procuring ac-
tivity.' Just what constitutea unique operator re-
quirements is not identified in APSCM 80-1, If the
consideration is for, dark adaptation r-equirementB, it
is hcped that this statement do(1c not imply to the
reader that the use of rcd lighting will 1ýreserve
(that is, protect or saae) the pilot 's dark adapta.
tion, and that white lighting will destro.• it. This
is not true; the differences are only relative. Yven
the pro-exposure to perceptuall, co lorless Zight
below cone threshold s'irupts dark adaptation, and,
obviously, pre-exposui-, to light above cone thr.shold
would disrupt dark adaptation even more. Therefore,
any notion that pre-exposing the eyes to red light
will preserve dark adaptation is false. "

It seems that unless we are willing to invest some time and effort in
generating what protect dark adaptation and similar terms mean in quanti-
fied language, our success in writing an E/O standard will be incomplete.
The alternatives to establishing a program of definitive, systems oriented
research are not difficult to imagine. For example, if we recognize a
need to do something to improve cockpit lighting for preserving dark adap-
tation, our best approach, using only that information now available to
us, would probably include at least the following:

1. Require that cockpits be uniformly illuminated with no
source to exceed, for example, 1.0 ft L. Different
values might be specified according to the anticipated
mission requirement.

2. Require that certain symbol-to-background contrast
minimums be preserved on the E/O displays.

3. Use best guess experience to establish ready procedures
that minimize pre-exposure to adverse light intensity
and colors.
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Smith and tioddard (l167) provide a good summary of the red versus white
lighting Issue, They also provide an annotated bibliography of Important
tessarch on dark adaptation, The following points are among thtoe made
0' their rep4rt and summarias our thtnktng,

1, In those cases where mission requirements demand a
maximum level of pilot dark adaptation, the "so of
red lighting for cockpit displays to recommended,

2, Vor miaatons requtring leas atringent dark adapta-
tions the use of ally color display illumination ts
acceptable,

. In order to minimise the illuminated aret, displays
should he trantilluminated when practicable, Coautiton
must he exercised, however, in following ouch a guide-
line since extensive uee ot transilluminated displays
may accastona&y result in the pilot's leas of frame
of rtferance for the patnel, and the panel may appear
to "f loot",

4, The current practice of liighton-dark display markings
should be continued in order to reduce illuminated or
reflecting display area.

5. Canopy glare, the reflection of light uff of the
canopy, should dMfinitely he mit•tmiped,

h, Of the 10 variables affecting niglittime target de-
tection (ey., target atiso, viewing time) only
average pre-expavuce luminance and pro-exposiure
I hght Ing color are a fun.t ton of cockpit inatrtmunt

deoign and pilot behavior,

7, A ayatowix approach to vockpit illumination should be

made,

8. The available literature i* inconclusive,

9, I'he preo-exposutre tolerance of the pilot for a given
aircratt msa4lon should be considered,

We have jurt reviewed some of the cumplexities of night vision and its
attendant red versus white cockpit lighting controversy, In this section
even more complex problems are evidenti although they are perhaps not
quite as controversial.,
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Daytime ambient light conditions in the cockpit vary widely. Cockpit
configurations rango from those of the rotary wing type aircraft, which
often havo largo transparent window areas, to those of the transport
types, some of which have comparatively narrow windshield and window
aroom. The witde assortmiet of fighter and attack aircraft lie somewhere
in between,

Such variety in windshield and window area tends to complicate the design-
or's problem in K/O display design,. lie must think about the particular
cockpit for which his display is to be used in order to estimate the po-
tentlal severity of glare effects, contrast washout, and moird patterns
caused by direct incident or reflected sunlight, In head-up display
design, on the other hand, the main difficulty is that of generating
adequate symbol intensity for viewing the projected display against a
bright cloud or sky background.

The above problems are discussed in more detail under appropriate sub-
headings such an, Luminance and Contrast, For the present, we must ad-
dress ourselves to the problem of establishing a criterion sky luminance
condition,

A widely accepted w0,'oit oow sky condition is 10,000 ft L. Thi represents
the tops of white clouds at noon or bright sunlight on snow. Some reports
disagree with this value, specifying from 8,000 ft L (Whiteside, 1965)
to 12,000 ft L (Buddvnhagen and Wolpin, 1961). However, 10,000 ft L is
the figure deemed acceptahle to most display designers.

Occasionally, a head-up display designer will mention a test criterion
of "one or two diameters from the sun" as the basis for evaluating HUD
symbol brightness, We do not recommend using this criterion for several
reasons

1. This method is too imprecise, Such factors as air
density, altitude, sun angle, haze and disc vs, atmos-
pheric halo must also be specified to make the defini-
tion precise, To include these variables in the defi-
nition would render it cumbersome and, ultimately, un-
workable,

2, A clear reason does not exist for selecting one sun
diameter as opposed to three, or thirteen, or even
looking directly into the sun. One sun disc diameter
is only about 0.5Y (Sears, 1958; Air Navigation, 1963).
1herefore, one or two diameters from tha sun is tanta-
mount to looking directly at the sun.

3. The percentage of time that a head-up display must be
used within one diameter of the sun is, almost certainly,
quite small. Such a criterion would result in an un-
necessary overdesign. Clear sky brigntness at moderate
altitudes tends to be about 2000 ft L or less, although
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cloud reflections are often encountered, which may
raise it by a factor of 2 or 3. (Pitts, 1963.)

We therefore advise using 10,000 ft L as the standard for maximum sky
brightness for evaluating head-up display viewability. This represents
the background against which a head-up display must be seen and the high
luminance level for adaptation purposes.

The Cockpit and High Ambient Light

Our general concern in this section is to discuss the treatment of certain
display characteristics and to relate these to the high ambient light en-
vironment to which E/O displays are subjected. To this end, some specific
and practical matters are introduced which have a direct bearing on
writing an E/O display standard. We will start by defining two useful
terms from the field of photometry: luminance and iliwninance.

Direct incident light falling on a display surface is specified as lumens
per unit area and is called illuminance. An accepted unit of measurement
is lumens per square foot, foot-candles. On the other hand, light reflect-
ed from or generated by a display may be specified in foot-Icunberts, which
is the measure of surface luminance. Luminance is often called brightness;
although, technically speaking, the latter refers to perceived sensation
rather than stimulus magnitie.

Both luminance and illuminance are important terms to incorporate into
an E/O standard. These are particularly relevant when attempting to eval-
uate a head-down display which is being subjected to high ambient light.
Without further qualification we can say that any attempt to specify the
suitability of an E/O display for use in a high ambient light environment
should at least contain the following:

1. A specification of minimum acceptable display contrast.

2. A specification of the intensity and direction of direct
incident light falling on the display surface (i.e., the
protective filter) at the time contrast is measured.

Note that minlmuu.ý symbol luminance is not mentioned above although it has
some bearing on acceptable display contrast. The problem is that its
relevance is only meaningful in terms of initial symbol luminance inten-
sity, i.e., prior to introducing the illuminant. Once high intensity
illumination is added, as it must be to create the required high ambient
environment, a minimum symbol luminance value looses its identity. At
this point, only display contrast retention becomes meaningful. Some
minimum symbol luminance intensity is, of course, necessary in order to
provide adequate contrast in the presence of illuminating light. What
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that level will be depends on such factors as the intensity and incident
angle of the illuminating light, the characteristics of the display filter,
and the reflectivity of the display phosphor. There is no point in specu-
lating about a required minimum symbol luminance until some of the other
values are known.

We might also add that any specification dealing with light measurement
should include appropriate reference to photometric techniques. For
example, frequency of calibration of the photometer and its known light
source and such factors as the degree to which the photometer's wavelength
response curve may depart from the photopic response of the standard ob-
server's eye, should be included.

Our discussion thus far relates to the practical matters involved in
evaluating a display's performance under demanding high ambient light
conditions. Whatever minimum display values are specified, they should
also be maintained in the presence of reflected light off the pilot's
flying suit, white shirt, face, helmet, or visor.

Three questions arise in this regard.

1. What intensity of incident light (illuminance) should be
specified?

2. How should the display developer or airframe prime con-
tractor prove that his display meets the specified
minimums under both day and night ambient light conditions?

3. What display luminance and contrast minimums should be
specified?

The first two questions are actually parts of a single problem which is
discussed below. The third will be deferred to the next section which
deals with brightness and contrast.

We recommend that proof of a display's adequacy in day and night ambient
light conditions be included in a human factors demonstration test, to be
conducted by the display developer. We further recommend that the obli-
gation be made contractually binding. The reasons for taking a firm
stand on this matter are several. For example, it should be noted that
maintainability and reliability tests are now an accepted part of overall
program requirements. Human factors requirements are at least equally
as important, but tend to be a bit more difficult to quantify and demon-
strate. Our procedure would be a step in this direction. The human
factors discipline is not likely to reach full maturity and contribute
as it can and should to equipment design unless penalty-bound stature
is provided. This, of course, implies responsibility as well. as authority.
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The above recommendation results from a genuine need to demonstrate equip-
ment suitability and to resolve a chronic, although not necessarily an
acute problem. Our recommendation is based not only on our own experience,
but also on the concurrence of the many display developers, users, and
research groups with whom we have talked.

Cockpit Lighting Mock-Up

Both the intensity of incident sunlight and the cockpit configuration of
a particular aircraft should be considered in any demonstration test of
the effects of incident or reflected light on display contrast. In order
to control such variables, a rough cockpit mock-up is highly desirable.
It would allow, for example, determination of the minimum angle of incidence
at which sunlight is allowed to strike a given display and would provide
an appropriate alternative to flight testing.

To understand why the above statements are made, the reader should consider
for a moment the nature of head-down display mounting. Such displays,
along with their protective filters, are usually mounted on a cockpit
panel in front of the pilot or co-pilot. They may be afforded some pro-
tection from direct incident sunlight by a sun shield along the top of
the panel, but are otherwise protected or exposed by the geometry of a
particular cockpit configuration. The only certainty in any cockpit
is that incident sunlight cannot reach a display through the pilot's body
or the aircraft seat structure. At any rate, incident light striking a
reflecting display surface will cause certain diffuse and specular glare
effects. It will also tend to diminish display contrast. The severity
of its effects relate to the intensity of the light, the angle of inci-
dence that it describes, and the effectiveness of whatever filter or
other technique is used to protect display contrast.

Such factors as the above are particularly important for evaluating the
degree of protection afforded to a display by a directional filter. For
example, a given micromesh filter may be designed to block most of the
sunlight which would be incident to the display surface beyond a specified
zone, e.g., 15 degrees off-axis. If, however, direct incident light
cannot in fact reach the display withir 25 degrees of the normal axis
(because of cockpit geometry) it would be unnecessary to determine wash-
out effects within the zero to 25 degree region. Data of this type are
deemed useful for estimating required CRT output in the planning stage of
display design, as well as for proof of specification satisfaction later
on. Such data should therefore be obtained.

While we are engaged in determining the effects of a particular cockpit's
geometry on display contrast, other factors, such as the following, can
readily be evaluated. For example, in establishing the intensity of in-
cident light falling on a display surface we must consider canopy trans-
mission and haze. Haze, in this context, refers to light scattering with-
in the transparent materials (Wulfeck, et al., 1958). The following
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table from Glover (1955) outlines accnptable limits and shows how wind-
shield angle of incidence affects transmission and haze.

TABLE 20 - LIGHT TRANSMISSION AND HAZE VALUES

WINDSHIELDS CANOPIES VISORS

INCIDENCF ANGLE
550 600 650 700

HIGHLY Transmispion 71% 74% 83% 99% 89% 90%
DESIRABLE
VALUES Haze 0.5% 0.5% 0.5% 0.5% 0.5% 0.5%

ACCEPrABLE IF Tiansmission 66% 69% 79% 93% 83% 86%
OTHER FACTORS
TAKE PRECEDENCE Haze 1% 1% 1'll 1 1% 1%

MINIMUM VALUE Transmission 64% 67% 75% 89% 77% 79%

MAXIMUM VALUE Haze 2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2%

(from Glover, 1955)

In considering the mock-up approach to display design, the following should
be noted. There are some obvious reasons why it is rare to flight test
a display prototype in order to establish suitability for a given cockpit
application. For example, a new aiicraft design requires that displays
and the airframe be developed more or less concurrently. A flying model
of a new aircraft is, therefore, probably not available for flight test-
ing at the appropriate stage of display design. In addition, it is both
expensive and inefficient to use an aircraft for some of the necessary
tests in display design. For instance, conditions of light intensity and
angle of incidence are difficult to measure and control in the aircraft
environment. In order to overcome such difficulties, however, artificial
lights can be used to simulate sunlight in an appropriate cockpit mock-up.
By taking such an approach, the effects of canopy and windshield trans-
mission losses, canopy haze, interior glare, bright surface reflections,
and so on, can he evaluated.

Granting that a lighting mock-up is desirable for diaplay evaluation, and
that a demonstration test of display suitability is warranted, a high
ambient illumination criterion mitst be established. In other words, what
simulated sunlight intensity level should be used for display evaluation?
The answer is somewhat arbitrary since a particular value will not cover
all cases to everyone's satisfaction. However, the majotity opinion is
likely to agree with the followinp rattonale.
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One of the problems in determining a satisfactory intensity level for sun-
light simulation is that sunlight intensity varies with altitude. For
flights within the atmosphere, however, this factor is not believed to be
significant.

The literature suggests that a meaningful specific intensity level is ap-
propriate. For instance, Luxenberg and Bonness (1965) do not specify al-
titude but state that "a perfect diffuser in bright sunlight is illumina-
ted by 9,000 foot-candles....". On the other hand, Gordon (in Duntley et at.,
1964) cites two reports on clear weather sky conditions at sea level.
These establish sky illuminance at approximately 10,000 foot-candles when
the sun is at zenith. These values seem to be typical,and we accept 10,000
ft C as a convenient approximation for our purposes.

As a final word, please note that the color temperature of the lamps used
to generate simulated sunlight is not deemed critical for display evalua-
tion. A broad spectrum white at about 5,000 to 6,500 degrees Kelvin is
believed adequate. It should also be noted that ultraviolet and infrared
light wavelengths serve no useful purpose for display evaluation and are
generally to be avoided in illuminating light sources (Ketchel, 1967).
Certain of the UV and IR wavelengths can be particularly harmful, given
long exposures at high intensity levels, although they are outside of the
visible spectrum. Xenon lamps in particular should be used with caution.
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LUMINANCE AND CONTRAST

To date there has been a surprisingly small amount of resear-h eftort in
the JANAIR and earlier ANIP programs aimed directly at establishing suit-
able display luminance and contrast for cockpit applications. One excel-
lent report that does specify CRT luminance, contrast, and other charac-
teristics is that submitted by Carel to JANAIR in 1965. We do not intend
to duplicate his work in this section. Indeed, we suggest that readers of
this report will find Carel's treatment of display characteristics most
informative. Our purpose is to focus on display characteristics that are
of particular interest to those charged with writing an E/O standard and
to suggest areas of additional research when appropriate.

Luminance

Table 23 indicates that raster type displays are being designed using a
nominal luminance of about 500 ft L. One may well ask what this implies
in terms of actual requirements such as visibility or resistance to con-
trast washout. The ramifications of such a question are, unfortunately,
based on many variables which manifest their effects according to such
factors as the particular task a pilot must perform, the operating environ-
ment of the display, and kind of job that the display is designed for.
The following are examples of variables that should be considered.

1. The most demanding acuity task that the pilot will encounter.
2. The degree of display contrast available under worst case

ambient light conditions.
3. The transmissibility of whatever display filter(s) is used.
4. The number and interval spacing of whatever gray tones are

required to perform critical tasks, such as terrain avoid-
ance.

5. The transmissibility of the pilot's visor, cockpit glare
factors, and the level of light adaptation of the pilot.

Our general view is that 500 ft L of CRT luminance should be quite suffi-
cient for ordinary head-down display applications. If it is not, some
measure other than increased display luminance is likely to be required.
An even more challenging question, however, concerns the lowest acceptable
symbol luminance level and the qualifications that might attach to such a
value. Our subsequent development will be directed at this kind of prob-
lem.

To date, the one display that has been flown operationally, and therefore
may be considered acceptable, is the ADI display in the A-6A aircraft.
It yields a nominal 500 ft L luminance and provides 7 gray tones in the
terrain avoidance mode. But, it does not follow that we should therefore
accept 500 ft L as a standard luminance. There can be large gaps between
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the acceptable and a more suitable or more optimal value. For one thing,
experience indicates that a 500 ft L CRT output introduces heavy high
voltage power supply (HVPS) demands under MIL-E-5400 environmental con-
straints (which apply to avionics equipment).

In addition to the HVPS problem, which has an important bearing on relia-
bility, other factors must be weighed. For example, although 500 ft L
is generated, a proýective filter, such as the micromesh or a polarizing
type, will reduce display output by perhaps 70 per cent as a result of
filter transmission losses. The actual luminance displayed to the pilot
in the above example would become 150 ft L, a value that is itself of
questionable utility. For instance, a more efficient technique for pre-
serving display contrast might easily permit such a value to be relaxed
considerably; and, preserving adequate display contrast is, after all,
the reason for generating relatively high display luminances. Such
luminances tend to be more resistant to the effects of high ambient light
washout.

Essentially then, the problem reduces to this: if we can assume that an
adequate display contrast level will he preserved in the presence of
high ambient light, we can directly address outselves to the important
problem of specifying appropriate luminance for efficient and imrmediate
task performance. The key prerequisite is a relative one. Do we want
to preserve display contrast by brute force luminance or by developing
more efficient contrast enhancement techniques? Penalties paid for the
former seem to indicate that developing more efficient contrast enhance-
ment techniques is our best approach.

Gray tone interval spacing is one of the more difficult problems in deter-
mining which display luminance characteristics are actually required.
Carel (1965) shows that (CRT output demands can be indeed great when con-
trast preservation of several evenly spaced gray tones is based primarily
on display luminance. We would add, however, that more studies are need-
ed in this area before conclusions about CRT requirements can be convin-
cingly specified. Research may show that certain symbol luminance prior-
ities can be assigned to critical symbols, or for example, the gray
bands used for terrain avoidance, so that worst case high ambient condi-
tions will not degrade critical performance tasks. To illustrate, it
seems logical that a velocity vector symbol or a steering symbol would
be far more Important than ground texture elements and should be given
contrast pricrity. The same is true of those terrain avoidance radar
ranges which a pilot needs most for timely maneuvering. Our point is that
there is no firm reason for assuming that an even spacing of gray tones
io necessarily important or that equal contrast is required at each level,
Instead, we should det-rmine what the performance consequences of various
gray tone schemes are and what Detter display contrast enhancement tech-
niques are available. Then we can reach conclusions about the luminance
requirements.
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thc greca ter th. 'Oioibilitiy wunder high ambient
Uight. This ic not nece•sarily true, since
iomf? dioplaya ofj' lower intrinsic brigLtnede
:iave better uisibility than fCr brighter ones."

The main idea in the above quote is well taken. Contract is the most sig-
nificant factor in display legibility. It was previously shown that a con-
siderable amount of CRT luminance is blocked or sacrificed by a protective
filter that is designed primarily for contrast retention. This suggests,
as we indicated, that brute force techniques to increase display luminance
are teally attempts to achieve and maintain contrast under high ambient
light conditions.

Subjective Magnitude and Stimulus Magnitude

A tangential point should be made in relation to increasing display lumi-
nance. Stevens (1962) makes a distinction between stimulus magnitude and
psychological (:.e., subjective) magnitude for various sense modalities.
For example, a slight increase in the amount of electrical shock seems to
the recipient as though the increase is manifold. However, to make the
brightness sensation of 10 ft L appear to double, we must increase the lumi-
nance to 90 ft L, a factor of 9. Or, to put it another way, a display that
produces 50 ft L does not seem to be half as bright as one that generates
100 ft L. Later, we will see that Clauer (1966) makes much the same kind of
distinction in his discussion of contrast from the observer's viewpoint.

Although we consider the above information of importance for various pur-
poses in display evaluation, we would add a comment. One should not assume,
nor do Stevens or Clauer suggest, that performance on a given display nec-
essarily equates with providing a duplicate psychological magnitude follow-
ing, for example, the intruduction of high ambient light degradation effects.
Performance, in terms of speed or accuracy of response, relates to certain
physical stimulus minimum values on the display. What these minimum inten-
sity levels are perceived to be on a subjective basis Is quite a different
matter from how well one performs with them. Therefore, we need not strive
to protect such display characteristics as gray scale rendition to the
point of always having the display seem to have equal contrast under all
ambient conditions. We should strive for good subjective picture quality
but should accept display luminance and contrast values that provide ade-
quate performance under test criterion conditions. More work is required
to determine what some of the minimum acceptable performance values actually
are.

Electroluminescent Display Luminance

When we consider electroluminescent (EL) displays it becomes quite apparent
that great care must be exercised in the selection of a standard luminance
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level. FL displays are comparitively weak in luminance; but this is not
necessarily a deficiency, particularly in view of recent advances in EL
contrast enhancement. (See Peterson, 1966, and Soxman and Hebert, 1968.)
Thus, if we are not to set a standard which is prejudiced against EL dis-
plays, we should not select an arbitrarily high luminance minimum without
qualification. Of course, a minimum suitable for CRTs need not be en-
forced against EL displays, just as head-up and head-down displays need
not be judged together for minimum acceptable values.

The EL display issue calls forth a number of provocative questions about
which there is some apparent difference of opinion; although the differ-
ences are believed to be more apparent than real. On one hand, we have
such investigators as Peterson (1966), who suggest that EL displays are
suitable for some cockpit applications. On the other hand, we have display
developers who produce avionics displays having 500 ft L luminances and
CRT developers who strive for still greater output levels. Are these
factions contradictory?

Our interpretation of available evidence indicates that here, as in other
instances, there is really no right and wrong dichotomy. Rather, there is
a question of establishing what kind of job the display is supposed to do.
To return to the questions asked earlier: Are terrain avoidance gray tones
a requirement? What contrast enhancement techniques are available? How
demanding is the high ambient light environment to whieh tie display will
be subjected? What resolution requirements are specified? Until such
questions are answered judgment should be reserved as to which approach is
or is not suitable.

Research Program

In summation, we are not convinced that brute force approaches to CRT
luminance are the most appropriate means to solve the high ambient light
problem. Nor is it abundantly clear that EL displays are suitable for do-
ing all of those tasks now relegated to CRTs. We are convinced, however,
that a sound evaluation and experimentation program would be very desir-
able for comparing these and other display generation techniques and for-
mats in terms of pilot performance. The literature provides several
examples of techniques that might be evaluated in such a program as that
suggested. A sampling of these is gIven below, although a more detailed
recommendation for a suggested program will be deferred until later.

1. Hughes Aircraft recently developed an experimental dark
faced CRT for minimizing halatfon effects (Hoffman et at.,
1967). This technique deposits a dark layer between the
phosphor and faceplate, thus providing a neutral density
device and halation suppressor.
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2. Lally (1966) suggests a non-linear optical filter that
allows Stokes' Law prinriples to be used for contrast
enhancement. He notes that most luminance materials absorb
energy at some short wavelength and reemit it at some longer
wavelength and that the process is not reversible. His
approach is said to be similhr to that of having an ideal
black body display.

3. Micromesh filter design improvements have been suggested
to improve transmissibility.

4. The use of photochromic materials in the cockpit canopy
has hardly been explored; even though this might provide
an excellent shield for some types of over-the-shoulder
incident light problems.

5. Peterson (1966) and Soxman and Hebert (1968) report promis-
ing advances in EL display contrast. enhancement.

6. The He-Ne laser has recently been suggested by Kilpatrick
(1966) as a possible head-up display light source. Excep-
tional high brightness levels may be attainable using such
a technique.

7. Bell Helicopter has developed a head-mounted CRT display
that affords exceptional freedom of head movement as well
as external field of view advantages.

8. Trichroic coatings for contrast enhancement of head-up dis-
plays has been given some evaluation and endorsement; but
needs to be studied in more detail.

Examples of techniques, cumparisons, and study issues that can and should
be explored are plentiful. The above list is merely representative of
some of the hardware related techniques that are known to be of immediate
interest.

A systematic program of display evaluatton,such as that suggested above,
would allow us to chart the strengths and weaknesses of given approaches
to display technique and format. Solutions to problems could be identified
and related to given constraints on the basis of empirical cvidence. In
addition, performance criteria against which to evaluate subsequent dis-
play designs could be made available. We will summarize by noting that
such a program could be used to test new techniques and concepts, evaluate
controversial points of view, and establish a bedrock of data upon which
to structute and update a standard. It is our conviction tnat a program
of inter-display comparisons should precede or at least run concurrently
with an in-depti, concentration of resources devoted to any one particular
display or concept.
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and phosphor reflectivity, We can only ,o'nl tcltri al,,,t what i c'I I i lty
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* See pages 233 ff for a discussion of contrast.
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t|nmiyvt' d'asta col ,ti ont goenra lin vnt i flIrom it for ,/Oi di.splay purposes
s l,, Id he ,li, , elot.xly, t:onmidrt Ithe fo lowing points;

1, IBl ackwvell developed 50 per cent threshold data. This
Mlvi=n that at Lthe st ipulatLed Values of coutraut , half

hof the subjects did not1 detrt tLhe presence of the
stlmIils al aIlIl. A rule of thumb muitlplication fac-
tor of two Is utsed to correct the given "aloe to a
49 per cent probab iility of detecttion , But. nevertheless,
the dat a vtiv r to detection, VIOt t o recognition of the
Nt MIm I1 Will mI imatn, I 9hh).

1, IBlackwel I's data were gathered in tLhe. ratnge .10- to
I,()OH ft L (hardy, l19).t) The range 1,000 to 1.0,000
ft IL was not investigated.

A The .objectm were all young women, aged 19 to 26, with
2(/20 uncorrected vision,

4, The subjhcts weree seated in an auditorium and had nearly
ideal viewing conditLions In terms o even light distri-
but ion ands W'eodoiil from d istract ion. They were not
wearing s"t visors, did not expetrience vibration, had
no instlrument scan problem, did not have to search the
display area L to lfid Lhe target, were not bhrdened with
additional took., and Wuv iprtusiumahli y not as strongly
motiva ted unde. , u'idr t vquiwalnt t s•ross) as a military
pilot might loe

To allow for some of the obvious differences between laboratory data
and practical applications, ,I ftild factor correcction is applied. A
factor of 15 is specified by Carel (1965). McCormick (1964) notes that
a field factor of L5 refers to the general capacity of seeing moving ob-
jects under field conditions. McCormick cites Crouch (1958) as having
developed Bltackwell's data to obtain curves for field use.

The questions that arise from the above have to do with the validity of
generalizing fromn Blackwell's data to the pilot's task regardless of
whether or not a field factor is used. In lieu of specific research it
is proper to use the best available data, such as Blackwell's. However,
because there are so many variables that complicate the pilot's visual
task, specific research designed to confirm or modify the Blackwell and
Crouch findings for cockpit displays seems entirely reasonable.
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A study by Hanes and Williams (1948) on radar visibility shows that at
their highest adapting level, 2,000 millilamberts, a contrast ratio of
2.50 is required for immediate detection of a radar target on a PPI dis-
play (at a display luminance of 0.22 millilamberts). Ketchel (1967)
used an identical contrast ratio but increased the adapting light levels
to 10,000 or 5,000 ft L for subjects, both with and without a pilot's
visor. In this study it was found that latency effects did not manifest
themselves until symbol luminance was reduced to below 8 ft L. In other
words, there was no time delay as a function of the high intensity adap-
tation level/display luminance mismatch until the display was reduced to
below 8 ft L. Subjects could identify 8 ft L symbols as quickly as they
could identify 30 or 100 ft L symbols of equal size (23 minutes of visual
angle). The task was to search a direct view, raster display, which was
sectioned into four areas, and to identify which of two symbols appeared.

Contrast Formula

A number of methods for specifying contrast are available and are used by
various authors. Unfortunately, it isn't always clear which method is
being used. Therefore, we recommend that one method be adopted by the
standards committee, not as the only suitable method, but rather, in the
interest of common understanding.

An often used formula for contrast is that which divides the difference
between symbol and background luminance by the background luminance. The
problem is that values for bright symbols against dark backgrounds range
from zero to infinity. However, for dark symbols against a bright back-
ground, we must either deal with negative numbers or subtract the symbol
intensity from the background. In this case, dividing by the background
(which is a higher intensity) restricts the contrast range to between zero
and plus one.

To avoid these difficulties we recommend that the following formula be
used (see for example Graham et at., 1965).

Lh - L1 where: Lh - high luminance
L L I lower luminance

C - contrast

Multiply by 100 to express C as a percentage.

Unless this or a similar formula is adopted, the direction of contrast
should be noted for a clear understanding of what a given contrast means.
That is, symbol-to-background or background-to-symbol contrast should be
specified.
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Subjective Contrast and the Modulation Transfer Function (MTF)

In discussing contrast from the observer's viewpoint, Clauer (1966) dis-
tinguishes between physical contrast and subjectively perceived contrast.
This distinction is similar to that of Stevens (1962), who differentiates
between stimulus intensity and psychological magnitudes of brightness.

Both Clauer and Stevens suggest that we cannot assume that the human
visual response system acts like a measuring machine, which objectively
records absolute increments of a physical stimulus at each point on a
magnitude scale. A difference of one increment, for example, may seem to
be a large or small change to the human visual mechanism according to the
level on the scale at which the change is introduced. For high intensities
of luminance or large percentages of contrast a small increment (or decre-
ment) may not be noticed at all by the visual system. Nor will such a
change be perceived below threshold levels. Clauer has this to say:
"...the human visual system, unlike the physical system, does not respond
at all at contrast levels below the contrast threshold and, above this
threshold, (it) respond(s) as a nonlinear function of modulation."
Here, modulation can be taken to mean contrast.

As an example, Clauer asks whether an observer perceives a physical con-
trast change of 10 per cent at high contrast levels as equivalent to a
10 per cent change in contrast at low levels. He contends that such
changes are not perceived as equivalent and illustrates hJ3 logic by using
the graph in Figure 18.
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Figure 18 BRIGHTNESS AS A FUNCTION OF RELATIVE LUMINANCE
(RENOTATED MUNSELL VALUE SCALE)

(Adapted from Clauer, 1966)
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Figure 18 relates a linear scale of equally spaced Munsell values, which
represent psychophysical color brightness, to a relative luminance scale
(contrast) which is also equally spaced. It can be seen that a relative
luminance reduction to 25 per cent is equivalent to a reduction on the
Munsell scale to 50 per cent. It is also apparent that a 10 per cent
change in contrast is perceived as being of a greater psychological magni-
tude at the low end of the curve.

A modulation transfer function (MTF) may be defined as the ratio of modu-
lation of a reproduced image of a sine-wave target to the modulation of
the original target. This concept is useful, as Carel (1965) suggests,
for characterizing physical image systems. He notes, in a discussion of
resolution, the MTF is normally plotted against spatial frequency or lines
per unit length. For serial components, system MTF is found by multiply-
ing the individual component MTFs.

Clauer, in his discussion of display contrast, agrees that the MTF is
useful for describing system physical characteristics. He adds, however,
that the MTF is not entirely suitable for providing quantitative evalua-
tions of displays from the viewer's standpoint. This is, of course, re-
lated to his foregoing comments about subjective and physical contrast.
He supports his position by showing that subjective contrast curves can
be related to the MTF for different luminance levels (Fig. 19). In short,
Clauer's goal is to find a convenient way to measure the system and its
components, and also, to describe quantitatively what this means to the
observer.

SC' - Subjective Contrast

SC - Subjective Contrast
at 20 ft L (for com-

8 CýS %%% c CI parison)
.C'T - Contrast Threshold

.4 MTF = Modulation Transfer

Function

NC1a Suprathrehold Modu-
I 0 3 S lation curve (obtainedSPATIAL FREQUENCY 1CYCLESILLLIMETERI by subtracting the C'

curve from the MTF
curve)

Figure 19 GRAPHIC CONSTRUCTION OF SUBJECTIVE CONTRAST AT 300 FT L.

(Adapted from Clauer, 1966)
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We believe that Clauer's approach has merit and should be evaluated fully
in connection with E/O displays. The notion that subjectively perceived
contrast is more important than physical contrast (i.e., the objectively
measured difference in stimulus magnitudes) may be of considerable value
in determining the proper spacing of gray tones for displays which use
this as a coding dimension. The fidelity of the MTF and corresponding
subjective contrast may also serve as a useful way of evaluating displays
which present televised displays of the real world for the purposes of
weapon delivery, reconnaissance, or low level contact flight at night.

Shades of Gray

The presentation of shades of gray on a raster display is one of the more
vexing problems of display design. It has been touched upon in Chapter 1.
in connection with coding dimensions and earlier in this chapter in the
discussions of luminance and contrast. The problem centers about two
questions. How many gray tones are needed or usable? What should be the
range of the gray tone scale and the spacing of intervals within it? Un-
fortunately, the answers to these questions are elusive and, if found,
subject to qualification.

For the direct view raster displays analyzed in this study, seven to ten
shades of gray are specified. Although no display actually makes use of
the full ten-shade gray scale, this figure seems representative of what
designers and users believe and manufacturers accept as a suitable maximum
for displays which use shading as a coding dimension. On the other hand,
work by Miller (1966) and Alluisi and his colleagues (1957) indicates that,
insofar as shading is a coding dimension, six or seven shades of gray is
the maximum usable number. More recently, Slocum, ct a•. (1967) alsc sug-
gest seven as a practical number of gray scale steps, although they do not
indicate the empirical grounds for their opinion.

The difference between seven and ten is not as trivial as it miy seem. If
we assume a 100 per cent contrast between adjacent shades of gray and a
value of 4 ft L for the lowest shade of the scale, a seven shades of gray
display requires a luminance of 256 ft L for the lightest shade. A ten
shades of gray display would require over 2000 ft L for the lightest shade.
That Is, a ten step scale requires a maximum display luminance which Is
eight times more than a seven step scale. Clearly, the range of the scale
and the number of steps makes an enormous difference in terms of hardware
design and reliability since, generally, the higher the level at which the
CRT is driven the shorter the tube life.

The foregoing example is admittedly simple. Many other factors must be
considered, but most of thea tend to indicate that even higher maximum
brightness levels would be required. The earlier discusslon of the modu-
lation transfer function indicates that, at the higher luminance levels,
greater than 100 per cent contrast might be required between adjacent
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shades of gray. The use of protective filters reduces overall display
luminance and, therefore, might require a generally higher luminance
level to insure that the display will be usable in high ambient light
conditions. The contrast ratio of 100 per cent in the above examples
was chosen somewhat arbitrarily. Some research findings (e.g., Hanes and
Williams, 1948) suggest that - for radar displays, at least - an even
higher contrast ratio is called for, perhaps as much as 250 per cent. A
study by Ketchel (1967) indicates that factors such as symbol size, adapta-
tion level, symbol 1'ninance, and the use of a sun visor may combine
to produce a situati ai in which 100 per cent and, at times, 250 per cent
contrast is not adequate. In fairness, it must be pointed out that 100
per cent contrast may be too high. A study by General Electric (1961)
states that 85 per cent is adequate for most visual tasks (our italics).
in short, adequate gray scale contrast varies greatly depending upon the
viewing conditions and the observer's visual task.

In practice, the shades of gray problem usually comes up in connection with
one of three types of displays: a VSD with stylized symbols, a terrain
avoidance display which uses shade coding for range, or televised displays
such ns LLLTV or certain TV missiles. A closer look at each of these appli-

- may serve to clarify the problem and to suggest practical methods
ot resolving it.

For VSD symbols six or seven shades of gray are normally used although,
as noted above, it is not unusual to find as many as ten called for in
specifications. The problem here is not how many shades but, rather,
how to provide adequate contrast between symbols and background to insure sym-
bol legibility and to avoid washout effects in high ambient light conditions.
It is possible to achieve this through judicious selection of shades for
each symbol or class of symbols. For example, critical symbols such as
a steering symbol, impact point, or command altitude index should be
brightest and have the best contrast with the general display background.
Since these symbols are normally viewed against an artificial sky and
ground plane, the latter display elements should be dark, i.e., at least
two or three gray tones darker than the critical symbols. Less important
display elements, such as ground texture which is used primarily to enrich
the background or to provide qualitative contact analog cues, need not
have such high contrast.

In most cases, it is fairly easy to decide which symbols are of greater or
lesser importance and to assign gray scale values accordingly.

In some circumstances, however, it may not be possible to control the back-
ground against which the symbol will be viewed. That is, the symbol may
be free to range over the entire display and thus be presented against
several different gray tones. A common solution, here, Is to have the
symbol carry its own high contrast background with it, i.e., to enclose
the symbol with a border whose shade is several gray scale intervals removed
from that of the symbol. This technique is often used with alphnumerics,
which are presented as a bright figure inside a dark box. By this method
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it is possible to obtain symbol/ground contrast on the order of several
hundred or even thousand per cent.

Some terrain avoidance dirplays employ a quasi-VSD format in which terrain
contours are presented in azimuth and elevations and the range to these
terrain contours is coded by gray tones. The terrain avoidance display
of the A-6A ADI is of this type and will serve as an instructive example.
The A-6A ADI is capable of presenting ten distinct shades of gray. These
are used to represent ranges from 1/4 to 10 miles ahead of the aircraft,
with the range intervals becoming larger as the range to terrain increases.
Through simulation and flight test it was discovered that only about 5 or
6 of these ranges (and, hence gray tones) were of use to the pilot, who
tended to concentrate on the terrain closest to the aircraft and disregard
range information beyond 3 to 5 miles ahead. In this case, it was possible
to reduce the number of gray tones and widen the interval between them
thereby achieving a better match between information content and symbology,
increasing the contrast between adjacent shades of gray, and relaxing hardware
requirements. The point, here, is that analytically derived requirements
must be verified through simulation and flight testing of prototype equip-
ment. The variables studied should include the number of gray shades,
the amount of contrast, the number of intervals to be encoded, and dynamic
effects such as speed, altitude, vibration and wind gusts.

For televised presentations such as LLLTV or missile TV, the problem is
to achieve a realistic or at least readily interpretable rendition of a
real world scene. This is one of the most demanding tasks yet required of
E/O displays and sensor systems. In part, it is a problem of resolution,
which is discussed elsewhere. However, the resolution problem is complicated
by present sensor-display system limitations and, in the case of LLLTV
particularly, by the inherently poor visual quality of the real world scene
under low light conditions. In terms of gray scale rendition, the problem
manifests itself in a need for a relatively large number of distinct gray
tones (i.e. 10 or more) in order to compensate for sensor inadequacies.

Something on the order of ten shades of gray appear to be needed for the
presentation of realistic TV images, at least insofar as commercial
television is concerned. However, it is by no ineans certain that commercial
quality television is adequate for the specialized purposes of weapon
delivery or night reconnaissance. The required number of gray shades and
the minimum acceptable contrast between them have not yet been adequately
fixed by research. Perhaps a wide latitude exists in terms of gray shades
if resolution requirements are suitably handled. The interaction effects
of these variables are not certain. Research should also include a more
penetrating analysis of existing literature pertaining to TV detection ranges
and experimental testing of various combinations of imaging chain components.
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FILTERS

One of the most serious problems with direct view displays is protecting
them from washout (loss of contrast) in high ambient light. There are
several techniques and devices which have been found helpful for this pur-
pose. The two most widely used are ti.e micromesh filter and the circular
polarized filter. However, before examining these, let us glance at some
of the other techniques for improving display visibility and comment briefly
on their suitability and limitations.

1. Neutral density filters - These are transparent devices that
reduce the intensity of light transmission without changing the
color of that light. Used as protective devices, neutral density
filters reduce display luminance as a function of their density,
i.e., the percentage of light that they are designed to transmit.
Incident ambient light, however, is reduced both on its way to the
display surface and again as it reflects back from that surface.

As separate devices, neutral density filters are not generally
used for displays because they are relatively inefficient. But,
it should be noted that neutral density effects are provided by
any density agent interposed between the viewer and the display.
For example, blackening on the inside surface of a CRT, for
suppressing halation, creates a neutral density effect. The micro-
mesh filter, in addition to blocking light at certain incident
angles, also acts as a neutral density medium.

2. Direct view storage tubes - This is a brute force method of increas-
ing tube brightness to levels which are high but still somewhat
below that attainable with conventional CRTs. Pizzicara (1966)
advises that brightness levels of 200 to 4000 ft L are typical for
direct view storage tube operation. He also notes that a conven-
tional 5-inch CRT costs about $50, while a direct view storage
tube can cost $1,000 or more. Aside from cost, these tubes tend
to be more complex, to present problems in matching persistence to
display up-date requirements, and to have marginal resolution and
gray scale rendition.

3. High brightness CRTs - Carel (1965) points out that the high bright-
ness direct view CRT has been the generally preferred approach
throughout the years. He is optimistic about the development of an
8-inch diameter direct view CRT ope.:ating at 30KV, giving 1000 line
resolution, and with highlight brightneoses in the 20,000 ft L
region.

At the present state of technology, high brightness CRTs pose ser-
ious questions of cost and reliability. There is also a point of
diminidhing return at which higher voltage will not yield a propor-
tional increase in brightness. Further, with present phosphors the
danger of phosphor burn increases with higher voltage beam currents.
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itItalily lImportant1, • porlonec with opecational avionic, dihplays
umilng conventtional CRTs with I5KV power supplies has shown that the
otr1ingeitt env|1"onlaentat tumti1 ng requirements or MIL-K-5400 are
difficult to nme t.* One vian easily envisage how mnluih gre.'ter
lhl ptrobl Iems would hie in producing, at a reasonable cost, o re-
l able hi gh hr ihtrnes CIRT d isplay uys tem which offers signifi-
'atilly greater hbrightness and resolution than present displays,
esppclally when thim may require a substantial Increase In the
high vol tage' power love!.

N, N~n-re I 1el~h i ooshor - For both El. and CRT displays the pre-
GOMM tttt of contrast by using non-reflevting phosphor Is buliev-
od to be in effeoctive twoL hlnlqtqu

The non-re icl Ing plhoslphor approach to El. displays seems to be
Osppct111y promnisinug since LI. luminance Intenslty is character-
Micteally low, Ot1her il1tering methods, which may block 70 per
"-nt or more of dl sp' tluninancel, would be a serious handicap
in LL. displays•

*, Nonl-li nulr optl. ,Ll _turr - This technique makes use of Stokes
Law to exploit the charneteristic of irreversible wavelength
wh•lt t c•m'monl to tlminemeuent materials (Lally, 196). The tech-
niqui'•i t also •'alled the dlode effect. WIthout going into detail,
the pr'inc1iple, of Stokes' Law Is that luminescent materials absorb
energy at some short wave length and re-ui t it at a longor wave-
length Bly usintg the proper filters, Lally proposej to block
antd ahsorh Most broad spetutrum ambient light before It can reach
a rut lectintlg surf ace, rThu display generated short Wavelength
l ight, tnowevut' , passem through a lonag wavelength block ng filter,
I lthen converuted to aI aOnger wavelength by a flulorescent layer,
ajil Iit1al1v .•xIts through a short't waveleiw th blockihg filter.

Although this technitqute seems p roni ng, iU has not, co our know-
lege , been thoroughlly compared to other techniques or evaluated
in high ambilent light environments. We are, therefore, not able
to discuss the limltatl;Iuns which may become manife st.

6. fiber Q\t I. ta c pIatus - These are contsidered effective but are
excussively costly fP r large displays.

In this technique, thousands of tiny light transmitting fibers
are c•t to a spec itled length, are bonded together, and are
packaged Into a hoheycomb configuration similar to that of the
micromesh filter. Advantages of this filter technique are that
transmission is relatively high for display generated light and
multiple laminated layers are not needed (as they are in micro-
mesh filter designs).

Ore of the manufacturing difficulties associated with fiber optic
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faceplates is that in order to make large filters (e.g., 5 inches
by 7 inches) at a reasonable cost with available equipment. small
component sections (i.e., smaller filters) would have to be bonded
together. This presumably would cause visible lines to appear
between adjacent component sections. Whether or not such lines
would be noticed by a pilot or degrade his performance is not
known, nor is it known whether manufacturing techniques and equip-
ment could be devised to allay some of the problems.

7. Photochromic materials - The Corning Glas3 Company has developed
a process whereby transparent materials can be made to darken
upon exposure to light. The process is completely reversible,
but the restoration to full transparency usually takes longer
than the initial darkening. Glass or plastic is impregnated with
silver halide compositions (Justice and Leibold, 1965), or some
other chemicals which darken upon exposure to certain wavelengths
of light. Temperature also affects the process in terms of the
speed of response, thus providing a seiondary means of control.

This approach to the cockpit high ambient problem has hardly
been exploted although it shows promise. Certain aft sections
of a canopy might be darkened automatically and/or be placed
under pilot control to reduce over-the-shoulder direct incident
light on critical display panel areas. The process also has ap-
plication possibilities for atomic flash protection.

The above list is not intended to be a complete summary. It merely high-
lights some of the more promising or better known techniques for display
protection in high ambient light, The two most popular techniques, the
micromesh and circular polarized filters, are discussed in greater detail
below.

Micromesh Filters

This type is sometimes called a honeycomb, grid, or directional filter. It
is made up of finely perforated metal plates laminated between layers of
glass. The filter thus consists of thousands of tiny transparent cells or
holes. Incident light striking the filter parallel, or nearly parallel, to
the axis of these holes is passed; light striking at more oblique angles of
incidence is blocked. The incident angle at which light is passed, called
the cone of acceptance, is determined by the diameter of the holes and their
depth. Usually the cone of acceptance is on the order of 115* from normal.
Since the blocking effect operates in both directions, i.e., for light emerg-
ing frow the display as well as for ambient light, the filter creates a
cone, in which the observer must keep his head, in order to view the display.
While it might be expected that this would limit the range of observer head
movement, in practice this does not usually prove to be a serious restric-
tion since a 300 cone (*15* from normal) offers considerable freedom of
movement(O7 inches or so) at the customary 28 inch viewing distance.
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A more significant practical consequence is that the use of a micromesh
filter prevents side-by-side observers from sharing a single display.
There seems to be no simple solution to this problem since opening up
the acceptance angle of the filter to a point where both observers can see
the display also renders the display vulnerable to ambient light and
washout effects. The problem can most easily be resolved by providing
a display for each observer or by using some other type of filter.

Of more importance is the fact that display luminance is considerably
reduced by the neutral density effect of the filter, only 25 to 30 per
cent of the available display luminance being transmitted. The majority
is sacrificed to preserve contrast. Better transmission might be achieved
by improved design and manufacturing techniques, but such speculation is
beyond the scope of this discussion. We suspect that transmission could be
improved without degrading efficiency if sufficient effort were directed
to this end.

It is said that the micromesh filter produces a slight reduction in resolu-
tion. While this may be true, we have seen no evidence that this is of
practical significance for the majority of display applications. Any signi-
ficant loss of resolution would presumably be for a display which required
extremely fine reading or for a system with unusually high resolution
characteristics. Neither circumstance is true for the ordinary VSD.

Micromesh filters, and for that matter any other cockpit glass or trans-
parent plastic surface, should have antireflectance coatings on each reflecting
surface to reduce specular glare. It should be noted that such coatings
block visible wavelengths of light, but not necessarily infrared or ultra-
violet. The canopy may block much of the shorter UV wavelengths, but it has
comparatively little effect on IR, and the pilot - theoretically - can be sub-
jected to some impressive doses of IR without knowing it. Unfortunately,
the most serious consequences of overexposure to IR are irreversible. Such
damage may result either from exposure to very high intensity levels or
more moderate intensities over long periods of time. Retinal burn and partial
blindnese can result without the victim being aware of it since the retina
contains no pain sensing nerves. We have seen no reports of pilot diffi-
culties in this area, and the problem may be of no practical consequence
for most aircraft. However, as the operating altitude of aircraft increases
and the attenuating effects of the atmosphere lessen, the danger becomes
more real.

Circular Polarized Filters

The following descriptive and illustrative data are provided by the Polaroid
Corporation.

Circular polarization makes use of a linearly polarizing filter plus a
quarter-wave retardation sheet, which has its axis oriented at 450 to the
transmission direction of the linear polarity. This configuration "twists"
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the light so that vibrations leaving the retardation filter form a helix
of right or left circularity in two axes, slow and fast. The effect is to
crente a retarded beam one quarter out-of-phase with that of the other
axis.

When a circularly polarized light ray reflects from a specular surface,
a reversal in helical rotation occurs. On re-entry through the quarter
wave component, the change in direction and rotation results in an additional
quarter wave shift. The total phase shift results in transforming the
reflected circular polarity into linear exit polarity, oriented 90" from
that created initially. Since the linear polarizing filter will not trans-
mit light 90" off axis, it blocks the reflected ambient but permits display
generated light to pass.

Linear Retardation CRT or EL
Polarizer . Sheet ~ Phosphor

Light

Unpolarlized Polarized Reflecting
LinearSurface

JAs Polarized

Oight Circular

Cr ~ I) Polarized
* .'CJ , Left Circular

Polar ized

No Light Lna

Linear Polarizer Layer + Quarter Wave Layer = Circular Polarizer

Figure 20 A CIRCULAR POLARIZER

A circular polarizer is a "sandwich" consisting of a piece
of linear polarizer bonded to a quarter-wave retardation
sheet oriented at an angle of 450 to the transmission
direction of the polarizer. This schematic diagram snows
what happens as light passes through.

(Adapted through courtesy
of The Polaroid Corporation)
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The blockLng effvt is nmiost piro ounced when the re|lactili alfAv #mIli
specular reflectiona, l elaum phiaphorsi tnid 10 omit hohii •sp•ulAi' 0114
non-specular (depolarlsins) refleictona the wmount of im•" nt washout
protection varies oo 4 function of thih factor,

Thi physical prop'rtiomi of Polavold Curporltion plstiae eAd itioala litnAtutd
polarisers restrict applicaltons tc a temperature r4stv' of • .'• (-%A'e)
t,3 + 171'1* (÷ a0 C) with xhort pormisosile owpoasurv to ItNOV, Xtabiity
is not arar, teeod at oporatingl tmlioratlurem Ahoo IIS'P, Panlarlaers are
Alac, affected !,;E a vmbinotion of hill) rellati humidity aind tuapor4tUre,
Palarinatiou diminlahve with time of expootie' to high intvnatty V%' raMdi-

tion. The efferta of IR and X-ravs aro not sperified,

Comparative dat• •ues' to indicate that pklivsra aro not superior to micro-
mean or neutral filter ddvice. unless !apoclar reflections are of stinif`-
caMt importance, In ao far as this oeport is tvanvomcd, t,#,, fVor aticl-
Pated E/O display standardm, compelling roisain cannot he Idonttfied to
qualify one protuctivw devic3 over Anothvr, The matter shotuld he left
to the discretion of tie display desliner, *it frame maoufacturer, or huyer,
A ftat from a standards group Im no , warranted int this Instance,

Trichruic Color FIPAration tltter

As indicated tarlier in thLis chapter, CRlT luminanco requirements can he
considerubly relaxed by using trichroic coatings on head-up display com-
biners (Velley .!r it,I, M5) , •uch an application has been flight tested
and approved for the F-lll head-up dliplay, Tost pilots repcrted thet
they could track tn ordinary star across the 'indahield aid combiner without
noticing a pronounced lovs of hrightness when viewing the star through the
combiner. They concludod, on subjective eviden~c, that nilht vislion was not
seriously dalgra'ed by the cooting being flight tasted,

A trichroic coating is a thin film deposit which reflects a narrow wave-
length band of energy (6,i,. 0io millimicronN wide) while transmittini
moot of the energ.y at both longer and shorter wavelengths,

When the filtered notch is designed to remove the specific wavelengths of
light which match the display phosphor color, , P 31 green centered
at about 52h-millimicrons, the contrast enhancement of the display is quite
pronouncei. The following describes what occurs:

1, Only a 4pecific, narrowly defined, real world green color band
is blocked, Tihe world still looks green because other green wave-
lengths pass through the ctmbiner,

2. Tihe display color which is projected against tie combiner from
the interior aide in reflected back to the pilot in strength,
It seem* all the more vivid because littl, emtching real world
green is present to degrade it.
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I%# 1Ve 0*nRitmtfl Of Other 104"16064114 Of light it net
0WAG1sTdev to he letietialy 0egtaded, Thbanswtsbtion for
thoee wevetionlhe to on the ol'der of to #of Von%% Pilots
*01A, of voum'e, look as'uow~ the 0016ines it they go dectro,
%-it a "see to do so to hot satiuipoledt

A"11010i ovioes"Ie lniltoates 0Mo 111ehroe 'osetings art both appropriate
and desiraille for hoadicp display esnirest o"ethae~etn They are said
to meet tNtL.P'.4? o"r"vWremsnt tell reqluiremmnts

14nor and 111ose (191Iu) solhasiae the timortianee of tvtwtcni display~
relialtility fit their report onp-MI tlitht OVv414atiers of the V11111)
displays, We support thett '4ti and *eulto advise against any bvrato fevuoe
or other such toohniloo Otte veriousty doorsites rtltallitty. Wherever
appropfiece ths trool ahculd he ovid wedtioing "oer, vit~ht, east,
ano vowile~iti alto enhaneingt roliAllility.

As noted Alho'v, Kolley'o rfp'%rt indeateu itl',, triellrotec oatinigs might
volt he uased *' relsa WRT autpuI demar"s '006 proltces to that we Are not
yet chic ti astill weibbiks to the Val SUN factors Istvulved, or to identtty
evitti'ad tsiomints relptod to them,

t'tatini 096~.) diaeuidiiu. the astong of phoophora and ohowo that Aging data
can The t'epr~aeoted to A :trot Aprootmaticn byl

I s1 10~t 4 CN)"1

wh~vo 10 initial Intensity
I - aged intensity
C abumn paramoter, cmt
N - number of uievtr no

deposited per coi

Three plots are shown~ In the r~port to iltuatrate the applicability Lit
the expresuion~ 1 ;81 (1 + CH) 'to represent phosphor aging curves. Two~
verstou's of P A phosphr and on. P 15 curve indicate that a straight
line linuar reiationshtp to produced for some phosphors by thes indicated
expression. In choe. oxamples the ordinate is (I0/I)-ii the abactasa is
Couioms /CM2,
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114* pill ?no

figure 21 EXAMPLES OF DEVIATIONS Figure 22 APPLICABILITY OF THE EX-

FROM THE LAW I u I(1 + CN)" PRESSION I a 1O( 1 + CN)- to

REPRESENT PHOSPHOR AGING CURVES

(From Pfahni, 1961 by permission of Pergamon Press.)

Pfahnl notes that the burn parameter C as defined by the equation is a
meamura of the rate of destruction of the luminercence. He defines l/C
as the number of electrons necessary to reduce the intersity of the
luminescence to one-half of its initial value. Table I of the Pfahnl report
indicates chat 1/C (expressed in Table I as the number of coulombs/cm2

necessary to reduce I to 1/2 10) is 104.0 for P 1 type phosphor (10KV
excitation), a value much higher than shown for the other phosphors rep-
resented, Unfortunately, P 20 and P 31 data are not given.

These data verify the suitability of P 1 phosphor for head-up display and
other high intensity applications. But, even more interesting is the
absence of sharp inflections in the curves. However, these plots do not
extend beyond 100 coulotnbs/cm2 ,and we are not apprised of their shape at
higher levels.

Pfahnl has this to say:

"Th.! exact rnechanis9m of aning is, in moot of tMe
oites, nIot ,,tZl toidevatood. It nuat be investi-
,gatie~ aeparatot'', .11,r each: mpratizal. Conoluvl'.ions

oak o n on IZ filipp the Y'eszultb of se verali
,i 'J; r: : t t' T of ma:ade'mntn rad• before and
after inrraebat~Ioi coivh ais ii/t emissio" efficiency,
the rmo Ine ,tw ? poonce, e ,? -lct ri cons tant, .onduc-
tiO,,'t,, ctc. 'The ,,chan!6n, of the aginy 'I,)cessen
fo, t q c-,i•/ ei.ous of phoaplhore iS, neoeWthv,,less,
quatt tat:o vet, azp7aainabte.
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Although we do not purport to be expert in this area, the evidence
seems to indicate, and Pfahnl agrees, that investigations along the lines
of his report would be fruitful for higher intensity levels. More
specifically, assuming that a more penetrating search of the literature
does not reveal the required information, a study should be funded to
determine the shape of aging and burn degradation curves for those phos-
phors likely to be used in avionics displays, particularly the head--up
displays. At least the green phosphors, P 1, P 20, and P 31, should be
evaluated. The objective would be to determine the relationship of tube
operating level to phosphor burn and tube life degradation. If the rela-
tionship is sharply curvilinear for a given CRT phosphor at some intensity
level, an effort could be made by the display developer to design controls
that are helpful in keeping tube output below identified sharp inflection
points. Such data would be useful in selecting the proper combiner coating
after the desired CRT output had been established. Thus, an intelligent
tradeoff could be effected to provide adequate day and night vision. If
the curves do not exhibit sharp bends, the information would still be use-
ful in estimating half-life degradation, failure rates, and so on.

Electroluminescence

One of the most important psychophysical factors in the E/O display field
is determining adequate display brightness and contrast under a variety
of ambient light conditions. A display that cannot be seen is useless.
The problem is of particular interest to those concerned with the feasi-
bility of solid state displays.

In di. cussing the intensity and effective life of EL phosphors, Peterson
(1966) advises that EL phosphor improvement is not a promising means to
achieve acceptable display readability under daylight ambient intensities.
He concluded from a study in visual perception (presumably done at the Air
Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory, WPAFB) that low emission displays can
be seen in daylight ambients if they have acceptable contrast.

Peterson reports that, for a pilot adapted to 3,000 to 5,000 ft L, only
3 to 5 ft L of emitted light against a dark background is necessary to
produce a usable display. Using high contrast filter techniques (the
"hi-con" display), a mere 1.3 ft L afforded immediate accurate viewing of
a simple numeric readout. This compares to a requirement of 36 ft L for
an unfiltered EL display. Subjects in the above study were adapted to
5,000 ft L for 30 seconds, and the displays were flooded with 1400 ft
candles of incident light.

Peterson does not specify required EL display contrast and brightness
under the 10,000 ft C of incident light which we proposed earlier as a
standard for evaluating cockpit display visibility. It would be most
valuable to determine such data in controlled eyperiments. Peterson's
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subjects were merely required to read a series of numbers generated on
an EL panel. Stroke width, visual angle, fatigue, vibration, and similar
variables were not systemmatically studied.

The report cited earlier (Ketchel, 1967) concerned a raster CRT display,
but it generally supports Peterson's findings. To summarize briefly,
Ketchel's subjects were exposed to either 5,000 or 10,000 ft L of adapting
light and were required to identify a 23 minute symbol. Independent
variables included: wearing a pilot's visor, display clutter, and, in
some cases, a symbol size reduced to 15 by 5 minutes.

It was found that surprisingly low symbol luminance intensities and low
symbol to background contrast ratios can be tolerated under laboratory
conditions without introducing reaction time latency effects. Such prac-
tical considerations as task loading, vibration, and fatigue were not
studied.

Following the Hanes and Williams (1948) work on radar display visibility,
Ketchel used both a fixed contrast ratio of 2.50 and varied lower contrast
levels. He generally concludes that the adaptation problem is not as
formidable as are the washout effects from direct incident light. Merely
wearing a 90 per cent blocking visor effectively minimizes the adaptation
problem and yet permits comparably reduced symbol intensities to be seen
across the range of values examined.

A recent report by Soxman and Hebert (1968) describes a high contrast,
solid state display which makes use of a vacuum deposited EL thin film
that is essentially transparent to ambient light. This permits a dark
field structure to be generated for contrast enhancement. While test-
ing of this display is still in process, preliminary results indicate
that display readability can be maintained for a few thousand hours
under ambient lighting conditions of several hundred foot-candles and
perhaps more, even though the luminance output of the device is in the
1-10 ft L range.

Although it is perhaps too early to predict that solid state devices will
replace CRT's for certain head-down displays, such conjecture is not en-
tirely unwarranted. Adequate luminance intensity, resolution, and packag-
ing have traditionally been the shortcomings of EL displays, but the re-
ports cited above suggest that these are being overcome. In terms of
weight, power requirements, space, replacement cost, and reliability the
EL display may offer some advantages over the CRT. All these, however,
are matters of technology and hardware, which are not in our purview.
Our concern is with the readability of such devices when used as aircraft
displays. It would seem that EL displays offer promise and that develop-
ment is proceeding rapidly in this area. It also seems that those con-
cerned with standardization should retain an open mind on EL display
luminance and contrast until more research data are available. In this
regard, it would be interesting and helpful to have data on pilot per-
formance using a conventional VSD raster display in c6mparison with
performance using a similar display of the EL type.
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FLICKER

Critical fusion frequency (CFF) can be defined as the rate of change in
the luminance intensity of a visual stimulus at which perceived flicker
extinguishes and a smooth fusion occurs. The rate changes as a function
of at least these variables:

0 increased absolute brightness,

* the age of the subject,

"* the difference between brightness levels of bright and
dark stimulation phases (i.e., the size of the increment),

"• certain changes in the on/off duration ratio (e.g., phos-
phor persistence changes),

* wavelength of light,

• size and location o the retinal area stimulated.

CRT's tend to create flicker because the raster and images are written
and rewritten by a moving spot of light, thus creating bright/dark cycles.
The electron gun must rewrite ('. (. , refresh) the image at a specific
minimum rate, given certain existing conditions of luminance, to provide
a picture perceived as fused or flicker free.

Poole (1966) states that early commercial TV testing led to the adoption
of 60 fields per second at luminances up to 180 ft L for flicker free
perception. He also advises that lower frequencies may be acceptable
for some applications as a compromise. However, displays whose refresh
rate is under 20 cps are said to be extremely annoying.

Other authors have diverse opinions about the shape of the CFF curve at
high frequencies and luminance intensity levels. Morgan (1965) notes
that the CFF varies from 2 or 3 cycles per second at very low intensities
to about 60 cycles per second at high Intensities. See Figure 23.
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Figure 23 ANALYSIS OF THE CURVE FOR FLICKER DISCRIMINATION

(Adapted from W.J. Crozier and E. Wolf. Theory
and measurement of visual mechanisms. IV. Crit-
ical intensities for visual flicker, monocular
and binocular. J.. g I'wAy'ol., 1941, 24,
505-534. By permission of The Rockefeller In-
stitute Press.) Cited in Morgan (1965).

Under•ood (1966) cites data from Lloyd (1952) and notes a regular increase
in CFF up to about 45 cycles Per second.

Foveal stimulation levels off at this point while peripheral stimulation
begins to reach asymptote at approximately 50 cycles per second for a
stimulus subtending 2 degrees of visual angle.

Graham at al., (1965) points out that visual summation effects occur over
areas in the periphery than in the central retina and thus alter the rela-
tion of CFF to retinal locus for different test field sizes. For a small
test field, .q., 12 minutes, CFF decreases over a wide range of luminances
as the stimulus moves away from the iovea. But, for larger test field
areas CFF may be higher in the periphery than in the fovea, ,ove. at relat-
ively high luminances. The phsitological rcason, for these eoffeett are
not entirely understood.

Carel (1965) reproduced some CFF curves from Tchade (1C48) who showed
the flicker threshold to he dependent on the ratio of ';iewing distance to
screen diameter ('.,., the visual angle subtended by the display), the
fteid rate, and phosphor decay rharacteristics. Carel hotes that although
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Schade's curves imply that CFF keeps increasing with brightness, other
data show CFF dropping off or reaching an asymptote in the vicinity of
60 cps.

Although the issue is not wholly resolved, certain values can be consid-
ered as reasonably safe approximations for standardization. In the case
of head-up displays, where the background luminance is of high intensity
and the display consists of discrete lines rather than a complete raster,
CFF tends to be lower than it would be if a raster display and a dimmer
background were used. One head-up display, having a refresh rate of
45 cps and a writing rate of 660 microseconds, has been flight tested
without evidence of annoying flicker. In this instance, the green P 31
phosphor is of medium-short persistence, and the display subtends a 120
area of visual angle.

For a raster display with 2:1 interlacing, a repeLition rate of 60 cps
should be standardized. This is comparable to commercial TV values
(Grob, 1964, Poole, 1966). For a line written head-up display a lower
rate can be standardized (c.g., 50 to 60 cps). However, the standard
should not be rigid for all applications, but rather a reasonably firm
guide to acceptable values.

A problem that arises in this area is that line written displays some-
times require the trading of brightness and display content for writing
time. If the refresh rate is too high, the amount of symbology or the
intensity of symbol luminance may be undesirably constrained. Therefore,
the display designer should be allowed to deviate from design goal values
if necessary. However, the burden of proof that a deviation does not
create noticeable and annoying flicker should then rest with the display
designer.

The choice of proLtctivc filtpr(s) also relates to CFF since directional
filters can block adjacent seat exposure to display luminance. Thus, if
the co-pilot becomes annoyed by the pilot's display or the reverse, a
directional filter can be considered as a means to eliminnte peripheral
fli-ker. Although the literature is not conclusive about the exact shape
of Lhe high frequency and high luminance part of the CFF curve, we do not
anticipate that the refresh rates which are recommended in this report will
create objectionable effects.

Please note that threshold CFF and annoying or distracting flicker are not
necessarily the same thing. The important factor is not at what point
flicker Just becomes apparent to 50 per cent or 90 per cent of a given
population. The practical criterion is at what point does it become so
noticeable that it is annoying or begins to affect performance, induce
fatigue, or create similar deleterious effects. This value is a bit more
elusive, but the recommended frequency levels of 50 cps for head-up, line
written, and 60 cps for head-down, raster, displays should be quite adequate.
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Before leaving this topic, the role of phosphor persistence characteris-
tics in determining CFF should be mentioned. Turnage (1966) reports that
much of the published data on flicker do not apply to CRT display design
because they do not take phosphor persistence into account. He advises
that the CFF for a phosphor-human system is reduced substantially from CFF
values for dissimilar light sources. The following table shows how the
seven phosphor types used in the Turnage study are ranked in terms of their
ability to reduce flicker at the 100 ft L display intensity level.

TABLE 21 RANK ORDER OF SEVEN PHOSPHORS ACCORDING TO
FLICKER CHARACTERISTICS AT THE 100 FT L LEVEL

PULSE MODULATION DATA

PHOSPHOR CFF in cps

P 12 32 (least flicker)

P 7 43

P 1 43

P 28 46

P 4 47

P 31 51

P 20 54 (most flicker)

(Adapted from Turnage, 1966)

These data indicate the P I has an advantage over the P .1 and P 20 phos-
phors for use in E/O displays because of its less pronounced tendency to
cause flicker.
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RESOLUTION

Resolution can be broadly defined as a measure of ability to delineate
detail or to distinguish between nearly equal values of a quantity. Carel
(1965) points out that there is no universal understanding of the precise
meaning of the term. To illustrate the variety of meaning, he lists nine
measures of resolution which tange from radar resolution to ground target
recognition. He also provides a table of reso'.ution requirementq for
pictorial displays which is based on estimate'A ideal values. Carelts
table is reproduced on the following page (Table 22).

Our purpose is not to present a detailed discussion of various types of
resolution, generation techniques, conversion formulas, and the like. The
Carel report has already covered this ground thoroughly. Our concern is
to sample the evidence, 3pecify the generic problems, outline the signi-
ficant factors, and make whatever recot.inendations seem appropriate.

For convenience,E/O display resolution may be divided into a few broad
areas by the following categorization.

1. Display generation constraints or limiting factors,
such as field of view, display size, viewing distance,
sensor and system component limitations, the resolving
power of thle eye (or an acceptable limiting criterion),
ind spctcial weapon delivery requirements.

2. tkew,'_• i t ion of ,_ round objezts.

I. AlJiniisMtrIc symbol generation, such as symbol size and
it" rejlulred wninlmu'n number of raster lines for character
.'0di t ion1 .

4. Mcitjsnsor di,.i}Lconsiderations which relate to the
Li0 oflt) mnI,it ion from two or more sensors on a

single i,) it [or.

5. LI nc wri I Itn 1 i1)1 jZk .

It seents evident trom thI. diltfrent types of resolution, the variety of
measurement techniqot,, ion( thc tahlulated estimates of display require-
ments, that a s invlh ri,,lut ion viti e should not be specifled for standard-
ization across ol dj,1 plan types and for all display uses. This is not to
say, however, thot simv compromise, values cannot be reached for certain
classes of display.-,. tarel (11h'i) recognizes this problem and cites his
table of estimated display values as itti example of "a temendotw Conflict

YtZ i4.ja ýr' c iynr It~iy lie also
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Vartottdotinltloti n twithssiditns, It to popular to discuss raster Sonera-
ted V!0' dtaplavr rt'solutitti Ini terma of the total number of faster lines,
or it, torm& of raitttr linez or picture element& pey inch, In those dis-
playa that have Cie same. resolution as cosooretai TV, vertical tso I ti n
iws p-fotsd at SJ total raster lines. IlanittIp, ot fly-backs time vses
about J5 of these lines theroby reducing the total number to 500 active
linva fe' one frame (~l;., *#ad lotilaced fiel has 130 active lines).
Trotal aittivv raste" lInos (500) divided by I inches (total teeter hMight)
ytield a vertteal roailutton of fil lines pear inch,

Ont the other hand, horlsontal Iresolution for rester $enetated K1O displays
14 ý:Alcljlsted by multiplying Nactive scanning time, In atcrosecondu, by
lýandwiidth,, in mgcleand their product by a multiptlier of 1. The
multiplier 2, which to haste to all informiation aontentt equations, is hot-
casary because vach cycle has a maximum and a minimum cuate, which In the
c.ase of video means alternate black and thitte dots.s This simplified ou-
planatton assumes that the raster Is not )%*in$ traced in a hortasntal



progression, Rasters are usually generated in top to bottom sweeps of the
electron beam, Hypothetical values are used below in an example of hori-
sontal resolution calculation.

1. Total '•canning time 63.5 tusec
2. Blanking time -12.0 psec
3. Active scanntng time (T) 51.5 usec
4. Bandwidth (B) 3,0 megacycles

BRste (1963) offers the following method for calculating horizontal resolu-
tion, To find N, the total number of horizontal elements, where T is the
active scanning time, nod B is bandwidth:

t= 2 (TB)

N 1 (51,5 usec x J.O mc)

N 2 (154,5 cycles) w 309 elements resolvable horizontally

The preceedinus formula and calculation are included to provide a simplified

understanding of the Jifferences between vertical and horizontal resolution.
For more detidled troatmunts of resolution see Carel (1965) and a compre-
hensive television reference source, such as Fink (1952).

Fink, incidentally, suggests that the figure of merit which best describes
the resolving power of a television imago is not the vertical or horizontal
resolution taken smeparately, but rather their p,'oduct, which is proportional
to the total number of resolvabhe picture elements in the imAqe. We would
add that if it were decided to use such a figure to evaluate the recognition
of ground targets, both the nuiber of elements or resolution cells placed

on the targets (target definition) and the fidelity with which the target
image is reproduced within the sensor-display system, (the modulation
transfer function) would be appropriate considerations.

To sumnarixe briefly, we have thus far indii'Lntd that resolution can be
defined ind treated in a number of different ways. The figure of merit to
be adopted is related ro the purpose for which a given display is being
used. Contemporary vertical situation displays are being designed with
vertical active raster line totals of between 500 and 700 lines on 8-inch
rasters. These displays have, therefore, between 52 and 87 vertical lines
per inch. If we compare such values to Carel's recommended 1000 line
display, assuming that it has a similar raster size and 80 blanked lines,
the result is a total of about 115 lines per inch. Carei is, in effect,
suggesting that we .mprove at••a 1967 displays by about 100 per cent. But,
before imposing such a requirement on display designers, we recommend
that a better understanding of the relationship between human performance
and display resolution be developed.
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If we accept, as some allows., that the eve's rmoslvitll power IsM limited
to about 1.0 minute of visual angle, a display whioh goneratte 11% lined
per inch approaches that limit. Note that 1,0 minute of viiual an#le
translates to about 120 rapter lines per tnuh it e viewing distance of
28 inches, Our view in this matter ti the sAme as Poole's (1966)i
1.0 minute is really a convenient approximAtion rather than a statement
of it resolution limit. For point sources of Italit. thin lines, and vernier
alignment tasks, the eye can resolve less than 1,0 minute of arc,

Al~hanumorl• Sv.mbu|l

A somowhat different approach to raster line data is appropriate for alpha-
numerics, Although we have already treated Siturtleff's (1967) report tit
Chapter IV, his findingh provide a meaningful way to evaluate the resolution
of those r'aster generated displa:.. which contain alphanumerie or eumparable
symbology. Shurtleff applied two principal criteriat accuracy and apeed
of identification, Following his ownr eipvrtmentatian and a literature
review, Shurtloff recommended a minimum alphsnumoriv symbol construction
of 10 raster lines per symbol hlpht for di&Lrottl xymbtox,

In an earlier report (0ihurtleff ,t. A, l9bh) It was stated that the visual
symbol sizes required for 99 per ctnt accuracy of identification varied
from 13 minutes of arc for i symbol comprised of 10 IlnoN to 1h minutes for
one composed of 6 lines. Although he does not commnlent oil the number of
raster lines, Poole (1966) suggests that 15 minutem of arc Is the midnimum
acceptable display symbol size,

In relating Lhest. findings to existing display dosigns, we lind that
a 15 minute symbol is equivalent to about .)125 inches at a typicatl 28 Inch
viewing distance. For ditsplays which provide 62 raster lines per incht,
only 8 raster linles woOuld constitute a symbol of this size, ()i those
displays which provide 87 raster lines, 11 raster lines would he available
to construct a symbol of minImum size. Based on Shurtleff's data we would
have concluded that the former resolution is not acceptablv. A larqer symbol,
that is, more raster lines would he required for the 62 linke per inch display.

EL Display Resolution

This topic is germane to the above discussion since electroluminescent
segments are somewhat annlagous to raster elements. As we have noted
elsewhere, EL displays are being considered for cockpit applications.
Peterson (1966) advises that 50 closely spaced EL segments per inch is the
most that will ever be required under normal conditions for solid state

flight displays. He also warns that solid state displays should provide
the lowest acceptable resolution to augment driving circuit simplicity.

(
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We are thus made aware of on Kh, liptatton that In likely to restrict
its sage asi a CRT substitute, Unleos comparaLive hutian performance data
mi R. and CRT dtsplay mechantvattons are gathered, however, It will be
difficult to specify the provise extent to which such a limitation applies.

JUILIM 12122P "'Ai t Rnd Ieouluti LALon N alen t

Cockpit space to limited and ts li.kely to remain so, especially for tactical
atrcraft, aeaun. of this, ideal display sissa are sometimes compromised.
Prevent designs for head-down VSos specify viewing screen siaes of about
I inches vertically by 7 inches horisontally, although contact analog types
may be a little larger, Tactical displays and some special putipose typos,
such an air-to-air IR, may rants from 8 to 28 inches according to Carel's
estimates, However, Slocum et aý,, (1967) advise that displays which exceed
A inches in diameter create serious space problems in tactical Aircraft.

Whae display ala. ts restricted by available space, it is helpful to estimate
the effects of such constraints on the design. Whitham (1965) provides some
handbook type charts which allow us to estimate rapidly the limiting effects
of some basti display parameters on resolution, For instance, he relates
viewing distance to display element size, viewing distance to symbol size,
and display screen height to both element size and the number of elements
or hnrisontal lines, Using one of his charts for a 1000 line display having
a height of 5 Inches, we find that the maximum element siae is about 0.004
inches (4 mIls), For a typical 500 line screen with a height of 5 inches,
the maximum element site is double the above, about 0.008 inches (8 mils).

Approaching the problem from a slightly different direction, we can use an
alternate Witham chart to determine the range of element sizes appropriate
for a given viewing distance. At 28 Inches, the chart shows that elements
are neither too large nor below the limit of acuity (not defined) if they
are between about 0.009 and 0.085 inches (i.e., 9 to 85 mils). We can
sea from this that neither of the previously mentioned display resolutions
is too large, although the 1000 line display exceeds the limit of acuity
criterion Witham has chosen.

Unfortunately, the problems in resolution cannot yet be treated in such a
straightforward manner. Slocum, et al., (1967) hold that "It would be
desittyble for tl' IX'oplay 4,yotem to havo at Zeast double the ef'fective
veeoiution of the oenoio to minimize the los in reeolution in the combined
vensor-diapip v;iotem." Here, again, it would be helpful to have some
specific human performance data to support such a contention. Nevertheless,
the point is that the system and not the E/O display alone must be considered.

Another problem is related to measurement techniques and reaching some
agreement about which m-ethod to use, Carel (1965) provided a comprehensive
introduction to this problem, and Slocum and his colleagues tend to support
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his analysis. They note, for example, that the 1000 TV5 0 lines specified
by Carel appears to be reasonable after consideration is given to high
resolution sensor performance, operator tasks, and system performance.
They also note that 1000 TV5 0 lines is the same as 590 optical line pairs
or 840 shrinking raster lines. This being so, we should adopt a particular
method for defining the way that resolution is to be compared. According
to Slocum et al., the three most frequently used techniques for measuring
resolution are these: shrinking raster resolution, limiting television
response, and spatial frequency response or modulation transfer function
(M2'F). Their explanation of these techniques is given below.

"Shrinking Raster Resolution. Shrinking radter reso-
lution is detenined bu writing a raster of equally
spaced lines on the display and reducing or "shrinking"
the raster line spacing until the lines are just on the
verge of blending together to form an indistinguishable
blur. A trained ob-erver normally determines this flat
field condition at about two to five percent peak-to-
peak light intensity variation. Since the energy dis-
tribution in a CRT spot is ver nearly gaussian, the
flat field response factor occurs at a line spac-
ing of approximately 2a where a is the spot radius
at the 60 percent amplitude of the spot intensity
distribution.

"Television Pesolution(TV Limiting Response). A
teT5-vision wedge pattern measures spot size by
determining the point where the lines of the wedge
are ijcwl dctectable. The number of TV lines per
unit diý;tance le then the number of black and white
lines at the point of limiting resolutinn. The wedge
pattern is equivalent to a square wave modulation
J'unction, any therefore the TV resolution is often
referred to as the limiting square wave response.
(One needs to be careful to remember that, in tele-
vision parlance, one cycle of the square wave pro-
duces a black interval and a white interval and is
considered as two television lines.) Assuming
a I/zussion spot distribution, the limiting square
wave response occurs at a television line spacing
of I. 18o. Thus, there are approximately 1. ? times
as many limiting television lines per unit distance
as shrinking raster lines for a display with the
same spot siae.
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"Modulation Transfer Function(MTF). The sine wave
response technique of O.H. Schade...analyzes the
display resolution by the use of a sine wave test
signal, rather than the square wave signals employ-
ed in a TV test pattern or the photographic bar
patterns commonly employed in the optical field.
The sine wave response test produces a curve of
response called the modulation transfer function
(MTF). ... When several devices are cascaded such
as a ecan converter video amplifier and CRT, the
MTFs of the individual devices are multiplied to-
gether to determine the total system MTF. The MTF
response can be related to the shrinking raster
and television resolution measurements if a
gaussian spot shape is assumed. ... For example,
if a sine wave test signal were set on the display
at a half cycle spacing corresponding to the
shrinking raster resolution line spacing, the re-
sultant observable modulction on the display would
be approximately 29 percent."

Wurtz (1967) also refers to the ambiguity surrounding the meaning of certain
statements of resolution. He notes that the claims of manufacturers con-
cerning high resolution CRTs are sometimes misleading. A specified spot
size of 0.001 inch (1 mil) does not necessarily mean that the systems de-
signer has 1000 elements to the inch. Wurtz advises that we must take into
account the follow factors:

"(1) The method by which the resolution is to be
evaluated

(2) The degree of response of modulation depth
required for a given resolution

(3) The spot size at the light output (hence,
beam current) required for the application

(4) Deflection focusing."

Wurtz also advises that the measuring method and modulation depth are tied
together and that the shrinking raster method is commonly used because it
is easy.

We are reminded here that Clauer (1966) and Carel (1965) have cited the
usefulness of the modulation transfer function for establishing system
resolution. In addition, Clauer finds ce.tain MTF characteristics to
afford a reasonable method for stating resolution from the observer's
viewpoint.
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Our concern is not in deciding which method is most appropriate and appeal-
ing to display designers or users. Rather, we are interested in having a com-
monly understood statement of resolution (and/or acceptable conversion
formulas) to minimize ambiguity, to take into account the sensor-display
system, and to relate to operator performance.

Before leaving this general topic we will add this comment about the Whitham
charts mentioned earlier. Whitham (1965) properly cautions that his --

"... discussion is limited to two-dimensional displays with
a highlight brightness range which permits empZoyment of
normal photopic vision. The discussion does not consider
low contrasv, gray scales, color, and viewing angles other
than normal to the display surface."

We find that the above quote is somewhat typical of the data that are available
in the literature. Our choice is either to accept estimated values of re-
quired resolution for whatever they are worth, or perform research ourselves
to improve upon them.

The latter is necessary if we are to establish firm data which can be
generalized to various situations and used as the basis for performance
criteria.

Multisensor Displays

Several reports have treated the complications that are caused by the
recent trend in military aviation which requires using a single monitoring
device to display signals from two or more sensors, each of which may
have a different resolution. Harsh (1966) cites the time differences
required to synthesize a complete frame from various sensors as one such
complicating factor. This requires that the multisensor system have the
capability of variable image persistence, which must be consistent with
the data rate of the sensor being monitored.

Harsh gives the following as a typical. list of modes and persistence

classifications:

Mode Persistence

Terrain avoidance (shades of gray) Medium
Terrain following (E-scan) Medium
Flight situation (contact analog) Short
B-scan radar Long
LLLTV Short
PPI (terrain mapping) radar Long
Infrared Medium
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He goes on to note that these are two possible volutiois to the per-
sistence variability problem:

1. The Display Storage Tube (DST) which affords short
persistence for TV data rates (a few milliseconds)
and longer persistence for the radar modes.

2. The Scan-Conversion/Cathode-Ray Tube (SC/CRT) which
converts signals from various sensors to a TV time
base.

Each of these approaches has its advantage and disadvantages, depending
on the application.

Harsh summarizes his conclusions this way:

"The foregoing analysis suggests that display of
radar signals can be handled at least as effect-
ively by the SC/CRT approach as by the DST approach
In some respects, e.g., uniformity, resolution, and
ease of setup, the SC/CRT approach can be made to
have advantage. In terms of the number of system
components and possibly in power conrumption and
display luminance, the DST approach may be more
attractive ... .

"1. The SC/CRT approach appears to offer:

a) Superior display quality in short-persiot-
ence modes of operation, e.g., TV modes,

b) At least an eauivalent display quality in
Zonge r-persictevce modes of operation, .2g..,
radar modes,

c) Considerable flexibility for future syis:tem

modifications and additions.

"2. The DST approach appears to offer:

a) Higher lwminance output in somc modee of
operation,

b) Fewer system components,

c) System space and weight advantages.
(Note: This advantage is valid only in a multi-
sensor system having a single final display of
relatively small size.. .probably in the vange of
6 to 10 inches.)"
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Referring to the same general problem as Harsh, Slocum et al., (1967)
point out that although a fading erasure technique is adequate for low
resolution ground mapping radar systems, selective line-by-line erasure
is required for small target recognition at aircraft speeds of 1000 feet
per second.

On image storage time, they have this to say:

"The display storage time requirements vary from
1/GO second for non-fZickering bright TV displays
to two seconds for some radar PPI scans or as much
as one to two minutes for side looking strip map-
ping radar. In addition, it is highly desirable to
allow tvi operator to hold or store an image for
more detailed examination and target designation
with cursors. This display mode may require image
storage for two to five minutes."

The above references are cited to emphaaize again that display system
requirements for resolution are quite variable and must be related to the
mission of the aircraft and task performance requirement of the pilot.
Without these data and considerably more experimental evidence than we
have found in the literature, it will be difficult, indeed, to provide
more than general guide lines and estimates in support of a standard.

Line Written Display Resolution

This subject will be treated briefly because it does not represent a
formidable problem in E/O display design. Most line written displays
are of the VSD head-up type, although head-down VSDs, HSDs, and others
may be generated in the same way.

Vernier alignment and the discriminability of symbols in close proximity
are the kinds of problems which are likely to be found in such devices.
The symbols should be sharp enough and the lines wide enough to be seen
against the display background. Yet, symbols should not consist of lines
which tend to obscure one another or real world objects of interest. Thus,
the perceptual problem in line written displays is usually not how
finely is the symbol drawn, but rather how great must the line width
be in order to insure good symbol visibility. It is, therefore, somewhat
the reverse of the resolution problems encountered with raster type display
Severe blossoming of •pot size with CRT age or halation effects are to be
avoided.

Although the line width depends somewhat on the precision demanded in a
given display usage, an approximation for guidance purposes is about
3 to 5 minutes of visual angle. For direct view displays this is equiva-

S( lent to a line width of 0.024 to 0,040 inches at a viewing distance of
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28 inches. For projected displays line widths may be specified in
terms of visual angle or in equivalent line widths at the CRT surface.

An Approach to E/O Display Resolution

Whether or not a systematic attempt is made to specify the parameters of re-
solution, we must deal with them as effectively as we can. This report
has cited several experts in the field who have stated the complexities
of resolution and who have given us their best estimates of ideal and
tradeoff values for display design. We believe that the following is gen-
erally consistent with their holdings:

1. A systems approach should be taken. Attempts should be
made by the designer or user of a display to determine the
kinds of sensors that will be used in a given weapon system.
If more definitive data are lacking, the most stringent sensor
resolution problem should be identified and the rule of
thumb that "display resolution should be twice that of the
effective resolution of the sensor" may be applied.
(Slocum et al., 1967).

2. If sensor data are lacking but mission requirements are
known, an attempt should be made to relate the most stringent
mission and task requirement to display capability.

3. If the above seem inappropriate, an attempt should be made to
specify whether or not a TV mode will be used and what the
purpose of that mode will be. The recognition of ground tar-
gets, for example, might dictate that a given level of resolu-
tion is required.

4. For those displays which provide only stylized symbology for
head-down, VSD type command and attitude information, the
500 raster lines now commonly specified for such displays are
probably adequate. If the addition of multisensor capability
is anticipated, resolution approaching Carel's 1000 lines
might be used.

5. If alphanumeric symbols are to be displayed, an attempt should
be made to apply the findings of Shurtleff and his colleagues
(1966) so that an adequate number of elements per symbol
height are provided.

6. In all instances the size of a display and viewing distance
should be related to Witham's charts to determine that the
planned design will not create symbol elements that are too
large or so tiny that they represont an unwarranted ovardasion.
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COLOR

Excepting colored map presentations, a general use of color is not found
in contemporary E/O displays. The absence of color producing devices
is not from a lack of need since there are definite uses to which color
is well suited. At least part of the answer, undoubtedly, is to be found
in technological limitations, some of which are now being overcome.
Pizzicara's (1966) display survey outlines about a dozen color generating
techniques which were then in use or feasible to produce. His vi,-w is that,
in the absence of a breakthrough in an area snch as solid state displays,
CRTs are likely to dominate the color field for some time. Of the methods
of creating color on a CRT, Pizzicara favors the shadow mask tube, which
is that used in current commercial TV. This technique makes use of an
electron gun for each phosphor. It has the advantage of a small angular
separation between the electron beams, thus providing good registration
of the respective rasters.

In a more re, ent article, Damon (1966) reports on a high resolution color
storage tube. It is said to overcome the limitation of delicate target.-
to-phosphor alignment, characteristic of previous designs, and to provide
two colors in a rugged tube which is not unreasonably costly. Damon
supports the need for this device by citing its possible application to
radar, sonar, computer readout and other specialized displays. He recognizes
the general need for additional research in this area and concludes:

"The efficacy of color in many display situations is
not known. It will require experimental evaluation by
human factors engineers and others to determine where
uise of this color storage tube is warranted. The rea-

o•onable manufacturing cost of the tube and associated
cir,'uitry will aid in its acceptance. The high resolu-

tion, siTrplicity of input signals, use of only one
video gun and rugged design make available for the
first time a versatile color storage tube capable of
satisfying military and industrial requirements."

In one of the few research studies which relates the effects of display
phosphor color to human performance, French (1967) found that an abrupt
change of target color, at the time a target traversed a display sector
boundry, did not enhance target detectability. In fact, the reverse
was true. A constant color was found to be easier to detect. French

also found that of eight commonly used radar and television phosphors
(P4 gray, P 12 orange, P 20 yellow-green, P 22 B blue, P 22 G green,

P 25 orange, P 28 yellow-green, and P 31 green), the three phosphors with
highest target detectability (P 12, P 25, and P 28) all have relatively
short persistence. The separate roles of persistence and color are not
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established by French, and we cannot spoculate on possible causal rela-
tionships, Nevertheless, much more research can and should be done to
relate phosphor color to task performance.

There are at least three areas where the use of color can be expected
to contribute materially to E/O display design.

I. AL A .2ia~maggion - This topic was treated in
Chapter TV.

2, For Derenective effects - Contact analog and terrain
avoidance displays may profitably make use of color to
improve perspective or to create quasi-three dimensional
effects,

3, "for improvins disalay legibility - In high ambient light
conditions, monochromatic presentations often encounter
problems of luminance and contrast; the use of color
may afford a way of relaxing these demands and at the same
time improve target detection and reuognition.

There is tide agreement that the addition of color would enhance the use-
fulness of K/O displays. However, there is less certainty about the use
to which color should be put and the nature and magnitude of the improve-
ments to be expected. Empirical data are needed on the relation of phos-
phor color to such variable& as target detection, tymbol legibility, display
Interpretation, flicker, luminance, contrast, and so on. Such information,
were it available in handbook form, would help designers to make intelligent
tradeoffs and to improve displays that, in their present monochromatic
form, are marginal,

Several designers to whom we talked in the course of this study expressed
the opinion that practical airborne color displays are attainable within
the next three to five yeara. 1he survey by Pizzicara (1966) indicates the
great variety of techniques that could be used to attain this end, and
the ropt.rt by Damon (1966) describes a multi-color storage tube CRT that
has recently been introduced. Much more could be said about color and its
promise in tho E/O display field. However, because multi-color CRTs
are now only in an emerging state and because there is a relative paucity
of ostabliehed empirical evidence, we do not believe it is appropriate to
enumerate a~andardisation ruquiremonts. We would prefer to know more about
the relationships between color and other display characteristics and
human variables before making comparative judgments about color techniques
and about the suitability of multi-color displays to military aircraft
needs, We would urge, however, that research in thin area be undertaken
promptly it we are to avoid some of the problems which plagued the devel-
opment of monochromatic CRT displays.
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OPTICS AND FIELD OF VIEW

The topics of display size and field of view as they relate to direct view
displays have been touched upon in this chapter in the section dealing
with resolution. Our present concern is with projected head-up displays
which present certain field of view problems that may properly be treated
as display characteristics. These arise from the fact that head-up dis-
plays make use of optically projected images which are reflected from
a transparent surface. In addition, the reflecting surface must usually
be fitted into a narrowly restricted area and must allow for an adequate
field of vision through a range of aircraft attitudes. Thus, the optical
system forms a part of the image generation train, and its characteristics
deserve some attention in this chapter.

There are basically two optical systems in popular use for projected,
head-up displays: the extended pupiZ system, which uses a curved combiner,
and the gunsight system, which uses a non-spherical (usually flat) combiner.
Both types make use of collimation to create an image which appears at
optical infinity. Thus, the symbols of the display do not appear to be
on the transparent combining element but at a great distance ahead of the
aircraft where they are superimposed on the real world view. A schematic
representation of these two systems is shown in Figure 24.

Combiner

Combiner and
Collimator

CRT
Collimating

7c Lens Svs tern

CRT

Mirror

EXTENDED PUPIL CUNS IGHT

Figure 24 HEAD-UP DISPLAY OPTICAL. SYSTEMS
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It should be noted that the integrated collimator and combiner in the
above illustration of the extended pupil system is not a necessary feature
of this type of system; the two components may be separate, as they are
in the gunsight system illustration. The integrated collimator-combiner
is shown simply to indicate that such an option exists. It makes no dif-
ference in the following discussion.

The extended pupil system has the advantage of allowing greater freedom
of head movement for the pilot without concomitant restrictive changes in
his field of view. In effect, the pilot is provided with a comparatively
large binocular field of view in the lateral dimension. A 25* lateral
binocular field of view is typical of that attainable for such systems.

Ideally, the most desirable type of symbol reflector (combining glass)
for such a system would be a sphere centered about the pilot's head.
Symbols would be projected to the sphere on axis so that keystoning dis-
tortion would be minimal. In practice, however, these conditions are
not attainable. The symbols are projected off axis and the combiner is
fixed in vlace. Furthermore, pilot head movement can result in additional
distortion. Those who favor the extended pupil system maintain that
windshields in modern high performance aircraft distort one's view of the
external world anyway, and extreme accuracy of symbol placement or lack
of distortion at the combiner is an unwarranted constraint. They want
proof that whatever degradation of symbol images, lack of accuracy in sym-
bol placement, or distortion of external visual scenes which may be attri-
buted to their technique has a significant effect on performance. We do
not have such proof. Distortions in their system may indeed be minute
compared to windshield curvature effects.

Whatever view one may take of this, it might also be noted that although
a wide lateral field of view is generally desirable for head-up displays,
it has by no means been proved that pilot performance is significantly
better with a few more degrees in this dimension. How much better, if
any, does one perform with a 250 lateral field of view than with a 200
or a 160 field? Greater flexibility is required in the vertical dimension,
but performance data are not available in either case. At any rate,
there are other factors to consider. The extended pupil system uses curved
combiners that tend to be both heavy and bulky. In addition, the project-
ing hardware, that is, the equipment from which symbol images are projected,
juts out into the cockpit near the pilot's chest. This is a potential
safety problem in those cockpits which use seat, rather than capsule
ejection. Such projections also tend to restrict vision and may hamper the
operation of some controls.

The gunsight optical system also has its advantages and disadvantages.
Among che advantages are its reduced weight and bulk and its on-axis
projection. One of the disadvantages is that the exit pupil of the optics
unit is some finite distance ahead of the pilot, thereby creating a knot-
hole (an optical aperture) through which he must look. Head movement can
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cause symbolo near tho pli,'tphory of tho hnmttntanoout| tioid of view to he
loot whtle the heuad to in tre unfavorable ptistion, Iti oddition, * wide
floal of vtew In difficult to obtain minca a wide flat combinet will not
fit into the windshield areas of many tactical aircract. Almo, the oxit
lens aperture would have to be excessively large f1r Suuh a devi* e, A
total field of view on the order of 20' is probably the moat that van
reasonably be expected of flat combiner systems and 16' to usually the
attainable figure, One expert with whom we consulted estimated that a
10' field of view Is marginal, 15' is acceptable, and 201 is quite reason-
able for head-up displays. He noted that a 25' total field of view is
the largest that he has ever heard of and that the penalties for a field
of this size are excessive in terms of combiner bulk and weiglht.

In fairnsas to proponents of both the gunsight and the extended pupil aya-
tems, it is necessary to point out that the importance of freedom of head
movement may be exaggerated. While it is true that pilots may be expected
to make far ranging head movements while flying, it: may not be reasonable
to assume they will do so at the same time as they view a head-up display.
Purther, it is unlikely that pilots will want to move about while perform-
ing a demanding maneuver for which a head-up display is intended to serve
as a primary reference. Therefore, some mild constraints on lateral head
movement are not thought to be unwarranted, Until some evidence is pre-
sented to establish a definite connection between performance degradation
and relatively minor limitations of the lateral field of view, we should be
more concerned about providing an adequate field of vicw in the vertical
dimension (particularly over the nose of the aircraft).

Certain generic problems of head-up display optical systems are now being
investigated by Theodore Gold and his associates at Sperry Gyroscope.
Without going into dvtail, we list some of these study areas below.

1. Absolute tolerance for binocular disparity.
2. Effects of symbols with image disparit•es overlaying

the real world.
3. Visual discomfort as a function of binocular image disparity

resulting from changes in head position and viewing angles.
4. Magnitude of permissible image disparity at the boundaries

of monocular and binocular fields of view.
5. The effects of retinal rivalry (eye dominance).
6. Tolerance for collimation error (i.e., accommodation prob-

lems when less than infinity collimation is attained).
7. Minimum exit pupil size.
8. The effects of changing lateral head position.

Physiological Diplopia

A potential problem, which may be part of the collimation study mentioned
above, is that of physiological diplopia. The condition of diplopia
(doubling of vision) derives from the fact that a normal two-eyed individ-
ual is unable to keep fixated simultaneously on a near and distant target.
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Aetudlly, It to a prollsm of depth pereepti•n. The phenomenon disappears
with the use uf one eye and tends to diminish In frequency and severity
as thA noor object approaches the distant object.

The situation ti thit image* on the head-up display combininS glass ire
optically focused to create th. illusion to the obsevwr that they are
placed at Infinity. However, this illusion is subject to breaking down it
collimacton Is inadequate or If there to a preponderance of cues is to the
nearness of tho combining glass, As yet, no such difficuiesie have been
reported, but they are theoretically possible, and it would be veil to
remain alert to this pheonomenon.
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This section lists the more important units and measurements which we be-
lieve to be appropriate for au Z/O standard, Some are obvious and are
given only as a reminder. Some, such as luminance, are treated In detail
in other parts of the report and are simply simmarised here. Others are
mentioned for the first time and require explanation, All are stated as
conateely as clarity of description allows,

1. The antle subtended at the eye is recommended as the unit of measure
for symbol visv on project-• and direct view displays. In the case
of projected displays there is no practical alternative, and so the
rcommendation implies nothing more than a continuation of current
practice. For direct view displays linear measure is frequently used.
While there is nothing necessarily wrong with this, the practice can
lead to confusion if viewing distance is not specified also. We have
encountered more than one report which treat symbol sime for direct
view displays In some detail but which fail to indicate the observer-
to-display distance. In the interests of uniformity and clarity,
therefore, we recommend that visual angle (the angle subtended at
the eye) be used as the unit of measure for symbols on all displays.
We further recommend that viewing distance also be specified for
direct view displays since the angle subtended by a symbol of given
linear size varies as a function of viewing distance. To obtain
the angular equivalent for a direct view display symbol of a given
linear dimension, apply the formula:

a - 2 arctan h

2d

where a - visual angle

h - linear symbol dimension

d - viewing distance

To convert from angular to linear measure, apply the formula:

h - 2d tan-

2. Field of view is a term which is subject to some misunderstanding
because of the variety of meanings assigned to it. We recommend

Sthat fieZd of view be used to designate the solid visual angles
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subtended by the display and that the term also be qualified so
as to distinguish between monocular and binocular fields. This is
particularly important in the case of head-up displays, where it is
also necessary to distinguish further between instantaneous and
total fields of view, where the former denotes that field of view
available at some given eye position and the latter denotes that which
it is possible to obtain by moving the head to a number of positions.
Thus, it is possible to speak of a head-up display of such and such
an instantaneous monocular field of view or a head-up display whose
total binocular field of view is thus and so.

There may be several eye positions associated with a given display,
each related to some activity or pilot sitting position. It is not
uncommon to encounter terms such as erect eye, relaxed eye, normal
flight eye, landing eye, HIAD eye, and design eye, several of which
may be used in connection with one display. It is important to
specify which of these has been used for determining the field of
view of the display.

We also wish to discourage the practice of using field of view to
mean that portion of the real world scene represented within the
boundaries of the display. That is, a direct view VSD whose dimen-
sions are 6 inches by 8 inches will subtend a viewing angle of 120 X
16.50, but it may represent 35 X 400 of elevation and azimuth in
the real world. To call the latter the field of view of the display
can only lead to confusion. We believe it preferable to employ a
term such as field of coverage to designate the angular dimensions
of the real world scene portrayed on the display.

3. Viewing distance for panel mounted displays is often taken to be about
28 inches when not otherwise specified. This is the same approximate
distance commonly used for conventional aircraft instruments. How-
ever, for rotary wing aircraft the pilot may sit much closer to the
display. For such aircraft, a different rule-of-thumb estimate is need-
ed, something on the order of 18 to 20 inches. It is helpful to estab-
lish commonly understood values of this sort for use in situations where
displays must be designed or evaluated without specific knowledge of
cockpit geometry,

4. Luminance of displays should be expressed in foot lamberts (ft L) or in
millilamberts (mL). The two units are nearly equivalent; 1 ft L
- 1.076 mL or 1 mL - 0.929 ft L.

5. Illuminance, the light falling on a surface, should be expressed in
foot candles (ft L).

6. Boresighting procedures for aligning projected head-up displays should
be developed and specified. Equipment accuracy, alignment method, and
frequency of alignment verification are important factors to be consi-
dered. Note that handles should be mandatory for avionic displays and
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in particular for those head-up displays which must be accurately bore-
sighted. Unless handles are provided, combiner mounting supports or
some other inappropriate substitute are likely to be used as hand holds,
thereby risking an inadvertant change in factory, bench, or cockpit
alignment of the display.

7. Symbol accuracy can be specified in several different ways. Static
positional accuracy, size accurary, and dynamic accuracy are three
that may be used. The basic recommendation here is that the specifica-
tion of tolerances and accuracies be guided by common sense and a real-
istic appraisal of the use of the symbol. For example, if a steering
symbol has been deflected away from its null position to some point on
the display which represents a gross command steering change, a very
restrictive accuracy and tolerance stipulation at that magnitude of
deflection is unnecessary, and unwarranted. It is more important for
such a symbol to have its best positional accuracy near the null point.
Error expressed as a percentage of deflection magnitude is suggested
as the appropriate method of specification for such cases. On the
other hand, a symbol such as the impact point or velocity vector, when
used in terrain avoidance or landing, should be accurately positioned
at any place on the display. More specific comments are beyond the
scope of this report and are somewhat a function of particular weapon
system and mission requirements.

8. Display parametric units, i.e., the units in which displayed informa-
tion is expressed, are the commonly accepted ones now in use by the
military services. They are presented here merely as a reminder that
these conventions also apply to E/O displays.

Altitude is expressed in feet.

Vertical velocity is expressed in feet-per-minute.

F>,'•h and roll are expressed in degrees.

fleading is expressed in degrees.

Angle of attack is normally expressed in degrees.
However, for compatibility with conventional cock-
pit angle of attack indicators, it may be desir-

able to use the arbitrary unit specified for such

devices, i.c., the "angle of attack unit".

A,8,cd is expressed in knots, or in mach number.

As a general. rule, we recommend that all flight and propulsion para-
meters that are expressed as units of measurement be in accordance

Ci with MS 33636,
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UNDESIRABLE QUALITIES

E/O displays sometimes exhibit unsatisfactory image qualities which result
from factors inherent in the generation process. These are largely engi-
neering problems, the details of which lie beyond the scope of this report
and the solutions to which are not within our competence. We mention them
in passing here simply because these undesirable qualities will affect the
overall utility of the display for the observer and because they will be
of concern to those writing a standard for E/O displays. As a summary
judgment, we believe these undesirable qualities should be eliminated if
at all possible. In cases where they are unavoidabl3, the design of the
display should be such that their effects are minimized. Certainly, any
standard which may be written for E/O displays should include specific
provisions on these items.

Broadly speaking, the image degradations arise from two sources: within
the display system or from interface equipment and the electronic environ-
ment. This division is not clear cut, however, and it is sometimes diffi-
cult to tell from looking at the display alone just where the source of the
degradation lies. Such is the case when display symbols oscillate randomly
about a point (jitter), when they creep away from a fixed position, when
symbols deform, tear, or break up, when they pulse in size or brightness,
or when they exhibit other such noise effects. Within the display system
these defects are traceable to faulty circuitry, deterioration of components,
or transient signals. They can usually be eliminated by careful engineering
and proper maintenance procedures. More commonly, however, these deficien-
cies arise from electromagnetic interference and noise generated by inter-
face equipment or by other electronic equipment located in proximity to the
display. This is one of the most vexing problems in present sophisticated
aircraft systems, and increasing attention is being devoted to it by elec-
tronics engineers. Evidence of this concern is also shown in the newly
issued MIL-STD-461, MIL-STD-462, and MIL-STD-463 which provide for greatly
increased effort to eliminate EMI and for more extensive system testing
and demonstration.

Another common sort of image degradation produced outside the display system
itself is a symbol which fluctuates about its fixed or null position or which
is displaced by a constant amount from such positions. The fault here is
attributable to errors in the data sensing or processing equipment which
drives the symbol. These errors may be random and short-term (less than two
seconds), in which case it is difficult to distinguish their effects from
those of noise or EMI. The errors may also be longer term, i.e., they may
persist at a constant value throughout a duty cycle or flight regime, but
still be random in nature in that they will vary from duty cycle to duty
cycle. This is usually the case where symbols depart from their normal posi-
tions, or refuse to return, thus giving an indication of flight control error
when, in fact, none exists. Speed indicators on E/O displays typically
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exhibit these problems because of errors inherent in the pitot-static
system which senses airspeed and because of calculation errors or inaccur-
acies in the air data computer which processes raw pressure data to obtain
true airspeed, mach number, or groundspeed. No generic solution to this
problem is available, although some relief can be found by adjusting symbol
sensitivity to allow for random data input errors, by smoothing (averaging)
data system outputs, or by creating a' dead band" around the presently
indicated value whereby the symbol will not move unless the data input
differs from the present value by an amount exceeding inherent data system
error.

Within the display system one of the most frequently encountered problems
is distortion of the shape of a symbol as it mcves across the display or
distortion of the entire image field near the edge of the display. These
are functions of the linearity and azcuracy of the CRT and depend upon the
radius of cuirvature of the scr!ee, the type of deflection used, and the
maximum deflection angle. For tubes using electrostatic deflection the
image will be undistorted only on a flat screen. With curved screens the
image will suffer from barrel distortion. With electromagnetic deflection
an undistorted image is produced only on a tube whose radius of curvature
equals the deflection radius. Since most magnetic deflection CRTs have a
screen radius much greater than the deftection radius, they usually exhibit
what is known as pincushion distortion. This is most pronounced with tubes
having wide deflection angles. Pincushion distortion can be corrected by
using predistorted waveforms or special correction magnets, but with a
sacrifice in absolute linearity. Electrostatic tubes, if flat-face, offer
relief from distortion. but they suffer from deflection defocusing. The
use of small deflection angles results in increased tube depth and, hence,
is unsuitable for most airborne applications. Thus, it appears that some
distortion is inherent in all CRT systems and must be accepted. However,
an E/O display standard should emphasize the need fLr application of tech-
niques to keep such distortion to a minimum.

Smear is another problem encountered in E/O displays, especially multisensor
displays which have greatly varying storage times and data update rates.
Smear is basically a problem of phosphor persistence and results from a
severe mismatch between decay time and data update or symbol movement.
For single purpose displays smear need not be a significant problem since
there is a wide variety of phosphor persistences to choose from, 0.12
microseconds for P 16, to 16 seconds for P 26. If a particular color is
desired, the choice is more limited, but there is usually sufficient lati-
tude to allow for selection of a phosphor whose decay time matches other
system requirements. The problem emerges with multisensor displays which
may require 2-3 second storage time for IR data but also demand short per-
sistence for LLLTV or missile video. We can offer no solution to the prob-
lem beyond the general one of suggesting that, in additi n to other charac-
teristics, designers give attention to persistence when selecting a phosphor
and that they weigh their choice against display dynamics and data update
rates.
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For some direct view vertical situation displays the rotation of the hori-
zone line to denote aircraft roll is accomplished by rotating the entire
display raster. For others, the raster remains stationary, and roll is
portrayed by drawing lines diagonally across the raster. On the latter
the horizon line will be parallel to the raster only when the aircraft has
its wings level. With such displays the horizon line (or any other hori-
zontal ground-stabilized elements, such as pitch reference lines) will ex-
hibit a moird effect, i.e., appear to shimmer or scintillate, if the air-
craft rocks slightly in level flight or if there is even a small amount
of noise or variation in the inputs from the attitude sensing system. Ex-
posure to this scintillation throughout a long flight may well prove dis-
tracting or fatiguing. One method of overcoming this is to orient the
raster vertically rather than horizontally. The moirg effect occurs only
when the angle between the raster lines and the horizon line is small.
Since with a vertical raster the horizon line will usually be perpendicular
to the scan lines, scintillation will not occur except in the rare case of
a 900 roll angle. One fault with this solution is that any vertically
oriented symbol, such as a roll pointer, will now exhibit the same moird
effect. The problem is, of course, not confined to vertical situation
displays. It will occur with any display on which lines must be drawn
nearly parallel to the lines of the raster. This seems to be an inherent
difficulty in raster displays; and while there is no solution for it, the
possibility of moirg effects should be kept in mind when selecting a dis-
play generation technique and when devising symbols for raster displays.

Head-up displays suffer from a variety of problems which affect the quality
of the image. A number of these result from imperfections in the collima-
ting lens and other parts of the optical system and were discussed earlier
under Optics and Field of View. Apart from these, one of the most signi-
ficant deficiencies of head-up displays is their proneness to angular vi-
brations of the combining glass or other mectianical reflecting surfaces,
which will produce an image that dances or jitters. This effect is aggra-
vated by the collimation of the optical system, which causes the symbols
to appear at infinity. Thus, because of the distant focus, small angular
vibrations may appear to be large linear excursions and give an exaggerated
;impression of symbol or aircraft motion. Rigid mountings will overcome
some of the vibration problems, but it is doubtful they can be eliminated
altogether because of the magnitude and variety of stresses exerted on the
combiner and mounts in high performance aircraft. The effects of symbol
drift, system noise, and data input errors mentioned earlier are especially
ievere for head-up displays in that they produce misregistration of symbols
and their real world counterparts. Studies of the effects of misaligninent
upon tracking performance were discussed in Chapter IV in relation to dis-
play dynamics, but the full import of misalignment has not yet been examined,
especially as it pertains to weapon delivery and similarly precise flight
maneuvers. We raise the point again here in order to emphasize the need
for careful attention to the problems of image distortion, noise, and mis-
alignment in head-up display design.
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SUMMARY OF DISPLAY CHARACTERISTICS

This chapter has reviewed the diverse problems, considerations, and varia-
bleas which may act either independently or in combination on E/O display
performance. An eclectic approach has been taken to survey what is recog-
nized to be a many faceted subject. We have assumed that both a broad look
at the general issues and a precipitation of the essential ingredients
therefrom would best serve our purpose. Experts in the field of E/O dis-
plays have been directly consulted, we have examined the published reports
of still others, and we have drawn continually on our own experience.
Walter Carel's original Efforts in this area have been heavily leaned on,
as have those data found in Society for Information Display (SID) journals
and proceedings. But, even so, we admit that only a few tangled threads
have been pulled away from the knot. JANAIR, in general, and a standardi-
zation group, in particular, still have a formidable task ahead. Although
some display characteristics are reasonably well established, the majority
seem to require additional research before we can specify valid and reliable
limits. In the meantime we must be aware of existing specifications and use
them with appropriate caution.

The above evaluation is somewhat parallel to our summary estimate of the
uituation for information requirements and symbology. That is, empirical
research has established that certain display characteristics and parametric
values are necessary or desirable. However, the characteristics and values
encountered in contemporary display designs do not always accord with those
specified by research. In the area of display characteristics, as elsewhere,
we find that specific requirements derived in the laboratory are subject
to modification in light of aircraft mission requirements, overall system
constraints, and hardware limitations. Given these factors, it seems appro-
priate to offer as a final point a summary of the characteristics of some
contemporary display designs. Table 23 lists the characteristics of the
displays which were analyzed for information content in Chapter III. We
leave an interpretation of their suitability to the reader, to operational
experience, and to those who will conduct further research in this area.
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TABLE 23 - DISPLAY CHARACTERISTICS
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t4NEdAI, COrNCIAN~ION AND) HKOMYI'NDAT 10NS

,1h ava I 141hl 1norolatt ton on /tl dlsplay, 4in thil huanitlU racct ,5 related
to thelr douill n to luffiico1tly well doveloped aind pI.ectw to inmiko

Sitll 1 the fo1rmulatl lt, Of a mean11 tni I WtandlArd VoV1'i1 i many
eoulp lI 1mot t'elqu illllt, |perton•1nce chat'actot Iliti , and conddit ionn
of Use,

, uchl i otAndartd, however, cAnnot yot he made iat complete arnd
aomprehenatvo a it should be, There are mome areas of doubt and

polints of dispute which will require additional Inveatilation antd
o1alyNwi to resolve, Th.o major research naeda are listed at the
ePtd ot tihlt, chapolr

It a N it nd ird Is drawn upt it should IJ it, Ill tit. it a tI d isp lay
phi loso hdly ais We I ION spc it Ic If I iVV4 U o 0It fOr an a t ltttL I IpluenI tir Iab tON

'The more Import alit v lonloelts ot tilts pll louophv ar'• sot forth In tilth
I.tel Ic contelusIonl and recommendattons hbelow, (S01' Items I 2, I, 8,

9,I is, |1(4 2, .o' •.

4, l'si 1W1i nt|l It iary standards anlid pc it.i caIt t••s rolat hIg to C ctuwvit tlolna
ilc raltf Ins ltrullen1..t c'nnot he appleod to I/O dlimplays excop t. in a

I tnll ted wayi ll, 1" touth to oxt rdpo I ate from research f liding, In the
"d11'e1l oI "OnVl'it I onal 11. It 'Ulmont s have only served to undo.rscorle til
utIt qu•Itss ot F/0 d sp I ayVs and the need for de0 Ign req (I rem I e1s to
he dvewlopel with the spectal qualities of 01ti dliplayis Ill mind,
Howeverl, as the F/O dol play nust be compatible wiith otithr cockpit
Intt"u1int-llt s t, io •oo must anl F'O display stand.11"d be generall y
cons ste, ot with tihe body of regulatory document , now Iln force for
tie military alllcrew station, The applicable exis ting standaris
Mid spec• kialt ions are tisted ti1 Appendix A,

S. Irolln the sturvey and analvsis of elevenl display designs now in use or
proposod for Use lit military aircraft, it appears that there Is a
IimI lid "' agroemolat till some matters of Information ,ontenr,

synbhol,, I, and display equipment characteristics. This agreement
Is noýt st Cficlent ly wide nor sufficiently correct in all its details
to const.t tote, In and of itself, the basis for a standard, 'l'is
is to say that an 1/O d isplay standard must be more than .just a
synthosis of the best of current practice, It must draw upon other

soutrces of information and experience; and, in some cases, the
standard .ust lead rather than be led by present technology and design
concepts. On tile other hand, the existence of consensus on some
matters suggests that it is posgible to attain apreement on others.

6, The design of F/0 displays and the formulation of a standard governing
them muwt take into consideration the aircraft svSto i as a whole,
It is not enough to ronsider the display by itself, or even the
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display with its associated sensors and data processing equipment,
Attention must also be given to the performance of the aircraft,
the mission requirements, and the overall role of man in the system.
This suggests that an E/O display standard can never govern all
aspects of design and that a standard must leave room for the display
to be tailored to the specifics of the system in which it will be
uned.

7. In general, the dsmign of displays for helicopters has received a
disproportionately small amount of attention, and too little effort
ham been devoted to development of instrumentation which parmit. the
pilot to make fulleet use of the agility and fresdom of rotary wing
aircraft, The isme appears to be true of V/STOL aircraft, although
this may be more the result of the newnees of this type of vehicle.
Both typos of aircraft tend to be limited by display concepts which
are only adaptations of fixed wing aircraft displays. An E/O display
standard should take into account the inherent differences among
aircraft types and should avoid imposing display principles or
regulationt that are not appropriate to the performance characteristics
of the vehicle, See research topics 1 and 8,

8. E/O displays are multipmrameter displays which present a more complete
and integrated analog of the flight situation than it obtainable from
a grouping of several conventional instrumentit. For this reason a
standard mtkst give attention to the characteristics of the situation
model contained Il the display by specifying what is to be included
and excluded, by indicating what amount of static and dynamic realism
is required, and by defining the operational rules which the display
must obey,

SPECIFIC CONCLUSIONS AND RFCOMMENDATIONS

Sperific conclusions and reconmmendations are grouped under thr three main
headings of information requirements, symbology, and display characteristics.
Within each topic the findings are summarized in the order in which they
were developed in Chapters I11, IV, and V. The pa.e numbers in parenthesis
refer to the place in the report .here these subjects are discussed.

Information R ioiuLet nt s

1. Apart frow certain basic informaLion requirementits which are common
to all aircraft, Information requirements for E/O displays vary as a
function of aircraft type and mission. Any standardization of E/O
display content must take these differences into account by offering,
in addition tc a basic requirements list, a statement of the information
needs peculiar to the class of aircraft and its operational use. As
a minimum, the standard should distinguish .montg fixed wing, rotary
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win&, and V/STOL aircraft. Ideally it should alse specify the misaioii
peculiar needs for attack, bomber, fighter, transport, and trainer
aircraft, (pp. 22-23) See research topic 1.

2. Information requirements for special mission phases or flIght situations
ales need to be specified. The more important of thene are terrain
following or avoidance, weapon delivery, formation flying or stati6ni
keeping, and collision avoidance, (pp. 106-129)Soe reseatch topic 2.

5. In stating information requirement., an K/O display standard msat
distinguish between basic display formats. That iq, information
requirements must be established separate)y for vertical Aituation
displays and horisontal situation displays. (pp. 5-8) See also
recommendation 19.

4. Information requirements for vertical situation displays are listed
in Table 14 (p. 101) . This list represents the basic minimum for Iil
aircraft for the takeoff, en route, and landing portions of the
mission. Where an item is approýpriate only for a certain type of
aircraft it is so noted. (pp. 96-100)

5. The basic information requirements fur horizontal situaition displays
are listed in Table 15 (p. 105 ) . Certain options a.,d inission peculiar
alternatives are also identified. (pp. 101-101i)

6. Information requirements for te:rain avoidance are listed In Table
16 (p. 1 1 0 ) Since this list was derived from our own analysis of
a particular aircraft system, it shokild be taken more as a sample
than as a statement oe general applicability. (pp. 106-126)

7. Information requirements fur weapon delivery are highly specialJzed
and vary largely as a function of individual weapon ur wearon dlystem
characteristics and as a function of the delivery m~nnuv'r, Weapon
delivery information probably cannot be standardized except in very
broad terms. The more appropriate way to handle these requirements
is to incocporate them in the weapon and fire control portions of
individual aircraft specifications. (pp. 127-129)

8. The data processing system ,vhich supports the E/O display should
provide intormation about its own stato:. and about the state of other
important ai,'craft subsysitems. As a corollary, information processing
and display must be such that there is no ambiguity about the source
and validity of the Information signals drivir4 dtsplay elements.
(p. 34, p. 205) See also recommendation 24. See research topic 7.
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9, Coding Theoxy and Principles (pp. 135-141)

a) There are several theorles of information coding, but none •s
wholly adequate for predi(.ting the usefulness and suitability
of particular coding techniques, However, there is a large
amount of reliable empirical evidence upon which to draw in
cona.tru,:ing information codes, (p,. 141) See recommendations
10 through 18.

b) General considerations in the selection of a code are human
sensitivity to coding stimuli, the user's petceptual and operational
task, and compatibility with the real world situation to he
encodnd. (p. 141)

c) The general criteria for evaluation of a code are the speed and accuracy
of observer response. However, acc3ptable limits for these
parameters have not been satisfactorily defined, especially in
relation to operational requirements. (pp. 139-141) See
research topic 10.

d) If absolute judgments arv required, the number of discriminable
steps within a coding dimension is limited - between five and
nine steps for most codes. If only relative judgments are
raquired, the number ov coding steps is virtually unlimited.
(p. 139)

e) Each i~ymbol on a display must be uniquely identifiable with
respect to at )east one coding dimension, and preferably more
than one. (p. 162) See recommendation 17.

f) Tha meaning and behavior of a symbol should be consistent through-
out all modes of the same display and from one display to another
iii the same aircraft.

10. Symbol Size (pp. 143-144)

a) Minimum symbol size should be between 15 and 30 minutes of arc
to insure visibility across a broad range of viewing conditions
and for a variety of visual tasks. The dimension to which this
value applies is the diameter of a circle, the side for a square,
the longer side for a rectangle, and the base or height of a
triangle (whichever is less). (p. 143

b) Size is a relatively poor coding dimension; the maximum usable
number of steps is about four. (pp. 143-144)
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c) Ir 1i3a is used as a coding dimension, the steps should be

equally spaced on a logarithmic scale. (p. 144)

11. Shape Coding (pp. 144-147)

a) The most distinctive geometric shapes are the circle, rectangle,
cross, and triangle (not in rank order). Squares, ellipses,
and polygons are poorly discriminated. (p. 145)

b) Unique or pictorial shapes such as flag, airplane, rocket, or

anchor are also good in specific situations. (p. 145)

c) Variations of a single shape should be avoided. (p.145)

d) The di-criminability of a shape tends to increase with size.
Therefore, within practical limits, the more important it is
to recognize a given symbol the larger it should be. (p.147)

e) Pictorial qualities are as important as discriminability in
selecting a shape for a symbol which represents a real world
object. The more closely a symbol resembles its real world
counterpart the more readily will it be recognized and
interpreted as such. (p. 146 pp. 168-171 pp. 179-183)

f) Symbol shape may also be selected for its resemblence to other
instruments or controls used in conjunction with the E/O display.
(p. 147)

g) For tactical information presentations on HSDs the symbol
alphabet now in use in data systems such as NTDS, ATDS, and MTDS
should be adopted as standird for E/O displays. (p. 146b

h) The applicability of cartographic symbols to E/O map displays
is being investigated. As a general guide, however, symbol
shapes should conform insofar as possible to existing carto-
graphic conventions. (p. 146). See research topic 11.

i) A complete standardization of symbol shapes is not possible on
the basis of existing research data or current practice.
Recommended shapes for some commonly used VSD and HSD symbols
are given on pages 206-210. See also recommendation 25.

12. Alphanumerics (pp. 148-154)

a) For HSDs and direct view VSDs minimum alphanumeric symbol
height should be 15-25 minutes of arc, The higher value should
be used if emphasis is required, if the display is used in high
ambient light, or if background contrast is less than 100 per
cent. (pp. 152-154)
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b) The width-to-height ratio of alphanumerics should be
between 60 and 80 percent. The stroke-width-to-helght ratio
should be on the order of 1 to 8. Allowances should be made
for generation techniques and for the horizontal and vertical
resolution of the display system. (p. 151)

c) For raster displays the number of raster lines per symbol height
must be considered. Under good viewing conditions symbol height
should be 15 minutes of arc and consist of at least 10 raster
lines. Under poorer conditions symbol height should be 25
minutes of arc and consist of 16 raster lines. (p. 153)

d) For raster displays the active element of the raster should be
about twice the width of the inactive element. (p. 152)

e) To insure 99 per cent accuracy of reading the minimum size of
characters near the edge of the raster should be about i0 per
cent greater than those near the center, i.e., 16.5 - 27.5
minutes of arc at the edge compared to 15-25 minutes of arc
at the center. (p. 151 )

f) The critical viewing angle at which inaccuracy of alphanumeric
symbol reading begins to occur is between 19 and 38 degrees
from a line of sight normal to the display surface. (p. 152)

g) For head-up displays a slightly larger symbol size may be
required to insure good visibility against a variety of back-
grounds. 30 minutes of are is recommended, but this value
should be verified by additional research. (p. 153) . See
research topic 13.

h) Research evidence does not yet support the superiority of any
particular symbol font for E/O displays. In the interim, the
MIL-M-18012 font should be set as a goal to work toward. However,
deviation is to be expected and should be tolerated so long as
the designer can demonstrate that his variation still provides
98-99 per cent accuracy of reading. (pp. 151-154). See research
topics 12 and 13.

13. Color (pp. 154-159)

a) Color coding Is a major aid in search and recognition tasks.
There is some evidence that color may also enhance legibility.
(pp. 154-156)

b) The number of absolutely identifiable spectral hues is about
ten (or if white is included, eleven). The maximum usable number,
however, is on the order of five to eight. Present technology
limits the number of discriminable hues on CRTs to between four
and seven, although improvement is to be expecte,'. (pp. 156-157)
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c) There is very little evidence on the relative effectiveness
of various hues for coding on E/O displays. Some experiments
suggest that red is the most discriminable. Yellow and magenta
also appear to be effective colors. (pp. 157-159)

d) A standard color code for E/O displays cannot be specified on
the basis of existing experimental evidence. (p. 158). See
research topics 14 and 15.

14. Human capacity to make absolute or relative judgments of velocity
and acceleration is poor. Therefore, motion coding is not recommended
for use on E/O displays. (pp. 159-160)

15. Flash (pp. 160-161)

a) Flash coding is not recommended for E/O displays except as an
attention-getting device, and even for this purpose it should
be used sparingly. (p. 161)

b) Flash rates should be between 1 - 4 cps, with the on and off
portions of the cycle about equal. (p. 160)

c) Since there appears to be a stercotypic association between
flashing and urgency and since higher flash rates tend to be
more conspicuous and to promote prompter response, flash rate
should be selected with the required speed of perception and
response in mind.

16. Brightness (pp. 161-162)

a) Brightness coding (i.e., contrasting shades of gray) is used
extensively on raster displays, where it serves as an effective
substitute for color coding. At the present state of CRT
technology seven to ten distinct brightness levels can be
attained throughout a range of ambient lighting conditions.
(p. 161 pp. 238-240) See also recommendation 28.

b) For line written displays brightness coding is of limited
usefulness, two or three steps being the practical limit. If
used, it is recommended that the higheý brightness level be
reserved for items of primary interest and the lower level(s)
for background or supplementary information. (p. 161)

c) Brightness coding is not recommended for head-up displays because
of the poor contrast effects of low brightness levels against
a high ambient light background.
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17. Compound Codes (pp. 162-163)

a) Compound codes are useful for incorporating more than one
dimension of information within a single symbol. Compound
codes save space but at the expense of increased response time
and error probability. (p. 162)

b) Each constituent of the compound code must be readable
separately without confusion. (p. 162)

c) Only one coding dimension should be used for each dimension of
information. (p. 162)

d) One coding dimension should not be used for more than one
dimension of information. (p. 162)

e) Compound codes tend to decrease the number of discriminable
steps within each of the constituent coding dimensions,
Therefore, it is wise to use fewer than the maximum discriminable
number of steps for each ot the dimensions in a compound code.
(p. 163)

18. Code Compatibility (pp. 163-165)

a) Man's information handling capacity varies by a factor of as
much as 2 or 3 as a function of code compatibility. (p. 163)

b) Codes are more easily interpreted when qualitative information
is encoded qualitatively and quantitative information is
encoded quantitatively. (p. 164)

c) For pictorial displays codes should be selected so as to
represent a familiar approximation of the real world situation.
The code should comply with familiair stereotypic meanings
associated with each symbol, and it should provide as direct
an association as possible between the symbol and the thing
represented. (p. 164)

d) Apart from purely pictorial representations, there are very
few stereotypic associations between coding dimensions and items
of information. The more significant of these are listed on
page 165.

19. Reference System and Display Dynamics (pp. 167-1.85)

a) E/O displays should be spatially ordered or structured so that
the coordinates of the display system have a natural and direct
relationship to the structure of the external world as perceived
from the aircraft and to the coordinates of the aircraft control
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system. The two most suitable display formats are the vertical
situation display, which represents a projection of the air-
craft situation on a vertical plane ahead of the aircraft, and
the horizontal situation display, which is a projection of the
aircraft situation on a horizontal plane beneath the aircraft.
These should be adopted as standard formats for E/O displays.
(pp. 167-168)

b) As a rationale for assigning information to the VSD or the HSD,
it is generally recommended that information relating to
attitude, steering, flight path, and other short term aircraft
response characteristics be presented on the VSD, while information
relating to geographic oriet~tation and position, the air
situation, and other long term response characteristics be
allocated to the HSD. (pp. 168-169)

c) Not all the requisite parameters of flight can be integrated
into the spatial analogs of the VSD and the HSD. For these items
it is recommended that certain conventions of format and grouping
be adopted. (p. 170) See recommendation 20.

d) The aim in E/O display design should be creation of a display
which provides a veridical view of the flight situation. This
suggests the need fo- both pictorial realism and fidelity to the
dynamic aspects of flight. (pp. 171-178)

e) All of the E/O displays surveyed and all conventional attitude
indicators now in military use are inside-out, fly-to indicators.
The preponderance of experimental evidence, however, favors
the outside-in and fly-from concepts. Before choosing one or
the other we recommend that the military services review the
evidence on both sides and conduct additional experiments.
(pp. 172-179) See research topic 16.

f) For HSDs the issue of inside-out vs outside-in is not so critical
or so sharply drawn. For practical reasons the inside-out
(moving map) display seems preferable, and we recommend its
adoption as standard for HSDs. We further recommend that HSDs
include a feature which permits the display to be rotated to a
north-up or heading-up orientation to facilitate the reading
of alphanumerics and other cartographic symbols. (pp. 178-179)

g) The issue of the contact analog vs other less pictoria] or literal
displays has not been fully explored, and experimentation is still
in progress. On the basis of preliminary firdings it appears
that the contact analog is not wholly adequate for precise
flight control and that it must be supplemented wit[. certain
non-pictorial or quantitative indication•s. We recommend that
an E/O display standard permit the designer ýome latitude with
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respect to the literalness of the display and the amount of
supplementary quantitative symbology to be added. (pp. 179-185)
See research topics 18 and 19.

20. Format and Placement (pp. 186-195)

a) On the VSD the display center is the most important reference
point. Insofar as possible this area should be kept free of
other symbology so as not to interfere with the display of
attitude and steering information. (p. 187)

b) The display center on the VSD should be marked with a symbol
which is clearly visible both day and night.

c) Brightness or color codes are recommended as methods of
distinguishing between the aircraft symbol on the HSD and other
symbols which happen to be coincident with it. (p. 161)

d) Symbols should not be allowed to overlap each other or to cross
in their paths of movement unless the rules of the spatial
analog require them to do so. (p. 187)

e) The following conventions of format are recommended for indicators
which cannot be integrated into the VSD reference system. (pp. 188-191)

Altitude.- vertically oriented on the right side of the
display.

Airspeed - vertically oriented on the left side of the
display.

Roll Scale - horizontally oriented at the top of the
display.

Vertical Velocity - vertically oriented on the right side
of the display.

Heading - horizontally oriented on the bottom of the display
or placed along the horizon and major pitch lines.

Angle of Attack - vertically oriented on the left side of

th, display.

Discretes - no standard location. As a general rule,
diacretes should be placed so that they neither obscure, nor
are obscured by, other symbols. If related in meaning
to some other display symbol, the discrete should be located
near it.
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f) As general guides to format and placement it is recommended
that symbols be grouped according to patterns of use, relation-
ships between items of information, and importance. (p. 192)

g) Display dynamics must also be considered in working out format
and placement. It is important that symbol position and movement
be compatible with the dynamics of the spatial analogý (p. 192)

h) There is no common agreement about what constitutes clutter or
how it is to be avoided. Some of the factors contributing to
clutter are symbol density, overlap and interference, irrelevancy
of information, lack of consistency either internally or in re-
lation to the real world, and lack of an overall pattern or
integrating structure. As general rules for the avoidance of
clutter, symbols should be few in number, their movement should
be simple, and symbols should not obscure each other or real
world elements. The latter point is particularly important for
head-up displays. Techniques such as blanking of low priority
information, protective windows or zones around important symbols,
and use of symbol size differentials should be considered.
(pp. 193-195)

21. Null Symbols (pp. 197-199)

a) The morphology and dynamics of null symbols are intimately con-
nected with matters of machine dynamics and human transfer
functions. Standardization in this area seems neither possible
nor desirable. (p. 197)

b) An E/O display standard should permit freedom of choice in the
characteristics of data inputs to null symbols, i.e. techniques
such as smoothing, filtering, and qulckenir%, shu,,ld he npmitted.
(p. 198)

c) The optimum scaling or sensitivity of null symbols is, likewise,
not subject to standardization since it depends upon the re-
sponse characteristics of the individual aircraft system and
the accuracy requirements of the mission. As general rules,
however, there should not be too great a disparity between
horizontal and vertical scale factors on the display; the scale
factors should be uniform for all elements expressed in the basic
reference system coordinates; and the scale factor should not
vary from one mission phase to another or between display
modes. (p. 198)

d) Strobing of symbols should be avoided. A method for calculating
the point at which strobing will occur is given on page 199.
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22. Scales and Tapes (pp. 200-203)

a) Experimental evidence does not indicate a clear superiority of
either the fixed scale-moving pointer or the moving scale-
fixed pointer. Each has advantages over the other in certain
situations. An E/O display standard should permit either to
be used. (pp. 200-201)

b) Scales and tapes for E/O displays should conform to the es-
tablished principles of good scale design. A summary of
these principles is given on page 201.

c) The triangle, the V, and the bar are recommended as the most
suitable shapes for pointers on E/O displays. (p. 201)

d) The arrangement of values on a scale should conform to the rule
that up, right, or clockwise means increase, and the opposite
directions mean decrease. The only possible exception is the
airspeed scale which requires further investigation before the
proper directional sense can be established. (pp. 202-203) See
research topic 24.

e) Scales located on the perimeter of E/O displays and expressing
quantities not directly related to the display coordinate system
should be roll-stabilized, i.e. they should not respond to air-
craft roll. (p. 202)

f) Scales located at the edge of the field of view on head-up displays
should be arranged so that the pointer is on the inside, i.e
toward the center of the display, and the numerals on the outside.
(p. 202)

g) The sensitivity of a scale should be matched with the accuracy
of the data sensing and processing equipment which drives it. (p. 202)

h) All units of measure for scale presentations should be in con-
formance with MS 33636. (p. 275)

23. Digital Callouts (p. 203)

a) Digital indicators should be used for setting tasks, where a
specific value must be chosen or a specific input made, or for
readout of quantitative indications which are stable or change
very slowly. (p. 203)

b) Digital indicators should tiot be uscd for tracking tasks or for
ieadout of rapidly changing values. (p. 203)
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24. Discretes (pp. 204-205)

a) Shape coding is useful for encoding discrete information. The
shape should be either pictorial or have a stereotypic association
with the information. (p. 204)

b) Color, shade, and flash coding are best used as generic rather
than specific indicators or as supplements to other codes.
(P. 204)

c) If alphanumerics are used, all abbreviations should conform to
MIL-STD-783 and the ANA-261 bulletin of abbreviations. (p.205)

d) As a tentative recommendation, we suggest that the presentation
of discrete indicators on VSDs be limited to emergency items,
a master warning indicator, and a master caution indicator.
(p. 205 ) See recommendation 8 and rosearch topic 25.

25. Recommended shapes for certain commonly used E/O display symbols
are discussed on pages 206-210. The recommendation is not that
these are the only shapes which may be used for the specified
purposes; but that if a symbol of the indicated shape is used, it
should have the meaning we have assigned to it. We recommend that
standardization riot proceed too far or too rapidly in this area
since the available experimental evidence is not conclusive and since
there is a danger of imposing unwarranted restrictions on future
display designs.

Display Characteristics

26. Night Vision (pp. 213-219)

a) Red filters for E/O displays should be used where maximum dark
adaptation is necessary. (pp. 213-219)

b) Cockpits should be uniformly illuminated to avoid hot spots from
E/O displays or other light sources, which may jointly or indi-
vidually destroy dark adaptation. (p. 214)

c) For maximium dark adaptation light intensity is more important
than color. Display luminance should be continuously adjustable
from 0.02 to 0.1 ft L. Table 19, page 215, contains recommended
values for various conditions of use.

d) E/O displays should provide adequate contrast under low as well
as high ambient lighting conditions. This includes symbols painted
or inscribed on the display surface as well as electronically
generated symbole. Additional research is needed to define
adequate contrast in quantitative terms. (PP. 216-217) See
research topics 26 and 28,
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to) 11usd-3up titils~ InninuAtlnL' minimuhis Jopontd on %ditithcr vr rot a
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ret lect-utt symbol1 luthinance .in theo older. of 1800 to) 1500 ft 1.
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10,000) it 1. sky backg~round. Wit%, i tritchroic coating theme %talues
may h" rela~til to 900 to 10)00 It L, (lip. 2.11-Z11I)

f)TbO Antli pated background(s) against which head-up display sym-
bola will ho vtewod in operational use musit be cosi~dered In
ostabli hinit luminance roqul remontit andi in spoifc ying pho*phor
color anti trichroic coating charatteristic".

M)We recommiond that A standard mothod for expressiotg Contrast be
adopted to fos tor comnmon unld0is tan(i na, A formntila which has
wide curroncy is suiggested on 1,uge235

it) The 1.1terature does riot adequatel In di cate luminance and con-
troust. minfimums tor linew written head-down displays. See research
topic ')1.

1)EL disp lay contrast requirements should not be the same a~s for those
CR1T disp lays whii~ are used for sitmiltar purposes.

29. Filters (pp. .ý41-247)

a) A number of devices and techniques can be used to protect direct
view displi.y contrast in high ambient light. Two of the most
widely used are the micromesh filter and the circular polarized
filter. Akn E/() display standard should permit either of these
to ho used. Tihe employment of other methods to protect against
washout should not he excluded, so long es it can ho demonstrated
that they yield at least comparable results. (pp. 241-247)

b) Antireflectancre coatings should be used on all significant re-
flecting surfaces of E/0 displays in conformance with the general
practice in military aircraft.

c) Aviation red filters arr recommended for night Use on E/0 displays
when maximum dark ~adaprati'nn is desirable. See also recommaenda-
tion 26.
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ki) M AI d(~ timp liy Pitaotlar-ktuhnui i'.ratt tkvp ""0 Qt tt OhruI v
VoMth 11u (color eparadtion tlrvra) br head-up d1ipluy

Co"4helrA. (Pa. 10.e247~)

F) Ior direct vieo rmater ,1pploiva A repetition rate of at least
tiO ops io recommn,.Ied, (p. •,•)

b) For dtrect view lina writLo displ•vi, .and for head-up displays
it torer writina frequency is belived accept*abs. For displays
which uue PI phosphor 5,O cpis ti II¢Optnt* *A a minhinum repetition
(rofresai) rate, F'or other phosphorm 45-5.5 cps may he suitable,

c) A distinctlon should be mada betweun flicker throahold and tht
point at which flicker bec'omes dimtranting or deletnrilot'
to pcfoi'man., .. 'O. tOhv poi•,t at which flicker becomes objection-
able, Quantitative definition of ob.ectiotitble flitker is needed,
(p. 2h53)

31. Resolution (pp. 255-2tit}

a) Resolutlo.i requtremtents for E/O displays cannot be specified In
Isolation bec'tuve thtv depend on x number of other factors - dis-
play contrast, screen size, symhol siote, view.ing distance, sennor
resolution, and so on. The fol.lowiixg reccmn•tundationna are offered
for general guidance,

h) Tle entirv tcnor/display system Mhould t- cons:idered in establishing
re-scutloi requirements. If ý,omplete system data are not avail-
able, a rule of tlu.mb to apply is thdt displey resolitton should
be twice that of the. most stringent senscr resolution requirement.
(p. 260 ,). 266)

c) If sensor data are not available but mission requirements are
known, display resol.ution should be based on the wist stringent
missi.on or task requirement. (p. 266)

d) If neither of the above seem appropriate and a TV mode is called
for on the display, display resolution requirements can be
based on tive level of resolution requ.red of the video systdm
for the observer to perform a sp.c~ified task. (p. 266)

e) For raiter displays which provide only styli-,ed or synthetically
generated symbols, 500 raster lines 13 generally accepted as a
suitable resolution. If the additisn of multisensor cRpability
and LLLTV Is anticipated. resolutioen as high as 1090 lines may be
required. (p. 257, p. 266)
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1) For tater displays a taiinmum of l.,0-f6 raster lines per symbol
haihht is requit•od for a symbol %f v"±n'mum size (•.-. 15-75
tainutas of arc). (p. 259) See also reovnoindation 12c.

8) For line written haad-up displayt,. line widths should be
asproxlnamsly 3 mituautes of arc. For ciract viaw display&a this
im equivalent to 0.024 inches at 4 viewing distance of 2b inchea.
(p. 265)

h) To relate resol-ition rewulrementa to sareen cize and othe.' basic
display parameters, charts such as those provided in Whitham
(1965) may be used. (p. 260)

0) A standard techniqva for measuring display resolutior shouid
be adopted. Three of the most frcquently used are described
on pages 261-262)

.1t2. Color (pp. 267.268)

a) Ile selection of a phosphor for inonuchromacic displays depends
upon factot. such as persistenoe, flicker characteristics, target
detectability, and burn resistance. Phosphor color Ehould not
be stadardized, but left to the discretion of the display
designer. (p. 254, p. 2b8)

b) Multicolor displays are not yet practical for airborne applica-
tions, and color tube technology is still in an emerging state.
St.ndardization in this area would be premature. (p. 268) See
research topics 14 and 15.

33. Optics ard Field of View (pp. 269-272)

a) The relaticn between field of view for head-up diep]ays and
performance requiremants has not been adequately claritied by
research. Considerably more work must be done before reasonable
minimums can be established. (p. 270) See research topic 38.

b) For the putposes of standardication a distinction must be made
between binocular and monocular fields of view and between
instanrtaneous and total fields of view.

c) At the present state of technology an instantaneous binocular
lateral field of view of 15-20 degrees Is attainable with the
gunsight and extended pupil optical systems used in head-up
displays. While there is no assurance that such a field of
view is adequate, a display which offers less than this ought
not to be aczepted. (p. 271)
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d) Vertical field of view is related to over-the-nose vision re-
quirements for such maneuvers as landing, terrain avoidance,
or weapon delivery. Theme are largely peculiar to the aircraft
in which the head-up display Is installed and, therefore, are
not subject to across-the-board standardization. In general,
sufficient vertical field of view should be provided so that
symbol placement and vifiwability are compatible with cockpit
geometry, range o .iat movement, aircraft angle of attack,
and the 5th to 95 percentile pilots' measurements. (p. 271)

a) An E/O display standard should also make provisions concerning
the tolerance for binocular disparity, collimation error, and
the effects of head movement; but these matters must await the
results of investigations now in progress. (p. 271)

34. Standards of Measurement (pp. 273-275)

a) The angle subtended at the eye is recommended as the unit of
measucement for symbol size and field of view on both projected
and direct view displays. (pp. 273-274)

b) Eye position (in cockpit coordinates) and viewing distance should
also be specified. Eye position should be established in accord-
ance with existing cockpit geometry and vision standards and
specifications. (See Appendix A.) For panel mounted direct view
displays in fixed wing aircraft, a viewing distance of 28 inches
should be standardized. For similar displays in helicopters a
viewing distance of 16-20 inches should be used. (p. 274)

c) Display luminance should be expressed in foot lamberts or milli-
lamberts. Illuminance should be expressed in foot candles.
(p. 274)

d) In specifying symbol accuracy, distinctions must be made between
statiý. positional accuracy, size accuracy, and dynamic accuracy.
Accuracy requirements should be guided by the use of the symbol
on the display. (pp. 274-275)

e) MS 33636 should be used as a guide for all flight and propulsion
parameters expressed on the display in quantitative units.
(p.275) See also recommendation 22h.
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RESEARCH NEEDS

The foregoing conclusions and recommendations, numerous an they are,
constitute only the first step toward formulation of an E/O display
standard. There is a wealth of research literature and other documentation
relating to display design, but there are still many areas In which we know
very little of practical consequence. The effects of many human and
equipment variables have been only partially investigated, and the
interactions between some of them have scarcely been explored. Technology
is envolving rapidly; but if we are to make beat use of theme innovations,
we must keep pace in research on the human factors in display design
and on the ways in which these devices can be welded into effective
military systems.

This section lists in summary form the major research needs which have
been identified by our review of the literature and survey of present
display designs. No attempt has been made to knit these research
topics into an integrated and comprehensive program of research. Rather,
they are to be taken as specific suggestions of topics to be incorporated
into the overall JANAIR program. They also serve to identify for any
group concerned with standardization the information still needed to support
the writing of a meaningful and realistic regulatory document.

As with the specific conclusions and recommendations, the suggested topics
for research have been grouped under the headings of information require-
ments, symbology, and display characteristics. The items marked with
an asterisk (*) are those which, in our estimation, should be given high
priority.

Information Requirements

1. The tendency has been to develop information requirements for displays
as part of the development process for the particular aircraft in which
they are to be installed. Validation of these requirements for each
aircraft by experimentation prior to operational deployment is simply
not feasible, and the process is generally wasteful of time and resources.
Notable exceptions to this trend were the IHAS and ILAAS programs in
which an attempt was made to formulate display requirements generically.
There is a need for further analytic studies to develop general models
of information requirements for other aircraft types and missions.
These models should be based upon the performance characteristics of
the aircraft class, service experience with versions in operational
use, anticipated developmental trends, and future mission needs.

* 2. As a parallel effort, analytic studies are needed to establish
information requirements for special mission phases or flight situations.
Among these are terrain avoidance or following, weapon delivery,
formation flying or station keeping, and collision avoidance.
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K3. I/0 displays offer *,captionaI pouslbilitle for the IntugrAtion of
Information and for presentation of a much more complete and realistic
picture of the total flight kituation than is poibthle with conventional
instruments, Studies are nceded to establish the appropriate dogree
of automation in data proctasing seytsma which support K/A displays.
Also to be considered are the information requiremonts associated
with monitoring and override of automated control system*.

4. Despite important advances, all-weather operation - especially all=
weather landing - is not yet a reality, In part this is a problem of
sensors and guidance equipment, but there is also a lack of knowledge
about the pilot's information needs in the blind landing situation,
That is, moat IFR systems are desiganed to bring thle aircraft to a
minimum decision altitude or breakout point, after whi.•h the landing
is completed visually, This is vastly different from giving the
pilot the information and the display he needs to fly blind to
touchdown with all tile confidence and assurance of safety that he
han VFR.

5. For all their iapac4i ty, it would hi stretching the limits of K/O
displays to propose that they coetain all the informal ton pertaining
to the flight situation and aircraft control, Studios should be
conducted to develop a scheme for distribution of Information
between E/0 ,dtsplays and conventional, special purpose instruments
and to define the roles of each with respect to pilot control
functions ,

6. As a continuation of the foregoing, tile roles of various types of
3/O dieplays need co be defined. Some aircraft now contain both a
head-up display and a direct view VSD, and it is not hard to foresee
that future aircraft may also have a HSI), a multisensor display, and
a multiparameter display of system status and performance. There is a
need to define a scheme of use for the several displays in relation
to mission requirements, to determine how best to allocate information
among them, and to establish the requirements for redundancy and
backup.

* 7. Studies should be made of the methods for displaying warning and system

status information on E/O displays. This includes not only monitoring
of other aircraft subsystems but also self-monitoring and self-test of the
display itself. Also to be investigated are displays which provide
information about alternative courses of corrective action and allow
the pilot to choose between manual and automatic corrections. In
its most general form, this problen is one of providing the pilot
with information which will assist him in his role of system manager.

S8. The special properties of helicopters and V/STOL aircraft do not seem

to have received sufficient attention. Studies should be devoted to
developing display concepts and information presentations which are
truly suited to the performance capabilities of these types of vehicle.
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SyMbolU

9, The principles of information coding as they apply to E/0 displays
have not been fully developed, In part this requires an extension
and refinement of theoretical work about coding In general. However,
there is also a need for experimentation with specific coding techniques.
This in not a call for additional investigaition of the discriminability
of particular coding dimensions. The aim should be, instead, Lo find
optimum coding solutions for K/O display problems, e'.g. a method
for coding range on contact analog displays, how to integrate altitude
and speed into the VSD format, and ways to encode command and status
information for a particular flight variable.

10, Speed and accuracy of reading are the most frequently used criteria
for evaluation of a code. Very little has been done, however, to
relate these factors to mission performance and realistic operational
situations. It is not enough to know that one code can be read faster or
with fewer errors than another. One must also set these considerations
against perceptual or task requirements and the consequences in
performance or crew safety.

11. There is reason to doubt the suitability for E/O displays of certain
cartographic conventions and symbols now used on printed maps.
Investigations should he conducted to determine a symbology for
projected ieaps which is not only optimum in readability but compatible
with printed map symbology,

12. Studies should be undertaken to develop an alphanumeric font suitable
for direct view raster displays. rho• MIL-.H-18012 font has been
suggested in this study as a goal to work toward, but there is no
clear evidence to Indicate that it is superior to other fonts
which might be easier to generate electronically. Consideration
should be given not only to the variety of environmental conditions
which obtain for K/O displays but also to the manner tn which
alphanumerics are used. That is, alphanumerics should be tested in
configurations typical of E/O displays and for realistic operationcl
purposes.

13, Similar studies should be conducted for alphanumerics on line written
displays, particularly head-up displays. Of special interest are
symbol characteristics such as size, stroke-width-to-height ratio,
and distinctiveness of shape against a variety of real. world back-
ground. Ideally, the fonts for raster and line written displays
should be similar; but readability, suitability for the display
medium, and economy of generation are probably the more important
considerations,
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* 14. it is desirable to establish the relative discriminability of various
colors which can be generated on CRT displays. Consideration should
be given to high and low ambient light conditions and to the effects
of the use of red lighting in surrounding parts of the cockpit.

* 15. Efforts should be made to establish a rationale for color coding
EjO displays. A single general scheme may not be attainable, and it
seems likely that different, but compatible, schemes will have to
be developed for direct view VSDs, head-up displays, and map displays.
It is also advisable to study the possibility of reserving certain colors
for certain classes of information, e.g. command and status or
caution and warning.

16. The issue of an inside-out vs. outside-in reference system for command
and altitude deserves further investigation before setting a standard
for E/O displays. Simulator and flight trials are needed to obtain
comparative evaluations of performance with the two types of displays.
The aim should not be to establish that one or the other is workable
or even suitable for a given purpose, but which is better.

* 17. As a test case of the viahility of the outside-in display we have
suggested that head-up display embodying this princiole be subjected
to simulator and flight experiments. (See pages 178 and 184)

18. The kinalog and frequency separation concepts discussed on pages 171
and 182 should be studies as possible solutions to the inside-
out/outside-in dilemma.

19. Experimentation with the contact analog display concept should be
continued, with particular emphasis on determining the adequacy
of such displays for specific operational missions and the need for
supplementary quantitative or symbolic indices. The general aim
should be to establish the optimum mixture of pictorial and symbolic
indications on direct view and head-up displays for specific mission-
related flight tasks.

* 20. Studies should be made of the transfer effects between E/O displays
used together or sequentially by the pilot. Of particular concern
is establishing the degree of compatibility required between direct
view VSDs and head-up displays with respect to symbology, format, and
dynamics. It would also be useful to have data on interactions
between VSDs and HSDs or other types of E/O displays as well as betweeit
E/O displays and conventional instruments used in association with
them.

21. There is some experimental evidence that the detectability of a target
or symbol varies as a function of the area of the display in which it
appears. Investigation of this point should be pursued to determine
its implications for E/O display format, especially the placement of
symbols which are not integrated into the spatial analog of the display.
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22. Studies are needed to identify the factors contributing to display
clutter and measures for preventing it, The trend in E/O displays
seems to be toward including more and more information, which produces
more complex formats and "busier" displays. A definition of rules
and limits would be of great help.

23. The principles of scale design as they apply to E/O displays have
not been fully worked out. Attention should be given to such
details of symbol design as pointer shape, size of scale gradtuation
marks, and spacing of scale elements. Of greater importance, however,

is research to determine the appropriate type of scale for specific
E/O display uses and to develop new scale designs which overcome
the advantages inherent in mechanical devices.

24. The appropriate directional sense for vertically oriented airspeed
scales is still a moot point. Experiments to resolve the question
would be worthwhile.

25. E/O displays have almost unlimited capability for the presentation

of discrete indicators of system status or mission events, Studies
are needed to determine the kind and amount of information which should
be displayed and the form of presentation.

Display Characteristics

26. The problems of night vision will require both empirical and subjective
data collection. Pilots should be queried on the need for dark adapta-
tion and better lighting control for various types of aircraft in
various missions. They should also be asked about current practices
for controlling pre-exposure to light prior to night missions. As a

subsequent effort pilot comments should be related *to photometric measure-
ments of such variables as canopy glare, indicator lamps, map lighting

and so on. Guidelines might then be established to evaluate lighting

control methods, to generalize about missions, and to identify special problems.

27. Trichroic coating transmission has not been adequately investigated
in relation to night vision problems. Head-up display coatings ought
not to seriously degrade such performance as night carrier landing

or detection of other aircraft; but it may be necessary to make a

tradeoff between contrast enhancement for day vision and degradation
effects at night.

28. We have found that there is a host of problems related to display

characteristics as they affect performance. Display contrast, resolu-
tion, noise, vibration and other factors must be investigated in both

nighttime and daytime ambient environments. Tradeoff factors need to
be identified in relation to performance. Empirical research evidence
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is not ave 4 lable, and without it comprehensive, viable standards and
specifications cannot be written.

* 29. A general research program to define the required visual characteristics
of displays should include provisions for collecting supporting photo-
metric and lighting data. We have mentioned this in regard to night-
time cockpit lighting. The data are even more sorely needed for high
ambient light conditions. Photometric data on various cockpit configura-
tions and canopy thicknesses should be collected, compared and summarized.
Similar data on noise, vibration, and unusual visual effects (e.g., rotor
blade shadows) should be related to types of aircraft. This kind of
data base could then be used for simulation purposes in relating display
characteristics to performance.

30. Either estimations of the environment for a given display or a specifica-
tion of the actual environment would be useful for demonstration test pur-
poses. Once sufficient man-display performance data are known, or even on the
basis of estimated values, display manufacturers should be required
to submit new display designs to some type of empirical test. Even
a relatively straightfoiward subjective verification that a display
is usable under worst case operating conditions would be better than
no formal check at all. As more data are gathered from experiments,
test criteria could be more objectively defined.

31. In support of demonstrations and experiments,specificatiuns are
needed to assure that the photometric equipment for taking light
measurements is properly used. Such factors as calibration frequency,
known light source checks, spectral response, and aperture size
should be considered.

32. In evolutionary cycles, simulation is recommended to help evalu&te
the results of independent laboratory experiments. One of the problems
here is that there are many variables which can have both mixed and
independent effects on performance. Trying to optimize display contrast,
for instance, may not only be related to vibration, fatigue, resolution,
target size, and luminance level; but also to a variety of contrast
relationships in the televised real world picture. How does target
contrast relate to various contrast relationships among types of
trees? We generally find that many of the system equipment charazteristics
and transfer functions can be specified so that a given result obtains.
However, this does not improve matters much if the results cannot be
related to improvement in human performance.

33. In addition to establishing display characteristics and human perforia-
ance relatinnships, sinulation can be used to test the merits of
types of displays and display concepts. The suitability of EL and
line written displays, as opposed to raster types, or perhaps combina-
tions of these could be tested across a variety of flight performance
problems. Various measures of aircraft control could be used to
determine how well the pilot responds with one or the other display,
given varied environmental conditions, scale factors, and display dynamics.
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34. The work of Clauer (1966), relating contrast from the observer's
viewpoint to an objective method for specifying sensor/display system
modulation transfer, should be continued. So, too, should the work
of Pfahnl (1961) which relates phosphor burn at various intensity lev-
els to CRT life. Such data are needed to evaluate reliability trade-
offs, particularly those affecting trichroic coating transmission
requirements for head-up displays.

35. The entire area of display filters and contrast enhancement technique
needs to be upgraded. Hole arrangement and spacing on micromesh
filters, combinations of filters, the use of dark phosphors,
halation suppression, antireflectance coatings, and fiber optics
faceplates should be evaluated in terms of potential display improve-
ment. The trichroic coating mentioned above might be useful as an
internal filter for the control of direct sunlight which can enter
a collimating lens system. In rddition we recommend that trichroic
coatings be tested against water or vegetation backgrounds. Evidence
to date relates only to their use against a bright sky.

36. An acceptable resolution measurement technique should be specified
for both raster and line written displays. Agreement among display
suppliers, aircraft contractors, and military evaluation groups
should be reached concerning the most appropriate technique to use.

37. Color techniques for E/O display applications should be investigated.
Such factors as cost, weight, reliability, and luminance degradation
can be evaluated against actual performance improvements to be gained
via this method. One of the traditional problems in using color
has been the loss of luminance. It is not clear, however, that this
is as severe a problem as might be assumed. Not only are the high
CRT output levels which are sometimes specified for avionics displays
suspect of overdesign, but the added factor of color contrast
improvements has not been evaluated. In addition, improvements in
color generation techniques should be monitored to determine progress
in the field.

* 38, A considerable amount of work still needs to be done in the area of
optics and field of view. Comparative studies would be helpful
between the extended pupil and gunsight optical systems. Distortion
in both types should be related to windshield distortion, with a
parallel effort to assess potential impact on real world tasks.
More data are needed to evaluate field of view requirements for various
aircraft types and missions. Nor, is the question of head down display
field of view settled. For curtain problems related to television
imagery there is recent evidence that display size alone is an
important factor in detection and recognition task performance. Display
sizes on the order of 10 to 14 inches have been mentioned as a require-
ment. This evidence should be evaluated in terms of specific aircraft
types, missions, and tasks; and the results related to human performance
measurements.
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APPENDIX A

APPLICABLE STANDARDS AND SPECIFICATIONS

Listed below are military standards and specifications which relate to

electronic and optically generated displays. Some are quite broad in

scope and have only general applicability to the topics discussed in this
study. Others, although specific and pertinent, deal only with one aspect
of E/O display design. Quite a few are concerned with standard instruments

and, therefore, could not be applied to E/O displays without some qualifi-
cation or modification. Nevertheless, all do bear in some way on the matter

of E/O display design and provide useful guidance. In presenting this list

we do not mean to imply that an E/O display standard should be merely a
composite of those cited below. Rather, we wish to indicate the scope and

content of relevant standards now in force and to suggest the need for com-

patibility between the provisions of any future E/O display standard and
those of existing regulatory documents.

The standards and specifications are listed under each major topic by num-

ber and subject. Exact titles are not always given since they tend to be
long and inverted statements which, in many cases, are not indicative of

the relationship of the particular document to the subject of E/O displays.

Avionics

MIL-STD-454 General requirements for electronic

equipment

MIL-E-5400 General specification for aircraft

electronic equipment

MIL-R-23094 General specification for reliability

of avionic equipment

MIL-S-23603 General specification for system

readiness and maintainability of

avionic equipment

MIL-T-23103 General specification for thermal

performance evaluation of avionic

equipment

Displays

MIL-STi)-411 Aircrew station signals

Mll-STD-78 3 Nomenclature and abbreviations in

4licrew stations
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DisplaLs (Cont'd.)

MIL-STD-884 Electrically or opticaliv generated
displays (USAF only)

MIL-I-27193 Attitude indicator

MIL-M-180l2 Markings and alphanumerics for
aircrew station displays

MIL-S-38039 Illuminated caution, warning, and
advisory indicators.

MS-28041 Rate of turn indicators

MS-33558 Alphanumerics

MS-33585 Design of pointers

MS-33636 Units of measure

ANA-261 Bulletin of abbreviations

ASCC-Air Std-lO/2 Units of measure (an international
agreement which incorporates the
provisions of MS-33636)

ASCC-Air Std-lO/16 Abbreviat' ns and definitions of
flight con~ro] terms (an international

agreement wnich incorporates the
provisions of ANA-261)

Geometry and Vision

MIL-STD-203 Location and actuation of contcols
for fixed wing aircraft

MIL-STD-228 Aircrew station geometry (proposed)

MIL-STD-250 Location and actuation of controls
for helicopters

MIL-STD-850 Aircrew station vision requirements

MS-254 9 7 Basic pilot flight instruments for
helicopters

MS-28112 Basic instrument arrangement for
fixed wing aircraft (Navy only)
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MS-1i3I 1.4 Finhtne Instrument arrangement

MS-UIh I Standard f 1 Ight instrument arrangement

NS-3.785 Basic Instrument arrangement for
fixed wing and rotary wing aircraft
(Proposed - Air Force and Army only)

Human Facto'•s

MIL-SlD-721. Definition of terms for effectiveness
(Human Factors)

MiL-Srl) 8)3 Human engineering design criteria for
aerospace vehicles

MIL-STD-1472 Human engineering design criteria for
military systems, equipment, and
facilities

MIL-H-2)I74 Human factors data for aircraft and
missile systems

MIL-hi-27894 Human engineering requirements for
aerospace systems and equipment

MIL-II-46855 Human engineering requirements for
military systems, equipment and
facilities

MIL-H-81444 Human factors engineering systems
analysis data
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Human Factors (Cont'd.)

AFSCM 80-1 Vol I Handbook of instructions for aircraft
designers (Vol. I - Piloted Aircraft)

AFSCM 80-3 Handbook of instructions for aero-
space personnel subsystem designers

AMCR 70-1 Human factors

ABC-STD 10/38 Principles of information presentation
(an international agreement)

Lighting

MIL-C-8779 Aircraft interior colors

MIL-C-25050 General requirements for colors of
aeronautical lights

MIL-L-5057 Indi' dual instrument light (red
and white)

MIL-L-5667 Instrument panel lighting

MIL-L-18276 Aircraft interior lighting

MIL-L-23817 Electroluminescent panels

MIL-L-25467 Integrally lighted instruments

MIL-L-27160 Integrally lighted instruments (white)

MIL-P-7788 Integrally illuminated plascic panels

FED-STD-3 Colors for aeronautical lighting

Miscellaneous

MIL-STD-143 Order of precedence for selection of
specifications and standards

IIL-STD-795 Colors

MIL-STD-1241 Optical terms and definitions

MIL-C-6781 Aircraft control panelo

MIL-C-14806 Anti-reflection coating of glass

optical elements
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Miscellaneous (Cont'd.)

MIL-I-8677 Installation of armament control systems
in Naval aircraft (includes optical sys-
tem requiremetts, boresighting, and deter-

mination of the ADL)

MIL-I-18373 Installation of aircraft instruments

and navigation equipment

MIL-M-8650 Mock-ups

MIL-S-8048 Preparation of specifications for

aeronautical weapon systems

MIL-S-26634 Preparation of specifications for

weapon system and support system
mock-ups

MIL-S-38130 System safety engineering

MIL-HDBK-141 Optical design

FED-STD-595 Colors
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APPENDIX B

GLOSSARY A

AAAIS Advanced Army Aircraft Instrumentation System - A contact analog,
vertical situation display, head down, raster generated, for use
in Army aircraft.

AAY3S - Advanced Aerial Fire Support System - A rigid rotor helicopter
designed to provide fire support to ground troops and armed ee-
cort for helicopters. The avionics package will be patterned aeter
the IHAS. (q.v.)

ACCOMMODATION - Adjustment of focus of eye for different distances, accoma-
plished by thickening or flattening of the lens.

ACUITY-VISUAL - In general, the ability of the eye to see fine detail.
At least five types are of interest in display design.

a. Minimum visible refers to the ability to sec a point source
of light. It is a function of intensity.

b. Minimum perceptible, also called spot detection, is the abil--
ity to see small objects against a plain background. Size,
brightness, and contrast are determining factors.

c. Minimum separable, also called gap resolution, refers to the
ability to see objects as separate when they are close to-
gether. This is similar to radar resolution.

d. Verni-euv is the ability to reccgnize that two lines drawn end
to enid ire slightly offset from each other.

e. Stereosco ic is the primary binocular ability of the eyes tc
determine which of two objects is closer; also called depth
perception.

ADAPTATION, DARK - A process whereby the eye attains greater sensitivity
to light when exposed to an illumination lower than that to which
it was previously exposed; it involves scotopic (rod) vision and
chemical changes in the eye.

ADAPTATION, LIGHT - A process by which the eye attains less sensitivity
to light whea exposed to an illumination greater than that to
which i' was previously exposed; it involves photopic (cone)
vision and chemical changes in the eye; generally the reverse of
dark adaptation.
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ADF - (Automatic Direction Finder) - A radio device composed of a radio
receiver, sense and directional (loop) antennas, and a bearing
indicator; it indicates bearing from an aircraft to a ground
transmitter.

ADI - See ATTITUDE DIRECTOR INDICATOR and ANALOG DISPLAY INDICATOR.

ADL - (Armament Datum Line) - An edge view of a horizontal plane through
an atrcraft used as a reference for aligning weapons. The ADL is
usually calculated on the basis of a combination of nominal (or
optimal) values for airspeed, altitude, attitude, and gross weight.

AIDING - A technique used in control system design whereby derivatives of
the actual controlled variable are combined by means of feedback
loops in order to improve or facilitate control performance. See
QUICKENING.

AIR VECTOR - See FLIGHT PATH.

AIRCRAFT STABTLIZED - A display condition wherein the synbols are oriented
with respect to the aircraft or display framework and are not af-
fected by changes in the airc-aft attitude. Sometimes called roll
stabilized or display stabilized.

ANALOG DISPLAY INDICATOR - (ADT) - The direct vieN7 vertical situation dis-
play in the A-6A aircraft; the official designation is AN/AVA.-I.

ANGLE OF ATTACK - The acute angle between the chord of an airfoil and a

line representing the undisturbed relative airflow.

ANIP - Army-Navy Instrumentation Program; forerunner of JANAIR.

ANTIREFLECTANCE COATING - A thin film single or multilayer optical coating
used to minimize reflected light from glass or other materials.
(Sometimes called quarter wavelength or HEA coating.)

APEXER - (Approach Indexer) - An instrument which provides angle of attack
information (relative to a desired value) for control of pitch
attitude or airspeed during the final approach phase of landing,
especially carrier landing.

ASPECT RATIO - The ratio of the frame (i.e., picture) width to frame
height in television, it is 4 to 3 in the United States and
Great Britain for commerical television.

ATTITUDE DIRECTOR INDICATOR - (ADI) - An electromechanical device which

displays aircraft attitude by means of a rotating sphere. Some-
times called artificial horizon, gyro horizon, or 8-ball.
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BANK - Inclination of an aircraft such that the lateral axis makes an
angle with the horizontal. See ROLL. Bank is not synonymous B
with turn or roll.

BREWSTER'S ANGLE - The a$gle of incidence for which a light wave polarized
parallel to the plane of incidence is wholly transmitted, with no
reflection.

BRIGHTNESS - The perceived intensity of light; the sensation as distin-
guished from the photometric quantity, luminance. See also
LUMINANCE, LUMINOSITY, and ILLUMINANCE.
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C CALIBRATED AIRSPEED - Indicated airspeed rectified to compensate for
instrument and inntallation errors. Calibrated airspeed in equal
to true airspeed in a standard atmosphere at sea level,

CATEGORY I, I1, and Ill LANDING CONDITIONS - These terms apply to Instru-
ment Landing System (ILS) approach procedures an specified by the
Federal Aviation Agency (FAA). Tentatively, these are:

Category I - provides for approaches to a decision
height of not less than 200 feet and visibility of
not less than 1/2 miles (200 - 1/2) or a runway
visual range (RVR) of 2400 feet.

Category II - provides for approaches to a decision
height of not less than 100 feet and 1200 feet RVR.

Category III - provides for approaches to 0 feet
ceiling and visibility.

Note that these definitions are stated in an overly simplified
form in keeping with the scope of glossary terms and the purposes
of this report. The interested reader should obtain Teryninal
Instrument Procedures (TERPS) and other applicable publications
from the FAA for more definitive and current data.

Pending changes to the above (which may be issued in November or
December, 1967) may delete Category I altogether. Category II
will probably be specified in terms of minimum decision height
for certain classes of aircraft, and will probably vary for cer-
tain airports and according to available landing facilities (e.g.,
ILS or precision approach radar, PAR). Details are not firm at
this time.

CIRCULAR POLARIZER - Is a sandwich consisting of a piece of linear polar-
izer bonded to a quarter-wave retardation sheet oriented at an
angle of 450 to the transmission direction of the polarizer.

CLUTTER - Interference, overlap, or obscuration of symbols on a display as
a result of overcrowding or improper placement; an excess of in-
formation on a display which detracts from one's ability to process
or interpret data; information on a display which is unnecessary
or irrelevant to the user's immediate purpose.

COLLIMATED LENS SYSTEM - A lens system which renders diverging or converg-
ing rays parallel. It may be used to simulate a distant target or
to align the optical axes of instruments.

COLLIMATION - The process of aligning the optical axis of an optical system
to the reference mechanical axes or surfaces of an instrument; or
the adjustment of two or more optical axes wich respect to each
other. The process of making light rays parallel.
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IOt*WKK - (tComhlot11l UlavoW - A ainHly ply or lamitnatd gllaii mounted
above the aircraft Instrument panel umed to refleot pro'joctod Uymn
holo to the pilot,

a., cur-o_ . A curved 0ombiner ti a comprative•ly thick slati of
either aphoorical or aistpheriol coltia louo'attail,

h, S, rAhU - A atraight combtiner is a thinner iSla. (compared to
thle curved) and providea a flat surfa•e for refloction of
projected symbols.

COMPASS CONPARATOR - A device which compares the Ieadintg Indications of
two compamoee in an airplane (much am the pilot'a and co-pilot'u)
And displays the amount and direction of dittferenco,

V*IPENbATORY TRACTINu DISPLAY - Soo PURSUIT TRACKING DISPLAY,

CONKS - rhe receptota for the optic nerve, locatod itl the retiou and cyn.
contrated Wn the to.ea and macula, wlhich are concorned with Waiarp
vi1ion , hilth ambient lhight atnd color v ilon. See also ROWS

CONTACT ANAI.OG A display wherein stylitoed symbols arte uoted to create a
partial visual analog of tho real world as It would be if v.tewWJ
tlttough the windshield, The notion Ic that the display provides
the p1lot With anl analog of contact or VFR ftlight.

CONt•RAST - The degroe of difference In luminance betweeon light and dark
figure/ground elemLents ot an E/O display, The usual compariaonts
are of the raulne of gray scale tones h tIVltable or of symbol to
background huminances,

The recommended formula for specifying per cent display contrast
is.

L I

Where 1h 1," high luminance

L I lower luminance

to express as a percentage multiply by 100.

COURSE - In air navigation, the planned route or direction of flight with
reference to a line on the earth. Course refers to the intended
path of flight over the earth whereas ground track refers to that
made good.

CRAB ANGLE - The angular difference between the flight path and heading of an
aircraft due to the effects of wind. Sometimes called drift angle.
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DIMPIOPIA - Any condition of the ocular mechanism in which a single external D
object is Neon double.

I)IRKCr VJrW DI•PLAY - A display that is viewed by lookin•g directly at a
murtave or viewitis medium which Is opaque or uppurently so, to be dis-
tinguiahed from projected diaplays of the look-Lhrough variety, such as
head,,up displays. Direct view displays are usually of the head-down
type. See PROJECTED DISPLAY, HEAD-UP DISPLAY, and HEAD-DOWN DISPLAY.

DIRECT VIEW UPDICATOR - (DVI) - The direct view VSD parL of the V/HIID

display group in the F-1I11 aircraft.

DISPL.AY STM11LIZED - See AIRCRAFT STA41LIED.

I)FIVT ANGLhE - See CRAII ANGLE,
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EARTH STABILIZED -. A display condition wherein the symbols are orientedwith respect to an earth coordinate system and are therefore
rotated or translated as a function of aircraft attitude.

ELECTROLUMINESCENCE - A light producing phenomenon caused by the applica-
tion of an electric field to some phosphors; the direct conversion
of electric energy into light within a phosphor.

E/n DISPLAYS - Electronic or optizally generated avionics displays.

EXII PUPIL - An image if the diaphragm, lens mounting, or similar obstacle
which limits light ray transmission in an optical system (i.e., an
image of the aperY.ure stop of an optical system or instrument).

EYE POFITION - An anthropometrically derived locus in the cockpit from
which viewing angles are measured.

a. Erect - The eye position used for landing or when maximum
over-the-nose visicn is required.

b. Relaxed - The eye position used when over-Lhe-nose vision is
not required; i.g., for en route flying.
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FIELD OF VIEW (FOV) - Strictly speaking, the area or solid angle visible
through an optical instrument. In E/O displays the term is used F
more generally to mean the area or solid angle subtended at the
eye by the display. Note that this latter definition refers to
the visual angle subtended by the display and not what the dis-
play represents in terms of real world coverage.

FLIGHT DIRECTOR - An electromechanical display device or instrument which
coribines an attitude indicator, magnetic heading indicator, ILS
localizer, and glileslope indicator; it helps the pilot to visual-
ize his attitude and movement with reference both to the horizon
and to the ILS localizer course and glideslope.

FLIGHT DIRECTOR SYMBOL - See STEERING SYMBOL.

FLIGHT PATH - The path, track, or line connecting the continuous positions
occupied by an aircraft moving through the air mass. Sometimes
called air vector, or velocity vector. See also IMPACT POINT.

The above term means actual progression-made-good as distinguished
from the desired pathway or "highway" used as a command indication
on some contact analog displays.

FLIGHT PATH SYMBOL - lI contact analog displays, the Flight Path Symbol
is usually shown in perspective as a pathway, highway, or ribbon.
The symbol shows the desired flight path of the aircraft and indi-
cates own ship position in relation to that path. See PATHWAY,
TRACKWAY, and FLIGHT PATH.

This term is easily confused with Flight Path. Pathway or Trackway
are considered tc be more desirable terms.

FLIGHT VECTOR - See VELOCITY VECTOR.

FLY-FROM - A scheme of command presentation in which a movable symbol is
displaced from a null reference to indicate a deviation of status
from desired performance. The response is to move (fly) the sym-
bol away from its present position and back to tre null position in
order to correct the error. The opposite is fly-to.

FLY-TO - A scLeme of displaying commands whereby the direccion of displace,
ment of a command symbol from its null reference corresponds to
the direction in, which the vehicle must be moved in order to correct
the error. The response Js to fly to the position of the movable
symbol.

FOLDED OPTICAL SYSTEM - An off-axi- optical projection system using front
surfaced mirrors. This method is used to achieve a more compacL
layout of equipment than with an unfolded system, but it may entail
a sacrifice of accuracy and/or resistance to vibration.
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FOOT CANDLE (ft-c or c/ft2) - A unit of illumination equ31 to that pro-
duced by a uniform point source of one standard candle on a sur-
face, every point of which is one foot away from the source (equal
to 1 lumen per sqaare foot).

The foot-candle is a unit of measurement of the light incident to
(falling on) a surface as distinguished frokn that emitted by or
reflected from that surface. To convert from ft-L to ft-C, multi-
ply by 0.3183 (i.e., 1).7T

FOOT LAMBERT (ft-L) - A unit of luminance or photometric brightness equal
to the luminance of a perfectly diffusing, perfectly reflecting
surface whose illuminance is one lumen per square foot (i.e.,
1 foot-candle). A foot lambert is a unit of emitted or reflected
light as distinguished from that falling on a surface.

To convert from ft-C to ft-L, multiply ft-C by 3.142 (i.e., r).

FRESNEL LENS SYSTEM - An apparatus used for carrier landing which provides
visual indication of amount and direction of deviation of the air-
craft from optimum glideslope.

FUSELAGE REFERENCE LINE - A line established on the fuselage of an air-
plane, usually within the plane cf symmetry, used as a reference
line when installing weapons, describing cockpit geometry, defin-
ing aircraft attitude, etc.
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GAMMA (r) - A numerical indication of the degree of contrast in a television _
or photographic image. U

GAMMA CORRECTION - In TV or photography, the correction of the effective
value of gamma by introducing a non-linear output-input character-
istic.

GLIDEPATH - An imaginary extention of the runway cpnterline which defines
the required path of approach (on the earth plane). Not to be
confused with glideslope. (q.v.)

GLIDESLOPE - An inclined plane, extending upward from the runway at a given
angle, which defines the required altitude and rate of descent for
landing.

Note that glideslope refers to an angle in a vertical plane; where-
as glidepath refers to a line on a horizontal plane.

GO-AROUND - To abort a landing attempt and re-enter the traffic pattern.

GLARE - Any brightness within the field of vision of such character as to
cause discomfort, annoyance, interference with vision, or eye
fatigue.

a. Direct - Glare cause by a light source in the visual field.

b. Specular - Reflected concentrated light as distinguished from
diffused light; caused by reflecting bright surfaces.

GROUND SPEED - The horizontal component of aircraft rate of motion relative
to the earth's surface with wind effects accounted for.

GROUND TRACK - The actual path, or track, of the aircraft over the surface
of the earth. Ground track, which refers to the actual path, is
to be distinguished from course wbich refers to the desired or
cotmniand path.
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H UHI.AL'ION - An area of glow surrounding a bright spot on a fluorescent
screen; caused by scattering of light by the phosphor or by mul-
tiple reflections at front and back surfaces of the glass face-
plate.

HEAD-DOWN DISPLAY - A cockpit display mounted below the top of the instru-
ment panel. Such displays are usually of the direct view type;
however, projected displays may be similarly mounted. In some
applications, e.g., helicopters, a head-down display may also be
a look through type. In this situation, a special term such as
head-down "window display" might be appropriate.

HEAD-UP DISPLAY - A cockpit display mounted above the top of the instru-
ment panel. Such displays are usually of the projected vertical
situation type. Optical gunsights and some peripheral displays
are in this category.

HE.ADING - Thes horizontal direction in which an aircraft is pointed, ex-
pressed an an angle between a reference line (such as true north)
and a line extending in the forward direction along the longitudi-
nal axis of the aircraft. (Heading is not synonymous with YAW,
COURSE, ur GROUND TRACK q.v.).

III-CON EL TECHNIQUE - A ternm used to describe high contrast filtering
techniques that permit the absorption of a high percentage of
ambient light without greatly reducing emitted light of the EL
display.

HORIZON, LOCAL - A horizontal reference line, parallel to the earth plane
and passing through the aircraft center of gravity, used to mea-
sure pitch and roll attitude.

HIORIZONTAL SITUATION DISPLAY (HSD) - As used in this report, a generic
term for E/O displays which provide navigational, tactical, map,
chart, PPI, nd similar information in a horizontal coordinate
sydtLIm, ike.., as a projection upon an imaginary horizontal plane
beneath the aircraft. Other generic terms, distinct from HSD, are
MULTI-SENSOR DISPLAY and VERTICAL SITUATION DISPLAY (q.v.)
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IEVD - See INTEGRATED ELECTRONIC VERTICAL DISPLAY.

IRAS (Integrated Helicopter Avionics System) - A joint Army/Navy sponsored
aviouiics display system designed to perform the airborLie functions
of navigation, flight control, station keeping, terrain following,
terrain avoidance, and monitoring equipment status.

ILAAS (Integrated Light Attack Avionics System) - An integrated avionics
package, similar to IHAS, except it will be used by carrier and
land based fixed wing light attack aircraft.

ILLUMINANCE - The luminous flux (i.e., the time rate of the flow of light,
which indicates source intensity) incident upon a surface. A
typical unit is the footcandle, which equals the illumination
falling on a surface I foot from a one-candlepower source (i.e.,
! lumen per square foot).

IMPACT POINT - The projection of the VELOCITY VECTOR (q.v.) of the aircraft
upon a vertical plane forward of the aircraft; a representation of
the point on that plane where the aircraft will impact if the
flight path and/or speed are not changed. As customarily used,
the term is synonymous with VELOCITY VECTOR, FLIGHT VECTOR, and
FLIGHT PATH. (q.v.)

INCIDENCE, ANGLE OF - The angle between an incident ray of light and a line
normal to the reflecting or refracting surface; the angle between
a line of sight and a line perpendicular to a surface.

INDICATED AIRSPEED (IAS) - The speed (pressure) of the relative wind approaco-
ing the aircraft, as meacured by a pitot-static indicator.

INNER MARKER BEACON - A marker beacon located near the approach end of the
runway in an instrument landing system. It indicates to the pilot,
both aurally and visually, that he is directly over the beacon at
an altitude of 100 feet on his final ILS approach.

INSIDE-OUT DISPLAY - A display format which presents attitude in an earth-
stabilized frame of reference. That is, the artificial horizcn
rotates as a tunction of roll and translates as a function of
pitch while the aircraft symbol remains fixed. The presentation
is analogous to the view through the windshield of the ai:craft.
See OUTSIDE-IN DISPLAY.

INSTANTANEOUS FIELD OF VIEW - See FIELD OF VIEW.

INTEGKATED ELECTRONIC VERTICAL DISPLAY - A direct view VSD display concept
developed by Norden for experimental purposes. Vormerly known as
UCAD, Universal Contact Analog Display.
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INTERLACE - A scanning process in CRT raster generation in which the dis-
tance from center to center of successively scanned lines is two
or more times the nominal line width, so that adjacent lines be-
long to different fields.

ITERATION RATE - Data update frequency; writing rate; message transmission
rate.
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JANAIR - Joint Army-Navy Aircraft Instrumentation Research.
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K KEYSTONE DISTORTION - A trapezoidal distortioz, created by prcducing an
image on a surface not normal to the direction of the source.

KINALOG - A type of attitude display in which both the aircraft symbol
and the artificial horizon move in such a way that they agree
with the qislual and kinesthetic sensations of the pilot.

KNOT - A unit of speed equal to 1 nautical mile per hour (1.15 statute
miles per hour).
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LEVEL-ON-TOP - A terrain avoidance or terrain following term used to
describe a maneuver that results in a wings-level condition at L
clearance altitude. This method prevents overshoot, yields mini-
mum radar silhouette over the obstacle, and allows for quick
noseover on the reverse elope.

LOCAL HORIZON - See HORIZON, LOCAL.

LOW LIGHT LEVEL TV (LLLTV or L 3TV) - A television system that uses vidW
con or orthicon cameras to scan twilight and starlight scenep.

LUMINANCE -- The light energy emitted or reflected from a surface; •>r
quantitative attribute of light that correlates with the sens.
tion of brightness. Formerly called photometric brightness.
Measured in lamberts, foot-lamberts, or millilamberts.

LUMINOSITY - The brightness producing capacity of light. It is not a
function of the physical intensity of the light (i.e., of lumi-
nance) but of that light under all the prevailing physical con-
ditions (distance, grain of the light surface, translucence of
the medium, etc.) It is measured as the ratio of photometric
quantity (lumens) to radiometric quantity (watts), i.e., lumens
per watt.

LUMINOUS FLUX - Rate of flow of light energy. The usual unit of measure
is the lumen.
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MACH NUMBER - The ratio of flight speed to the speed of sound in the
medium in which the object moves. (Mach 1 equals 741 mph at sea
level, approximately 645 knots; at 30,000 ft. mach 1 equals
675 mph or 587 knots).

MARK II AVIONICS SYSTEM - An integrated avionics package designed for use
in the F-l11A and FB-111 aircraft.

MEATBALL - The projected image on a carrier landing mirror system which
indicates glideslope deviation.

MICROMESH FILTER - Trade name for a honeycomb type directional display
filter. The device is designed to block incident light striking
the display at certain angles. It also acts as a neutral density
filter.

MICROVISION - Bendix trade name for a high resolution radar system used
to reproduce, on a cathode ray tube in the aircraft, a pattern
generated by a series of transponders on the ground.

MIL - a. One thousandth of an inch (0.001 in.)

b. One thousandth of a radian (i.e., a milliradian)
(0.001 radian = 0.0573*)

MILLIMICRON - One thousandth of a micron, hence 10-9 meter,

MULTISENSOR DISPLAY (MSD) - As used in this report, a generic term for
E/O displays which present data from a variety of on-board sen-
sors. For example, a display on which radar, TV, or infrared
may be presented selectively. Other generic terms, distinct from
the MSD, are VERTICAL SITUATION DISPLAY and HORIZONTAL SITUATION
DISPLAY (q.v.).
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NULL POSITION - The position of a symbol on a command display when the
actual flight characteristic does not deviate from the desired N
flight characteristic. For example, when an aircraft is exactly
on proper glideslope, the glideslope deviation indicator will be
at null position.
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OMN I - A rAtito utatthon which provida. bearing anid range informatton forair' navioation. Algo- cal led VIIi" omni-i'anho. radio or V'R.

ORTHCON - A TV eamorat tube In Which A~ beam of low Vvloc~ty olooLronal
a,_Ana a phutoomlasivo movaic that Ila capable tiý atoring a pattern
of electric cha~rges.

OUTER M'ARKER BEACON - A marker boacon located6 four to Niov00 milem from'
end of runway In an insetrument linding syatem. It Indicated to
the pilot, hoth aurally and vitiual ly, that hie canl begin Ilia finial
approach.

OUTSIDE-IN DISPLAY - A display format which presonts attitude in an &Ir-
craft-stabilized frame of refervences That in, thu artificial
horizon remains fixed and the aircraft 4ymbol. noves to Indic~ate
roll end pitch attitude. The presentation ia analogous to stand-
Ing behiind one's aircraft and wa1tching it maneuver, See INSIDE-
OUT,
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PATHWAY - See FLIGHT PATH SYMBOL. p
PmRRISrENCE - A measure of the length of time that the screen of a cathode

ray tube romaine luminescent after exitation is removed.

PHASE ADVANCENMEN - The British term for QUICKENING (q.v.).

PI - Projection Indicator, the head-up display part of the V/HUD dis-
play group in t.he F-11B aircraft.

FITCH - A component of attitude; the angle between a horizontal reference
plane and a line extending forward along the longitudinal axis of
the aircraft.

POLE TRACK - A head-up, projected, vertical situation display format de-
signed by the SAAB Aircraft Co. The symbology is dominated by
vertical bars which provide qualitative (and indirectly quantita-
tiv2,)altitude information. The display is intended primarily for
low altitude flight and landing.

PROJECTED DISPLAY - Generally, any visual presentation of output infor-
mation, as on a CRT, that is generated at one locus and transmit-
tedl for viewing at another.

In E/O display usage, the projected display is often originated
on a small CRT, collimated, and displayed on a combining glass so
that images appear superimposed on the real world at infinity.
Such displays are usually, but not necessarily, of the head-up,
vertical sItuation types.

PURSUIT TRACKING DISPLAY - A display format wherein both the index of de-
sired performance and the index of actual performance move against
a fixed scale or coordinate system. An alternative is a compensa-
tory tracking display, on which only one index of performance is
free to move, and the other is fixed. With a pursuit tracking
display the operatur is presented with independent indications of
the performance of tie target and his own vehicle. With a compen-
satory tracking display the operator receives only an indication
of the difference between the performance of the target and his
own vehicle.
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QUICKENING - A technique of displaying system dynamics whereby various
derivatives of the controlled variable are combined and the re-
sultant displayed to the operator as a single quantity. Quick-
ening is especially useful in controlling the predicted tendency
or future state of systems with long lag characteristics. Aiding
and quickening are analogous techniques; the former applies to
control system design and the latter to displays.
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RASTER - The closely spaced parallel electronic line pattern traced over
the surface of a CRT; the line pattern seen on the screen of a R
television picture tube when no video signal is present.

R•FRESH RATE - The rate at which display information is rewritten.

RELATIVE WIND - The air that strikes an aircraft by virtue of the relative
velocity between the two. (Also called apparent wind.)

RESOLUTI - A measure of ability to delineate detail or distinguish be-
tween nearly equal values of a quantity.

a. Elements - The number of discrete elements or cells within a
given display area.

b. Optical - The ability of a lens system to separate two points.

c. Photographic - The number of resolvable line pairs which are
clearly defined as separate lines composing an image.

d. Radar - The ability of the radar system to distinguish targets
that are in proximity to each other.

e. Spot Size - The diameter of the electron beam; used as the
measure of resolution for line written, Lissajous, and cali-
graphic CRT displays.

f. TV Vertical - The number of active raster lines on a display
from top to bottom.

g. TV Horizontal - The number of picture elements or dots on a
horizontal raster line. This is a function of bandwidth and
active scanning time.

RODS - The recepcors for the optic nerve, located in the retina and con-
centrated on the periphery of the fovea, which are concerned with
night vision or low ambient light. See also CONES.

POLL - A component of aircraft attitude; a rotation of an aircraft about
its longitudinal axis.

ROLL STABILIZED - See AIRCRAFT STABILIZED.

ROLL SUM STEERING - A quickening technique wherein heading error and com-
mand rate of turn, appiopriately weighted, are suamied algebraically;
the resultant is displayed to the pilot as a command bank angle.
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S SIDESLIP - A downward slip along the lateral axis of an airplane when its
wings are sharply banked.

SMOOTHING - A technique for minimizing short term variations of data out-
put of a system by averaging over time, thereby achieving a con-
tinuous dynamic effect even though the data are subject to oscil-
latory or step-like changes.

STANDARD TURN RATES (JET) -

a. For jet aircraft, a 1.5 0 /sec. rate of turn (4 minute turn).
Sometimes called a Rate 1 turn.

b. For light aircraft or jets flying below 220 knots, a 3*/sec.
turn (2 minute turn). Sometimes called a Rate 2 turn.

STROBING - An illusory effect occurring in television systems in which
moving objects appear to change speed, stop, or reverse direction
of motion.



TACAN (TacticaL Air Navigation) - An. air navigation system in which a
single uhf transmitter, when interrogated by a transmitter in the T
aircraft, sends out signals that activate airborne equipment to
provide range and bearing incidations with respect tc the trans-
mittEr location.

TERRAIN -

a. il•ARANCE - A flight maneuver wherein a selected safe altitude
Ls maintained to clear the highest terrain elevation at some
range ahead of the aircraft.

b. FOLLOWING - A low-aJtitude high-speed flight technique where-
by the aircraft hugs the terrain contours along the line of
flight without making heading changes to maneuver around ter-
rain obstacles.

c. AVOIDANCE - A technique similar to terrain following except
that the aircraft also maneuvers laterally to fly around ob-
stacles and through valleys; sometimes called valley follow-
Ing,

TO/FROM INDIJATOR - A display device used in aircraft to show whether the
numerical reading of an omnirange selector represents a bearing
toward or away from an omni-directional station.

TRACKING, COMPENSATORY - Intermittent or continuous adjustment of an in-
strument or machine to maintain a normal or desired value.

TRACKING, PURSUIT - Intermittent or continuous adjustment of an instrument
or machine to follow a moving target.

TRACKWAY -kIternate term for Pathway.

TRICHROIC - A color separation thin film filter deposited on HUI) combiners
t( reflect (',., block) a narrow band of light wavelengths while
tUansmitting Cie energy at other wavelengths. The filtered wave-
longths are selected to match the color of the HUD image, thereby
ojtatning a contj:ast enhancement effect for the dispia>.

TRUE AIRSPEED - The actual speed of an aircraft relative to the air mass,
zI.t_, thu calibrated airspeed corrected for air temperature and
density.
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V/HUD - Vertical /Head-up Display, the name for the vertical situation
display group in the F-l11B aircraft.

VELOCITY VECTOR - The direction of flight or vector of the aircraft through
the air mass. it is a function of both aircraft speed and atti.-
tude. As customarily used, the term is synonymous with Impact
Point, Flight Vector, Flight Path. See FLIGHT PATH and IMPACT
POINT.

VERTICAL SITUATION DISPLAY (VSD) - As used in this report, a generic term
for E/O displays which present aircraft attitude and command in-
formation as a projection upon an imaginary vertical plane for-
ward of the aircraft. Other generic terms, distinct from VSD,
are MULTISENSOR DISPLAY and HORIZONTAL SITUATION DISPLAY (q.v.)

VERTIGO - A sensation of whirling, dizziness, or giddiness, sometimes
accompanied by nausea, attributed to overstimulation of the semi-
circular canal otolith function and disorientation.

VHF OMNIRANGE - See OMNI.

VIDICON - A TV camera tube in which a charge-density pattern is formed
by photoconduction and stored on a photoconductive surface that
is scanned by an electron beam.

VIEWING ANGLE - The angle subtended by the line of sight and the viewed
plane.

VISUAL ACUITY - See ACUITY, VISUAL.

VISUAL ANGLE - ahu angle subtended by an object in the visual field at
the nodal point of the eye. This angle determines the size of
the image on the retina.

VOR (VtIF OMNIRANGE) - An omn,,ange operating in the band from 112 to 118
mc to provide bearing information for aircraft.

VORTAC - An air navigation system that combines VHF omnirange and Tacan
equipment.
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lA WATERLINE - An edge view of a horizontal plane through an aircraft. The
base line of the aircraft is taken as waterline zero. The planes
of all waterlines are parallel to the horizontal base line. Also
called the fuselage reference line.

WAVEOFF - In carrier landing the act of refusing a landing to an approach-
ing aircraft. It implies that an authority other than the pilot
(e.g., LSO, control tower, Data Link or an on-board computer) is
ordering a go-around. See GO-AROUND.

WING CHORD LINE - An imaginary line through the airfoil parallel to the
free airstream at zero lift and passing through the trailing
edge. (Lift varies directly with the angle of attack of the
aerodynamic chord). Also called Chordline, Airfoil Chord, and
Aerodynamic Chord.
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YAW - The rotational movement or oscillation of an aircraft about its
vertical uxis. x
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APPENDIX C

OTHER DISPLAY SYSTEMS

This appendix contains illustrations and brief descriptions of other re-
cent vertical situation display designs which were not included in the
analysis in Chapter III because there was insufficient information avail-
able to us about the details of these devices and their intended use. We
present them here in order to round our the picture of the present state
of VSD development. Accompanying each illustration is an identification
of the symbols, a description of important system features, and the name
of the manufacturer. The displays included in this appendix are:

* Bendix Microvision

* Kaiser FP-50

* Rank Cintel PEEP

* SAAB Pole Track

* Spectocon HUD

* Sperry HUD
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BENDIX MICROVISION

Zero 50
Pitch Pitch Up

Reference Marker

Pitch Heading
Trim Marker
Markers _Markron Altitude

Horizon •Scale and

Microvision . - Marker

Symbols
I-_.. Flight

Airspeed - Path
Error Marker

TYPE: VSD, projected, line-written

FEATURES: e Display unit is binocular device which presents collimated

image 200 vertically x 400 horizontally (binocular)

* Scaling 1:1

* Boom-mounted unit swings out of way when not in use or if
abnormal C force develops

* Microvision system displays location of transponders along

runway edge

* En route, terrain avoidance, and weapon delivery modes also

available

* System can be adapted to display raster video

MANUFACTURER: The Bendix Corporation
Eclipse-Pioneer Division
Teterboro, New Jersey
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KAISER FP-50

Aircraft
Symbol

HorizonGround Plane and
Ground Texture

Roll Scale

Pathway and Pointer

TYPE: VSD, direct view, raster

FEATURES: . Display size 4-1/4 x 3-1/4 inches

* Seven shades of gray available

* Pitch trim control provides ±5' of adjustment

"* Flight path commands can be generated by compass, VOR/OMNI,
ILS, or ADF

" Compact size makes it suitable for installation in light
aircraft

MANUFACTURER: Kaiser Aerospace and Electronics
1681 Page Mill Road
Palo Alto, California
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PILOT'S ELECTRONIC EYELEVEL PRESENTATION (PEEP)

A rAirspeed
Aircraft Scale and
Datum Pointer
Symbol

-•0- Horizon

Altitude ___esetv

Scale and 0 Perspective

Pointer Track (Flight
Director)

TYPE: VSD, projected, line-written

FEATURES: * Gunsight type optical system, with collimating lens and
flat-plate combiner

* Scaling 1:1

9 Field of view not specified

e Flight director symbol can be driven by compass, navigation
computer, VOR-OMNI, or ILS

* Manual brightness adjustment

MANUFACTURER: Rank Cintel Limited
Worsley Bridge Road
Lower Sydenham, London S.E. 26
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SAAB POLE TRACK

Velocity
Vector Horizon
Symbol Speed Error

PathGlde Indicator

Line Pole Track and
SaftyAiming DotSafety/

Altitude / Reference Altitude
Marker Pole and Index

//

TYPE: VSD, projected line written

FEATURES: . Gunsight type optical system, with collimating lens and
flat-plate combiner

"• Field of view 200 x 20 (monocular)

"• Same symbols used for en route, terrain avoidance, or landing

"* All information, except speed error, presented in same coor-
dinate system

"* No scales or numerals used

"* Angular dimensions of pole track chosen to permit small and
precise corrections

MANUFACTURER: Svenska Aeroplan Aktiebalaget (SAAB)
Linkoping, Sweden
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SPECTOCOM HUD

Airspeed

Altitude Scale and
Scale and Index
Index (d < Horizon

Aircraft
Reference - 0 Angle of
Symbol Attack

Error

Director -

Symbol Range
Circle

TYPE: VSD, projected, line written

FEATURES: * Gunsight type optical system, with collimating lens and
flat-plate combiner

"* Field of view 14* x 140 (monocular)

"* Only horizon is earth stabilized; all other elements are
display stabilized

"* Same symbols used for takeoff, en route, and landing

MANUFACTURER: Specto Limited of Great Britain
Imported by Computing Devices of Canada
Ottawa, Canada
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SPERRY HUD

Heading 10* Pitch Line
Index

50 Pitch Line

Horizon /Altitude Scale( and Index

Angle of T
Attack oBoresight SymbolAttack ,-.

Index Flight Path (Flight

-- 9 Director) Symbol

Runway
Symbol Steering Dot

TYPE: VSD, projected, line written

FEATURES: * Gunsight type optical system, with collimating lens and
flat-plate combiner

o Field of view: i11 x ll (monocular)

* Scaling 1:1

* Display also has takeoff, en route, and terrain following
modes (See p.107 for illustration of terrain following
symbology.)

MANUFACTURER: Sperry Gyroscope Company
Great Neck, L.I., New York
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*Baker ard Grether (1954) Loucks (3945)

Bauerschmidt and Roscoe (1960) Loucks (1949a)

Behan ev al. (1965) Loucks (1949b)

Browne (1945) McCormick (1964)

Campbell et al. (1955) Morgan et at. (1963)

*Carel (1965) Naish (1961)

Christiensen (1955) Naish (1962)

Duerfeldt (1956) Naish (1964)

Emery and Koch (1965) Naish (1965)

Fitts and Jones (1947) Payne (1952)

Fitts et al. (1949) Roscoe et al. (1952)

*Fogel (1963) Roscoe (1954)

Gardner (1950) *Roscoe (1967)

Gardrer and Lacey (1954) Sampson and Wade (1961)

JANAIR (1966) *Williams et al.. (1956)

Lambert (1964) *Wulfeck et al. (1958)
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CHAPTER IV - SYMBOLOGY (Cont.)

FORMAT AND PLACEMENT

Austin et at. (1.967) Poole (1966)

Bruner et at. (1956) Poole and Koppel (1965)

Carel (1965) Whitham (1965)

Foster (1964)

TOWARD A COMMON LANGUAGE

Baker and Grether (1954) McCormick (1964)

Brown (1959) Morgan et at. (1963)

Heininger (1966) Williams et al. (1956)

Hill and Chernikoff (1965) Williams et aZ. (1965)

Kelso (1964) Wulfeck et al. (1958)

CHAPTER V - DISPLAY CHARACTERISTICS

INTRODUCTION

None

VISUAL FACTORS

Buddenhagen and Wolpin (1961) Pitts (1963)

Chalmers et al. (1950) Rock (1953)

Duntley et aZ. (1964) Sears (1958)

Glover (1955) *Smith and Goddard (1967)

*Kelley et al. (1965) Spragg and Rock (1948)

Kelso (1965) U.S. Navy Hydrographic Office
(1963)
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CHAPTER V - DISPLAY CHARACTERISTICS (Cont.)

VISUAL FACTORS (Cont.)

Ketchel (1967) Whiteside (1965)

Luxenberg and Bonness (1965) *Wulfeck et at. (1958)

*Morgan et at. (1963)

LUMINANCE AND CONTRAST

Alluisi et at. (1957) *Ketchel (1967)

*Blackwell (1946) Kilpatrick (1966)

*Carel (1965) Lally (1966)

*Claver (1966) Luxenberg and Bonness (1965)

Crouch (1958) McCormick (1964)

General Electric Co. (1961) Miller (1966)

*Hanes and Williams (1948) *Peterson (1966)

Hardy (1963) *Pfahnl (1961)

Hoffman et at. (1967) Slocum et aZ. (1967)

*Kelley et al. (1965) *Stevens (1962)

FLICKER

*Carel (1.965) *Morgan (1965)

Crozier and Wolf (1941) Poole (1966)

*Graham et al. (1965) Schade (1948)

Grob (1964) Turnage (1966)

Lloyd (1962) Underwood (1966)
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CHAPTER V - DISPLAY CHARACTERISTICS (Cont.)

FILTERS

Carel (1965) Lally (1966)

Hanes and Williams (1948) Peterson (1966)

Hubner and Blose (1966) Pfahnl (1961)

Justice and Liebold (1965) Pizzicara (1966)

Kelley et aZ. (1965) Polaroid Corp. (1967)

Ketchel (1967)

RESOLUTION

Beste (1963) Poole (1966)

*Carel (1965) Shurtleff et al. (1966)

Clauer (1966) *Shurtleff (1967)

*Fink (1952) Slocum et al. (1967)

Harsh (1966) *Whitham (1965)

Peterson (1966) Wurtz (1967)

COLOR

Damon (1966)

French (1967)

*Pizzicara (1966)

OPTICS AND FIELD OF VIEW

None

STANDARDS OF MEASUREMENT

None
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